Abstract

While school violence is an issue that is of a longstanding historical nature, increased levels of lethality evident in episodic school violence in contemporary society has generated collective concern. Australia is hardly immune from this escalation of severity although fatalities as a result of habitual domestic school violence have been fortuitously infrequent, unlike in several overseas locations.

The motivation for this thesis is twofold. An opportunity is taken to address the issue of juvenile violence in school settings from an Australian viewpoint grounded in restorative justice practise and methodology, which will be combined with augmentation of juvenile human rights that fortify such an approach. This binary solution represents the focus of the thesis.

In order to recommend appropriate disciplinary management policy for use in Australian schools, doctrinal research which allows the identification of shortcomings in existing law and policy will be combined with reform oriented, non-doctrinal methodology utilising inductive reasoning that allows for the introduction of evidence to support legal change and worthwhile policy reform. A uniform Commonwealth initiated policy structure has been suggested following an analysis of the shortcomings inherent in existing punitive disciplinary regimes spanning entry level restorative interventions to more formalised processes designed to address more serious incidents of juvenile violence in Australian school settings.

To achieve this aim, the existing Australian juvenile justice and education law and policy was examined in order to establish the current status of essential human rights safeguards and contemporary disciplinary regimes, including the use of non-traditional disciplinary solutions in both domains. Australia’s performance in the safeguarding of juvenile human rights was also investigated during this background research. This analysis of existing structures and processes provided the appropriate background for the development of an appropriate framework for the implementation of a uniform
rights-based restorative justice disciplinary management regime for use in Australian schools.

The message from this thesis is that mitigation of school violence for the benefit of school safety generally, in addition to interrupting the schoolyard to jail yard pathway so often undertaken by at-risk juvenile offenders, can be achieved with a uniform, more sophisticated, modern approach to disciplinary management of schools that upholds the human rights of juveniles who represent some of Australian society’s most important yet vulnerable members.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Juvenile violence is an increasingly visible and alarming issue that warrants global concern.¹ The increased rates and severity of juvenile violence across the world have elevated the problem into an extremely visible and topical issue in contemporary society. Examples include violence perpetrated by gangs, juveniles in street locations and significantly for the purposes of this thesis, in school settings.² As a consequence, increased focus on schools is warranted, as they are both physical locations where violent juvenile acts are perpetrated, and systems that create or exacerbate violence amongst those within.³

This research will focus on the nature of juvenile violence and its association with schools, which remain conspicuous settings in which juvenile violence is perpetrated and controlled. The importance of school safety therefore cannot be undersold, as schools must habitually address the issue mindful of the influence of legal procedure and institutions that have an interest in ensuring the safety of juveniles who represent among the most vulnerable members of society. The influence of human rights obligations adds further complexity to the school violence issue and requires the adoption of rights-based discipline law and policy that respects and upholds Australia’s international obligations when formulating appropriate responses to the diverse issue of violent juvenile behaviour. This chapter articulates the statement of the problem, research objects, background/context, research questions, research aims, methodology, document analysis, and the relevance and significance of the study.

² Ibid.
³ See 2.7 below for a discussion on school violence and school settings in which violent juvenile acts can occur, in addition to systems that can create and exacerbate violence through relationship conflict, for example.
1.2 Statement of the Problem

Juvenile violence$^4$ is not restricted by race, gender, status, political, minority or geographical boundaries. In dealing with juvenile violence, states and agencies including the criminal justice and education systems are empowered to administer appropriate responses to juvenile offenders. School-based discipline management has traditionally embraced a punitive approach that upholds customary zero tolerance methods to address the issue of school violence through the use of suspension, exclusion and other sanctions which can no longer be considered sound or appropriate in contemporary society.

Although there is a wide body of literature on juvenile violence,$^5$ there is a paucity of research on the issue from an Australian perspective, particularly that of school-based violence. Since 2000, there has been only one major study on the issue and this research was restricted to secondary schools in New South Wales.$^6$ There is seemingly, however, a growing incidence of juvenile violence in schools combined with escalating community concerns. Although there is no current national statistical data on the nature and extent of school violence,$^7$ a few small-scale studies$^8$ as well as media reports and anecdotal information suggest a growing incidence of violence in Australian schools.$^9$

---

$^4$ For the purposes of this study ‘juvenile’ will be used interchangeably with ‘youth’, ‘child’, ‘children’ etc. and will generally be used to describe those persons aged 18 years or less. This age limit will provide more scope for analysis given the recent change in school commencement age in Western Australia under the School Education Act 1999 (WA) s 5, which will see many students complete secondary school aged 18 rather than 17 as was the case previously. ‘Violence’ will used to describe physical and or emotional force used against another resulting in harm of some type. These definitions are subject to further discussion which will be provided in Chapter 2. Similarly, ‘behaviour’ and ‘discipline’ management will also be used interchangeably since many school related policies utilise either description in policy documentation.


$^7$ Measurement of the amount or rate of school violence in Australia is not the purpose of this thesis.


This escalation demands that education agencies adopt a more holistic approach to the management of school violence.

Further, an approach to the issue that is also cognisant and respectful of essential human rights obligations would be appropriate. A rights-based approach\textsuperscript{10} which draws upon essential human rights safeguards requires the development of laws, practices, and procedures to safeguard entitlements while providing the opportunity to address the violation of rights or indeed their denial is the preferred approach espoused in this thesis.

\textbf{1.3 Research Objects}

The primary object of this thesis, therefore, is to examine the nature of juvenile violence in Australian schools from a rights-based perspective with a view to shaping and influencing school discipline policy to address and mitigate school violence. The main argument to be advanced in this thesis is that adopting a rights-based approach in the development of juvenile school violence disciplinary policy and practice will lead to more informed and appropriate strategies and models for the management of violent juvenile behaviour in Australian schools. The thesis will also examine the question of how a rights-based approach is accommodated within the prism of education law, policy and practice. This approach will be grounded in restorative justice methodology and practice and underpinned by essential human rights as they apply to juveniles, which is an area deemed inadequate by the Australian Human Rights Commission in its most recent submission to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child with particular emphasis on the need for improvement in Australia’s legal protective mechanisms for juvenile human rights.\textsuperscript{11} In particular, the thesis will argue that the best

\textsuperscript{10} Chapter 5 will define and expand upon a rights-based approach to be adapted for use with juveniles.

\textsuperscript{11} Chapter 5 of the thesis will discuss the notion of restorative justice and human rights including a rights-based approach tailored for use with juveniles. Chapters 3 and 6 of the thesis will further discuss the response of Australia to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child.
interests and participation\textsuperscript{12} of juveniles in accordance with international human rights standards is important in effective and appropriate school disciplinary management regimes to address the multifaceted difficulty of violent juvenile behaviour. This will in turn contribute to reductions in episodic school violence in Australian school settings and interrupt the ‘schoolyard to jail yard’ journey so often navigated by violent juveniles.

1.4 Background/Context

Violent acts involving young people remain among the most concerning examples of contemporary violence.\textsuperscript{13} Death, injury and disability perpetrated by and against young people continue to significantly affect societies in social and economic terms.\textsuperscript{14} The statistics are sobering as they reveal that more than 500 young people die each day internationally as a consequence of interpersonal violence, with males perhaps not unexpectedly at higher risk than females, particularly in the area of homicide.\textsuperscript{15} For each death there are estimated to be 20–40 cases of non-fatal injury. Undoubtedly a major global concern, juvenile violence involving death, disability and, as a corollary, a reduction in quality of life, places considerable strain on health and welfare services, has a negative effect on productivity, disrupts essential services, escalates fear in communities and generally has a detrimental effect on society.\textsuperscript{16}

Examples of juvenile violence are many and varied and include homicides, assaults, sexual offences, bullying and gang violence that can affect not only victims but also families and communities alike. A multifaceted problem, youth violence should not be disassociated from other types of behavioural difficulties because youth violence does not exist in a vacuum.\textsuperscript{17} Participation by juveniles in nonviolent criminal acts, alcohol and drug abuse, truancy, driving offences and dispersal of sexually transmitted diseases

\textsuperscript{12} Chapter 3 of the thesis will discuss at length the notions of the best interests of the child and participation in accordance with international human rights obligations.
\textsuperscript{14} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} P Benson and E Roehlkepartain, ‘Youth Violence in Middle America’ (1993) 3(1) \textit{Midwest Forum} 3.
amongst others illustrate the diversity in at-risk juvenile behaviour, although this may not necessarily follow as many violent youths exhibit little or no other significant behavioural problems. Equally, not all juveniles with behavioural problems are or become violent.18

The various, salient risk factors associated with youth violence cannot be underplayed. Prominent amongst these indicators are individual aspects such as birth complications, impulsiveness, alcohol and drug use, low intelligence, personality and behavioural problems, with males being the dominant sex involved in juvenile violence.19 Equally, relationship factors such as poor, erratic and harsh parenting (often in single parent households), meagre family bonding and cohesion, low socio-economic status and large numbers of siblings are often combined with the familiarisation and acceptance of expectations and beliefs that serve to reinforce and tolerate the use of violence by juveniles within family structures.20 The early learning experiences of juveniles within such difficult family environments can, as a result, contribute to an escalation into violent behaviour. Moreover, even where violence is not modelled within the home, a lack of familiarity with norms and social controls in concert with deficient parental monitoring and restraint can also encourage the use of violence by juveniles. The economic stress and social isolation often experienced by these types of families is also significant.21

Community and societal influences on the dynamic of juvenile violence are many and varied and play a pivotal role in both the stimulation and continuation of violent acts by and against juveniles. Salient factors include low social capital and poor social integration, inequality of income and a pervasive culture of violence. These are buttressed by the presence of gangs and easy access to weapons, alcohol and drugs, culminating in an environment where learning and participating in violence is not only tolerated but encouraged, and often combined with omnipresent violent peer

19 World Health Organization, *Youth Violence and Alcohol Fact Sheet*, above n 15, 3.
21 Ibid.
behaviour.\textsuperscript{22} The development of juvenile violence is also an important issue to consider when tracking the escalation of juvenile violence into violent adult behaviour. Aggressive childhood behaviour often leads to aggressive and violent adolescent behaviour culminating in continued aggressive tendencies along with alcohol and substance abuse.\textsuperscript{23} Although in many circumstances children who show early signs of violent tendencies or perhaps suffer from violent acts as victims can present an inclination toward violent acts through adolescence, this tends to decline after 20 years of age.\textsuperscript{24} The development, however, of nurturing and safe environments between children and parents or caregivers in the formative years has been favourably associated with the prevention of child maltreatment and reduction in childhood aggression.\textsuperscript{25}

Yet the question arises: are sobering examples such as these more a product of media and politically driven insecurities than a real change in youth behaviour?\textsuperscript{26} The misstatement of violent youth crime waves from the 1980s to date that leads commentators to such hyperbole as ‘epidemic’ and ‘unprecedented’ along with colourful descriptors such as ‘youth super predators’\textsuperscript{27} has clouded the sound judgement of the extent and nature of juvenile violence in contemporary society. As a source of both information and entertainment, the ubiquitous mass media in contemporary society contributes in no small way to such misunderstandings. Many public opinions and understandings of violence and crime are as a result grounded in mass media reporting that often overestimates the amount and frequency of violent crime and manipulates the causes of crime, criminals, victims and the worthiness of the criminal justice system, according to Lawrence and Mueller.\textsuperscript{28} The newsworthiness of violent acts perpetrated by and against juveniles is even more elevated, with school violence being particularly

\textsuperscript{22} World Health Organization, \textit{Youth Violence and Alcohol Fact Sheet}, above n 15, 3.
\textsuperscript{24} World Health Organization, \textit{World Report on Violence and Health}, above n 1, 30; Elliot, above n 20, 2.
\textsuperscript{26} World Health Organization, \textit{Youth Violence and Alcohol Fact Sheet}, above n 15.
prominent. Fuelled by the mass media, a fear of violence in school settings that is disproportionate to the actual risks has become a recurring theme in contemporary society.\textsuperscript{29}

Such a focus on juvenile violence within school environments is unsurprising as schools provide an arena in which juvenile violence is both perpetrated and controlled.\textsuperscript{30} Further, there is a significant relationship between antisocial behaviour and learning difficulties or lack of student motivation.\textsuperscript{31} Violent school behaviour can be seen to have a flow-on effect to local communities such that school-based management plans for addressing violence and aggression are now often considered to be in the public domain rather than internalised, as was once the case. This blurring of boundaries between schoolyard and community has arguably generated further complications in the management of juvenile violence by school administrators.\textsuperscript{32} Once considered the exclusive preserve of administrators and teaching staff, the management of school violence presents a more sophisticated challenge in contemporary society, especially given the exponential growth in technology and social media that has spawned a new and extremely visible platform for juvenile violence.

Where previously school-based responses to juvenile violence were confined to the interpretation and enforcement of relevant legislation, policies and guidelines, the autonomy to assess, develop and implement school-based social and behavioural policies is now scrutinised as public policy.\textsuperscript{33} A consequence of this more public and severe juvenile behavioural management regime is the more frequent removal of violent and misbehaving juveniles from schools by state agencies, leaving them disconnected from the very social institution they rely on for instruction in the social and conformist norms and behaviours necessary to become useful and valued individuals in society. The predictable passage by these now isolated juveniles into antisocial subcultures and other

\textsuperscript{31} Benson and Roehlkepartain, above n 17, 1–6.
\textsuperscript{32} Anderson, above n 27.
deviant behavioural environments is all but guaranteed as a result. As an example, Sumner, Silverman and Frampton argue that the increased severity of punitive school discipline management has resulting in increased rates of student suspension or exclusion and referral to juvenile criminal justice agencies in circumstances where less severe sanctions would previously have been applied by school administrators, further limiting opportunities for disaffected juveniles.

As an alternative, discipline management practice and procedure grounded in restorative justice methodology is well suited to schools as institutions that are predominantly engaged with facilitating the learning process in supportive environments, by providing the vehicle for offending students to confront the consequences of harm caused therefore engendering accountability and empathy. The importance of early intervention in schools cannot be underestimated because through the vehicle of school-based restorative justice initiatives, dilution of the ascendancy toward adult criminality is a more than useful benefit. As a corollary, the use of restorative practice and methodology therefore also has the potential to disrupt the schoolyard to jail yard journey so often seen with disaffected juveniles, as the restorative process is focussed on the core reasons for delinquent and violent behaviour through harm repair, victim engagement, offender accountability and relationship enhancement rather than detachment synonymous with punitive, retributive school disciplinary management regimes that rely heavily on suspension and exclusionary policies.

In light of this continued emphasis on juvenile violence and more particularly the increase in focus on its association with schools and school settings, this study will examine the merit or otherwise of rights-based restorative justice methodology and practice to address school violence in Australian schools and limitations in the

---

34 Anderson, above n, 27, 1182.
36 Ibid 6.
37 Malcolm, above n 23, 25.
traditional, retributive approach that eschews or inadequately safeguards human rights. In particular, it will explore how a rights-based approach incorporating restorative justice methodology is accommodated within the prism of education law, policy and practice. Restriction of the impact of essential human rights safeguards on domestic Australian education policy will also be examined given the lack of direct incorporation of significant international legal instruments that has undermined the promotion of juvenile rights, as will the need to promote and formalise the use of restorative justice methodology and practices that are currently sporadic in coverage throughout the domestic education law and policy regime. The conceptual framework of the thesis will now be discussed.

1.5 Conceptual Framework
The contextual framework for the study is a rights-based approach that upholds and protects human rights located in essential international frameworks. At its core, this methodology is underpinned by the relationship status between nation states or governments as duty bearers, who are obligated to citizens who are considered rights holders, to respect, protect and fulfil human rights contained in international human rights frameworks. This essentially requires that laws, practices, and administrative procedures be developed to safeguard rights and entitlements, including the potential to address rights violations.39

Further, accountability and transparency between these two participants is essential to respect and fulfil rights. This extends to legislative, judicial and administrative action to fulfil the demands of the juvenile, and includes the universality of rights and individual dignity that suggests that all persons are entitled to rights, capacity development and empowerment including the ability of rights holders to demand and have their rights upheld, interdependence of rights and participation of rights holders to claim entitled

39 A rights-based approach provides that all human beings are rights holders with each human right being bestowed a duty bearer, including governments and nation states, who is to ensure that entitlements are provided and protected whilst developing the capacity of rights holders to in fact claim rights and the meeting of obligations by duty holders. The notion of a rights-based approach including its adaptation for use with children and juveniles will be further defined and discussed in Chapter 5 of the thesis, culminating in the development of a rights-based restorative justice disciplinary management approach for use in Australian schools.
rights from duty bearers. This thesis will recommend the development of a rights-oriented approach grounded in restorative justice methodology to address the problem of school based juvenile violence and related school law and policy issues.

Adaptation of a rights-based approach to suit juveniles also presents some challenges, as traditional, more general human rights that simply include juveniles need to be distinguished from those that identify juveniles as eligible rights holders in their own capacity. This is appropriate given Australia’s obligations as a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (‘UNCRC’).[^40] A juvenile-oriented, human rights-based approach to upholding, promoting and safeguarding the rights of juveniles such as those contained in the UNCRC and associated international instruments, is preferred to generalist human rights mechanisms that simply include juveniles and young people who exhibit both evolving capacities and vulnerabilities.[^41]

The central themes in this important instrument are the overarching requirement that the best interests of the child are to remain of paramount concern and that all children should enjoy participatory rights to express views freely in matters that affect them,[^42] both of which will emerge as important elements in this thesis. Also fundamental to the UNCRC is the requirement that the criminalisation of children is to be avoided, although responsibility for actions must be upheld. It is considered imperative under the UNCRC that juvenile offenders are held accountable for their actions and contribute to the repair of damage they may have caused, while the reintegration of juvenile offenders is also actively encouraged under the UNCRC.[^43] Although Australia has ratified[^44] this

[^40]: Convention on the Rights of the Child, opened for signature 20 November 1989, 1577 UNTS 3 (entered into force 2 September 1990). The UNCRC was ratified by Australia on 17 December 1990. Structurally, a juvenile-oriented rights-based approach draws upon the UNCRC with particular emphasis on advancing the human rights of juveniles, including the best interests element and participation, which are concepts that will be expanded upon in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of the thesis.

[^41]: An overview of Australia’s international legal undertakings, particularly those associated with juveniles, will be provided in Chapter 3 of the thesis.


important convention, it is yet to be incorporated into domestic law. Nevertheless, the High Court of Australia has promoted the expectation that the UNCRC’s provisions will be taken into account insofar as discretionary administrative decision-making is undertaken in cases concerning juveniles.\(^{45}\)

The UNCRC and other international human rights instruments provide a basis from which Australia’s response to juvenile violence can be further examined. Important protocols include the United Nations Guidelines for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency 1990 (‘Riyadh Guidelines’)\(^{46}\), United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice 1985 (‘Beijing Rules’)\(^{47}\), United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial Measures 1990 (‘Tokyo Rules’)\(^{48}\) and the United Nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of Their Liberty 1990 (‘Havana Rules’),\(^{49}\) and act to buttress the UNCRC and place importance on the need to reconcile and balance the social context within which the juvenile justice process is positioned with the need to maintain compliance with human rights principles.\(^{50}\) In dealing with juvenile offenders, for example, Australia is also required to pay due regard to general human rights obligations\(^{51}\) under the United Nations International Convention on the
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\(^{44}\) Ratification refers to a process whereby a signatory state provides confirmation that it intends to be bound by a treaty.


\(^{50}\) U Kilkelly, ‘Youth Justice and Children’s Rights: Measuring Compliance with International Standards’ (2008) 8(3) *Youth Justice* 188.

1.6 Research Questions
Against this background the research will address the following questions:
(a) What is the nature and influence of juvenile violence on schools and communities in Australia?
(b) What is the nature and scope of international and domestic law in addressing juvenile violence in Australia?
(c) How is juvenile violence currently dealt with in Australian education law and policy?
(d) What is a ‘rights-based approach’ to dealing with juvenile violence in schools in Australia?
(e) How can a rights-based approach inform policy development and school discipline procedure in order for juvenile violence in Australian schools to be better managed?

1.7 Research Aims
The aims of this research are to:
(a) examine the nature of juvenile violence in Australia;
(b) examine international legislative instruments relevant to juvenile violence and Australia’s obligations with respect to these and related domestic laws;
(c) examine current Australian education law and policy dealing with juvenile violence;
(d) discuss and analyse a rights-based approach to juvenile school violence in Australia; and
(e) recommend a model for a rights-based, restorative justice discipline management regime for use in Australian schools.


1.8 Methodology

Legal research can be described as historic, systematic inquiry grounded in both the interpretation and explanation of the law. As law is a social construct, it is eminently suitable for examining both why and how laws are created through courts and legislative agencies. By questioning the very nature of the law and examining articles of review and decided cases, both judicial reasoning and the disparate effects and consequences of laws can be explored. Within the confines of educational law, legal research may examine formal government policies that influence education and contribute toward further development of legal precedent through the analysis of legal cases germane to educational agencies.

Research in the discipline of law naturally falls into two categories. An approach traditional to legal research, ‘doctrinal research’ enables an exposition of the rules that regulate a particular legal category and their relationship, difficulties and future developments. This approach is typically grounded in the identification, analysis, organisation, and synthesis of legal commentary, judicial decision-making and legislation through the medium of reading and conducting of intensive, scholarly analysis. Alternately, non-doctrinal research can be described as ‘about’ rather than ‘in’ law and reflects philosophies found in other disciplines, with data and information utilised in this type of research not confined necessarily to traditional legal resources.

Non-doctrinal research can be further unpacked into theoretical or reform-oriented investigation, with the former embracing a more complete understanding of legal concepts while the latter seeks to achieve legal change and exploits the use of inductive

reasoning\textsuperscript{58} to propose evidence in support of a conclusion which can then be utilised to achieve worthwhile reform.

Due to its narrow application and restrictions associated with societal or policy implications, doctrinal research is unsuitable for this thesis as stand-alone methodology. Instead, the methodology employed in this research is a combination of doctrinal methodology, in order to identify the deficiencies in existing law and policy, and non-doctrinal, reform-oriented methodology to identify lacunas in current approaches used to address school violence, culminating in the proposal of a rights-based strategy incorporating restorative justice practice and procedure that is cognisant of Australia’s international legal obligations.

It is also anticipated that several databases will be employed in this thesis, such as Lexis, Austlii, ProQuest, Quicklaw, and Heinonline, amongst others.

1.9 Document Analysis

As this research is literature-based and involves an in-depth regime of reading, analysis and interpretation of primary legal documents, a document analysis procedure will be adopted. Document analysis requires the interpretation and examination of both printed and electronic data in order to elicit meaning develop empirical knowledge and gain understanding from the review or evaluation of the documents\textsuperscript{59}. In analysing both the nature and impact of juvenile violence and the varied responses from state agencies, this thesis will analyse primary legal resources such as case law and legislation, in addition to making significant use of secondary materials such as the commentary found in legal and educational law journals and textbooks. This systematic analysis of law and policy across Australian jurisdictions is required in order to identify and assess important issues germane to the thesis. Literature will also be drawn from other fields such as social work, social justice, criminology and psychology where it addresses juvenile violence.

\textsuperscript{58} Ibid 9, 116.
\textsuperscript{59} G A Bowen, ‘Document Analysis as a Qualitative Research Method’ (2009) 9(2) \textit{Qualitative Research Journal} 27.
1.10 Relevance and Significance of the Study
The purpose of this research is to contribute to a further understanding of violent juvenile behaviour and its effect on society, particularly in school settings, in addition to policy development and an understanding of the constraints in the administration of violent youth behaviour. This is particularly relevant to the criminal justice and educational agencies as they have the most fundamental relationships with violent youth. Moreover, the relevance of international human rights obligations and their impact on legal obligations within these two agencies will be examined. This research will make a valuable contribution from a rights-based perspective to the field of education law and to the development of policy and practice in the management of violent and antisocial juvenile behaviour in schools within communities.

By examining the issue from an Australian perspective, it is anticipated that a significant contribution will be made to the existing body of knowledge concerning juvenile violence in school settings within Australia for both best practice principles and various limitations, which will help redress the lacuna in Australian research in this most important field. Moreover, more sophisticated and contemporary solutions and strategies underpinned by applicable human rights principles can be developed to help alleviate the juvenile violence problems evident in schools within communities.

1.11 Outline and Structure
The outline and structure of this thesis are as follows:

Chapter 1: The first chapter of the thesis introduces the topic and provides a statement of the problem, background and context to the study, research questions and aims, methodology, document analysis, relevance, significance and the outline and structure.

Chapter 2: The focus of this chapter will be on the nature of juvenile violence in Australia including its association with schools and communities. It will commence with important definitions of key terms including juvenile and violence and will examine the nature of school violence including attendant risk factors. The chapter will then focus on
patterns and trends in juvenile violence prior to a discussion of school violence including fatal episodic incidents in the Australian jurisdiction.

Chapter 3: This chapter will provide the platform for Chapter 4 of the thesis by examining relevant domestic and international law including historical trends in the management of violent juveniles and the emergence of autonomous human rights. This includes an analysis of international human rights instruments and their impact on law, policy and practice with a focus on the pivotal *UNCRC*. Domestic and international jurisprudence associated with the rights of juveniles will also be examined in the chapter.

Chapter 4: The domestic legal framework of juvenile justice and education policy and the inclusion or otherwise of essential human rights are examined in this chapter, including key definitional aspects. Initially the chapter will provide an overview of domestic juvenile justice legislation prior to a discussion on education legislation and policy germane to disciplinary management and school safety in Australian schools. The chapter will then identify and discuss the incorporation or otherwise of essential human rights canons within the domestic juvenile justice and education legislative and policy regime. This chapter will also provide the necessary platform for the development of a model rights-based, restorative justice methodology and practice for use in Australian schools.

Chapter 5: The focus of this chapter will be on a rights-based approach to the administration of school violence utilising restorative justice methodology and practices, and will include recommendations for the adoption of uniform domestic discipline management policy and practice in Australian schools. This will include an overview of the use of restorative justice practice and methodology in Australian schools and more broadly in the wider community, including important linkages with the criminal justice system and challenges to implementation, culminating in recommendations for the adoption of model rights-based disciplinary management policy grounded in restorative justice methodology for use in Australian schools.
Chapter 6: The final chapter of the thesis will focus on an overview of the research undertaken, the human rights implications of a restorative justice approach to address juvenile violence in Australian schools, the key findings resulting from the research, recommendations and future perspectives, and a final concluding statement.
Chapter 2: Definitions and the Nature of Juvenile School Violence in Australia

2.1 Introduction

This thesis is focussed on juvenile violence in schools from a rights-based perspective so it is therefore important that concepts germane to the thesis and various typologies of key terms be examined, including as ‘juvenile,’ ‘violence’ and more particularly, ‘school violence.’ Further, reference will be made to the fundamental interconnectedness of schools with the wider community, with respect to the impact of violence within schools in addition to violence that occurs beyond geographical school boundaries but is nonetheless derived from school settings. The chapter will conclude with an important discussion examining the impact of school violence on Australian schools and communities before introducing the significance of school violence and Australia’s obligations under international legal instruments, which will be examined in Chapter 3.

This chapter will therefore explore the definitional and conceptual aspects of juvenile violence within contemporary society in addition to legal connotations, so as to link the discussion with the research questions outlined in Chapter 1. Further, the nature of juvenile violence in Australia, including its effect and consequences in the key areas of society, economy, education, health, family and community, will be scrutinised as will salient risk factors that influence juvenile violence along with associated protective factors.

2.2 Defining Juvenile

Historically, ‘juvenile’ has been defined as ‘of or belonging to youth’ and ‘young person’ from the Latin derivative ‘juvenilis’. As a corollary, ‘juvenilia’ was a term coined in the 17th century to describe the ‘work of a person’s youth’, while at the same time, the term juvenile gained popularity in the disparaging sense to describe unwanted childish behaviour. The first recorded use of the phrase ‘juvenile delinquency’ occurred
in the early 19th century. Contemporary definitions of juvenile are typically grounded in terminology such as ‘of or pertaining to the young’, ‘youthful’, ‘immature’, ‘infantile’, ‘not fully grown or developed’, ‘childish’ and the like, whilst medical definitions of juvenile typically describe those who are ‘physiologically immature or underdeveloped’, ‘psychological or intellectual immaturity’ or a ‘young individual resembling an adult of its kind except in size or reproductive activity’. Defining what is or is not a juvenile is not without difficulty, however, as it would be ambitious to assume that there is a fixed or natural definition to attach to the term.

Instead, the term juvenile or youth is more appropriately seen as a term that distinguishes certain events from others. Biologically, it may be described as a time period where humans progress through physical and emotional maturation, whilst a social definition may describe the period between being cared for to being a provider, or perhaps from the dependency of a child to the independence of a responsible adult. Further, the description of juveniles as a subculture of society displaying its own values, ideals, sentiments and activities evolved from the 18th century onward, with particular emphasis from the mid-20th century where youth culture and a so-called ‘counterculture’ emerged, at least in Western countries. In 2010, the Standing Committee on Family, Community, Housing and Youth in the Commonwealth Parliament released a significant report focusing on the impact of violence on young Australians and defined ‘youth’ or ‘young Australians’ as those people generally between the ages of 12 and 25, although special consideration was recommended to extend the definitional boundaries to those aged from 10 onwards in order to encompass the ‘special developmental requirements of young adolescents’.
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2.3 Doli Incapax and the Legal Definition of Juvenile

The legal definition of juvenile is centred in mechanisms that attempt to track the important transition from the ‘age of innocence’ to what is recognised as legal maturity. In any discussion of violent acts perpetrated by juveniles, therefore, it would be practical to examine the assessment of juvenile criminal responsibility as defined and categorised by law. Variations in the scope of juvenile age restrictions exist in both domestic and international legal systems with the common law presumptive principle of doli incapax and statutory equivalents a feature of most legal systems. This principle upholds the assumption that a child is legally incapable of committing criminal acts and has long been incorporated into Australian law, either in statutory form or under the common law.

2.3.1 Doli Incapax in Australian Law

As a consequence, doli incapax remains an important feature in the administration of juvenile justice and determines that a graduated onset of criminal responsibility linked to the maturity levels of the accused juvenile is applied, which is in turn dependent on the juvenile’s comprehension of the wrongfulness of the act. Over the last two decades there has been a concerted attempt to standardise the age limit for criminal responsibility across Australian jurisdictions with all states and territories in agreement that no criminal liability can be attributed to a child under the age of 10, in addition to a rebuttable presumption available between the ages of 10 and 14.

In order to trigger this rebuttal or reversal of presumption, prosecutors are required to demonstrate that the accused child or juvenile was capable at the time the offence was
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committed of adequately discerning right from wrong such that they were fully cognisant of the implications of the offence. Essentially, the *doli incapax* doctrine protects juveniles who have not yet reached the age of ‘discretion’ in an attempt to safeguard those who are ill-behaved rather than overtly criminal. To reverse the *doli incapax* refuge for juveniles aged between 10 and 14, the prosecution must establish that not only did the accused juvenile display the appropriate mens rea, but additionally was aware that the act was seriously wrong.

Beyond the age of 14, the onus shifts to the defence who are encumbered with the obligation to establish that the accused juvenile was incompetent and lacked the required knowledge that the act was wrong. Further, the maximum age that a child or juvenile can appear in a Children’s Court is consistent at under the age of 18 across all Australian jurisdictions, with the exception of Queensland which has a statutory ceiling of 17 years of age. By way of comparison, the minimum age for criminal responsibility in many overseas jurisdictions is typically higher than in Australia. Western European minimum age restrictions range from 12 years in the Netherlands, 14 years in Italy and Germany and 16 years in Spain, to 18 years in Belgium. Japan also sets a relatively mature minimum age limit of 16 years.

The doctrine of *doli incapax* has however been subject to significant criticism, principally because of the supposition that contemporary society’s sophisticated and educated juveniles bear little resemblance to their counterparts of two centuries ago when the doctrine was introduced into the English common law. As a result, the *doli incapax* doctrine is both outmoded and unfair in practice. According to Bradley, this argument is mostly based on the premise that modern day juveniles generally have, by the age of 10, experienced a minimum of four years schooling in addition to high levels
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of exposure to radio, television, the internet and other forms of media and technology.\(^\text{80}\) As a consequence of this development and understanding, they are better equipped to distinguish both right from wrong and what constitutes socially acceptable behaviour.\(^\text{81}\)

### 2.3.2 Criticisms of Doli Incapax

Yet this notion is not without difficulty, as daily contact with electronic media and other information does not necessarily mean that juveniles are more intellectually developed, and more to the point, one should be wary of the assumption that such sophistication automatically equips juveniles with the competence to discriminate actions that are gravely wrong and very serious as compared to simply right and wrong.\(^\text{82}\) For example, less interaction with peers and life experience combined with more exposure to electronic media may in fact diminish juveniles’ understanding of the effect of their actions on others.\(^\text{83}\) In fact, the reliance upon and exposure of contemporary juveniles to electronic media and technology at the expense of social contact and experience can potentially lead to a diminished understanding of reality and underdeveloped social skills.\(^\text{84}\)

As such, modern day juveniles may not fully appreciate the effect and consequence of their actions. Similarly, it is apparent that juveniles in past time periods were more independent and aware of their responsibilities as a consequence of commencing work at an earlier age than their modern counterparts.\(^\text{85}\) Moreover, argues Urbas,\(^\text{86}\) the capacity of a juvenile to distinguish right from wrong more broadly should not be equated with their understanding of what is gravely wrong or very serious such that the more arduous legal test to rebut the *doli incapax* presumption is satisfied. Further criticism of the doctrine is grounded in the notion that, when it was introduced, children
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were subject to capital punishment for crimes less serious than unlawful killing, and such an obstacle was needed. This is not the case in most jurisdictions where less retributive and unsympathetic criminal justice regimes are in place.\textsuperscript{87} Whilst contemporary criminal law is less punitive in nature, there still exists the need to reduce the stigmatisation of juveniles which compromises their understanding and appreciation of the wrongfulness of their actions and instead tends to label and breed resentment.\textsuperscript{88}

Although prosecutors are required to present evidence to rebut the \textit{doli incapax} presumption, considerable concessions are provided for this very purpose including the submission of highly prejudicial material, such as past offences and cautions, which are normally inadmissible in adult prosecutions. This has resulted in minimal pleading of the \textit{doli incapax} presumption due to its disadvantageous effect.\textsuperscript{89} Various proposals for revamping the doctrine have been put forward including reducing the age range to 12 rather than 14 years, although it is questionable whether this is any more appropriate as an upper limit. Moreover, such a reduction effectively reduces the transitional window within which variability in juvenile moral development can be dealt with.\textsuperscript{90}

Other possible modifications to the doctrine include shifting the burden of proof (both standard and evidentiary) from prosecutors to defence counsel, which would require proof that the juvenile did not appreciate the gravity of his or her actions. This is in itself an affront to the presumption of innocence and lowering the standard of proof for the prosecution to rebut the presumption to the civil balance of probability standard rather than the more onerous beyond reasonable doubt criminal standard.\textsuperscript{91} Other suggestions include restricting the type of offences to which the doctrine of \textit{doli incapax} will apply to those of a more serious nature such as armed robbery, murder and manslaughter.\textsuperscript{92}
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Nonetheless, despite this type of conjecture and the numerous advantages and disadvantages of the *doli incapax* protection, the presumption is still in operation in all Australian jurisdictions\(^93\) and as such remains an issue in both juvenile violence and state responses to such violence. The impact of human rights obligations on the treatment of juvenile offenders also intersects with the doctrine. This effect of this impact will be discussed in Chapter 3, amongst other human rights issues as they relate to juvenile violence.

### 2.3.3 Age Range Relevant to Thesis

It is evident from this discussion that there is no single definition or meaning of juvenile and it remains a term that has evolved with time and circumstance. However, the *doli incapax* provision is a generic statutory definition linked to the maturity, legal capacity and comprehension levels of juveniles. Against this background, for the purposes of this thesis the term juvenile will be used to describe those persons aged 18 years or less in order to encompass changes in the school commencement age in the Western Australian jurisdiction (ostensibly bringing the state into alignment with other Australian states and territories) which will lead to many final year high school students being aged 18 rather than 17 as has been the case for many years.\(^94\) This is a consequence of beginning year one aged over six due to a midyear rather than year-end age cut-off.\(^95\) The age range in this thesis will therefore include those aged from what is typically year one, from five to six years of age, through to 17 and 18-year-olds who will make up year 12 in the near future, and will also encompass those students who have repeated school years or commenced at a more mature age or similar. Adult violence perpetrated by those aged over 20 will not be included.

### 2.4 The Concept of Violence Including Juvenile Violence

The quest for a clear and concise definition of violence, whether in popular or research literature, is not without difficulty. This is particularly apparent when referring to

\(^{93}\) Australian Institute of Criminology, ‘Age of Criminal Responsibility’, above n 72.  
\(^{94}\) *School Education Act 1999* (WA) ss 5-6.  
\(^{95}\) Ibid.
juveniles as discussed above. This search is further impeded by the frequent conflation of the terms ‘violence’ and ‘aggression’. Conceptually, violence is most often coupled with physicality whilst aggression is more often than not associated with malevolent acts intended to cause harm of some nature, be it physical, emotional or perhaps material deprivation. Moreover, illegitimate violence can quite logically be distinguished from more legitimate acts of force such as the distinction between parents using mild force to discipline a child as compared to the use of violence on the same child by the parents.

Typically couched in the language of criminal law, violence is often classified as an offence against the body of a person, such as grievous bodily harm, assault and other non-fatal offences, sexual offences and ultimately unlawful killing. Violent acts cover a broad spectrum of human behaviour that extends beyond that of inflicting physical injury and clearly encompasses the verbal, psychological, emotional and economic abuse that prevails in society at many and varied levels and can be inflicted by individuals, groups, institutions or nations. Gelles suggests that violence can also be conceptually considered a political matter. For example, abortion could potentially be considered an act of violence by sympathisers of the political right.

### 2.4.1 Base Definition of Violence

As a base definition, violence describes action that ‘injures or destroys that to which it is applied’, ‘behaviour causing harm by use of force, violent conduct,’ ‘rough or immoderate vehemence’, ‘rough or injurious acts or treatment’ and ‘any unjust or unwarranted exertion of force or power as against laws or rights,’ ‘behaviour by or against people that is likely to cause physical or psychological harm of some type,’
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‘acts that frighten victims’\textsuperscript{104} or ‘aggressive behaviour that is undertaken in socially unacceptable behaviour resulting in physical or psychological injury to people or property.’\textsuperscript{105} Psychological injury or violence can include verbal assaults such as sarcasm, ridicule, name-calling and other vilifying statements that can potentially anger and alienate students. It can include mental cruelty, the provision of negative or destructive role models, and the exposure of children and juveniles to dangerous at-risk environments or systemic prejudice and bias, emotional neglect, sexual exploitation or dangerous and unstable environments.\textsuperscript{106}

As defined by the Australian Bureau of Statistics,\textsuperscript{107} violence involves occurrences that result in actual, attempted or threatened physical or sexual assault. This definition delineates the use of physical violence that attempts to harm or frighten in circumstances where the victim expects the physical violence to be carried out, whilst sexual violence refers to situations where sexual acts are carried out against a person’s will using physical force, coercion or intimidation, or an attempt to do the same.\textsuperscript{108}

2.4.2 Definition of Violence Expanded

A more sophisticated analysis of violent acts will logically include physical acts that are designed to intimidate or cause emotional and psychological harm, such as embarrassment and humiliation, as well as verbal assaults that can intimidate others, as both of these actions are aggressive in character and can often be associated with antisocial impacts on others.\textsuperscript{109} This broad definition is reflected in education legislation

which will be discussed more fully in Chapter 4. For example, the behaviour management policy used in Western Australian government schools defines violence as ‘incidents where people are threatened, physically assaulted or intimidated’, where ‘property is deliberately damaged’, and makes mention of the use of ‘extreme force’ that does not necessarily refer to a power imbalance and can be a ‘single or one-off incident’. Similar policy definitions are found in other Australian jurisdictions.

A number of serious violent offences, however, are noteworthy for their absence of physical violence. Farrington suggests that offences like aggravated assaults may involve only threats of violence with weapons, while sexual offences and robberies can on occasion be grounded in threatening behaviour only. As a consequence, the definition of violence can legitimately be attached to the psychological trauma that is so often associated with the experience of threatening behaviour or fear, such that the term violence can also refer to a more general environment of anxiety and trepidation caused by the likelihood and volume of violent acts. Although it is often violent physical attacks that garner our focus and condemnation, psychological violence is potentially a more pressing issue in contemporary society as the pervasiveness of non-physical or verbal acts of violence is a major concern. Bodine and Crawford argue that victims of psychological trauma are often not even recognised as such, which represents a
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significant risk in societies should one subscribe to the theory that violence begets violence.\textsuperscript{115}

The effect of psychological violence should not be underplayed as the psychological trauma that may be inflicted on communities is among the most concerning consequences of the violent act. The fear and apprehension that results can cause a breakdown in both formal and informal social control such that a neighbourhood is essentially abandoned to its most violent members.\textsuperscript{116} Often this results in neighbourhoods that exhibit an uneasy ambience and a pervading sense of violence rather than safety and security.\textsuperscript{117} By initiating a more comprehensive definition of violence that encompasses psychological or emotional injury,\textsuperscript{118} the opportunity to examine aggression in its manifold guises surfaces. Caution however is encouraged so as to be mindful of less severe forms of aggression, because violence is often perceived as being of a more serious or substantial typology, according to O’Moore.\textsuperscript{119}

\textbf{2.4.3 World Health Organization Definition of Violence}

A social and cultural phenomenon, violence is more than just the result of deviant or aberrant conduct committed by socially isolated individuals, but is rather a continuum of behaviours that span diverse conduct, acts and practices.\textsuperscript{120} Moreover, violence can and does take the form of abuses of physical, sexual, emotional, social and economic power.\textsuperscript{121} As defined by the World Health Organization (‘WHO’),\textsuperscript{122} the notion of violence is classified as the intentional use of either actual or threatened physical force or power against persons, communities, groups or oneself that causes or will likely cause death, injury, psychological harm, maldevelopment or deprivation. It is instructive that the WHO expands the conventional understanding of violence by including the term
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‘power’ in its definition as it encompasses threats and intimidation that may be generated from a power relationship, whilst the phrase ‘use of power’ also encapsulates negligent acts or omissions in addition to physical, sexual and psychological abuse and self-abusive acts including suicide.123 As a consequence, the WHO’s comprehensive definition neatly incorporates violence that does not necessarily result in death or injury yet can substantially burden individuals, families and communities, such as violence against women or children that can generate immediate and latent physical, social or psychological problems.124

Further, intentionality is associated by the WHO with the commission of an act irrespective of the resulting outcome, but excludes the unintentional consequences of violent acts such as in traffic accidents, for example. The intent to use force cannot automatically be aligned with the intent to cause damage as there can be significant discrepancies between behaviour and the resulting consequence.125 Kunkel et al126 emphasise that although intentionality remains an internalised, private psychological state that is for all intents and purposes closed to direct observation, it is nonetheless a focus used by humans to make some sense of the world, chiefly by attributing intentionality to the actions of others.

Usefully, the many types of violent acts described above can be assembled into practical typologies that distinguish violence perpetrated against oneself, by others and finally by large organised groups, states or governments.127 Self-inflicted violent acts include actions such as self-harm, mutilation or abuse with suicide being the ultimate form of self-inflicted violence.128 Interpersonal violence can be separated into a binary classification based on familial violence such as between intimate partners and family
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members, including children and juveniles, and that of communal violence between acquaintances or strangers, generally occurring outside the family home.\footnote{129}

### 2.4.4 Collective and Relational Violence

The final category is that of collective violence which can be further reduced to violence of a social nature including terrorism, hate crimes or mob violence, and economic violence including tactics employed to disrupt services or elicit economic division or chaos. Political violence includes such obvious actions as war or state conflict.\footnote{130} Equally, juvenile violence can be assembled into discrete types. Situational juvenile violence reflects patterns of violence amongst juveniles that are related more to the prevailing circumstances in which they may find themselves rather than any prior behavioural issue.\footnote{131} That is, violence that would not otherwise have occurred is triggered by situational factors.\footnote{132}

Examples include conflict between groups of juvenile friends and acquaintances or perhaps at public gatherings such as sporting events.\footnote{133} Further, low socio-economic status, discrimination and social disparity, prevailing drug and alcohol abuse, antisocial behaviour and the like can exacerbate juvenile violence.\footnote{134} As a corollary, developmental settings such as home and community, when combined with other pertinent issues including labelling and other social difficulties can have an influence upon episodic juvenile violence.\footnote{135} Tolan\footnote{136} states that access to firearms and other weapons alongside drug abuse has an undeniable effect on violent juvenile behaviour. The impact of these issues on juvenile violence can therefore be uncoupled from risk factors generated by separate individual character traits or prior conduct.\footnote{137}
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In a similar vein to other age groupings, relationship violence amongst family and friends is a prominent form of juvenile violence.\(^{138}\) Typically, this form of violence concerns hostility between parents that in turn engenders violent acts toward and amongst children. A particularly notorious category is predatory violence,\(^{139}\) which concerns violent acts that are concomitant with other criminal activities such as robbery and assault and as a result form a pattern of serious antisocial behaviour. Common examples include violence which is committed with intent during robberies and gang type assaults.\(^{140}\) Predatory violence is fostered habitually over extended time periods by juveniles and can last until long after adolescence where career offending can develop. Much less common but of particular concern is psychopathological violence amongst juveniles where juveniles that display psychotic tendencies commit violent acts.\(^{141}\)

### 2.4.5 Violence Typology Conclusion

The typology of violence remains fluid given the myriad definitional and conceptual variations. Violence may be of a purely physical genre or be coupled with moral or emotional harm as discussed above, whilst some categories of violence are conspicuous in their absence of physical violence yet are significant in the infliction of damage. According to Indermaur,\(^{142}\) violence is perhaps best seen as a descriptor rather than a singular phenomenon, and meaningful distinctions of violence are useful in garnering understanding of the concept. Further, violent acts perpetrated as a result of exposure to surroundings are prolific whilst individual risk factors can also contribute to violent juvenile behaviour. For the purposes of this thesis, however, violence will necessarily be broad in scope in order to encompass physical and psychological acts of violence which are of relevance in school based episodic violence. The next section will consider the nature of juvenile violence within the Australian jurisdiction.
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2.5 The Nature of Juvenile Violence in Australia

2.5.1 Introduction
Juvenile violence and other antisocial behaviour within Australia imposes considerable cost and burden upon communities and societies and remains a fundamental concern for police, parents, schools and governments.\(^{143}\) Whilst not diminishing the impact or cost of other criminal offences such as property or motor vehicle theft, which often incorporate some measure of violence at any rate, the offences of assault, manslaughter and homicide remain the most serious types of violent criminal offence. Insofar as juvenile participation in violent criminal activity is concerned, the typology and frequency of juvenile violence in contemporary Australian society is reflected in some sobering statistics.

2.5.2 Statistical Status of Juvenile Violence in Contemporary Australian Society
Essentially, juveniles are at greater risk of both being the victim of violent acts committed by contemporaries and of committing violent acts themselves.\(^{144}\) Despite a general reduction in crime within the Australian jurisdiction over the last two decades, violence as a component of Australian criminal activity appears to be on the increase. Violence involving juveniles is prominent in this increase both in gravity and regularity,\(^{145}\) in concert with increased levels of juvenile victimisation due to violent episodes.\(^{146}\) A statistic supporting the notion that juvenile violence is on the ascent concerns the rate with which juveniles are charged with assault, which increased by almost 50\% in the decade between 1997 and 2007.\(^{147}\) Late teen males were particularly prominent in the offender grouping with research showing that this cluster is almost
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twice as likely to be physically assaulted by a contemporary than males aged from 20–24 and six times more likely than males aged over 25.\

In conjunction with these trends, research also indicates that juvenile offending in general in Australia is at the highest recorded level since the mid-1990s for both male and female offenders. Offences by females are increasing at a higher rate although they remain less likely to offend than male counterparts. Assault by juveniles also displayed a sizeable increase between the mid-1990s and 2009–10, including sexual assault and robbery for male juvenile offenders, whilst male and female assault victimisation encouragingly fell slightly in 2010 in the 10–14 age bracket. In the category of sexual assault, female victims outnumbered male counterparts, which remains a constant across all age levels.

Within the Australian jurisdiction, rates of homicide have remained relatively stable at one to two incidents per 100 000 population with most perpetrators and victims aged over 25 years and males more prominent in both categories. The age category of 18 to 24 years does, however, include a small number of juveniles and it is this category that represents a sizeable proportion of perpetrators. In the 2007–8 period for example, there were 29 homicides committed by juveniles who were all male, with a sizeable proportion of the unlawful killings caused by beating victims to death. Juvenile homicide victims in the same reporting period totalled 12, divided evenly between males and females. This differs markedly from the 1990s period, for example, where male victims outnumbered females by two to one. In the 2010 recording period, however,
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victimisation for murder was consistently higher among males from the age of 10 onwards with particularly significant differences in the 15 to 24 age bracket that contains a number of juveniles. Although there were no female victims recorded in the 10 to 14 category, there were only three male victims.\(^{155}\)

Homicide was the only violent crime that decreased in the same recording period whilst trends in female offending revealed that the 10 to 14 age group in fact exceeded the 20 to 25 year bracket statistically, and more importantly, a near 50% increase was evident in female assault over the period from the mid-1990s to 2010.\(^{156}\) Victimisation for assault increased over the 2011–2012 period for both sexes in the 15 to 24-year-old age bracket,\(^{157}\) which represented the highest category of assaults over a number of years. By the 2011 reporting period, juvenile homicide rates were 4 and 44 per 100 000 juveniles for female and male perpetrators respectively.\(^{158}\)

Juvenile participation in non-fatal violent acts in the Australian jurisdiction is not to be underestimated. In a major longitudinal study carried out in Victoria,\(^{159}\) antisocial adolescent behaviour patterns among selected children were tracked from infancy to the age of 20 years. Male rates of juvenile violence were markedly higher than female rates, in stark contrast to substance abuse and shoplifting, for example, where there is no sizeable gender difference in participation rates.\(^{160}\) Typically, as suggested by Blumstein,\(^{161}\) many juveniles ‘age out’ of violent acts. This is reflected in higher incidence rates of violent confrontations, weapon use and physical assaults in the early teen years in contrast to mid and late teen years in offences such as physical assault. Conversely, the use of weapons by juveniles was relatively evenly spread across early, mid and late teen years according to Smart et al.\(^{162}\) Particularly noteworthy in the study
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was the finding that juveniles exhibiting particularly extreme violent tendencies in adolescent years often escalated their activities and became entrenched in further violent acts and other categories of antisocial criminal behaviour in later years.\textsuperscript{163}

Although trends and statistics such as these provide a useful snapshot of juvenile violence issues, there must be a significant rider attached to the reliance on this data, particularly where juvenile crime reporting is concerned. The unreporting or underreporting of violent episodes is commonplace in contemporary society but particularly widespread amongst juveniles which effectively diminishes the veracity of this data.\textsuperscript{164} The most obvious reason for the apathy towards reporting is the notion that many juveniles would consider an assault, for example, too trivial to report. There are also cultural restrictions such as the familiar practice of juveniles dealing with any assault personally, which effectively increases the likelihood of re-victimisation.\textsuperscript{165}

Moreover, a refusal to identify or give evidence against assailants along with an inherent distrust of and lack of confidence in the authorities, be it police, criminal justice agencies, schools, sporting clubs and the like, are also significant factors.\textsuperscript{166} Trends and statistics are further hampered by issues including changes to policing methods\textsuperscript{167} and overreliance on aggravated crime statistics where important developments may be submerged amongst general crime statistics.\textsuperscript{168} A salient exemplar for the purposes of this thesis would be a schoolyard homicide that has simply been recorded as an unlawful killing perpetrated by a juvenile, with no reference to the important issue of location.

\textbf{2.5.3 Impact of Juvenile Violence on Australian Society}

Notwithstanding cautionary interpretations, the expansion of serious violent juvenile behaviour remains a reality in Australia and continues to have a significant impact on key societal indicators such as social, economic, community, familial, educational and
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health measures. In terms of basic assault for example, the actual cost to the Australian community was estimated by the Australian Institute of Criminology to be over AUD1.4 billion annually, allowing for medical costs and lost production but excluding insurance, compensation, security or policing imposts. It also did not take into account the important intangible costs such as pain, suffering and a pervading sense of trepidation and anxiety in communities that result from episodes of violence. The manifold ramifications of juvenile violence in the Australian community include significant physical, emotional and social consequences. The physical and emotional trauma to a victim that follows an episode of juvenile violence are of major concern and extend to behavioural issues such as increased physical aggression, diminished self-esteem and heightened anxiety levels, depressive tendencies, increased reliance on drugs and alcohol as juveniles age, poor socialisation and deficient commitment to the education process.

The effect of violent events on juveniles is of great concern and includes not only the obvious cost to the victim in general health and welfare terms, but also the palpable extended effect on the victim’s personal relationships and other familial associations. The victim’s financial burdens are as extensive as they are costly and include, but are not limited to, medical costs associated with hospital payments, mental health services, rehabilitation services, prescriptions, and health insurance processing costs. In the event of a homicide, the financial impost to the victim’s family extends to funeral expenses and coroner costs. As argued by Carcach, not only is there a loss to the community and society as a whole, which is denied the benefit of the victim’s potentially productive life, there is also the distressing and very obvious short, medium and long-term impact
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on the victim’s family. Other important community and societal costs include property
damage, such as unrecovered property, administration costs generated by insurance
claims and victim compensation expenses, and public expenses such as initial police
intervention, resulting investigations and child protective and victim services, along with
emergency medical responses.176

At the extreme end of juvenile violence, the incarceration of a juvenile following a
homicide results in severe societal financial costs, not limited only to the juvenile
offender’s confinement to a secure facility but also rehabilitation and ongoing costs.
This includes detention costs, therapy, day treatment, electronic monitoring,
reintegration and residential treatment programs including public and private
institutional and community therapeutic initiatives, probation program costs, such as
administrative and support expenses, amongst many other imposts.177 Important causal
factors associated with juvenile violence will now be discussed.

2.6 Causal and Risk Factors Associated with Juvenile Violence

2.6.1 Introduction

Given that most violent behaviour is effectively learned behaviour,178 it would be
instructive to examine the causes and risk factors that contribute to the development and
continuance of violent acts by contemporary juveniles in order to better understand the
dynamic of the juvenile violence problem and more importantly develop suitable
interventions and policy recommendations to help combat the dilemma.179 It should also
be noted that juvenile violence exists not in a vacuum but often as part of an overall
pattern of aggressive at-risk behaviour that suggests aggression amongst juveniles is
emerging as increasingly normative and extends to drug and alcohol abuse, property
damage such as vandalism, promiscuous sexual activity, school avoidance and motor
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vehicle offences amongst other hazardous juvenile behaviours. However, some acts of violence may in fact be isolated.¹⁸⁰

Predictably, the salient factors associated with juvenile violence are many and varied, with individual, relational and societal risk factors featuring prominently amongst the causes of violent juvenile behaviour.¹⁸¹ These factors can be neatly classified as either risk factors that increase the likelihood of juveniles engaging in antisocial and violent activity, or conversely as protective factors that diminish the probability of juveniles indulging in such conduct.¹⁸² There is also a principal link between the developmental stage a juvenile is experiencing and both the amount of risk and protective factors to which they are exposed,¹⁸³ in addition to the interaction of the juvenile in his or her social environment. This will encompass positive or negative qualities in the juvenile’s relationships with peers, school, family and community.¹⁸⁴

2.6.2 Biological Factors

With regard to possible biological contributors, research has suggested that juveniles subjected to complicated births with attendant neurological injury are potentially more predisposed to violent tendencies, particularly in situations where their mothers have exhibited some measure of mental illness, although it is likely that these factors have some bearing on predicted violence when acting in concert with other difficulties.¹⁸⁵ Risk-taking and attention-seeking, especially in boys, are also both potential contributors to violent tendencies that have been linked to low heart rates,¹⁸⁶ indicating that low autonomic arousal and an element of fearlessness can contribute to risk-taking
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and attention-seeking in a similar fashion to boredom, while conversely, elevated heart rates have been coupled with heightened anxiety, behavioural inhibition and fear, particularly amongst the very young.

Complications in pregnancy, however, have no notable association with predicted violent tendencies, although there is some evidence that prenatal drug, tobacco and alcohol exposure, including foetal alcohol syndrome, may contribute to violent predispositions amongst juveniles. They may have low levels of serotonin which has been linked to diminished inhibitions and cortical arousal, both of which are potentially conducive to violent tendencies. The developing adolescent brain is also an important factor in the gestation patterns of violent juvenile tendencies as risk-taking, reactions to alcohol and drugs, regulation of emotions, response to both positive and negative environmental influences and stress management are all prominent factors during this significant period of growth.

Gender also plays a pivotal part in predicting violent juvenile tendencies, with young males, whether perpetrator or victim, more likely to be entangled in antisocial and violent behaviour compared to young females within the Australian jurisdiction. This partiality in favour of males is repeated internationally, with the WHO observing that males have a strong demographic risk factor in instances of homicide, for example, whilst in the United States juvenile males commit by far the majority of violent juvenile criminal acts. This supports the notion that juvenile ‘girls seldom kill or
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although it must be said that there is evidence of an upswing in violent acts by females, which is also reflected in Australian statistics where female offending rates for assault rose at twice the rate of males. According to Smart et al, for those juveniles who do not ‘age out’ of offending as they traverse the teen period, violent and aggression typically peaks in the mid to late teen years, whilst some juveniles will sadly be at the commencement of violent adult careers soon thereafter. Unlike Indigenous property or public order offending where policing and other issues may influence elevated levels, Indigenous rates of violent offences including unlawful killing and assaults are in the main similar to non-Indigenous rates.

2.6.3 Psychological and Behavioural Indicators

Perhaps the most instructive factors in any prediction of juvenile violence are psychological and behavioural characteristics. Prominent amongst these causes are a rebellious nature and poor impulse control or hyperactivity, deficiencies in behavioural control and a lack of persistence, and low general intellect and academic achievement, which are possibly linked with deficiencies in brain executive function associated with the frontal lobes. This factor is particularly noteworthy, as executive functions regulate abstract reasoning and concept formation, anticipation and planning, sustaining concentration, self-awareness and control of inhibitions. Farrington also suggests that testosterone levels in young males also can have a bearing on predicting juvenile violence as there is evidence that heightened post-puberty testosterone levels can anticipate violent tendencies amongst juvenile males when they
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are reproductively active. From a standpoint of protective factors, it is unsurprising that
cautiousness, anxiety, alienation and characteristics of nervousness have been shown to
have a negative correlation with juvenile violence tendencies,\(^\text{210}\) and that socially
competent juveniles who are cognisant of what is right and wrong are less inclined to
abuse alcohol and drugs and engage in violent, delinquent behaviour.\(^\text{211}\)

### 2.6.4 Familial Influences

There is a compelling argument that familial factors and issues have a sizeable impact
on predicting habitual juvenile violence.\(^\text{212}\) Prevailing familial environments and
parental behaviour including harsh, physical and erratic discipline regimes,\(^\text{213}\) exposure
to violent episodes such as physical abuse and witnessing violence within the family
environment can all increase the risk of juveniles developing violent adolescent
tendencies, although it must be said that a sizeable number of juveniles who are victims
of familial abuse do not descend into performing serious violent acts.\(^\text{214}\) Moreover,
parental attitudes play an important part in the gestation or otherwise of violent
tendencies amongst juveniles.\(^\text{215}\)

Essentially, circumstances where there is ostensibly poor attachment between parents
and children,\(^\text{216}\) lack of parental affection and poor supervision of children,\(^\text{217}\) the
complete absence of or ineffective social bonds and control mechanisms leading to
ineffective or absent internalisation of conventional norms and values by children,\(^\text{218}\)
marital discord, long-term parental unemployment and parental rejection,\(^\text{219}\) all play a
central role in elevating the risk of juvenile violent attitudes and behaviour. Parental
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neglect during the course of adolescent development may in fact have a more profound
effect on children than physical abuse,\textsuperscript{220} whilst lax parental attitudes to alcohol and
drug use, antisocial behaviour by children\textsuperscript{221} or the involvement of children in this type
of behaviour by parents themselves\textsuperscript{222} also contribute to the development of violent
juvenile attitudes. It is also evident that the cyclic nature of violence whereby
victimisation precedes aggressive and violent behaviour in juveniles is a corollary of
exposure to violence within families.\textsuperscript{223}

By and large, children learn to adopt and model the violent behaviour first seen in the
significant people in their lives, such as parents, caregivers\textsuperscript{224} or siblings, leading to an
escalation of violent and aggressive conduct as they age. The impact of low income
households on the development of violent and aggressive behaviour by juveniles is also
not to be underestimated, according to Elliot,\textsuperscript{225} as economic stress as a by-product of
deficient disposable familial income can disrupt parenting and fuel parental neglect,
which can in turn exacerbate violent tendencies in children. Further, there are linkages
between low familial income and behavioural problems in the very young as difficulty
in gaining employment has an obvious flow-on effect on the self-esteem of children,
along with a sense of hopelessness and resentment which contribute to social
marginalisation, and by extension, criminal activity in juveniles.\textsuperscript{226}

Other familial factors that may contribute to the development of aggressive and violent
juvenile behaviour include single parent households, large family size, and the young
age of mothers,\textsuperscript{227} but the results of research into these and other similar factors is by no
means conclusive. That is, factors that can contribute to juvenile delinquency are
manifold with detailed interconnectedness, yet there is no clear connection between
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single factors and a child or juvenile’s proclivity to commit acts of violence or other offences, and nor does the presence of a multiple at-risk factors in a child or juvenile necessarily lead to offending. In regard to protective familial factors, family bonding as a function of the contribution of pro-social capital to familial responsibilities and activities, along with nurturing environments where children feel attached and valued in the family unit, appear to have a beneficial effect in reducing the likelihood that juvenile violence will arise.

2.6.5 Community and Societal Factors

Community and societal elements can also contribute significantly to the development of violent and aggressive juvenile conduct because the communities in which juveniles live have a profound effect on their behaviour, the disposition of their peer groups and their exposure to situational violence. The composition of communities has a significant role in both the presence of violence and its escalation through exposure to violent events, the presence of violent role models and the encouragement of violent activity.

Chief amongst the major structural factors are low socio-economic status and poverty with attendant high unemployment levels. These contribute to situations of social and cultural disorganisation like social isolation from legitimate labour sources and markets, which can in turn have a deleterious effect on attitudes toward furtherance of education by diminishing the relevance and perceived importance of completing secondary school, for example. Caution should be exercised, however, in forwarding the notion that socio-economic status in isolation necessarily predicts violent outcomes, because although violence within communities statistically escalates as socio-economic rank
diminishes, a more sophisticated analysis reveals that low socio-economic status communities traditionally experience higher numbers of risk factors than more affluent areas.236

Further, within such disorganised low socio-economic areas, gangs and other illegitimate activities typically proliferate,237 which in turn amplifies the communal feeling of exclusion and futility amongst members within.238 In spite of these observations, well-organised low socio-economic areas are capable of maintaining low rates of juvenile violence with the observation that violence being linked to low socio-economic status is more a product of community disorganisation than insufficient household income.239 The erosion of social capital and values through high population density and transience combined with poor social bonding to neighbourhood and community is further exacerbated by a culture of violence and the availability of drugs of addiction, weapons and the like in such communities, which impacts on the likelihood that juvenile violence will result.240

Societal issues such as rapid demographic change in juvenile numbers,241 general population growth, the aging of populations, urban density and prolific migration, along with cultural changes such as increased acceptance of violence in sports and against minority ethnic groups and excessive exposure to ubiquitous media violence, can also encourage an acceptance of violence within society.242 Chief amongst the protective community and societal factors that diminish the likelihood of juvenile violence occurring is the beneficial effect juveniles experience when they feel bonded243 to
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positive communities where participation is encouraged,\textsuperscript{244} in addition to the availability of appropriate areas and facilities where socialisation can occur.\textsuperscript{245}

The influence of peers on the development and maintenance of violent juvenile behaviour cannot be underestimated, as the influence of contemporaries on juveniles during adolescence assumes greater prominence whilst parental influence declines during this developmental phase.\textsuperscript{246} Association with delinquent and problem contemporaries has been positively linked to episodes of violence by juveniles\textsuperscript{247} as juveniles who feel alienated by society and are non-receptive to rules and social norms often display kinship with likeminded juveniles.\textsuperscript{248} Juveniles who normally exhibit an overt rebellious stance toward society\textsuperscript{249} exhibit low impulse control,\textsuperscript{250} generally condone acts of violence, alcohol and drug use\textsuperscript{251} and tend to be habitually uninterested in striving and maintaining success or responsibility.\textsuperscript{252} Alcohol use in particular is closely correlated with peer influence.

Significantly, the effect of alcohol consumption on juveniles is more profound compared with adults in the area of behaviour and brain function, which is of particular concern given the biological changes that occur during the adolescent period.\textsuperscript{253} Further, instances of violent and antisocial behaviour rapidly accelerate with alcohol consumption with the suggestion that juveniles who consume alcohol are five times more likely to participate in violent activity than those who refrain.\textsuperscript{254} Research by the
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World Health Organization also indicates that juvenile females are increasingly vulnerable to alcohol-fuelled violence.²⁵⁵

2.6.6 The Impact of Binge Drinking

Binge drinking is a particularly alarming development in the contemporary juvenile drinking culture.²⁵⁶ The availability of premixed drinks and preloading—drinking heavily prior to attending licensed premises where further alcohol is consumed—is a major factor in escalating juvenile violence.²⁵⁷ The transition from adolescence to young adulthood represents a critical period for juveniles as binge drinking and other alcohol related issues typically are more prominent during this period of the lifetime than any other.²⁵⁸ The very topic of alcohol is inextricably linked with Australian tradition and immersed within popular culture and the national identity, hence the dilemma in reducing alcohol consumption, not only by juveniles but also the public at large.²⁵⁹ The rapid escalation in consumption of illicit drugs such as amphetamines has also contributed to increased alcohol-fuelled violent behaviour by juveniles as a result of the increased energy and frenetic restlessness that is a by-product of the drug, combined with the decreased cognitive ability and reduced inhibition provided by alcohol.²⁶⁰

Hawkins suggests that peer influence clearly has a significant effect on the amplification of these opportunities for violent confrontation,²⁶¹ and also contributes to the elevation of levels of machismo-bravado.²⁶² The increased levels of peer engagement during this period of heightened personal freedom can also contribute to greater opportunity for excessive alcohol use.²⁶³ The sizable influence of peers comes as no surprise since pressure from contemporaries can be difficult to endure, particularly in circumstances
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where the juvenile is actively seeking friendship and acceptance. More to the point, this kind of influence can result in the impressionable juvenile becoming both a perpetrator and victim simultaneously.  

The preceding background discussion has sought to encapsulate both the nature of juvenile violence and the manifold factors that can contribute to its manifestation. School-related factors also have a part to play in the development and growth of juvenile violence. In the next section, the notion of school-based juvenile violence will be discussed including the problematic definitional elements of school violence.

2.7 Defining School Violence

2.7.1 Introduction

From nascent classrooms of the Ancient World to modern day equivalents, schools have, as observed by Bailey, remained a societal crucible where elements of human interaction and new communal trends frequently evolve.  

It is therefore no coincidence that violence which is seemingly so visible in modern society is frequently perpetrated in schools and educational institutions, with much of what occurs within schools repeated within societies. As a corollary, some argue that the school institution is in fact the nucleus of this communal violence, contending, for example, that geographical areas adjacent to inner city schools are more violent than comparable areas not in the near vicinity of schools.  

A supposition that school violence and community juvenile violence are indelibly linked often follows such an assessment.

Given the close relationship between school and community juvenile violence it would however be disingenuous to discount school violence and the attendant implications for the wider community. As Futrell notes, the school student of today becomes a member of the adult population of tomorrow, and in turn helps to shape future civil, economic
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and political rights. As a consequence, schools can usefully be considered a reflection of the society in which children and young people are placed such that school violence often reflects violence within the wider community in which the school is located.

2.7.2 School Violence as a Contemporary Societal Concern

With this in mind, the fact that school-aged juveniles on average spend almost half their waking hours within school cultures that are pivotal to their development further reinforces the critical role played by schools in society. This is particularly apparent in relation to student aggression and antisocial behaviour. In response, schools must address both violence and school safety within the environs of the legal procedures and institutions that provide the bedrock to society, compelling teachers, administrators and other stakeholders to make important legal decisions that impact upon many.

Predictably, school violence is a multifaceted issue that spans the extensive divide between minor verbal altercations and unlawful killing. A global phenomenon affecting one of the most important societal core institutions in practically all nation states to some degree, school violence is clearly an area which warrants serious attention from policymakers. At least in Western societies, argue Hyman and Perone, school violence is hardly a new development. Historians and interested observers have tracked the nature of student disruption and hurtful behaviour over several centuries in analyses of European and American education, with a major focus evident from the 1970s onward when rates of school violence began to accelerate. Yet only three decades earlier in the late 1940s in the United States, for example, episodes of interpersonal violence or property destruction in schools were near invisible, with, quaintly, student
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lying and disrespect of most concern to high school principals along with impertinence and running in school halls.275

Contemporary school violence including the use of automatic weapons in multiple fatality shootings276 in the United States for example highlights the triviality of the school violence concerns in the middle of last century.277 In light of these and other incidents, school violence continues to be of concern to students, school staff, media and clearly the public in general in contemporary society. In some locations, school violence is of more paramount concern than academic achievement, which is traditionally the most pressing concern in education agendas. This is leading to diminished popular support of public education, particularly in circumstances where schools and school authorities are inadequate in their response to the problem.278

### 2.7.3 Conceptual Analysis of School Violence

Conceptually, school violence would logically include disrespect toward fellow students and academic and administration staff, theft, verbal and physical assault, sexual offences, bullying,279 robbery280 and an ensemble of antisocial behaviour in school settings that extend from oppositionality to assaults.281 Given its elevation to popular use, the phrase ‘school violence’ has predictably become an umbrella expression lacking clear definition.282 Its meaning has changed throughout history and from study to study, further exacerbated by the examination and measurement of different forms of violence
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including the conflation of school and community violence, making the isolation of school-based hostility problematic.283

As a corollary, the use of the phrase ‘school violence’ is at best fluid, yet is unlikely to be usurped by another descriptor, at least in the short term.284 This in some way justifies the lack of precision in the definition because discrepancies in the expression of deviance or violence in individual cultures make it difficult to isolate a single group of behaviours for assessing school violence.285 Moreover, the political rhetoric that schools are essentially dangerous places that are less than successful in educating today’s youth adds little to the contemporary debate, while further compromising the astute exposition of the phrase school violence, and more to the point, its connotation.286

Nonetheless, the strategic importance of the phrase should not be underestimated as the expression reflects the important and visible societal concerns regarding both juvenile violence and its influence on the education process.287 The expression can also be considered to have some usefulness as a policy term because it also mirrors societal values that schools should be fundamental places of refuge and nurturance for juveniles, and any attack on that institution undermines core social systems.288 As a result, argue Furlong and Morrison,289 school violence is unlikely to be replaced with another inclusive term, at least in the short term. Insofar as teachers are concerned, research into perceptions of school violence has suggested that it occurs whenever a person such as a student, staff member or parent feels unsafe in either a physical or emotional manner, or whenever there is a lack of respect for other persons, property or feelings.290
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Simplistic views of school violence are not without value, such as those defining violence in school settings as involving the use of some kind of force against another, resulting in harm of some kind. However, they are of limited use in examinations of school violence. The domination of individuals by institutions or agencies in a structural sense, such as those which impinge on human rights, is not necessarily covered effectively by this definition. An example of this category of school violence would include instances where student creativity and educational processes are restricted as a result of school organisation processes. Also overlooked in unsophisticated labels of school violence is the concept of violence as a social process, such as circumstances of institutionalised sexism, discrimination or racism in schools, including discriminatory labelling.

Obvious examples of this form of school violence would include the harm experienced by female students where male students are unnecessarily advantaged in classrooms at their expense. Race or ethnic school violence can occur in circumstances where students are unduly grouped or otherwise dealt with according to preconceived stereotypes. Another infrequently acknowledged category of school violence is the victimisation of students at the hands of school staff, typically administered under the guise of school discipline. This includes the intrusive and frequently abusive law enforcement type procedures including strip searches employed in many schools in the United States, which are often a contributing factor to student aggression and alienation.

Symbolic violence that results from domination, including coercion exercised through hierarchical relationships, is not adequately covered by this designation. This type of school violence would include what could be labelled hidden crimes that impinge upon human rights, such as acts carried out by teachers upon students or perhaps educational administrators on teachers and students. For example, this situation could arise when a
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school organisation stifles or ignores teacher and student creativity. \footnote{Ibid 18.} The harmful effects of this type of school violence cannot be underestimated, despite the lack of physical damage suffered, as a person with more limited power and means has been harmed in some way. \footnote{Sercombe, above n 195, 28.} Not unexpectedly, contemporary acts of severe school violence including multiple fatality shooting attacks \footnote{See, eg, below n 339 for a discussion on fatal school shootings in the United States, Europe etc.} have resulted in the phrase ‘targeted school violence’ gaining currency.

In this category of school violence, a known or at least knowable attacker or attackers select a target or targets prior to the carrying out of the attack. This might include instances of extreme violence against individual school students or groups, specific school staff members or perhaps school buildings and infrastructure through arson, for example. \footnote{R Bondu and H Scheithauer, ‘Explaining the Preventing School Shootings: Chances and Difficulties of Control’ in W Heitmeyer et al (eds) Control of Violence (Springer, 2011) 296.} Deliberate selection of the school as the site of the offence is a characteristic of this form of school violence, which typically involves former or current students as perpetrators who often favour potentially lethal weaponry to carry out offences. Weapons are not restricted to firearms but can include blade weapons, while the use of explosives is also not unknown in these incidents. \footnote{ Ibid.}

\section*{2.7.4 Effectual School Violence Typology}

A more scholarly approach to school violence typology would incorporate violent acts perpetrated on and between stakeholders such as students, teachers, parents, administrators, communities, school boards and districts, and state and governmental agencies. The acts would include educational and juvenile justice policies and political decisions, the wider media and popular culture, harmful social processes and practices and corporate exploitation. \footnote{Henry, above n 291, 25–26.} In any discussion on school violence it is important to recognise that schools are physical domains where violence originating in communities can be perpetrated (including circumstances where students or perhaps intruders bring violence onto school campuses), in addition to being systems that create or exacerbate
the difficulties experienced by those within, including situations where relationships
developed within schools break down, leading to school campus violence. Unsavoury
examples of this category would include situations where school students who have
been rejected by fellow students commit retaliatory acts of violence on school
campuses. Social constructs and arrangements like relationships between school
students can also be recognised and influenced by educators.

Clearly, to confine an understanding of school violence to the spatial geographical areas
of a school campus or school bus, for example, ignores the important interconnectedness
between schools and the wider society in which they exist and function, as a school is
one of a number of forums where systemic societal conflict can occur. This more
sophisticated understanding of the concept of school setting, suggests Henry, also
reinforces the notion that violence habitually pervades social and geographic space.
Moreover, by adopting a definition grounded in ‘school related violence’ rather than
‘violence that occurs in schools’, a more appropriate understanding of violence and
schools as physical, social and educational constructs for those within can be made and
understood.

A more learned definition of school violence would therefore encompass an ‘excessive
exercise of power by an individual, agency or social process in a school related
setting’. This excess of power effectively denies those affected by it opportunities or
limits them from achieving their potential. This will be the approach taken in this
thesis toward the concept of school violence rather than a more limited view constrained
by a single definition. It is also worth noting that despite a plethora of violence
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typologies such as those discussed above, more simple assaults committed without the aid of weaponry that result in minor injuries only are by far the main source of school violence incidents.\footnote{R Alexander and C M Curtis, ‘A Critical Review of Strategies to Reduce School Violence’ (1995) 17(2) \textit{Social Work in Education} 74.} It should also be accepted that it is folly to expect that schools would ever have immunity from societal violence.\footnote{Noguera, above n 278.}

\section*{2.8 Causal Factors Associated With School Violence}

\subsection*{2.8.1 Introduction}

Whilst aggressive and violent juvenile behaviour at home or within communities\footnote{See 2.6 above for a discussion on causal/risk factors more generally associated with juvenile violence.} logically can carry over into the school environment, the education process itself generates much potential for conflict and violence.\footnote{Elliot, above n 20, 5.} In turn, this can be exacerbated on occasion by ineffectiveness on the part of administrators, excessively punitive school rules and disciplinary procedures, unproductive or scant counselling and pastoral services, irrelevance in school curricula and intolerant or prejudiced staff, particularly for minority students who often experience a disproportionate frequency of negative labelling, suspension and exclusion.\footnote{Gorski and Pilotto, above n 105, 44.} Academic underachievement or failure and diminished engagement\footnote{Avoid the Harm Report, above n 66, 44.} are often catalysts for violence and aggression by school students, with the experience of failure crucial in generating incidents of school violence rather than a lack of ability or understanding.\footnote{Blumstein, above n 161, 13.} Student underachievement or failure should not be underestimated as an influential factor because academically and socially unsuccessful students are more predisposed to low levels of self-esteem, limited coping skills and limited frustration tolerance, which are characteristics that, combined with inattentiveness, impulsivity and aggressive inclinations can often manifest in the commission of violent acts in the school environment.\footnote{Warner, Weist and Krulak, above n 275, 60.}


2.8.2 Impact of Teaching Staff

The impact of school teachers in this sense should be acknowledged, as blame can often be directed toward teaching staff who envelop themselves in teacher-centric classroom environments, thus restricting responsible growth in students and generating environments designed more for teacher convenience than the fostering and nurturing of individual student expression and learning maximisation.\textsuperscript{319} The alternative is a school environment that actually promotes teaching and learning without over-encouraging individual competition amongst the student cohort, which is a factor known to heighten student aggression.\textsuperscript{320}

Additionally, the capacity of teachers to manage risk and classroom disruption is a factor to consider in the school violence dilemma. This includes consideration of deficient crisis intervention skills and training, particularly when comparing classroom disruption rates among teaching staff members. That is, compromised delivery by teaching staff, often combined with unnecessary labelling and tracking of students, tends to lead to self-fulfilling prophecies in addition to deficient classroom management techniques.\textsuperscript{321}

An example of this deficient behaviour with respect to the delivery of classroom disciplinary regimes concerns the punitive nature of some measures employed by teachers, who are often repeating their own retributive school and familial disciplinary experiences. This is in addition to stereotypical attitudes and predispositions toward gender behaviour in the classroom environment such that teacher attitudes toward female students, for example, can have a deleterious impact on their motivation, self-esteem and career aspirations.\textsuperscript{322} A philosophy of discipline in school management that habitually upholds clarity and consistency in practice and procedure is preferable, with consistent rules enforced in a firm yet not punitive manner. This will go some way towards lessening school violence rather than arbitrariness or excessively harsh,
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restrictive rule application often seen in concert with a lack of classroom structure.\textsuperscript{323} Further, Warner, Weist and Krulak state that poorly supervised or unsupervised students in unstructured environments with minimal engagement are more inclined to display aggressive tendencies.\textsuperscript{324}

### 2.8.3 Familial Disengagement, Connectedness and Peer Influences

Student behavioural and disciplinary issues that are a consequence of difficult familial environments, including the breakdown of family structure and dynamics due to marriage dissolution and combative family environments, along with excessively permissive or deficient parenting skills, have also been associated with academic underachievement.\textsuperscript{325} In such circumstances, juveniles who often dislike attending school and consequently spend inadequate time focussed on their schoolwork are at greater risk of developing an inclination toward violent and aggressive behaviour.\textsuperscript{326} This type of disengagement and aggressive behaviour habitually leads to suspension and expulsion, which can on occasion be interpreted as rewarding by the violent juvenile, encouraging a cycle of substandard behaviour and school exclusion.\textsuperscript{327} Ability tracking also can contribute to this cycle as schools routinely group the academically challenged with the aggressive and poorly behaved. This can exacerbate the problem by encouraging the influence of the aggressors within the school environment.\textsuperscript{328}

Conversely, a form of protection that discourages violent and aggressive juvenile behaviour occurs where students are provided with the opportunity and encouragement to actively contribute to the education process. This engenders commitment and bonding to the school process,\textsuperscript{329} whilst instructional content that focusses on school violence reduction, skill building and coping skills can also be beneficial.\textsuperscript{330}
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Connectedness, empathy and a climate of respect between students, teachers and schools themselves can also contribute to the lessening of school violence and can be augmented by equality in resource allocation and treatment irrespective of socio-economic status, race, gender and other variables.\(^331\) A lack of connectedness can manifest in student alienation which can also contribute to school violence tendencies by disaffected students, as can lack of knowledge of school structures and wider environments.\(^332\) This includes school organisational features that create challenges for at-risk students such as an excessively task-driven curriculum which by necessity requires students to display adequate self-management skills, such as impulse control, gratification delay and the ability to moderate activity levels.\(^333\) Preferable curricula are those that interest students and are culturally relevant, presented by teaching staff who are enthused and engaged and are conversant with disruptive discipline management techniques.\(^334\)

School peer group association remains a factor of significance in the establishment and maintenance of school violence. Antisocial conduct is often learnt and nurtured through peer groups and is often a particularly robust influence when school and familial bonding is weak or compromised because delinquent and antisocial behaviour is typically modelled on peers who can provide reinforcement through approval and the anticipation of financial and non-financial rewards.\(^335\) Impacted by socio-economic and social contexts, peer group association endures as a significant factor in school violence, particularly as violent male students, for example, are routinely able to elicit respect from a number of peers whilst concurrently being disliked by others. This reflects a theoretical social science understanding of subculture delinquency and oppositional behaviour, because violence rather than academic success can actually be a status resource as a mechanism to earn respect and establish masculinity, in addition to meeting peer expectations among some juvenile males.\(^336\)

\(^331\) Ibid 63.
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2.8.4 Wider Community and Societal Influences

It could also be argued, however, that school violence tends to mirror wider community and society influences, including those of community members, churches and religious institutions, law enforcement and schools themselves. That is, low level school violence and behavioural issues are often experienced in communities in which robust morals and values are shared between these individuals and institutions, yet conversely elevated levels of school violence are often experienced in locations with a prevalent environment of antagonistic and distrustful relations combined with conflict and confusion. The nature of school violence in the Australian jurisdiction will now be discussed.

2.9 School Violence in the Australian Jurisdiction

2.9.1 Introduction

Spared the atrocities of multiple fatality school campus shooting episodes experienced overseas, school violence within Australia nonetheless remains of genuine and escalating concern. Unfortunately, fatalities have occurred at Australian
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339 Notably Columbine High School, Littleton, Colorado, USA in April 1999, where two students fired upon fellow students and staff resulting in the deaths of 13 students and staff members, and Red Lake Senior High School, Minnesota, USA in March 2005, where a student opened fire on the school campus resulting in the deaths of five students, a teacher and a security guard. In Europe, prominent school shootings include Erfurt, Germany in April 2002, where an expelled former student shot and killed 13 faculty members, two students and a police officer. A similar incident occurred at the Albertville-Realschule situated in Winnenden, Germany in March 2009, where a former student shot and killed nine students, whilst in Jokela High School in Finland in November 2007, eight students were shot and killed by a student. More recently, a particularly unsavoury incident occurred at the Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut, USA in December 2012, where lone gunman Adam Lanza shot and killed 20 school children and six staff members with high velocity automatic weapons before turning the gun on himself. Prior to the school shooting, Lanza had shot and killed his mother at the family home in Newtown. This event sparked almost unprecedented debate over both gun control and the right to bear and keep arms or otherwise as guaranteed by the United States Constitution.
340 There have, however, been university shooting deaths within the Australian jurisdiction, most notably at the Monash University Campus in Clayton, Melbourne in October 2002, where Huan Yun Xiang opened fire in a classroom, killing two classmates and injuring five others. During 1999, a shooting occurred at the La Trobe University Bundoora campus in Melbourne leaving one dead and another person seriously injured.
schools over the last decade, which has led to an increased focus on the question of school violence within Australia. Whilst the topic of school violence continues to raise concern amongst commentators and the public alike, Squelch and Wimbridge note that Australian schools are still comparatively safe places for students and staff compared to other jurisdictions, notably the United States and South Africa, and are generally free of fatal violent acts, notwithstanding the limited number of school campus deaths experienced in Australia to date.

Equally, Australian schools are not immune from crimes that include acts of violence, such as assault, harassment and bullying, graffiti, theft, vandalism and criminal damage, including arson. Amongst other safety and disciplinary issues, these remain a high priority for administrators and teaching staff alike. It would be naive to expect schools, which function as complex social institutions, to be immune from acts of violence given the prevailing school landscape, which celebrates competition and achievement by the individual often at the expense of cooperation. Schools that are predominantly safe, effective and controlled are far from accidental and are typically the result of considerable effort expended in the establishment and maintenance of safe school cultures.
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2.9.2 **Insufficiency of School Violence Data in Australia**

The prevalence of school violence within Australia and any associated trends or developments is difficult to isolate and gauge\footnote{Note that although there is limited reliable statistical information on the prevalence and severity of school violence in Australia, it is not the purpose or within the scope of this thesis to undertake such a study, although it may form the basis of future post-doctoral study.} as there is no reliable and readily available national data that focusses entirely on this issue.\footnote{Grunseit, Weatherburn and Donnelly, above n 6, 1.} Many recorded juvenile school assaults, for example, are embedded in general juvenile crime and violence data which requires detailed unpacking. This is a recurring difficulty as evidenced by an early but important Commonwealth Parliament report on school violence in Australia,\footnote{House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment Education and Training, Parliament of Australia, *Sticks and Stones: Report on Violence in Australian Schools* (1994).} which aimed to inquire and report on the extent, nature and typology of school violence within Australia amongst other objectives, and made mention of the lack of useful data.\footnote{Ibid 4.} The report also cautioned against the general supposition that Australian schools are dangerous places, which is more a corollary of enthusiastic local media reporting that has been overly influenced by graphic, multiple fatality overseas school violence episodes, particularly those experienced in the United States. This being the case and in the absence of reliable and quantifiable school violence data, it is in fact the media perception of increasing school violence that often influences public perception.\footnote{Ibid.}

On the contrary, the report suggested that, by and large, Australian schools are safe havens from the violence prevalent in the wider community and are coping reasonably well.\footnote{Ibid 4.} Anecdotal and media reports of school violence do, however, suggest an escalation in frequency in contemporary Australia.\footnote{Squelch and Winbridge, above n 342.} Selected examples of media reports of school violence and data in Australian state and territory jurisdictions will now be provided.
2.9.3 **Australian Capital Territory**

The ability or otherwise of court-based protection orders to safeguard students who have been victims of school violence has garnered controversy in the Australian Capital Territory, according to a 2012 media report. Over a four year period, a large number of protection orders were issued through the courts but were largely ineffectual as schools found the undertakings increasingly difficult to police. In particular, restricting contact between victims and respondents is almost impossible given the close proximity of the student cohort during the school day and the constant transit between classes and during lunch and recess, for example. The Education Minister made mention of the measures employed to combat school violence and bullying, including restorative practices and instruction of students on respectful conduct and capacity to interact. He conceded that protection orders were particularly difficult as only police could respond to violations.

Similarly, there were large numbers of violent incidents between school-aged children in the Australian Capital Territory reported to police during 2007, and these were the topic of another media report which suggested that more than one third of incidents progressed to the bringing of charges, including a significant number for sexual assaults. This prompted a ministerial review and improvements to reporting regimes in schools. In 2012, a long standing bullying issue escalated into mob violence involving students and parents at a primary school in the Australian Capital Territory, prompting criticism of the education agency by parent groups along with the teachers union who argued that the matter was longstanding in nature and inadequately dealt with by the agency. As in other states and territories, the use of information technology including mobile phone technology to film and, perhaps most importantly, distribute
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violent school incidents has become a concern in the Australian Capital Territory,\textsuperscript{360} as has the increasing use of weaponry by students in school-based episodes of violence.\textsuperscript{361}

### 2.9.4 New South Wales

According to a newspaper article in early 2011, school violence in New South Wales has spiked in the last five years.\textsuperscript{362} The article reported on the types of assault and the various weapons used by school students, including firearms, knives, clubs and syringes, amongst other dangerous implements. The article also described an infamous YouTube video obtained from a student’s mobile phone that had achieved cult status on the internet by portraying a sizeable but clearly passive school student continually being taunted and bullied, and eventually retaliating against the much smaller protagonist by violently throwing him to the ground.\textsuperscript{363} Graphic imagery along with broad, almost instantaneous dissemination of footage such as this further complicates the school violence issue as it often results in the encouragement and staging of conflicts in an effort to elevate the status of student offenders amongst peers, effectively mirroring similar technological abuse by adults.\textsuperscript{364}

However, no such footage was recorded during the fatal schoolyard attack on Jai Morcom at Mullumbimby High School in northern New South Wales during 2009, following a school gang-related altercation during recess. This case garnered extensive media attention as the victim seemingly was not involved in the dispute but was set upon by the combatants and hit his head after falling to the ground, sustaining fatal injuries.\textsuperscript{365} Student suspensions in New South Wales following violent and disruptive
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behaviour also increased considerably during 2008, as did student exclusions for the bringing of weapons to schools.366

The use of weapons in New South Wales school assaults can be illustrated by two examples from 2010 concerning knife assaults. Firstly, an 11-year-old boy confronted a fellow pupil armed with a knife at a school in Sydney’s west following an earlier altercation,367 while at a northwest high school in Sydney a 14-year-old student was arrested and charged after he had confronted a classmate with a kitchen knife following an earlier altercation, before assaulting two more students a short time later.368 The incident was defused when a teacher disarmed the culprit.369 Elsewhere in New South Wales, at a local high school in Batemans Bay on the south coast, a particularly unsavoury schoolyard attack occurred in which a 13-year-old boy was left with swelling on the brain as a result of an altercation. This resulted in each of the offenders being charged with non-fatal offences including assault occasioning grievous bodily harm of the student.370

At a Sydney school, a schoolteacher was also knocked to the ground and suffered serious head and facial injuries after being kicked repeatedly in the head by a 15-year-old student.371 Although outside school premises, a schoolboy altercation involving two Sarah Redfern High School students ended in tragedy when the older student died as result of injuries sustained in the incident372 whilst another assault outside a Wollongong
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school in New South Wales perpetrated by two adults and a 13-year-old school girl left a 13-year-old girl unconscious and injured.\(^{373}\) All of the perpetrators were charged with the offence.

### 2.9.5 Queensland

School violence in both government and private schools in Queensland was claimed to be at record levels according to a news report in late 2009.\(^{374}\) The article made particular mention of hefty increases in schoolyard assaults at high schools, in addition to a worrying escalation in assaults committed by primary school students. Further, the Deputy Commissioner of Police highlighted the worrying use of technology, such as mobile phone text and video capabilities, to incite, record and upload images and footage to internet sites like YouTube and Facebook. Moreover, the Queensland Teacher’s Union president commented that the increase in school violence simply reflected the escalating violence in contemporary society.\(^{375}\)

Troubling examples of the emerging impact of social and other media on school violence can be seen in a series of school violence incidents in Queensland. In 2009, a 16-year-old schoolgirl assaulted a 15-year-old classmate on Queensland’s Gold Coast, leaving the victim hospitalised which resulted in the offender, who had raised the mitigating factor of retaliation following a long campaign of cyberbullying by the victim, being incarcerated for a short time.\(^{376}\) The magistrate ordered the perpetrator to attend counselling sessions and made mention of several similar attacks that had been recorded on mobile phones by fellow students and disseminated through internet sites in the same fashion.\(^{377}\) Online footage of the incident was especially distasteful according to the magistrate, particularly in its graphic nature.\(^{378}\)
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Earlier in the year at the same school, a year 12 schoolboy was knocked unconscious by a younger student during a fight on school grounds. This prompted the victim to complete his final school year elsewhere as he felt unsafe in the school environment.379 Another particularly unfortunate incident occurred in Townsville during 2010 where an eight-year-old schoolboy suffered life threatening injuries as a result of trying to evade a school bully by running from a school bus, only to collide with another vehicle.380 It transpired that the schoolboy had been subjected to prolonged bullying by other schoolboys who also travelled by school bus to and from the Bohle Vale State School.381

Elsewhere in Queensland, an article outlined a growing knife culture amongst school students,382 highlighting a particularly unsavoury aspect of school violence in which school children as young as five were arriving at school brandishing knives in order to big note themselves, threaten classmates or as a form of protection. There was even a report of a young male kindergarten student threatening a female classmate with a knife in order to secure a food bar.383 Again in Queensland, an incident occurred at the Ipswich State High School whereby female gang members invaded the school and terrorised students with knives and chains, culminating in school personnel initiating a lock down as a precaution.384 More worrying, however, was the fatal stabbing of a 12-year-old boy by a 13-year-old fellow student at Queensland’s St Patrick College, Shorncliffe,385 prompting the school to initiate an emergency lockdown.386
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The fatality at St Patrick College prompted then Prime Minister Gillard to discuss the possibility of a national campaign to combat knife crime in schools by seeking advice from law enforcement and education agencies. In a similar although non-fatal incident in 2012, a 14-year-old girl was stabbed repeatedly by a 16-year-old fellow student who later handed himself into police following a schoolyard dispute at St Columban’s College located in Caboolture, Queensland. In 2014 the Queensland Education Minister condemned the prolific way in which school violence was being broadcast online following several incidents. These incidents resulted in charges being laid by police in Rockhampton and prompted the Police Commissioner to comment that the use of social media to harass or intimidate is potentially a criminal offence.

2.9.6 South Australia

Similarly, a series of school violence incidents at South Australian schools have prompted the Secondary Principles Association President to suggest that school security policies could be reviewed, with the possibility of upgrading closed circuit television coverage to better monitor school facilities, particularly in light of school violence perpetrated by students and by outsiders invading school grounds. In 2013, parents and principals alike also voiced concern that five violent incidents per day were occurring in South Australian schools, with almost 3500 violent incidents recorded over a three year period dating from 2010–2013. These included student on student, student on teacher and parent on teacher critical incidents that were seen as significant or threatening events that could be assessed as dangerous or contentious. Concern was

also raised by the Primary Principals Association, which reported a growing trend in school violence involving parents who tended to deviate from accepted protocol when questioning incidents at school involving their children, instead confronting principals and other teaching staff in an often aggressive fashion. This reflected a dilution in the authority status of school staff and principals common to other states and territories, although the Education Minister argued that increased levels of aggression in schools had much to do with stringent new critical incident reporting regimes.392

2.9.7  Tasmania

A series of sexual assaults perpetrated by a school bully against a fellow student in 2007 at a southern Tasmanian primary school left the victim severely traumatised, and was exacerbated a number of years later when the attacker, who had previously left the school, enrolled at the school once more.393 This prompted impassioned pleas from the victim’s father to the education department to prevent the re-enrolment, but this was denied for procedural reasons to do with the inability to deny schooling to a government student within the applicable catchment area. The attacker’s father did in fact eventually remove him from the school.394 Meanwhile, a Tasmanian high school student who had been subjected to long-term physical, verbal, mental and cyberbullying at school took her own life. The prolonged attacks had, in what is becoming a ubiquitous manner, been filmed and disseminated through social media.395 This prompted calls for the wide ranging adoption of anti-bullying legislation, which was supported by a local Tasmanian transport concern that mounted an awareness-raising campaign for the cause.396
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2.9.8 Victoria

The use of technology was underscored by another schoolyard fight involving two students at Hampton Park Secondary College in Melbourne, which prompted the Victorian Minister for Education to comment that social media such as YouTube have made it all the more difficult to combat school violence. Elsewhere in Victoria, a year nine schoolboy at Brauer College in Warrnambool was bashed savagely by fellow students, and was placed in an induced coma following the attack. This incident was also captured on mobile phone cameras and widely distributed, whilst a lunchtime attack by balaclava-clad juveniles at Macleod College in Melbourne that resulted in the severe assault of a 15-year-old boy was widely considered to be a revenge attack. Knife and weapon attacks in Victorian schools had also apparently doubled and were as ubiquitous as bar room stabbing and glassings, according to another news report on knife attacks by students at Bellarine and Gisborne Secondary Colleges.

In another incident, a victim of school bullying at a Victorian state primary school was provided with compensation by the Supreme Court of Victoria after a decision of the Victims of Crime Assistance Tribunal was overturned. The bullying had begun when the schoolgirl was only eight years of age and continued for many years, but compensation for the victim had initially been refused by the tribunal as the three schoolgirl offenders lacked criminal intent. Increased lockdown frequency at
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Victorian schools was the subject of a 2013 article\textsuperscript{403} that reported on material obtained under Freedom of Information procedures. The article described an increase in lockdowns over the 2011–2012 period in response to aggressive behaviour, most often followed by police operations. Lockdowns require that schools are secured and all students contained indoors with staff posted in key positions, in response to potential or perceived risks, or under instructions from police.\textsuperscript{404} These security responses were instigated by serious incidents including the physical assault of students and staff, threats by a student brandishing a knife, threats against a principal by a parent, an attack on a principal by a student wielding a shovel, and an incident where a staff member was stabbed with a fork by a student.\textsuperscript{405}

Parental harassment was the subject of a Victorian Principals Association claim that closed circuit television is a necessity in school foyers, given widespread threatening behaviour, abuse and disruption directed at school principals by parents.\textsuperscript{406} With rates of physical violence higher than six times that of the general population, a survey conducted by Monash University into violence in school environments across Australia revealed alarming trends including evidence that parents were more likely to threaten violence against school principals, unlike students who were more inclined to be perpetrators of actual violence against school principals.\textsuperscript{407} Teaching staff have also been implicated in threats or actual violence against school principals who now have a seemingly reduced level of status and respect in communities than once was the case (similarly to nurses). This is particularly worrisome for principals stationed in remote
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areas who are at higher risk. While government school principals were the most endangered, Catholic and independent school principals were not immune from risk.

2.9.9 Western Australia

Similarly, a ‘fight club’ type scenario was the focus of a media report published during 2010 in which it was reported that ‘male bonding’ was the incentive for boxing in a classroom at Kelmscott High School in Perth while a teacher looked on. A video of the incident was recorded on a student’s mobile phone and sent to a local television station which broadcast the footage. In Western Australia’s south east, a dramatic high school shotgun siege at Esperance Senior High School involving a student who had been bullied fortunately ended peacefully when the student surrendered to police after being counselled by the school principal. According to a news report, student assaults on teaching and school administration staff increased by 23% during 2007 in Western Australia. Although the level and intensity of assaults on school students or school staff is not recorded in stand-alone data by the Ministry of Education in Western Australia, the suspension of students from school for either physical assault or intimidation has increased by 10% per annum according to an investigation launched by a Perth newspaper, which suggested that school violence in Western Australia is increasing in frequency and intensity. Further, the report suggested that a third of all suspensions recorded since 1999 were a result of pupil on pupil assault, while 7% were from pupil on school staff assault. However, the Ministry of Education’s School Support Programs Executive Director cautioned against simplistic assumptions based upon data drawn from rates of student suspension as increases may in fact reflect stronger action.
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being taken and not necessarily increases in school violence.\textsuperscript{415} According to the report, many teachers were of the opinion that increased school violence reflected the escalation in societal violence and decrease in respect for authority figures.\textsuperscript{416}

The report also bemoaned the fact that while government school figures were hard to come by, data on instances of violence at Western Australian private schools was nearly impossible to obtain.\textsuperscript{417} More to the point, in response to a call from the State School Teachers Union for more transparency in school violence data in Western Australian government schools, the Education Minister warned of the danger of misinterpreting the data due to the aggregated nature of the statistics and the lack of separation of the incidents according to typology and severity of assault.\textsuperscript{418} Mention was also made of the perception amongst teachers that school violence was increasing,\textsuperscript{419} and that it is now commonplace to separate disruptive students and confiscate weapons. In addition, family dysfunction and increasing mental health issues amid student cohorts are potentially contributing factors to the increase in school violence.\textsuperscript{420}

This can be illustrated by a series of incidents of school violence in Western Australia. For example, a year 12 student inflicted grievous bodily harm on a year 10 student at a Perth high school which led to the younger student being hospitalised for life threatening brain swelling after his head was stomped on, and prompted calls for a custodial sentence by prosecutors.\textsuperscript{421} Parental assaults on teachers have convinced some in the profession to change careers after suffering increasing abuse from parents and students, often to the point that teaching staff seek violence restraining orders.\textsuperscript{422} An example is an attack on a school teacher by a 13-year-old girl in the Kalgoorlie region,
which was recorded on a mobile phone and uploaded to the internet in what is fast becoming a habitual practice among violent school students.\textsuperscript{423}

During the period 2005–2008, episodic school violence in Western Australian schools also increased by 30\% across an array of categories including student-teacher or student on student assaults, while instances of weapon use and sexual assault in addition to parental abuse of school staff were recorded. It should be noted that some of the student-teacher assaults were carried out by disabled students who lacked any intent to harm.\textsuperscript{424} In response to the escalation in reported school violence and a yearly increase in student suspension and exclusion, the State School Teachers Union of Western Australia called for the return to schools of resident police officers removed under previous government policy, particularly to those considered to be problematic high schools.\textsuperscript{425} The Union argued that underreporting of school violence incidents remained a problem and urged school staff to report any and all violence to police and school authorities in order to more clearly outline the true nature of violence in Western Australian schools.\textsuperscript{426}

A 2012 media report also highlighted a series of particularly disturbing episodes of violence in Western Australian schools, designated as so-called ‘critical incidents’, information on which had been obtained under Freedom of Information legislation. These included knife attacks and school lockdowns amongst other issues, including instances of prescription drug trafficking that were referred to the Education Minister.\textsuperscript{427} The report made mention of the subjectivity involved in assessing critical incidents, which might compromise the ability to make meaningful comparisons between schools given that one school’s serious event could be considered merely operational in another ostensibly more difficult school environment. This distorts the statistical analysis of the
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extent of school violence.428 As is the case in a number of media reports, staff often argued that schools simply reflect general societal trends and that school violence is to a large extent expected, and called for a more comprehensive range of school psychologists, social workers and behaviour centres.429

Also of concern was a 2013 media report highlighting an incident involving a very young student offender who assaulted a teacher before making a more vicious assault on the deputy principal at a Perth primary school. Both victims sustained injuries, prompting the Western Australian State School Teachers Union spokesperson to highlight the increasingly young age of perpetrators in school violence incidents and call for more support and funding to be directed toward mental health and social behaviour skill development.430 The report also drew attention to newly released statistics that showed a sizeable increase in assaults against government school teaching staff and emphasised the downward spiral toward academic failure and social disposition that was likely to befall violent students, should support and intervention not be provided.431

There have been other examples of Western Australian school violence augmented by publicity through social media, prompting both police and Department of Education investigation into the incidents.432 The incidents were broadcast via stand-alone web pages devoted to school fights in a southern Perth region, prompting a Western Australian Police review into the potential criminality of any of the participants.433 Meanwhile, Western Australian school principals have appealed for the initiation of a school violence task force in view of the habitual school violence specifically directed at principals. Their rationale for this is that it is more cost effective to provide support in conflict resolution and dealing with stress, as well as intimidation training for principals.

---
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under siege, than continual workers compensation payments as a result of workplace injury.\textsuperscript{434} The principals also claimed that they were increasingly subject to intimidation and stress as a result of violent episodes in school settings, leaving them seven times more likely to be assaulted and five times more likely to be threatened with violence than members of the general public.\textsuperscript{435} The Ministry of Education suggested, however, that while any assault of school staff was a concern, actual incidents were rare and that training in defusing of volatile situations and restraint was already available to principals. The Education Minister did however agree to submit a proposal for a task force in response to the request by school principals.\textsuperscript{436}

A contentious public school policy in Western Australia involving the use of so-called time out rooms for particularly aggressive and violent students was the topic of a 2013 media article.\textsuperscript{437} It described specially modified school rooms lacking any furniture and painted in calming colours that enabled the protective isolation of students in safe areas free of harmful objects or stimulus, in order to stabilise emotions.\textsuperscript{438} The practice prompted criticism from academia principally because such isolation of problem students can both increase self-loathing and decrease self-esteem, with positive reinforcement and restorative behaviour management practice and procedure being recommended instead. The Catholic Education Office of Western Australia has opposed the use of such isolation methods in their schools.\textsuperscript{439}

In view of the difficulties of unpacking aggregated crime statistics, under- and over-reporting of school assaults and differences in compiling statistics\textsuperscript{440} gleaned from disparate Australian jurisdictions, it is useful to refer to a major Australian study aimed at improving the school violence knowledge base and contributing to programs designed
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to reduce the incidence of school violence.\textsuperscript{441} Although centred on an examination of high school students in New South Wales, the report is the most extensive and comprehensive on school violence yet undertaken in Australia, so can be considered useful in an examination of the prevailing status of school violence within Australia.

Utilising both a qualitative approach based upon detailed interviews with perpetrators and victims of school violence and an extensive quantitative investigation by way of sophisticated questionnaires, the study aimed to reliably document trends in school violence.\textsuperscript{442} In particular, the study questioned whether predictions of school violence could be made based upon salient factors such as school structures, climates and cultures, after the introduction of appropriate controls for individual features known to increase aggressive behaviour, along with an examination of the social contexts within which assaults on school campuses frequently occur.\textsuperscript{443} In the 12 month sample period, results gathered from more than 2500 students indicated that more than 40\% of students had physically attacked other students either in or near school premises at least once, with multiple attacks ranging from twice to as many as five times occurring from 5\% to 10\% of occasions. Playgrounds were by far the most common venue for attacks and lunchtime the most common time period in which attacks occurred.\textsuperscript{444}

In terms of the motivation for the school violence, provocation was isolated as the main reason for the harm followed by retaliation against the instigator, whilst a significant proportion cited racist remarks, dislike of the victim and general aggressive behaviour as causative factors.\textsuperscript{445} Fortunately, most violent acts were of a low level typology with pushing and holding between protagonist and victim the norm, although attacks using fists were also relatively common. Weapon use was recorded in only a small number of cases.\textsuperscript{446} Significant risk factors associated with school-related violence were identified in the study. These included lack of awareness by students of school discipline policies,
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school rules and consequences attached to any breach of the same, a racist cohort, lack of belief on the part of students that good behaviour would be rewarded, unprepared, inexperienced, unhelpful and disorganised teaching staff, overemphasis on repetitive tasks in classrooms, and where excessive time was spent on controlling of unruly student behaviour at the expense of instruction. Moreover, violent attacks were more ubiquitous in smaller schools, stand-alone boy’s schools, schools lacking any mediation systems and where student cohorts displayed high levels of reading and language difficulties.

Inevitably, schools where bullying was common and where teaching staff were passive to its dangers were also at heightened risk of school violence. Whilst school-based factors such as these were identified as fundamental in the study, individual and family-based factors, such as circumstances where students experienced punitive parenting styles, lived in sole or neither parent families, were impulsive, displayed reading and writing difficulties and were of the male gender, also contributed to the likelihood that school violence would occur. Conversely, students were less likely to commit acts of violence when their mothers were aged over 40 and their behaviour and whereabouts were closely monitored by parents, prompting a newspaper to conclude that the study suggested that to some degree ‘school violence is learnt in the home.’ Nonetheless, school climates, cultures, and to a lesser extent structures, have an impact on the likelihood that violence will eventuate.

Throughout the Australian jurisdiction, various items of legislation and related policies have been implemented in order to lessen the prevalence and magnitude of school
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violence, with all schools encumbered with the need to have discipline management plans or codes of conduct\textsuperscript{454} in operation. These will be the focus of discussion and analysis in Chapter 4.

2.10 Conclusion
This chapter commenced with an explanation of key terms germane to the thesis such as juvenile, violence and most importantly school-based violence. Several typologies of these key expressions were examined in order to link the discussion to the key area of the research questions such as the provision of a legal definition of juvenile grounded in the important and aged \textit{doli incapax} standard, which attempts to decipher what is legal maturity. The quest for a workable definition of violence was then explored which included a discussion of numerous types of violent acts including physical, psychological, emotional and economic abuse and the various members in society who can perform such acts of violence. An examination of the nature of school violence followed including the itemisation of several risk factors that can contribute to acts of violence that occur within school environments.

Juvenile violence within the Australian jurisdiction was then examined, including the various patterns and trends in juvenile violence and the difficulties in interpreting such data, for example, underreporting and changes in policing methods. The cost of juvenile violence to victims, communities and society was also discussed along with the imperative causes, risks and protective factors that are associated with juvenile violence. The all-important and multifaceted topic of school violence was in turn investigated, including the crucial issue of schools being both a physical domain where violent acts can occur and systems that create or exacerbate difficulties for those within. Also discussed were causal factors linked with school violence. The chapter concluded with an investigation of school violence within the Australian jurisdiction, including a discussion of instances involving fatal episodic school violence in several states and territories along with the seemingly unstoppable use of technology and media to
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exacerbate and broadcast school violence. An overview of a sophisticated school violence study conducted in New South Wales high schools was also provided.

A social reality, juvenile violence, including school-based violence, remains of serious concern. In order to transform juvenile behaviour, effective management and control is required through using appropriate legal instruments and institutions that have been developed over time and which vary significantly in their approach to the problem. This will now be the focus of the research, specifically scrutinising the interplay between school violence within Australia and domestic and international laws, including Australia’s obligations under various human rights instruments. This will be the focus of Chapter 3 of the thesis.

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 of this thesis addressed several definitional aspects that are fundamental to the study of juvenile violence in schools and communities. This chapter examines the research question related to domestic and international law and its impact on and relevance to juvenile violence, with a view to developing a shift in law and policy towards a human rights-based approach to discipline management in Australian schools. In particular, human rights law and international legal developments and obligations that may or may not compel Australia will be discussed in relation to the development of useful discipline management policy for juvenile school violence. The latter will be further expanded upon in Chapter 4 of the thesis.

This chapter commences with a historical overview of the development of stand-alone systems for dealing with juvenile offenders. Initially, juvenile offenders received near identical treatment to adult counterparts in criminal justice systems. However, by the 19th century, important changes to state control emerged, as well as institutions including workhouses and industrial and reformatory schools, along with nascent children’s and juvenile courts and other advances in the administration of juvenile justice such as increased powers of the judiciary to differentiate juvenile from adult offender in regard to penalties and procedures. This chapter also introduces the notions of diversion from traditional criminal justice processes and restorative justice principles, which will be further explored in later chapters.

Human rights as a concept will also be introduced prior to a discussion on the development of a discrete children’s rights movement. There will be a historical overview followed by an examination of children’s rights under international legal instruments including the pivotal United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.
(‘UNCRC’), which represents a central plank in children’s human rights jurisprudence, along with other important treaties and protocols. The chapter will conclude with an overview of several important cases that are germane to the human rights of children and juveniles within the Australian jurisdiction. Whilst it can be safely assumed that juveniles have been involved in one form of violence or another for many centuries, developments in international law and a greater awareness of and focus on human rights as they relate to juvenile violence have added further complexity to the issue. These developments have associated implications for states and authorities in addressing juvenile violence. The discussion will now turn to the evolution of state and authority responses to violent juvenile behaviour.

3.2 The Development of Stand-alone Legal Systems for Dealing With Juvenile Offenders

3.2.1 Historical Context

Prior to the 19th century, there was scant differentiation between juvenile and adult offenders insofar as the criminal justice systems were concerned. During this draconian period, however, deterrence was the primary aim espoused by the authorities which often resulted in executions, floggings and incarceration of juvenile offenders in Australia. Similarly, in the United Kingdom during the Dickensian era it was not uncommon for children as young as five years of age to be hanged for minor offences such as larceny, with one English judge remarking harshly that it was more than acceptable for a child to be executed and that they should suffer for their offences.

In the United Kingdom during this time, the notion of a criminal ‘underworld’ gained traction with fictional literary works by luminaries such as Charles Dickens, whose explorations into London low-life heavily influenced both contemporary and historical views of the time, so much so that a juvenile offender being interviewed at the time was
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heard to remark that he had seen ‘Oliver Twist’ and that ‘Artful Dodger’ was very much like some of the boys he knew.\textsuperscript{459} In regard to instances of school violence during the era, Thomas Hughes’s celebrated 1857 novel, ‘Tom Brown’s School-Days’, provided a backdrop of the prevailing environment by depicting the anguished milieu faced by Tom Brown and his classmates at the fabled Rugby School. This served to instil a spirit of valour and stoicism in the schoolyard amongst often unruly classmates and authoritarian school masters.

Within Australia, children as young as six years of age could routinely be found in the iniquitous Pentridge prison in Melbourne during the mid-1860s note Cunneen and White.\textsuperscript{460} However, there is some evidence to suggest that attempts were made on occasion by Australian magistrates to make concessions for an offender’s immature age, such as frequent pardoning, the discharge of first offenders, and separation of juveniles from adult inmates in prisons when held in the same prison, as well as placing children with parents or institutions.\textsuperscript{461}

The development of a separate and stand-alone system for dealing with juvenile offenders was gaining some traction in the second half of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, however, which neatly coincided with other landmark political and legal developments such as the expansion of state control and regulatory reform leading to developments such as compulsory schooling and restrictions on child labour.\textsuperscript{462} Moreover, within the realm of juvenile offending, specific institutions were created to deal with destitute and neglected juveniles such as the so-called reformatory and industrial schools targeted at those juveniles convicted of criminal offences. There were also several types of institutions fashioned to house dangerous and impoverished juveniles in the United Kingdom which, as a corollary, signalled the early development of juvenile offender identification and recognition.\textsuperscript{463} In effect, these types of institutions, whilst not specifically addressing
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juvenile violence and maltreatment, nonetheless provided food, accommodation and some measure of education for juveniles in need.\textsuperscript{464}

As a result of these developments, juvenile delinquency began to emerge as a burgeoning social problem\textsuperscript{465} warranting specialised attention by legislators and authorities alike. Similar institutions emerged in Australia, for example, including several asylums and orphan schools which routinely arranged the apprenticeship of orphaned juveniles into the workplace. This could also be ordered by magistrates under New South Wales legislation from the late\textsuperscript{1820s}.\textsuperscript{466} This concern for the plight of destitute and vagrant juveniles led to the establishment of industrial and reformatory school legislation throughout most Australian states from the 1860s onward.\textsuperscript{467}

Ostensibly, reformatory or industrial schooling aimed to provide discipline and self-awareness in order to transform delinquents, referred to generally as those from the ‘dangerous classes’ who had already commenced a criminal career, and impoverished juveniles identified as members of the ‘perishing classes’ who were yet to descend into criminality but due to desperate circumstances would likely do so in short order.\textsuperscript{468} A blurring of boundaries between those juveniles considered destitute or vagrant according to middle and upper class notions of the deserving or undeserving poor was reflected in the treatment of juveniles during this period.\textsuperscript{469} That is, juveniles were often segregated according to their attitude, with deserving poor juveniles dealt with in a welfare institution because they were seen to be destitute whilst others were treated as criminals and unjustly incarcerated under vagrancy laws.\textsuperscript{470} Whilst ostensibly educational or training-oriented in philosophy, reformatories and industrial schools more often resulted
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in juveniles who were destined to join the ranks of prosaic and malleable workforces\textsuperscript{471} well suited to the most menial of employment tasks.\textsuperscript{472}

Other important developments in the area of juvenile justice during this period were the extension of lower or inferior court jurisdiction to preside over summary or minor offences involving juvenile offenders, and removal of the requirement that juveniles be remanded in adult prisons awaiting trial.\textsuperscript{473} This was echoed in the Australian jurisdiction where analogous legislation was enacted to extend the power of magistrates to hear minor juvenile offences and different penalties and procedures were introduced for dealing with juveniles compared with adult offenders.\textsuperscript{474}

According to Fox, the turn of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century saw the emergence of stand-alone juvenile courts and the adoption of the ‘parens patriae’ doctrine that encumbered states with a duty to intervene in the lives of juveniles at risk of becoming vagrant or criminal.\textsuperscript{475} This obligation to act in the best interests of the juvenile required juvenile justice personnel to adopt a more discretionary, informal and fostering approach to the administration of juvenile justice. Further, the doctrine championed the notion that juvenile offenders should not be treated like criminals in order to avoid branding the juvenile with a criminal persona that might be difficult to discard over time.\textsuperscript{476}

\subsection*{3.2.2 \textit{Introduction of Restorative Justice and Diversionary Options}}

Whilst children’s courts continue to this day, diversionary options based in restorative justice principles are available in most jurisdictions. These deflect juvenile offenders away from the traditional criminal justice process in order to reduce coerciveness and formality in proceedings. Gaining popularity throughout the Australian jurisdiction since the 1970s, diversionary options have nonetheless garnered some dissatisfaction from the law and order or back to justice fraternity, who espouse a more punitive approach to
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juvenile justice and routinely discredit diversionary options, most particularly in the case of leniency for recidivist juvenile offenders. 477

Prominent amongst these options is restorative justice. The overarching aim of this approach is a concerted focus on the aftermath of the offence, engagement in a harm reparation process for victims, and acknowledgement of the various competencies and needs of offenders leading ultimately to a message of disapproval of the impact of the offence suggest White, Haines and Asquith. 478 Essentially, the restorative process involves parties like victims, offenders, family members, statutory agencies, supporters, and other parties with an interest in the offence to formalise a negotiated, collective resolution to the offence with creativity and flexibility to promote both responsibility for the offence yet simultaneously repair the harm caused by the offence. 479 One of the most common restorative justice vehicles is the victim-offender group conference used extensively throughout the Australian jurisdiction, comprising an informally structured meeting between relevant parties which may be utilised at various junctions in the juvenile justice process and can be facilitated by police, court or juvenile justice personnel in order to deliver an appropriate response to the juvenile’s offence. 480

Other diversionary options include victim-offender mediation and conciliation programs, so-called sentencing circles which involve parties in setting appropriate sentences for juvenile offenders and repatriation boards that engage community members in the formulation of appropriate penalties for juvenile crime. In Western Australia, for example, has long employed so-called juvenile justice teams, coordinators and police officers who are involved in the diversion of juvenile offenders away from traditional retributive criminal justice processes which in appropriate circumstances can

involve the input of Indigenous officers in matters concerning Aboriginal offenders.\textsuperscript{481} Restorative justice will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5 in relation to school behavioural management policy development.

Autonomous rights for children and juveniles were notable by their absence prior to the early decades of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, with many institutions dealing harshly and punitively with children and juveniles and being typically abusive in organisation and administration. A movement to promote the rights of children and juveniles was to some extent, however, gaining momentum, which can be viewed in light of the broader recognition of human rights that emerged following World War Two. Prior to tracking the development and status of human rights relevant to children and juveniles, however, it is useful to lend some definition to the holistic notion of ‘human rights’ including some historical background with respect to this study of juvenile violence and schools.

3.3 The Notion of Human Rights

3.3.1 Introduction

In essence, human rights are essential freedoms and protections that individuals are entitled to irrespective of race, gender, nationality, ethnicity or ability, and are both inherent through birth and universal to all.\textsuperscript{482} Universality of rights is of significant importance in the rights debate as past practices have relied upon gender and race rather than simple membership of the human race to accord rights status. Previous rights crusades include those conducted on behalf of women and non-whites which focused upon the non-person status of women and subservient so-called separate but equal racial policies that denied human rights.\textsuperscript{483}
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Human rights are internationally secured and focus on the dignity and equal worth of human beings, protect individuals and on occasion groups, are necessary for both quality of life and liberty irrespective of place and context, and are linked intrinsically to the relationship between state and individual. Whilst human rights are most certainly inalienable and thus cannot be removed, they can, of course, be violated. Broadly grounded in freedom, dignity and equality, human rights are an age-old concept with historical links to both ancient civilisations and many religious teachings. They seek to protect and reinforce a right to and quality of life as well as the right to free speech, freedom from discrimination, violence, cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment, and unlawful deprivation of liberty, and entitlements to health, fair trial, education and important moral and legal guiding principles that enshrine the promotion and protection of values, identity and adequate standards of living, equality, fairness and dignity.

Further, human rights guarantee just and favourable working conditions, freedom of association, assembly and movement, food, housing and social security, freedom from arbitrary interference with family, privacy, home or correspondence, freedom from slavery and a right to nationality, freedom of thought, religion or conscience, suffrage, participation in public affairs and the right to participate in cultural matters. The rise in prominence of human rights first gained momentum in response to the rights abuse routinely experienced by members of vulnerable or oppressed populations including the poor, diseased, those in conflict, women and, notably for the purposes of this study, children.
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3.3.2 **International Human Rights Instruments**

Human rights delineate the rights, standards and mechanisms of protection to which nation states commit themselves with state legitimacy grounded in respect, protection and fulfilment of the rights of all individuals.\(^{491}\) Human rights are enshrined in important and specific international instruments including the *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* (‘**ICCPR**’),\(^{492}\) the *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights* (‘**ICESCR**’)\(^{493}\) and the *Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination* (‘**ICERD**’).\(^{494}\) These were established subsequent to the propititious *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* (‘**UDHR**’),\(^{495}\) which elegantly enunciated the basic premise of human rights in Article 1 that ‘all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.’

This pivotal human rights declaration was developed by the international community and more specifically the United Nations in order to create a road map to guarantee the rights of people everywhere, and more specifically in response to the atrocities inflicted during the Second World War. The first session of the United Nations General Assembly in 1946 following the cessation of hostilities considered the draft declaration on fundamental human rights and freedoms for referral to the United Nations Commission, which in early 1947 authorised its members to formulate a ‘preliminary draft Bill of Human Rights’. Over 50 member states participated in the final drafting process leading to the adoption of the document at the end of 1948.\(^{496}\)

Legislative definition of human rights is also provided in Australia through the operation of the Australian Human Rights Commission which was established pursuant to the
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Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 (Cth) (‘AHRC Act’) in addition to other Commonwealth legislation and includes rights and freedoms contained in specific international instruments included or scheduled to the AHRC Act. The Commission is required amongst other functions to investigate complaints of unlawful discrimination and human rights complaints, research and promote human rights awareness and debate in Australia and to ensure compliance with human rights instruments. Although Australia is a signatory to many international instruments and by extension has agreed to be bound by the terms found within, obligations do not form part of domestic Australian law unless and until incorporated through enactment of appropriate legislation. However, a number of provisions found in treaties, covenants and the like are reflected in Australian legislation such as the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth), for example, which displays many of the requirements of the Convention on the Rights of Persons With Disabilities (‘CRPD’).

The landmark UDHR also advanced the proposition that indivisibility or equality of all human rights is imperative irrespective of whether they are based in civil, political, economic, cultural or social categories. This is in addition to the so-called interdependence of human rights that relates to the futility of recognising one human right in isolation, which is difficult, if not impossible, such as the case where there is recognition of a right to work without a corresponding realisation of a right to education. It is incumbent on participating states to respect human rights generally by not violating rights in a direct fashion, ensuring protection against violation of human rights by non-state actors, and promoting human rights as well as taking appropriate

498 Other legislation that the Australian Human Rights Commission draws upon include the Age Discrimination Act 2004 (Cth), Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth), Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth), Native Title Act 1993 (Cth), Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) and the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth).
500 See, eg, Kioa v West (1985) 159 CLR 550 per Gibbs J.
measures toward the fulfilment of relevant human rights.\textsuperscript{503} The monitoring of human rights standards has become increasingly sophisticated of late with fulfilment of human rights commitments by nation states monitored by treaty bodies or independent expert committees who also review compliance and general performance through important commentary and recommendations.\textsuperscript{504} Typically, responsibility for meeting human rights obligations remains with state organs including parliaments, local government authorities, the judiciary, police and teachers.\textsuperscript{505}

3.3.3 \textbf{Legal Responsibility for Human Rights in Australia}

Overall legal responsibility for the protection of human rights in Australia rests with the Commonwealth Government as the signatory to international instruments, but as Australia has a federal system of government, state and territory governments are often responsible for many issues that are intrinsically related to the exercise of human rights in significant areas such as health, land matters, law and order and notably for this study, education.\textsuperscript{506} Accordingly, state and territory governments can infringe upon the Commonwealth’s human rights obligations, yet state and territory laws can in fact be overridden by the Commonwealth as protection against breaches of human rights obligations,\textsuperscript{507} such as through the use of ‘external affairs’ power found in the \textit{Australian Constitution}.\textsuperscript{508}

An example of this very exercise in Commonwealth power can be found in \textit{Koowarta v Bjelke-Petersen}\textsuperscript{509} where the validity of the \textit{Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth)} was called into question following a claim for leasehold crown land in remote locations. The High Court was of the opinion that the enactment of the \textit{Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth)} was a valid exercise of the ‘external affairs’ power found in s 51(xxix) of the \textit{Constitution} and as such allowed the Commonwealth to override Queensland law that

\textsuperscript{503} Hallgath and Tarantola, above n 485, 159.
\textsuperscript{505} Danish Institute for Human Rights, above n 491.
\textsuperscript{507} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{508} \textit{Australian Constitution} s 51(xxix).
\textsuperscript{509} \textit{Koowarta v Bjelke-Petersen} (1982) HCA 27.
prohibited the granting of leasehold land to Aboriginal people in remote areas. The creation of the Act was a necessary obligation for the Commonwealth pursuant to entering the ICERD.510 There is also an opportunity for claimants within Australia to seek suitable remedy for breach of human rights511 through the Australian Human Rights Commission, various state and territory human rights agencies512 and international bodies such as the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, amongst others,513 with some protection also available under the common law including rights against self-incrimination, presumption of innocence in criminal trials, rights to sue against false imprisonment and the presumption of beyond reasonable doubt in a criminal trial.514

Children’s rights have emerged within the broader context of general human rights providing recognition that children, along with other minority groups, require specific and specialised protection and promotion of their human rights. The discussion will now turn to the development of children’s human rights.

510 See also Commonwealth v Tasmania [1983] HCA 21 where the construction of a dam in a Tasmanian wilderness area was prevented by Commonwealth legislation enacted pursuant to Australia’s international obligations as a signatory to the Convention Concerning the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 17th sess (16 November 1972). Note also that in addition to the external affairs power under s 51(xxix) of the Constitution, the High Court of Australia has original jurisdiction with respect to ‘all matters arising under any treaty’ pursuant to s 75(i) of the Constitution although this power is seldom triggered.


513 There are several other United Nations Committees that aggrieved persons in Australia can access should all domestic avenues be exhausted, including the Human Rights Committee, Committee Against Torture, Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women and the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. Whilst these committees can express an observation following investigation of a complaint regarding human rights violation, it will not be legally binding on the state. An example of this type of investigation can be seen in Rogerson v Australia (2002) Communication no 802/1998 where the Human Rights Committee established that a breach of art 14(3c) of the ICCPR had taken place. This case concerned an Australian lawyer who was found to have been denied the right to a fair hearing when contesting a protracted contempt of court charge in the Northern Territory after two years elapsed between the hearing and dismissal of proceedings.

### 3.4 The Children’s Human Rights Movement

#### 3.4.1 Historical Context

The development of autonomous human rights for children and juveniles has been unhurried. Whilst gaining traction in the last decades of the 20th century, prior to 1900 the notion that children and juveniles possessed their own civil rights or liberties distinct from their parents or the state was in fact novel, as courts routinely preserved the social order that liberty is only to be extended to those of mature years, debarring those below an age of manhood or womanhood as prescribed by law. Historically considered primarily as a form of parental possession rather than as persons in their own right, children and juveniles were routinely denied any semblance of liberty or autonomy. In Roman times, for example, fathers were unrestricted in their regulation of any of their children’s services and acquisitions and exercised unfettered control over them. Children have in fact been afforded negligible importance historically with little in the way of dignity or respect, and have often been reduced to objects of intervention rather than legal subjects, have frequently been labelled as members of problem populations and often reduced to property status, resulting in habitual denial of moral consequence.

Further, rights of liberty and autonomy were reserved for individuals who had attained a measure of maturity to the exclusion of those who had yet to attain adulthood. Consequently, according to Wald, states and authorities adopted an overarching protective posture which required that parents protect and control children who were disadvantaged by their immaturity leaving them incomplete physically and intellectually.
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and lacking sufficient experience to conduct themselves capably in society.\footnote{M S Wald, ‘Children’s Rights: A Framework For Analysis’ (1979) 12(2) University of California Law Review 256.} A recurring theme is the protection of minors from the hazards of contemporary society so that they can develop into conscientious and accountable adults. This is because children and juveniles have long been considered to have special needs that are to be cultivated,\footnote{C R Margolin, ‘Salvation Versus Liberation: The Movement For Children’s Rights in a Historical Context’ (1978) 25(4) Social Problems 441.} yet many rights, including participation in political, legal and many social processes, were withheld from them.\footnote{Wald, above n 521.}

Perhaps best described as the last majority in the human rights movement, children and juveniles have been largely invisible in traditional rights movement optics such as protestation and boycott, and instead could be said to belong to a movement grounded in constitutional argument.\footnote{Margolin, above n 522.} It is not unreasonable to suggest, therefore, that child rights are an inconvenience for adults who traditionally enjoy a more powerful status as decision-makers, and the ability to rule would be simplified if children were continually denied rights.\footnote{Freeman, ‘Review Essay: What’s Right with Rights for Children’, above n 483, 89–90.} Yet children and juveniles remain vulnerable and lack the necessary resources needed in times of adversity, including psychological, material and relational resources, and while often blameless, argues Freeman, they are equally voiceless when they are the subject of dispute.\footnote{Ibid 95.}

At the turn of the 20th century, the rapid expansion of industry and manufacturing along with concomitant urbanisation focussed attention on the plight of working children and juveniles and their status as individual citizens rather than the property of parents.\footnote{Monohan and Young, above n 516.} Central to this attention was the exploitation of working children and juveniles and associated health and wellbeing issues faced by states, which prompted several key reforms such as the International Labour Organization’s adoption of minimum age restrictions for employment in 1919. This in turn helped prompt an appreciation of the
needs and individual rights of children and juveniles.\(^{528}\) American initiatives were also evident, such as the first White House Conference on Children in 1909 which focussed on childhood issues including delinquency and education although their real utility in improving the wellbeing of children and juveniles remains contentious in addition to other initiatives such as the Children’s Bureau which was established in 1912 to address maternal health and infant mortality.\(^{529}\)

Further White House Conferences led to the recognition of a child’s right to education through the establishment of compulsory education and the prohibition of child labour.\(^{530}\) According to Margolin, however, the movement to regulate child labour in America\(^{531}\) was not without difficulty, as on many occasions federal laws were found to be unconstitutional due to being in violation of states’ rights. More success was to be found in the enactment of uniform child labour laws in each American state. Nascent international instruments focussed on the rights of children and juveniles, such as the 1924 *Declaration on the Rights of the Child* implemented in response to the anguish experienced by children and juveniles during and after the First World War. These were pivotal in the development of liberty and autonomy of children and juveniles despite being principally welfarist in nature, as they provided a platform for subsequent treaties and protocols that furthered the pursuit of children’s rights.\(^{532}\)

Fortuitously, these initial steps toward embedding the human rights of children and juveniles through international instruments were accompanied by global consensus which challenged the accepted assumptions regarding both status and standing of children and juveniles, the so-called myth of natural parental affection, and the belated recognition that children and juveniles were capable, active thinkers. They further signalled a period of unmatched social change that also saw the emergence of similar

\(^{528}\) Ibid.
\(^{529}\) Margolin, above n 522, 443.
\(^{530}\) Ibid.
\(^{531}\) Ibid.
\(^{532}\) Monohan and Young, above n 516, 25–26; see n 537 below for a description of the 1924 *Declaration on the Rights of the Child*. 
rights-based movements aligned with the plight of women and racial groupings. Moreover, there is now clear evidence that children and juveniles can exercise agency such that negotiation and the making and alteration of decisions or relationships is well within their capability, effectively shifting social assumptions and constraints. More to the point, courts began to acknowledge the call by legal counsel for acceptance of autonomous children’s and juvenile rights, rather than denial which had traditionally been the case. The discussion will now turn to the development of important international legal instruments that advanced the cause of children’s and juvenile rights.

3.5 Children’s Rights Under International Legal Instruments

3.5.1 The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child

Whilst the United Nations’ 1959 Declaration on the Rights of the Child and its identically titled predecessor of 1924 extended protection and safety to children rather than rights of autonomy or political or civil participatory rights per se, the well intentioned and received UNCRC remains pivotal in any discussion on the human rights of children and juveniles. The UNCRC was introduced with some fanfare, expectation and considerable self-adulation after a decade-long negotiation and drafting process between governments and non-government agencies. The UNCRC has also been touted as the world’s first true legal instrument to promote children’s rights, having jettisoned the paternalistic tenor of its 1924 and 1959 predecessors and instead promoted the notion that children should be internationally recognised as rights bearers in their own accord. The convention also promotes children as legal citizens rather than
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simple extensions of parental property\textsuperscript{542} and significantly espouses the notion that their ‘best interests’ are upheld at all times. A shortcoming of both previous instruments was an overemphasis on the protection and safety of children largely at the expense of meaningful civil and political participatory rights and autonomy, which was fortunately addressed during the drafting stages in the \textit{UNCRC}’s evolution.\textsuperscript{543}

The \textit{UNCRC} has also been labelled a significant, easily digested tool of advocacy\textsuperscript{544} and a milestone in the evolution of civilisation by conceding both the existence and substance of the rights of children,\textsuperscript{545} along with the promotion of health and prosperity of children and juveniles. This is in contrast to the charity found in the 1929 and 1959 predecessors that both lacked the pivotal recognition of autonomy for children and juveniles, participatory rights and empowerment, and were largely aspirational and protective in substance.\textsuperscript{546} According to Freeman, the \textit{UNCRC} was the subject of much negotiation and considerable drafting and redrafting, with consensus being difficult to achieve amongst nation states in controversial areas during the gestation of the instrument.\textsuperscript{547} Controversial issues included freedom of religion in the Islamic world and protective mechanisms for intercountry adoption for those in Latin America, the rights of the unborn, which generated division amongst nation states along religious lines, and overpopulation amid developed and developing countries.\textsuperscript{548}

The \textit{UNCRC} is comprised of non-negotiable standards that aim to buttress the rights inherent to human dignity but with a particular focus on the rights of children who require specific and stand-alone rights protection despite benefiting from broader human rights protection.\textsuperscript{549} The \textit{UNCRC} is a methodical document containing a full gamut of
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civil, political, economic, cultural and social rights, and upholds the obligation that
governments bear definitive responsibility for the protection, fulfilment and promotion
of the rights of children\textsuperscript{550} and the treatment standards for children applicable during
peacetime and in armed conflict.\textsuperscript{551} A salient point to consider is the notion that child
rights protection must be considered essential, as a child may in fact need protection in
many ways from the self-same rights that adults routinely pursue, such as the right to
work, have sexual relationships or marry.\textsuperscript{552}

Ensuring that all children have rights attached to human dignity, the \textit{UNCRC} is a non-
negotiable set of standards divided into three sections comprised of preamble,
substantive provisions and implementation and monitoring. Of particular interest to this
thesis, the second section contains articles outlining the protection and participation
rights of children among other useful provisions.\textsuperscript{553} Insofar as debate and inquiry is
concerned, the \textit{UNCRC} has had no small part in the rapid growth of scholarly research
on the human rights of children and could be said to be responsible for injecting timely
impetus and credibility to academic discourse in the discipline.\textsuperscript{554} The \textit{UNCRC} seeks to
address the specific human rights interests and needs of children and juveniles as
individuals rather than as a consequence of their relationship with adult family and the
state.\textsuperscript{555}

The \textit{UNCRC} was adopted by the United Nations during November 1989 and entered
into force generally in September 1990.\textsuperscript{556} Although ratified by Australia in December
1990, the \textit{UNCRC} is only ostensibly part of the domestic law, as the direct legal
implementation of the convention into domestic law expected of member states upon
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ratification has yet to occur in Australia. This is also the case for many other member states.\textsuperscript{557} Therefore, the provisions of the \textit{UNCRC} lack any domestic force unless and until the convention is incorporated into Australian domestic legislation.\textsuperscript{558} In this respect, the nature of Australian and English legal systems remains fundamentally different from nation states such as those of continental Europe and the United States, for example, where the ratification of an international instrument such as the \textit{UNCRC} generates self-executing laws which establish legal rights and obligations without a Congressional legislative act.\textsuperscript{559} Nonetheless, several \textit{UNCRC} elements have in fact been subsumed into domestic law in Australia. For example, the ‘best interests’ element has been given widespread focus in juvenile justice legislation and policy across the various jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{560}

Irrespective of a lack of direct incorporation into Australia’s domestic legal arena, the tenor of the \textit{UNCRC} and other instruments can yet have an active role in influencing judicial interpretation by domestic courts wherever applicable statutes are to be interpreted with due deference to international obligations in circumstances where ambiguity exists, although not where there is clarity in legislation even if such a position is in opposition to the terms of an international instrument.\textsuperscript{561} Further, in the exercise of administrative discretion, the executive\textsuperscript{562} is to act consistently with the terms of an international instrument ratified by Australia in the absence of express provision to the contrary and must extend the right for the affected party to seek redress grounded in a legitimate expectation that the government intends to comply with a ratified
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There is the additional potential for legislative human rights activism in some Australian jurisdictions that have enacted stand-alone human rights legislation, and this has also provided an additional developing source of human rights protection for children and juveniles. This includes deference to provisions found in the *UNCRC* and other international instruments and the encouragement of legal counsel and courts to engage with international human rights law with the long-term development of human rights compatible legislation being a desirable objective.

### 3.5.2 Jurisprudence and Legislation Relevant to the Convention on the Rights of the Child in Australia

The issue of expectation following the ratification of an international instrument was raised in the controversial decision in *Minister of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs v Teoh*, which was centred on the incorporation or otherwise of the *UNCRC* into Australian law. Specifically, a Malaysian citizen who had married an Australian citizen and was lawfully in the country pursuant to a temporary visa was convicted and imprisoned for drug offences prior to his application for permanent resident status being finalised. This application was subsequently refused and the High Court dealt with the issue of whether the so-called best interests of the child were infringed by deporting the father and denying procedural fairness. Caution should be exercised, however, with respect to the utility of a legitimate expectation to comply with terms of the international instrument, as although the High Court in *Teoh* suggested that the message of ratification was such that an expectation of compliance could arise, it did not compel decision-makers to apply the treaty terms. Conversely, it confirmed that it remains within the remit of government officials to in fact act contrary to international law.
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the time, there was a hurried (and ultimately unsuccessful) introduction of legislation attempting to undo the *Teoh* principle. In addition, High Court decisions dating from 2000 have further questioned the validity of the legitimate expectation standard by suggesting that the standard is neither a freestanding administrative doctrine nor a source of substantive rights.

Promisingly, human rights legislation has been introduced in some states such as Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory that encourages engagement with human rights standards, which can also be considered a source of human rights for children. In addition, the development of the common law has allowed for the consideration of international obligations by domestic courts in Australia in some cases of late. The importance of the *UNCRC* is further endorsed through the auspices of the Australian Human Rights Commission, which maintains an active role in promoting and protecting the human rights of children and juveniles under the provisions of the *Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Act 1986* (Cth). These permit the Commission to actively consider claims of rights offences against children and juveniles with reference to the *UNCRC* in addition to conducting public enquiries, providing policy advice and examining relevant domestic laws that impinge upon *UNCRC* provisions.

Whilst the Commission lacks power to enforce any of its recommendations or those of the United Nations, it can encourage the implementation of provisions found in the *UNCRC*. This was seen in the Commission’s enquiry into the mandatory detention of refugee status children and juveniles, which resulted in the Commonwealth government
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amending immigration laws.\textsuperscript{577} Yet, unlike some treaties and protocols relevant to children and juveniles,\textsuperscript{578} such as the ICCPR and the ICERD, no individual complaint under the UNCRC will be considered by the United Nations. However, the Commission can refer to the UNCRC when investigating complaints from children and juveniles who believe their rights have been breached, in addition to examining laws that appear to breach the UNCRC, publicly promoting children’s rights, establishing public enquiries and providing policy advice regarding the UNCRC.\textsuperscript{579}

The UNCRC has also been seen as a major step forward in the protection of the human rights of children and juveniles through the promotion of welfare through justice rather than charity principles.\textsuperscript{580} It is also operational in informing humanitarian principles such as in areas of political emergency.\textsuperscript{581} The difficulty in achieving consensus among delegates during the creation of the UNCRC cannot be underestimated, as much opposition was evident in the areas of religious and cultural differences on sensitive issues including the plight of the unborn, along with other impediments such as achieving consensus on whether children should have any duties.\textsuperscript{582}

Nonetheless, with near-universal acceptance by over 190 member states, the UNCRC is the most ratified global human rights treaty, with only the United States a conspicuous absentee.\textsuperscript{583} However, Pupavac argues that despite such widespread endorsement, it is useful to exercise some caution when interpreting the UNCRC’s actual influence on the promotion of children’s rights.\textsuperscript{584} It is enticing to overestimate the real effect of the treaty in light of its celebrated introduction and popularity because the UNCRC’s benefits have been enthusiastically expected to some extent. It could well be argued that the UNCRC is largely inoffensive and reflects the lengthy consensus process from which
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it arose by excluding controversial terms, combined with only voluntary implementation by member states.\textsuperscript{585}

### 3.5.3 Scepticism About and Opposition to the Convention on the Rights of the Child

The \textit{UNCRC} remains imperative in recognising that, while remaining protected by other human rights instruments, children and juveniles can implement their own independent human rights. These rights are influenced by their own maturation and in certain circumstances extends rights to parents to act on behalf of children and juveniles.\textsuperscript{586} Further, it could be argued that given their susceptibility to abuse and exploitation, children and juveniles are entitled to the special attention and protection the \textit{UNCRC} promises.\textsuperscript{587} However, despite the enthusiasm for stand-alone human rights for children and juveniles, there is still some scepticism regarding the notion. This opposition is principally grounded in the idea that such rights are unnecessary because adults continually embrace the best interests of children\textsuperscript{588} and juveniles, and that family cohesion and structure can be compromised by state intervention pursuant to the individual rights of children and juveniles. However, this attitude may be excessively optimistic as children and juveniles are vulnerable and need rights for the safeguarding of their dignity and integrity.\textsuperscript{589}

It could well be argued that the drafters of the \textit{UNCRC} favoured the familial support element above that of autonomy for children despite some criticism that the \textit{UNCRC} is anti-family and interferes with parental rights.\textsuperscript{590} For example, there is the ambiguity found in art 3 which advocates that the best interest principle be applied at all times by those exercising parental responsibility, but is silent on inclusion of parents in the article itself.\textsuperscript{591} The tenor of the \textit{UNCRC} does, however, point to a seemingly greater emphasis on nurturing and ideological commitment to the family unit for childhood.
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developmental purposes.\footnote{Jones, above n 545.} Equally, the promotion of the rights of children and juveniles does not necessarily result in the abandonment of adult rights, as the promotion of such an environment would be disingenuous and would clearly not be in the best interests of children or juveniles,\footnote{Freeman, ‘Why it Remains Important To Take Children’s Rights Seriously’, above n 534, 19.} which remains of fundamental importance in the context of the \textit{UNCRC}. The autonomy of parental rights is, however, provided by the \textit{UNCRC} in art 5, which denounces the separation of child from parent unless in circumstances where a competent authority determines that such severance is in the best interests of the child.\footnote{Freeman, ‘Review Essay: What’s Right with Rights for Children’, above n 483, 91.} Finally, the belief that youth remains a period of innocence, protected growth and helplessness that should not consequently be impacted by human rights responsibilities\footnote{Monohan and Young, above n 516, 27.} is also an established point of view that is opposed by human rights activists who argue for rights irrespective of age.\footnote{Margolin, above n 522, 448.}

According to Freeman, an argument that juveniles should not be burdened with human rights responsibilities may in fact be flawed given that many children and juveniles globally routinely experience poverty, abuse, disease and myriad forms of exploitation.\footnote{Freeman, ‘Taking Children’s Rights More Seriously’, above n 519, 56.} One could argue, perhaps, that difficulties such as these are seldom seen among Australian youth, negating the need for \textit{UNCRC} protection given the relatively privileged socio-economic environment. Such an attitude is unsophisticated however, as Australian youth experience significant difficulties that remain unresolved, according to Jones. These echo similar global issues including poverty, shortfalls in education systems, youth suicide and mental health issues, excessive contact with criminal justice agencies, housing and troubling juvenile health issues such as diabetes and disability, amongst other concerns.\footnote{Jones, above n 545.}

The vexed issue of citizenship rights for children and juveniles in the \textit{UNCRC} has also generated some criticism, particularly in the area of participation as agents in the democratic process. Such rights are not addressed in the \textit{UNCRC} except for some
oblique references in the art 29 education aims that are directed at equipping children for responsible life in free society combined with understanding, peace, tolerance and equality.\textsuperscript{599} Citizenship rights should not be undersold, as participation by children and juveniles enables their agency and their ability to demand rights, which remains a significant asset.\textsuperscript{600}

Despite such shortcomings and reservations, the \textit{UNCRC} has been significant and has given impetus to the further advancement of the human rights of children and juveniles, particularly in encouraging children and juveniles themselves to have a greater voice in future conventions. Despite the tenor of the \textit{UNCRC} upholding the participatory rights of children and juveniles, these rights were given scant regard during the creation of the instrument itself.\textsuperscript{601} Furthermore, new rights for children and juveniles are to be investigated and debated, the substantive implementation mechanisms of the \textit{UNCRC} are to be expanded and buttressed, existing rights should also be reappraised and examined, and new groups of vulnerable children and juveniles, including indigenous and refugee children, need to be recognised and included. It would also be optimistic to assume that a convention drafted and implemented in the last years of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century will adequately service the needs of the current epoch, justifying ongoing revision, reform and innovation in future \textit{UNCRC} versions.\textsuperscript{602}

\textbf{3.5.4 Other International Instruments Relevant to the Treatment of Children and Juveniles}

Other international instruments germane to the treatment of children and juveniles should not be overlooked. These important instruments include the \textit{ICCPR}, the \textit{ICESCR}, the \textit{ICERD} and the \textit{CRPD}.\textsuperscript{603} Other relevant international instruments that provide more detailed and focussed protection include the \textit{Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment} (\textit{‘CAT’}), which obligates
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state parties to enact legislative, judicial, administrative or similar measures to prevent
torture, and the *Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against
Women*\(^\text{605}\) (‘*CEDAW*’), which is targeted at the reduction of discrimination and violence
against women and the improvement of their status. Also pertinent to the treatment of
children and juveniles is the *Convention Against Discrimination in Education*\(^\text{606}\)
(‘*CADE*’), which specifies that all persons are to have access to and an equal standard of
education irrespective of sex, colour, religion, language, political view or social,
economic or national origin, which are discriminatory elements that are also prohibited
in the provisions regarding opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation set
down in the *Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention*\(^\text{607}\) (‘*DEO*’).

Several United Nations human rights protocols also impact upon juvenile violence in
Australian schools inasmuch as they are independently relevant and persuasive whilst
providing substance to the *UNCRC*,\(^\text{608}\) and usefully acknowledge both the social milieu
in which the juvenile justice system operates and the difficulty in translating human
rights obligations to feasible and compliant juvenile justice practices.\(^\text{609}\) As a state party
to the *UNCRC*, Australia must refer to these rules and guidelines when interpreting the
*UNCRC* in order to fully understand the requirements of the convention.\(^\text{610}\)

The United Nations *Guidelines for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency 1990*
(‘*Riyadh Guidelines*’) seek to prevent juvenile delinquency through general prevention
principles, socialisation processes, familial and education assistance programs, social
policy, research and policy development, community and mass media initiatives,
juvenile justice administration and the introduction of laws and procedures to protect the
rights and wellbeing of young persons.\(^\text{611}\) Appropriate treatment of juvenile offenders is

\(^{605}\) Ratified by Australia in 1983.

\(^{606}\) Ratified by Australia in 1967.

\(^{607}\) Ratified by Australia in 1974.

\(^{608}\) Australian Human Rights Commission, *Human Rights Brief No 2, Sentencing Juvenile Offenders*

\(^{609}\) Kilkelly, above n 50.


\(^{611}\) *United Nations Guidelines for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency* (‘*The Riyadh Guidelines*’), GA
subject to the Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice 1985 (‘Beijing Rules’), which outline the appropriate conduct and behaviour of juvenile offenders in meeting their varying needs while upholding rights, and the fair and thorough application of rules while meeting societal needs, particularly in the areas of proportionality of sentencing, promotion of the wellbeing of the juvenile, procedural safeguards, privacy and diversion from punitive criminal justice processing.\textsuperscript{612}

Alternatives to confinement and detention are outlined in the Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial Measures 1990 (‘Tokyo Rules’), which are directed at the promotion of non-custodial measures and minimum safeguards of alternatives to incarceration at all stages of criminal justice administration including during pre-trial, trial and post-sentence stages. They include measures such as probation, conditional discharge, status penalties, community service orders and suspended or deferred sentencing while acknowledging offender rehabilitation, society protection and victim interests.\textsuperscript{613} It is the intent of the Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of Their Liberty 1990 (‘Havana Rules’) that juveniles are imprisoned only as a measure of last resort and for minimum periods and in exceptional cases, only while demonstrating respect for human rights in order to address the deleterious effect of detention and encourage reintegration.\textsuperscript{614}


3.6 Specific Rights Provided by the Convention on the Rights of the Child with Particular Focus on Participation and Best Interests

3.6.1 Introduction

The UNCRC has both incorporated a comprehensive range of human rights, including civil, economic, political, cultural and social rights, and outlined the ways in which these rights can be upheld for children and juveniles.\(^{615}\) Under the UNCRC, a child is a person below the age of 18 years, unless in circumstances where the age of majority is set lower by state parties, in which case an increase of adult age is recommended by the United Nations\(^{616}\) as well as a general encouragement to the increase protection of children. The rights of children and juveniles under the UNCRC encompass various safeguards that have an impact upon discipline management policy in school settings. This will be expanded upon in Chapter 4 with an assessment of the status of these safeguards in Australian juvenile justice legislation as well as domestic education law and policy.

3.6.2 General Rights

The UNCRC espouses general rights including the right to life, freedom of expression, thought and religion, and is against all forms of torture, economic and sexual exploitation, abuse including drug abuse and other forms of neglect. It advocates the preservation of identity and nationality, development and welfare, including reasonable standards of living, education, leisure, health, social security, medical services, privacy, information, and reunion with family unless contrary to the best interests of the child or juvenile.\(^{617}\) Other general rights upheld by the UNCRC incorporate those concerning welfare, including the right of children to reasonable standards of living and development, the cultural concerns of indigenous and minority children and the special needs of handicapped, orphaned and refugee children.\(^{618}\)

---


\(^{616}\) Australian Council For International Development, *Child Rights*, above n 542; see 2.3 above for a discussion on the *doli incapax* standard and the various approaches undertaken by Australian states and territories to the setting of criminal responsibility standards for children and juveniles.

\(^{617}\) Freeman, ‘The Future of Children’s Rights’, above n 539, 278–279; See UNCRC arts 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27, 28, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37.

\(^{618}\) Ibid; see *UNCRC* arts 20, 22, 23, 27, 30.
3.6.3  The Right to an Education

The right to an education under art 28 and the goals of education under art 29, particularly the direction of the child’s education toward the development of personality and respect for human rights along with tolerance, is significant as this UNRRC provision emphasises both the right to an education in broad terms as well as the wider recognition of the child’s rights. Further, primary education is to be available for all children and ought to be free, while human rights and respect for others should be upheld along with cultural diversity. Moreover, the dignity of school children should be respected and schools should be free of violence with any disciplinary action to be respectful of the dignity of the child. Under art 28, policy and procedure should not include physical or mental violence, abuse or neglect. The UNCRC places much emphasis on education and actively encourages children to achieve the highest possible level of education within their capability. The right to an education under art 28 is further bolstered by art 29, which advocates that children are to be encouraged to develop their talent, ability and personality to the fullest along with developing respect for their own and other cultures and human rights generally.

3.6.4  Rights Relevant to Those Experiencing Difficulty

Rights relevant to children experiencing difficulty or who are subject to special circumstances are also prescribed by the UNRRC, such as for refugees and orphaned, adopted and handicapped children and juveniles as well as those juveniles in minority and Indigenous groups. These rights also encompass protection for children subject to rehabilitative care, for children suffering from deprivation, and a special prohibition on the recruitment of soldiers younger than 15 years of age.

---

3.6.5 **Juvenile Justice, Proportionality and Diversion**

With respect to youth justice, the *UNCRC* under art 40 and Beijing Rule 14 requires age appropriate and child focussed justice system treatment of children and juveniles in conflict with the law, incorporating due process principles. Due process, procedural fairness and natural justice refer to essentially common law rules and expectations which necessitate unbiased and equitable judicial and administrative decision-making and include the right to be heard and to receive notice of the hearing whether personally or through legal representation. Art 40 and Beijing Rule 14 require maintenance of the child’s worth and the reinforcement of the child’s respect for human rights, along with appropriate consideration of their age including the minimum age for criminal responsibility, expeditious processing of judicial or alternative determinations, and ultimately a desire to reintegrate the child into society.\(^{624}\) The *UNCRC* also provides for important processes in juvenile justice to be promoted including the diversion of young offenders under art 40 as well as proportionality in the sentencing of juvenile offenders.

Proportionality of sentence is to be undertaken with due deference to *UNCRC* art 40, including consideration of both the offence and the individual circumstances of the offender such as age, family and socio-economic background, educational level and physical and mental health. This is further buttressed by Beijing Rule 5 which requires that proportionality of sentence be an instrument for curbing punitiveness.\(^{625}\) Under art 3 of the *UNCRC*, the best interest principle is as applicable in the sentencing of juvenile offenders as in any juvenile justice issue.\(^{626}\) Similarly, under Beijing Rule 17 detention is only considered appropriate in extraordinary circumstances and for minimum periods under the provisions of Beijing Rule 19. This includes cases where juveniles have committed serious violent acts as per *UNCRC* art 37 and Havana Rule 1, including situations where there is also no practicable alternative.\(^{627}\) Proportionality of sentence

---

\(^{624}\) Kilkelly, above n 50, 189; see *UNCRC* art 40 and Beijing Rule 14.

\(^{625}\) Australian Human Rights Commission, *Human Rights Brief No 2*, above n 608; see *UNCRC* art 40 and Beijing Rule 5.

\(^{626}\) Australian Human Rights Commission, *Human Rights Brief No 2*, above n 608; see *UNCRC* art 3.

\(^{627}\) Kilkelly, above n 50, 190; see *Beijing Rules* 17 and 19.
should not allow an increase in penalty beyond the gravity of offences solely for the protection of society from offender recidivism.\textsuperscript{628}

Measures that redirect offenders away from formal punitive criminal justice processes are collectively referred to as diversion.\textsuperscript{629} Specifically, vulnerable young offenders are to be dealt with without resorting to traditional punitive criminal justice proceedings so long as appropriate human rights and legal safeguards are respected, as juvenile offending is quite often transitory with most juvenile offenders ageing out of offending as they near the end of their teenage years.\textsuperscript{630} Diversionary options such as cautioning, family group conferencing\textsuperscript{631} and the like are restorative justice principles that are instrumental in lessening the oppressive nature of traditional court processes in juvenile justice systems. However, Kilkelly\textsuperscript{632} argues that diversion under the auspices of the \textit{UNCRC} must only occur in situations where the accused child or juvenile freely accepts responsibility for the offence and provides his or her consent. There is also a requirement preventing the juvenile’s acknowledgement of guilt being used against him or her in any subsequent judicial proceeding. Moreover, access to any diversionary option is not to be arbitrary under Tokyo Rule 3, with agencies being required to follow established legal guidelines when exercising the power to divert children and juveniles from traditional formalised juvenile justice proceedings.\textsuperscript{633}

\textbf{3.6.6 Freedom of Expression}

Respect for the views of the child is promoted under art 13 of the \textit{UNCRC}. That is, children have the right to acquire and disseminate information as they see fit, so long as they do not impinge on the freedoms, rights or reputations of others and the expression is not damaging or destructive to others or in fact themselves. In addition, the \textit{UNCRC} promotes freedom of conscience and religious freedom in art 14 so long as these

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{628} Australian Human Rights Commission, \textit{Human Rights Brief No 2}, above n 608.
\item \textsuperscript{630} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{631} See 5.5 below for a discussion on family group conferencing amongst other restorative justice methods operating in Australia.
\item \textsuperscript{632} Kilkelly, above n 50, 190.
\item \textsuperscript{633} Australian Human Rights Commission, \textit{Human Rights Brief No 5}, above n 629; see Tokyo Rule 3.
\end{itemize}
freedoms do not restrict or prevent the equivalent rights of others. The parental right to
guide and support children in religious matters is encouraged with due
acknowledgement of the ability of the maturing child to question religious beliefs. In
addition, freedom of association of children is protected under art 15 with the ability to
meet and form groups and organisations upheld so long as the rights of others are not
impinged, whilst children are equally expected to respect the rights, freedoms and
reputations of others.

3.6.7 Freedom From Degrading and Cruel Treatment and Appropriate Minimum
Age Requirements

Art 37 of the *UNCRC* and Beijing Rule 17 also prohibit treatment or punishment of
children and juveniles that is considered degrading, inhumane or cruel, be it physical or
mental in nature,\(^{634}\) whilst art 19 of the *UNCRC* prohibits corporal punishment of a child
or juvenile in any shape or form, under any circumstance. This is also reflected in
Beijing Rule 17.\(^{635}\) The general substantive rights available under the *UNCRC* are
restricted to human beings under the age of 18 years of age under art 1 unless majority is
realised earlier, which is fundamental as the *UNCRC* is restricted in its application to
children.\(^{636}\) In addition, the provisions of art 40 of the *UNCRC* require that state parties
establish an appropriate minimum age of criminal responsibility.\(^{637}\) This is supported by
Beijing Rule 3 which acknowledges salient factors including the emotional, intellectual
and mental maturity of the juvenile, with an age span of 14–16 considered an acceptable
minimum age, although the full application of juvenile justice procedures to those aged
18 years or less is recommended.\(^{638}\)

Of particular relevance for this study, the *UNCRC* notions of participation and best
interests will now be explored as these elements have significant impact on the rights-

\(^{634}\) Australian Human Rights Commission, *Human Rights Brief No 2*, above n 608; see art 37 of the
*UNCRC* and Beijing Rule 17.

\(^{635}\) Australian Human Rights Commission, *Human Rights Brief No 2*, above n 608; see art 19 of the
*UNCRC* and Beijing Rule 17.

\(^{636}\) McGoldrick, above n 555; see *UNCRC* Article 1.

\(^{637}\) See 2.3 above for a discussion on the *doli incapax* provisions in Australian states and territories; see
*UNCRC* art 40.

\(^{638}\) Kilkelly, above n 50, 190; see Beijing Rule 3.
based approach to school discipline management which will be further explored in Chapter 5 of the thesis.

### 3.6.8 Participation

Freeman suggests that art 12 of the *UNCRC* is potentially one of the most important provisions, although not without room for improvement including the issue of clarification in the context of separate representation of the child.\(^{639}\) Art 12 essentially gives children the right to participate in all matters concerning them with their views being given suitable credence. This includes the opportunity to be heard in all proceedings against them including those of judicial, familial or administrative nature, with due deference paid to the child’s age and maturity such that a teenager’s views will be of greater import than those of a pre-schooler, for example. Any proceeding that involves juveniles must provide the opportunity for the accused juvenile to participate in the hearing and express him or herself freely, either directly, through representation, or through an appropriate body in accordance with the procedural rules of the nation state, as recommended by *UNCRC* art 12 and Beijing Rule 14.\(^{640}\)

Although not dismissive of the rights and responsibilities of parents in expressing their views in matters involving their children, *UNCRC* art 12 actively encourages adults to involve children in decision-making and make allowance for their views and opinions. There seems to be global consensus on this most significant *UNCRC* right, such that participatory rights remain of great importance in the development of citizenship among children and juveniles. Varnham, Booth and Evers suggest that children and juveniles be encouraged to make a meaningful contribution to social, community, legal and political debate in democratic society\(^{641}\) by enabling them to provide useful input in circumstances where decisions that affect them are determined,\(^{642}\) including in school settings as per the tenets of *UNCRC* art 12.

---

641 S Varnham, T Booth and M Evers, ‘Let’s Ask The Kids – Practicing Citizenship and Democracy in Schools’ (2011) 16(2) *International Journal of Law & Education* 77; see *UNCRC* art 12.
642 Varnham, Booth and Evers, above n 641, 77, 78; see *UNCRC* art 12.
Instructively, many children and juveniles are of the opinion that they are all too often excluded from information sharing and decision-making processes, and although due deference to maturity must be shown, it has been established that children and juveniles can in fact absorb and competently digest the painful information they are so often denied by adults. However, as Lansdown argues, the right to be heard under *UNCRC* art 12 does not guarantee that their views will necessarily prevail. Further, although adults may on occasion feel the need to withhold information for protective purposes, children and juveniles will equally resent being denied access. This will exacerbate their distress and anxiety as they are rights holders rather than simply beneficiaries of adult goodwill and should as a rule be included in decision-making processes.

Federle comments that, despite due regard for immaturity, questioning the ability of children and juveniles to make a meaningful contribution to legal proceedings on account of their immature age may be misplaced, at least to the extent that participation does not override legal processes such that the child or juvenile is only a participant rather than final arbitrator in proceedings which remains the preserve of courts or other bodies. Equally, the *UNCRC* has provided a much-needed challenge to the notion of the incompetent, vulnerable child that has so long been a staple of the child protection movement, where children and juveniles were largely invisible and discriminated against on the basis of age, seen as little more than adults in waiting, and consequently accorded marginal autonomy and importance.

### 3.6.9 Best Interests Principle

A central canon of the *UNCRC* is that primary consideration be given at all times to respecting the ‘best interests of the child.’ This is an indistinct statement, although no more so than ‘reasonableness’ or several other fluid terms and statements that courts must routinely decipher. Under art 3 of the *UNCRC*, the best interests of the child are at

---

643 G Lansdown, ‘Implementing Children’s Rights and Health’ (2000) 83 *Archives of Disease in Childhood* 286; see *UNCRC* art 12.
644 Lansdown, above n 643.
646 Reynaert, Bouverne-De Bie and Vandervelde, above n 554, 521–522.
all times and in all actions concerning children⁶⁴⁸ to be of primary consideration by courts, legislators, administrative bodies and social welfare institutions.⁶⁴⁹ This article of the UNCRC is not without controversy, as while the best interests of the child are to be of primary or paramount consideration, this is not a requirement that excludes other considerations. It can be juxtaposed to circumstances where primary or paramount consideration is unfettered and thus more easily determined, as is the case in some child welfare legislation, for example.⁶⁵⁰

The indeterminacy and subjectivity of the best interests standard also raises issues with regard to both its nature and the attendant rights and duties, along with the complication of adding potential content to the standard, as often such content is grounded in parental rather than child or juvenile rights.⁶⁵¹ It is often the case that what is considered in the best interests by adults is rarely to the advantage of children and juveniles.⁶⁵² Adult-centric interpretation often has a dominant effect on other rights, which has in the past led to unfortunate decision-making, action and treatment of children and juveniles, for example, the institutionalisation and separation of disabled children from families or denial of contact between mother and baby in hospital settings.⁶⁵³

McGoldrick suggests that difficulty in applying the best interests principle can be attributed in part to the multitude of personal, social and economic factors that combine to inform what is in the best interests of a particular child or juvenile.⁶⁵⁴ Cultural and social issues also contribute to obfuscation of the best interests standard with historical context an added difficulty.⁶⁵⁵ However, criticism of the principle’s ambiguity is often the result of short-sightedness in reading the UNCRC’s articles independently rather

⁶⁴⁹ Australian Human Rights Commission, Human Rights Brief No 1, above n 648, 1.
⁶⁵⁰ Freeman M, ‘Children’s Rights Ten Years After Ratification’ in B Franklin (ed), The New Handbook of Children’s Rights Comparative Policy and Practice (Routledge, 2002) 98; see, eg, Children Act 1989 (UK) s 1(1) which requires that courts must uphold the welfare of a child as the paramount consideration in matters concerning them. See UNCRC art 3.
⁶⁵¹ Federle, ‘Children’s Rights’, above n 645, 423; see UNCRC art 3.
⁶⁵² Federle, ‘Children’s Rights’, above n 645, 423; see UNCRC art 3.
⁶⁵³ Lansdown, above n 643, 287–8; see UNCRC art 3.
⁶⁵⁴ McGoldrick, above n 555, 136; see UNCRC art 3.
⁶⁵⁵ Lansdown, above n 643, 288; see UNCRC art 3.
than holistically, and more to the point, without necessary acknowledgement that the principle is in fact restricted and guided by the *UNCRC*.\(^{656}\) As an example, the *UNCRC* guarantee to protect physical integrity of children and juveniles can be associated with art 6 which acknowledges right to life, art 24 which ensures highest attainable standards in health, art 34 which promotes protection from exploitation and sexual abuse, and art 37 which prohibits cruel and inhumane punishment including torture, other degrading treatment, and the capital punishment of children and juveniles.\(^{657}\)

By extension, other aspects of the physical wellbeing of children or juveniles are also identified in the *UNCRC*, such as in art 27 which promotes the right to an adequate standard of living including suitable focus on mental, social, moral and spiritual development, as well as the age appropriate responses found in arts 12, 37 and 40.\(^{658}\) Factors such as these provide useful guidance in better understanding the *UNCRC*’s best interests principle. In particular, the statements found in *UNCRC* arts 5, 12, 14, 18, 32, 33 and 34 that children and juveniles remain vulnerable and are in various stages of maturation are significant and can also provide context\(^{659}\) in assessing the best interests of children and juveniles as per the requirements of *UNCRC* art 3.

Of particular note is the requirement that the best interests of children or juveniles are to be applied in any decision or action affecting them, the rights and freedoms prescribed by the *UNCRC* are to be enjoyed by children and juveniles under art 29, whilst the views freely formed by children and juveniles on their own best interests are to be taken into account at all times under art 12.\(^{660}\) Further, if parents fail to uphold the best interests principle on behalf of their children, states can intervene to ensure the principle

---

\(^{656}\) Monohan and Young, above n 516, 44; see *UNCRC* art 3.


\(^{658}\) Blagg and Wilkie, above n 657; see *UNCRC* arts 12, 27, 37 and 40.

\(^{659}\) Blagg and Wilkie, above n 657; see *UNCRC* arts 5, 12, 14, 18, 32, 33 and 34.

\(^{660}\) Australian Human Rights Commission, *Human Rights Brief No 1*, above n 648, 3; see *UNCRC* arts 12 and 29.
is upheld under art 9, and also that it is in the best interests of Indigenous children and juveniles to be raised in Indigenous communities under art 30.661

Although not unrestricted, the best interests requirement places a substantial burden on states to justify actions contrary to the best interests of children and juveniles. However, it is not the sole or supreme consideration in relevant decision-making662 and can be overridden on occasion by other interests under the UNCRC such as in circumstances where other parties or communities have higher interests including those of an economic or religious nature.663 Of concern, however, is the tendency of the best interest principle to be used to justify the prejudices and agendas of individuals and agencies, such as was seen in amendments to the shared parenting presumption in Australian family law664 in the mid-2000s, along with the controversial removal of children from Northern Territory Indigenous communities under the guise of promoting the best interests of children.665

As will be discussed in Chapter 4 of the study,666 the best interests of the child principle has had sporadic exposure in domestic education law and policy, and has been more visible in the areas of medicine, disability and anti-discrimination.667 In meeting these aims under the UNCRC, due deference to Australia’s general human rights obligations under the ICERD and ICCPR must take place including the presumption of innocence, and the right to silence, access to legal assistance, equal treatment before the law, access to interpreter services and the presence of parents or guardians.668 Further, children and juveniles along with their families are to be afforded privacy throughout all stages of juvenile justice procedures under art 40 of the UNCRC and Beijing Rule 8.669

3.6.10 Australia’s Human Rights Performance with Respect to the Convention on the Rights of the Child

Australia’s human rights performance pursuant to the *UNCRC* was investigated in the 2011 submission to the Committee on the Rights of the Child by the Australian Human Rights Commission in its 4th periodic report. In its findings, the Commission reiterated the need for Australia to improve the legal protective mechanisms for juvenile and child rights. In particular, there is a need to increase the number of *UNCRC* rights enshrined in Australian law, reduce the so-called ‘implementation gap’ whereby many *UNCRC* rights remain unincorporated into domestic law,\(^{670}\) and to address the dearth of available remedies in circumstances where the human rights of juveniles and children are violated.\(^{671}\) The Commission also recommended the establishment of an independent, adequately resourced National Children’s Commissioner\(^{672}\) who would be accessible to children and juveniles and oversee the protection and promotion of human rights for children and juveniles from a coordinated nationwide perspective with particular emphasis on their best interests and participation in decision-making that affects them.\(^{673}\) This was subsequently realised in 2013.

Central to the Commission’s recommendations was the implementation of a Commonwealth human rights legislation which fully incorporates those human rights obligations to children and juveniles into domestic law not currently addressed by the *Constitution* or common law. The Commission did acknowledge that Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory provide limited protection of human rights through specific

---

\(^{670}\) See 3.6 above for a discussion on *UNCRC* rights.


\(^{672}\) Note that all state and territory governments have either guardians or children’s commissioners in place to promote the rights of and advocate for children and juveniles; see n 1766 below in regard to the recent appointment of a National Children’s Commissioner, Megan Mitchell. Note also that additional information was provided to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child by the Australian Human Rights Commission in 2012. See <https://iswm.humanrights.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/legal/submissions/2012/20120509_childRights.pdf>.

\(^{673}\) Australian Human Rights Commission, *Submission to the Committee on the Rights of the Child*, above n 671, [23]–[28].
human rights legislation in those jurisdictions. Further and with relevance to this study, the Commission recommended a systemic approach to the voicing of views by children and juveniles in judicial or administrative matters that affect them under *UNCRC* art 12 and Beijing Rule 14. Moreover, in addition to such views being taken into account and given due weighting, an integrated, interdisciplinary and coordinated approach is to be taken to address violence, harassment and bullying in schools consistent with the upholding of the rights of children and juveniles which also has additional relevance to the right to education under the auspices of *UNCRC* arts 28 and 29. Also germane to this study is the Commission’s recommendation that human rights education be integrated into school curriculum and learning areas.

Despite enthusiasm for the adoption of *UNCRC* provisions, the wholesale incorporation of the *UNCRC* provisions into Australian domestic law has remained elusive since ratification of the Convention in 1990. Instructively, despite its wide ratification amongst member states, the provisions of the *UNCRC* remain sparingly integrated into domestic legal systems globally, which naturally acts as an impediment to the enforcement of *UNCRC* provisions in domestic courts. However, some member states such as South Africa have adopted constitutions that import *UNCRC* provisions, or at least expressly recognise the human rights of children and juveniles or alternately require that consideration of such rights be espoused as understood under international obligations. Equally, in countries such as the United States, which is notable for not having ratified the *UNCRC*, and the United Kingdom, the judiciary has on occasion exhibited a language that reflects the human rights of children. This has been evident with pivotal cases decided by courts in these dominions providing a platform for the development and international recognition of children and juveniles as authentic human rights holders. There has been some criticism of the United States judiciary and its efforts with respect to the children’s rights tenets espoused by the *UNCRC*, for example

---

674 Ibid [6]–[8].
675 Ibid; see *UNCRC* art 12 and Beijing Rule 14.
676 Ibid.
677 Ibid, [147]–[148].
679 Ibid.
with regard to respecting the views of the child espoused in art 12 and freedom of expression under art 13 of the UNCRC. 680

3.7 Jurisprudence Relevant to Juvenile Rights

3.7.1 Introduction
The human rights of juveniles have progressively been advanced through international human rights instruments and legislation which will now be the focus of discussion. This shift toward the recognition of children and juveniles as individual rights holders rather than simply as parental property has also been reflected in judicial interpretation and application. Although not necessarily concerned with juvenile violence, the cases highlighted in the following discussion have helped shape and cement the context and application of a rights-based approach681 to juveniles and are useful in tracking the development and implementation of this method by the judiciary. Reference will also be made to foreign case law exemplars in order to provide constructive insight and a more sophisticated understanding of the interpretation, application and development of human rights principles.

3.7.2 Celebrated International Decisions
The capacity of courts to uphold a human rights-based approach on behalf of children and juveniles has been examined in a number of cases dating from the 1960s. A watershed case in children’s rights, the decision in Re Gault682 triggered a significant turning point in the treatment of children by the United States Supreme Court. In this case a 15-year-old juvenile boy was taken into custody and placed into a detention home for several days without notification to his parents’, following an accusation of making lewd telephone calls. He was later committed to an industrial school. After an unsuccessful petition to the Arizona Supreme Court, the parents appealed to the United


681 The rights-based approach was introduced in Chapter 1 of the thesis and will be expanded upon in Chapter 5, where a rights-based, restorative justice approach to discipline management in Australian schools will be advanced.

States Supreme Court which held that the juvenile was denied constitutional rights including the right to confront his accusers and the right to legal counsel, to be provided along with the right to be notified of charges or self-incrimination.

Essentially, the previous welfare model in which children were denied due process rights was substituted with an approach grounded in a universal application of the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment to include all American citizens rather than only adults. 683 This attitude was also evident in Planned Parenthood of Central Missouri v Danforth, 684 a case that challenged the validity of a state statute that ordered that a minor could only procure a termination of pregnancy when provided with written endorsement from a parent or spouse. Blackmun J of the United States Supreme Court argued in particular that minors and adults are both provided with constitutional rights which do not magically evolve upon the age of majority but rather are available to all. 685

The landmark Tinker v Des Moines 686 case decided by the United States Supreme Court is prominent in the activation of judicial regard for advancing the interests of children and juveniles along with Gillick, 687 a House of Lords decision which will be discussed below. 688 In Tinker, school students were prevented by school authorities from wearing black armbands in protest of the Vietnam War, prompting the Supreme Court to famously proclaim that children ‘do not abandon their civil rights at the school gate’ and that ‘they are possessed of fundamental rights which the state must respect’. The House of Lords advanced the notion in Gillick that children who have attained sufficient understanding and intelligence are not dependent on parents to make fundamental decisions. This was subsequently labelled a pivotal decision within common law jurisdictions. 689 Tinker serves as a useful illustration of the increased promotion of children’s rights as a consequence of student militancy, which was further buttressed at

683 Tobin, above n 678, 15–16.
685 Tobin, above n 678, 16.
687 Gillick v West Norfolk and Wisbech Area Health Authority [1986] 1 AC 112.
688 Monohan and Young, above n 516, 27.
689 Tobin, above n 678, 13.
the time by an expansion of underground literature espousing the rights of children.\(^{690}\) \textit{Gillick} confirmed that a minor did not lack the capacity to decide on medical treatment and consent to contraception in his or her own best interests, and that parental rights were subordinate to those of the child once the child had obtained an appropriate measure of understanding and intelligence.

### 3.7.3 Australian Human Rights Case Law

Similarly, within the Australian jurisdiction, \textit{Secretary, Department of Health and Community Services (NT) v JWB and SMB} (‘\textit{Re Marion No. 1}\(^{691}\)) is also notable for examining the vexed question of upholding the rights of an intellectually disabled juvenile female over parental rights in relation to sterilisation. Seen by the High Court as very much a final option, the right of the parents to arrange for such an invasive and irreversible procedure was declined, endorsing the House of Lords position in \textit{Gillick} that a child displaying sufficiency in both understanding and maturity can in fact participate in legal relationships without parental consent.\(^{692}\)

Further judicial examination of this difficult issue followed in \textit{Re Marion No. 2}.\(^{693}\) An unsuccessful attempt to prevent parents from ordering the sterilisation of their severely disabled young daughter can be found in \textit{Re a Teenager},\(^{694}\) where a child through her next friend failed to convince the Family Court of Australia that the procedure was not in her best interests and should not take place, whilst a similar application to allow parents to arrange the sterilisation of a severely disabled child was upheld by the Family Court in \textit{Re Katie}.\(^{695}\) Notwithstanding judgement in favour of the parents in \textit{Re a Teenager} and \textit{Re Katie}, the court considered that the best interests doctrine ought to be assessed from the perspective of the child.

\(^{690}\) Parker-Jenkins, above n 515.

\(^{691}\) \textit{Secretary, Department of Health and Community Services (NT) v JWB and SMB (Re Marion No. 1)} (1992) 175 CLR 218.

\(^{692}\) Tobin, above n 678, 21.

\(^{693}\) \textit{Re Marion No. 2} (1994) FLC 92-448.

\(^{694}\) \textit{Re a Teenager} (1988) 94 FLR 181.

\(^{695}\) \textit{Re Katie} (1995) FamCa 130.
A more sympathetic approach to advancing a rights-based approach by Australian courts in legal proceedings involving children and juveniles was demonstrated by the Family Court when examining the legality of a 13-year-old girl obtaining a gender reassignment procedure in the case of Re Alex: Hormonal Treatment for Gender Identity Dysphoria (‘Re Alex’).\(^{696}\) This case notably diluted the formalities normally associated with legal proceedings and acknowledged the applicant as a young person rather than a child in order to promote her rights during dispute resolution.\(^{697}\)

This case is notable for the extent to which the court promoted a rights-based approach through the participation of important stakeholders in the proceedings including a child representative entrusted to uphold the child’s best interests, members of the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission and other statutory agencies, and other important participants including the child’s family members.\(^{698}\) Moreover, whilst the rules of the Family Court precluded the child from appointing her/his own legal counsel acting under exclusive instruction, the Chief Justice was prepared to accommodate the child in a private meeting so as to fully appreciate her/his position on the matter.\(^{699}\)

In Re the Child: ‘Michael’ Between John Britton Acting Public Advocate (Victoria) v GP & KP (‘Re Michael’), the issue of consent to surgical treatment by children was also explored by the Family Court of Australia.\(^{700}\) This case revolved around a child born with serious cardiac difficulties such that medical staff robustly recommended a perilous surgical procedure to the child’s parents in order to alleviate the symptoms of the condition, if not to correct the abnormality. Continual pressure was placed upon the child’s parents to consent to the procedure over several years. In the meantime, however, they had comprehensively investigated the risks involved with the procedure and had declined to give consent. This prompted medical personnel to initiate an action.

\(^{696}\) Re Alex: Hormonal Treatment for Gender Disphoria [2004] FamCA 297.
\(^{697}\) Tobin, above n 678, 18.
\(^{698}\) Ibid.
\(^{699}\) Ibid.
through the Public Advocate seeking a declaration to allow the surgical procedure contrary to the wishes of the parents.

The parents raised three serious areas of concern regarding the child should the medical procedure take place, including death during the procedure, post-operative complications causing death, and finally the fact that, as the child was the only known survivor of the condition thus far, there was a lack of certainty as to the child’s life expectancy rendering expert medical opinion no more than informed speculation. Treyvaud J remarked that where a court is required to intervene in circumstances involving the best interests of a child afflicted with a disability, the court is obligated to remain fundamentally responsible for the child’s condition irrespective of the wishes of parents.

However, the court was mindful of the notion grounded in comparative international law that reinforces the importance of a child’s view as to whether he or she should in fact have any medical treatment, although in this case the limited understanding and immature age of the child diminished the true value of such an import. In this case the Australian Human Rights Commission was also party to proceedings and Treyvaud J noted the submissions made on behalf of the child, particularly in relation to the notion offered that the welfare jurisdiction of the Family Court was in effect equivalent to the parens patriae jurisdiction and in fact is generated by the Crown’s obligation to protect those who cannot provide for themselves. The court ordered a series of interventions and examinations of the child during childhood and adolescence so as to make recommendations regarding treatment, including a thorough explanation to the child at the age of twelve years so as to provide the opportunity for input and participation in any treatment option subsequently decided.

701 Ibid [18].
702 Developed by the English Court of Chancery, the parens patriae jurisdiction refers to a court’s ability to stand in the place of parents insofar as decision-making on behalf of a minor is concerned and is primarily protective in nature; see also n 691 above Re Marion No 1 (Mason CJ, Dawson, Toohey and Gaudron JJ); see also Fox, above n 475.
Similarly, in *B v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs* the Family Court explored another contentious issue involving the capacity of refugee children to seek repatriation in order to end their detention. 703 This again saw the court endorse the entitlement of children to independent status rather than being parental property under the common law and the *Australian Constitution.* 704 However, this was not the posture of the High Court when the decision was appealed, and parental rights were upheld. 705 This position was also apparent in *Re Woolley: Ex Parte Applicants M276/2003 by their next friend GS,* 706 in which the High Court upheld parental authority over children including both physical control and possessory rights. This case will be discussed in detail below.

Australia’s obligations pursuant to the *ICCPR* were examined in *Hurst v State of Queensland (‘Hurst’),* 707 where the issue of indirect discrimination against a hearing-impaired primary school student was examined in an appeal to the Federal Court. This case was on appeal from a single judge who had decided that, despite the requirement being unreasonable in nature, the student could still ‘comply’ with a State of Queensland requirement that they be taught in English rather than with the assistance of a sign language interpreter. The appeal turned on the issue of whether or not the student was able to comply with the requirement. It was held that the primary judge had erred in finding that, because the student was able to cope in the classroom without assistance, no breach of the *Disability Discrimination Act* 708 by the state had occurred.

The decision of the lower court was reversed on appeal largely because the student would be at a significant disadvantage without assistance and could therefore be considered to suffer from an inability to comply with the requirement to complete tuition in English. Essentially, the lower court’s assertion that the child could comply physically, albeit with serious disadvantage, was analogous only to a theoretical
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704 Monohan and Young, above n 516, 32–33.
705 *MIMIA v B* [2004] 219 CLR 365 (Kirby J).
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possibility rather than a more preferable practical ability to comply with the requirement, and consequently was evidence of indirect discrimination. In this case, submissions on behalf of the Australian Human Rights Commission were also provided to the court. It was suggested specifically that the legislation be interpreted broadly and benignly in a manner consistent with Australia’s obligations under international law and with general human rights values as espoused under the UNCRC, which obligates Australia to veto many forms of discrimination including that of an indirect nature in contravention of the ICCPR. The Commission also argued that state parties are to institute measures that promote the self-reliance of children suffering from disability in accordance with the UNCRC, which would be offended by a narrow physical interpretation of whether or not the disabled child could comply with the legislation.

The theoretical capacity to comply with educational requirements in Hurst was similarly examined in an early United Kingdom case Mandla v Dowell Lee (‘Mandla’), in which a Sikh student contested the requirement for school entry that students wear school caps and short hair. The House of Lords suggested that ‘can’ comply be construed with reference to customs and cultural conditions synonymous with racial groups, such that although the student could clearly meet the requirement physically, they could not in a practical sense given their ethnic background. Moreover, the issue in dispute in Hurst can neatly be aligned with a similar situation which arose in Catholic Education Office v Clarke (‘Clark’). In this case, a dispute arose as to whether a disabled student, who required the assistance of a sign language interpreter, was treated unfavourably by the administrators of his school. The court’s reasoning was subsequently followed in the Hurst decision.

In Clark, it was seen to be fundamental to the ability of the student to meet an education requirement that the character of the obligation itself be viewed from the perspective of the disabled student. That is, participation by the disabled student should be taken to
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mean being able to participate fully, free of an interpreter’s assistance. As a corollary, discrimination by the court was confirmed as the student in Clarke, much like their counterpart in the Hurst case, could not fully meet the requirements without interpreter support. Essentially, a student placed at a non-trivial disadvantage when complying with an educational requirement can rightfully be considered to have been subject to discrimination when compared with those students who do not have a disability. Again, practical and reasonableness issues are to be considered in any assessment of this nature such that the ability of the student to comply must include a broad, more liberal approach to compliance rather than a more restrictive theoretical or physical examination.714

In its intervention in Clarke, the Australian Human Rights Commission initially sought to provide the Federal Court with submissions that accurately reflected the intent of the domestic legislation715 relevant to discrimination along with international human rights standards, especially those with an impact on people with disabilities.716 The Commission placed particular emphasis on the requirement that the court should interpret the legislation717 favourably in light of the ICESCR, UNCRC, DRDP and the CADE, amongst other international instruments.718 In assessing whether the school authority’s education requirement was reasonable, the Commission was of the view that circumstances where human rights are compromised by a requirement or condition indicate that such a duty is unreasonable, and made specific reference to circumstances where the right to education is effectively withheld in meeting this compulsion.719
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In *Clarke* the Commission also emphasised that the onus was on courts to consistently adopt both the best interests principle and allow due deference to the view of the child or juvenile when adjudicating the reasonableness or otherwise in disputes of this nature. Moreover, consistent with an approach that was mindful of international obligations, the Commission suggested that proportionality is imperative when examining reasonableness in the context of discrimination, as differentiation of treatment in some circumstances will not necessarily offend the *ICCPR* so long as the actions are reasonable and objective. The Commission felt that this methodology was also in harmony with Australia’s domestic law, as the question of whether or not a requirement or obligation is indirectly discriminatory should be gauged by appropriateness, whether adapted to realise a non-discriminatory end and whether or not the said activity can realistically be achieved without the imposition of the requirement or obligation.

Australia’s obligations with respect to the rights of children in detention was examined by the High Court in *Re Wooley; Ex Parte Applicants M276/2003 by their next friend GS* (‘*Woolley*’). This significant case considered the constitutional validity of the *Migration Act 1958* (Cth) with respect to the lawfulness or otherwise of the forced detention of children. The children at issue were of Afghani origin, aged between seven and 15 years of age, and were held in immigration detention along with their parents as unlawful non-citizens awaiting a determination of their father’s protection visa application. In seeking relief for prohibition, injunction and an order for habeas corpus against the manager of the immigration detention centre and the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, the children’s action was grounded in the notion that the *Act* insofar as it allows for the detention of children is constitutionally invalid.
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723 A non-citizen as per the *Migration Act 1958* (Cth) s 5 is defined as a person who is not an Australian citizen, whilst an unlawful non-citizen is one who is within the migration zone who is not a lawful non-citizen. A lawful non-citizen is one who is within the migration zone yet holds a valid visa.
Specifically, the court questioned the validity of detention of children under the legislation in addition to the question of whether the children themselves could demand release, along with the significance of international jurisprudence and human rights instruments with respect to the children’s detention. In determining the capacity of children to end their detention by requesting removal from Australia and in so doing ending the enforced confinement, the court considered the applicant’s argument that the children’s lack of capacity to demand voluntary removal rendered the detention regime punitive and in effect unconstitutional. The applicants raised the notion that the legislation was in effect punitive in regard to its effect on children given their special vulnerabilities. The onus of protection owed by the Crown to the children was also raised. Specifically, the applicants contended that the detention was an unnecessary and unreasonable requirement to allow the processing of the visa applications of the parents, which for the purposes of verification, identification and health checks of the children, was an excessive and gratuitous measure. Further, it was argued that there would likely be adverse and significant psychological and physical health and wellbeing implications for the children as result of the enforced confinement in addition to a denial of the children’s practical or legal capacity to request removal.724

In rejecting this contention, the court instead propounded the view that the legislation applied equally to adults, children and unlawful non-citizens and as a consequence is valid and constitutional.725 Further, any lack of capacity to demand removal from detention on the part of the affected children did not of itself lead to unconstitutionality in the legislation. Legal capacity is generated by a measure of understanding and maturity shown by the individual in a given legal circumstance, and children gradually acquire such capacity incrementally until majority age.726 In the absence of this capacity, parents can in fact make decisions on behalf of their children, rendering any detention of a child generated by the refusal of a parent’s visa application effectively a parental issue only. However, the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity

724 Re Wooley; Ex Parte Applicants M276/2003 by their next friend GS (2004) 225 CLR 1 [97], [100], [104] (McHugh J).
725 Ibid [7]–[8] (Gleeson CJ), [46] McHugh J, [129] (Gummow), [187] (Kirby J), [227] (Hayne J) (Heydon J agreeing), 263 (Callinan J); Monohan and Young, above n 516, 243.
726 Ibid [102] (McHugh J).
Commission has now encouragingly recommended that the detention of children be allowed only as a measure of ‘last resort which has been reflected in legislation.’

The deleterious effect of separating children from their parents was also of importance in the case. Specifically, although the applicants raised the issue of the vulnerability of children, the High Court suggested that any such vulnerability would be exacerbated by separation from their parents, which is a reality that their application invited. Moreover, the court was of the opinion that the applicants overlooked the practical reality that the lives of children are routinely constrained by parental control and desires, which was the very reason they were detained in Australia as unlawful non-citizens.

International human rights jurisprudence and its application to the detention of the children was also scrutinised in this case, although the High Court emphasised that the arbitrariness or otherwise of the children’s detention in contravention of international treaties and protocols was not at issue. Rather, the unconstitutionality of the detention in accordance with Australian law was in question, instead of whether Australia was in breach of international obligations. Turning its attention to the applicant’s assertion that the children’s lack of capacity to request removal from detention confirmed the legislation’s unconstitutionality, the High Court considered that even in circumstances where a detainee can request removal from detention, this in isolation may yet not be enough to meet international obligations, unlike measures such as periodic review or perhaps defined detention periods only.

Moreover, the High Court suggested that assuming there had been a breach of international law following the detention due to failure or maladministration of the legislation, such an infraction does not as a consequence empower the court to overlook the provisions of a valid Australian law, although in any ambiguous circumstance the court must be mindful of Australia’s international obligations insofar as is practicable.
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when interpreting a domestic law. Essentially, the applicants in this case relied upon the *UNCRC* along with the *ICCPR* to buttress their application, which was grounded in the notion that detention was both punitive and unconstitutional. The High Court made specific mention of the continued criticism of Australia’s mandatory detention regime domestically and internationally, including condemnation by the United Nations Human Rights Committee in this case, and noted that much controversy and disapproval of Australia’s position had followed as a result.

The Committee found that breaches of both the *UNCRC* and *ICCPR* have occurred in Australia, with specific focus directed at arbitrary detention that lacks effective review mechanisms, evidence of prolonged and disproportionate detention, and failure to convince the Committee that alternative, less intrusive measures are inadequate to meet and exceed Australia’s immigration policies. These policies have in turn attracted disparagement from the international community on the basis that Australia has breached international conventions, protocols and customary international laws.

In a similar fashion to *Re Wooley*, the United Nations Human Rights Committee examined the case of *Bakhtiyari* which focussed on whether violation of the rights of a child by the Australian Government was evident following the detention of several Afghani children in a Commonwealth facility for a period of two years and eight months. The Commission felt that the decision to detain the children was arbitrary and in violation of art 9(1) of the *ICCPR*, and that due to the status of the children, all decisions affecting them should be in their best interests, which was to be respected by family, society and state as per art 24(1).
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The European Court of Human Rights has also been active with several cases focusing on human rights issues in school settings. Of some relevance to this study, *Ali v the United Kingdom* focussed on the question of temporary exclusion from school following investigation into criminal damage of school property as a result of fire.\(^7\) In this case, a student was suspected of setting fire to a classroom and was subsequently excluded from the school campus pending a police investigation of the incident. The investigation became protracted with the result that the student did not attend school. The student was, however, granted permission to sit standard assessment examinations and was also provided with school work to complete at home. The maximum exclusion period was exceeded and the student was eventually removed from the school roll despite the police investigation stalling through a lack of evidence. The student subsequently applied to the House of Lords with a claim grounded in denial of the right to education pursuant to art 2 of Protocol No 1 of the *1988 European Convention on Human Rights*. This was rejected by the Court citing a legitimate and foreseeable procedure of disciplinary action undertaken by the school pursuant to internal school rules, which did not violate the right to education under the convention.

Denial of the right to education under art 2 of Protocol 1 was also investigated by the European Court of Human Rights in *Sampani and Others v Greece*,\(^8\) in which an application was made to the Court that the failure of Greek authorities to provide adequate education to children of Roma origin in a segregated primary school amounted to a violation of art 2 of Protocol 1 as well as being discriminatory behaviour under art 14. The court subsequently recommended assimilation of the children into the mainstream Greek primary school system or appropriate adult education services for those students who had attained majority age. A near identical case, again in Greece, was also examined by the European Court of Human Rights, resulting in a similar finding by Greek authorities of discriminatory practices in violation of human rights.
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\(^7\) *Ali v United Kingdom* (European Court of Human Rights, Fourth Section, Application No 40305/86, 11 January 2011).

\(^8\) *Sampani and Others v Greece* (European Court of Human Rights, First Section, Application No 59608/09, 11 December 2012).
The case law discussed in this chapter reflects advances in the recognition of the human rights of children and juveniles independent of parents. It commenced with a suite of important early international decisions that recognised that the human rights of children must be respected by the state and children are no longer to be considered as parental property and should, for example, be afforded fundamental rights to due process and freedom of speech extending to matters including contraception and termination of the pregnancy of a minor. Another important development in the jurisprudence was the acknowledgement that children and juveniles who have attained sufficient understanding and intellect are capable of decision-making and are not dependent on parental input or consent.

These issues were further explored in Australian jurisprudence which has also played a part in the advancement of the debate on the rights of children and juveniles including promotion of the important UNCRC tenets of the best interests of the child in varied areas. Examples include the rights of intellectually disabled children in regard to sterilisation and disputed medical intervention, including for difficult issues such as gender reassignment, and the participation of children and juveniles in decision-making in matters that involve them, respect and due consideration for their views, discrimination in education settings, forced detention and denial of the right to education, including several cases from the European Union that focussed on the validity of exclusion from schools in breach of European Human Rights Conventions.
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3.9 Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to provide a platform for the discussion of existing juvenile violence law and policy in Australian schools that will take place in Chapter 4. This will include an examination of the important interplay between domestic and international law germane to the issue. Chapter 3 provided an overview of the historical trends in the violent behaviour of children and juveniles and the emergence of differentiation from adult offending. This included an overview of the development of stand-alone systems for dealing with juvenile violence and the surfacing of delinquency as a discrete social problem warranting attention by legislators and authorities alike.

The next part of the chapter focussed on the development of autonomous children’s and juvenile human rights, including the transition from the traditional view that children completely lacked civil rights or other liberties distinct from parents or states to a more contemporary approach where children’s and juveniles’ rights are the subject of many human rights instruments with none more prominent than the **UNCRC**. This was, at least initially, seen as a major advance in the protection of stand-alone human rights through principles of justice rather than welfare or charity values.

The capacity of courts to uphold a rights-based approach on behalf of children and juveniles was the focus of a discussion on a number of cases dating from the 1960s that examined various aspects of human rights and liberties relevant to children and juveniles, commencing with some celebrated international decisions that helped to prompt the emergence of judicial activism in Australian courts to some extent. This approach was reflected in several important domestic cases that addressed difficult areas such as major medical interventions, involuntary detention and discrimination in education, amongst other important issues. Several of these cases involved discussion of submissions by state agencies empowered to investigate the appropriateness of Australian courts in adjudicating disputes involving human rights principles and provide guidance in order to streamline the interpretation of domestic legislation that is both benevolent and consistent with international human rights instruments and general human rights principles.
In light of these domestic and international law principles, the next chapter will focus on the question of whether disciplinary management policies in force to address juvenile violence in Australian schools adequately reflect and uphold international human rights obligations whilst addressing the multifaceted issue of violent juvenile behaviour.
Chapter 4: Domestic Law and Policy Relevant to School Violence Including Human Rights Implications

4.1 Introduction

The development of a stand-alone children’s and juvenile human rights movement was examined in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Specific issues emerged in the chapter that will help set the foundation for the development of appropriate education policy directions in Chapter 5 of the thesis. The three key areas that emerged included important historical junctures such as the recognition of juvenile delinquency as a discrete social problem. This was discussed with an emphasis on the specific institutions enlisted to deal with such juveniles including reformatories and industrial houses. Secondly, in response to these developments, the judiciary and parliaments created and shaped juvenile justice agencies and processes including dedicated juvenile and children’s courts and penal policy initiatives that served to distinguish juvenile offenders from their adult counterparts.

Thirdly, and perhaps most prominent in the scope of this thesis, was a discussion on the emergence of an autonomous children’s and juvenile human rights movement. This included early, stand-alone human rights advances leading to the establishment of the pivotal UNCRC treaty along with other significant instruments such as the Beijing Rules and Riyadh Guidelines. These aim to afford protection to juvenile offenders with the UNCRC’s best interests and participation principles being noteworthy. The discussion also touched upon a degree of scepticism with regard to the potential influence of rights-based protection mechanisms such as the UNCRC on juvenile welfare, both domestically and internationally. The chapter concluded with an analysis of case law selected to provide guidance in the development, interpretation and application of children’s and juvenile human rights principles in international and more importantly Australian jurisprudence.
This chapter of the thesis will examine the existing domestic law and policy framework relevant to juvenile violence in schools and communities with particular emphasis on the inclusion or otherwise of children’s rights within the existing regulatory regime. The initial discussion will cover the existing domestic juvenile justice legislative structures, outlining statutory responses to the problem of juvenile violence within Australia. An examination of school-based discipline management policy introduced by education agencies in response to the arduous challenge of school violence will be followed by an overview of state and territory parental responsibility legislation which is also relevant in addressing juvenile violence in schools. An important Commonwealth policy initiative, the National Safe Schools Framework, will also be discussed along with its influence or otherwise on state and territory education agencies. The constitutional implications of education services will be outlined, an issue that will be revisited later in the study in regard to the introduction of uniform school violence structures.

Chapter 4 will conclude with an overview of the extent to which important rights-based measures as discussed in Chapter 3 have been secured within domestic juvenile violence law and education policy structures. In particular, the inclusion or otherwise of salient rights-based issues enunciated in important international treaties, conventions and protocols will be investigated, including the best interests of the child, participation, due process, procedural fairness, natural justice, juvenile justice, proportionality and diversion.

4.2 The Legal Framework of Juvenile Justice Within Australia

4.2.1 Introduction

Juvenile justice is best described as the processes and practices for dealing with children and juveniles who have committed or been found guilty of committing an offence. They are regulated within the Australian jurisdiction by state and territory governments.741 Within most Western legal systems, little progress had been made in distinguishing
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juvenile from adult offenders prior to the mid-19th century, which routinely resulted in such deleterious outcomes as custodial sentences for children as young as six years of age in Australian prisons. Moreover, as late as the early 20th century, children and juveniles were also subjected to hard labour along with corporal and capital punishment.

According to Cunneen and White, in addition to regulation by the general criminal law and criminal procedure, public order edicts including summary and police offences legislation, juveniles are also subject to numerous stand-alone items of juvenile justice law within the Australian jurisdiction that are typically facilitated through specific legislation and children’s courts. The Australian Constitution is identified as a federal system of governance with powers to make laws divided between state and Commonwealth in addition to the establishment of territorial governments. Essentially the Commonwealth has exclusive lawmaking powers in addition to concurrent lawmaking powers shared with states. The remaining powers are referred to as residual power or general powers which allow states to exercise lawmaking power. Law and order and education remain residual or general powers of the states. States therefore have full legislative authority to pass laws relating to juvenile justice and education.
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In spite of limited consistency between jurisdictions, juvenile justice legislation typically focusses on the issues expected to apply to juvenile offenders including definitional issues such as the imperative age classification regime\(^{751}\) for the purposes of criminal responsibility, which is critical given that age not only serves to classify which system an offender is subject to but also the processes deployed within the system to process the offender.\(^{752}\) In addition, juvenile justice legislation dictates children’s court jurisdiction and procedures, mechanisms of appeal, sentencing, juvenile detention, bail and custody, police procedure, restitution, compensation and diversionary options including cautioning and conferencing as well as general principles relevant to juvenile offending note Cunneen and White.\(^{753}\)

An important facet of juvenile justice within Australia concerns the supervision of alleged youth and juvenile offenders which remains of sizeable concern. 2009–10 data\(^{754}\) reveal that more than seven thousand juveniles are under daily juvenile justice supervision across the country, although thankfully this represents an altogether minuscule portion of the aggregate Australian youth demographic.

Despite some disagreement on juvenile justice legislation between Australian jurisdictions, there is consensus on a trio of staple principles that serve to distinguish juveniles from their adult counterparts within the criminal justice system. Essentially, there remains a need to treat juvenile and young offenders differently from their adult counterparts, diversion and non-traditional court processes are to be promoted where possible, and finally the detention of juvenile offenders is to be considered only when other options are exhausted.\(^{755}\) Legislation, policy and practice within the Australian jurisdiction acknowledge that children and juveniles are both more at risk and lacking in

\(^{751}\) See 2.3 above for a discussion on the concept of *doli incapax* and associated juvenile criminal responsibility issues within the Australian jurisdiction.

\(^{752}\) Stewart, Allard and Dennison, above n 746.

\(^{753}\) Cunneen and White, above n 204, 87–88.


\(^{755}\) Stewart, Allard and Dennison, above n 746, 9–10.
maturity than their adult counterparts and typically are also more susceptible to peer pressure.\textsuperscript{756}

Police agencies, courts and various government agencies comprise the three central stakeholders that play a significant role in the administration of juvenile justice within Australia.\textsuperscript{757} The relevant government agencies include those responsible for accommodation, health, child protection and family and community services.\textsuperscript{758} Other interested parties include political and governmental interests, community lobby groups and media bodies that routinely promote stereotypical juvenile delinquency.\textsuperscript{759} As gatekeepers in the juvenile justice model, the police are pivotal in determining whether the suspect enters and progresses throughout the juvenile justice system initially, and the specific management of the offender whilst in the system\textsuperscript{760} including bail determination, detention of those offenders refused bail, escort to detention centres and prosecutions in the children’s court.\textsuperscript{761} Further, according to Stewart, Allard and Dennison, the police play a decisive role in the allocation of juvenile offenders to diversionary, non-punitive pathways such as youth conferencing and cautioning.\textsuperscript{762}

The various legislative approaches taken by states and territories to juvenile justice within the Australian jurisdiction will now be examined with a view to providing a concise overview of key principles and possible gaps, which will then be discussed in light of key \textit{UNCRC} principles. Given that each jurisdiction is responsible for juvenile justice and enactment of laws, the following discussion/analysis will be presented on a jurisdictional basis. Although each jurisdiction has comprehensive legislation, for the sake of clarity and focus only the salient principles and key themes will be identified.
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4.2.2 Australian Capital Territory

The central tenets of the juvenile justice approach of the Australian Capital Territory are enshrined in so-called ‘youth justice principles’ that are to be interpreted with due regard to the provisions of relevant human rights principles and jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{763} That is, in matters where a child or juvenile has breached a law, the best interests and youth justice principles should be maintained at all times by decision-makers when deciding a course of action.\textsuperscript{764} Essentially, the legislation requires decision-makers to encourage young offenders to accept responsibility for their actions,\textsuperscript{765} to deal with young offenders in a fashion that acknowledges their needs, and to provide them with the opportunity to develop in socially appropriate ways.\textsuperscript{766} The legislation also allows young offenders to participate in decision-making\textsuperscript{767} in matters that concern them, to be dealt with by the criminal justice system\textsuperscript{768} in a fashion that acknowledges their age, maturity and developmental capacity, and to have community representative participation in matters involving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander juvenile offenders.\textsuperscript{769} The principles of natural justice are applicable during disciplinary review.\textsuperscript{770}

Young offenders in the Australian Capital Territory are also to be afforded expedient access to legal assistance and any proceeding against them must commence promptly.\textsuperscript{771} Young offenders can be detained in custody only as a last resort and for minimal periods only,\textsuperscript{772} with a high priority being placed both on juvenile offenders re-entering communities\textsuperscript{773} and the promotion of offender rehabilitation post-conviction, which must be appropriately balanced with victim rights.\textsuperscript{774} Youth justice principles are also to
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be upheld in circumstances where a juvenile offender is granted bail,\(^{775}\) and the juvenile offender’s best interests must be promoted at all times.\(^{776}\) Further, the juvenile offender is required to accept supervision\(^{777}\) and comply with any directives of the director-general, such as attendance at programs or counselling.\(^{778}\)

In relation to the sentencing of young offenders, it is incumbent on the Australian Capital Territory courts to give considerable weight to juvenile offender culpability, maturation and individual family circumstances in circumstances where sentences are considered appropriate,\(^{779}\) and the courts should consider combination sentences that include incarceration in addition to good behaviour bonds.\(^{780}\) Further, a juvenile offender must not under any circumstances receive a life term of imprisonment.\(^{781}\) The principles of restorative justice are also prominent in the Australian Capital Territory where the promotion of harm repair and the rights of victims is to be enhanced by inclusive decision-making processes involving key stakeholders, carried out in safe environments.\(^{782}\) However, whilst access to restorative justice is to be available throughout the criminal justice process, it should not act as a substitute in the jurisdiction.\(^{783}\)

### 4.2.3 New South Wales

The juvenile justice approach in the New South Wales jurisdiction is centred on the principles espoused in the *Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW).* Appropriately, criminal proceedings are not to be commenced against a young offender in circumstances where an alternative method of progressing matters is available,\(^{784}\) and least restrictive sanctions are to be applied to juvenile offenders in breach of the *Act.*\(^{785}\) Additionally,
young offenders are to be informed of their right to legal counsel and be provided with
the opportunity to obtain the same, while the involvement of familial and community
input to assist reintegration of the juvenile offender is to be encouraged. Justice
processes involving juvenile offenders are also to include parents as they are primarily
responsible for the development of children.

Further, victims are to be advised if their involvement in the process is required and
about the progression of proceedings against juvenile offenders. Young offenders
may be processed through conferencing in order to promote their acceptance of their
responsibility for offences, the enhancement of victim rights, strengthening of familial
bonds and the encouragement of culturally appropriate methods that allow perpetrators
to overcome offending behaviour and become autonomous members of society.
Likewise, the overrepresentation of Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander offenders in
the New South Wales criminal justice system is to be addressed by restorative justice
processes including conferencing, cautions and warnings. Criminal proceedings
against juvenile offenders are not to be initiated solely for the purpose of providing
welfare or similar services to the offender or their family members.

Additionally, within the New South Wales jurisdiction young offenders are not to
receive penalties greater than their adult counterparts, or treatment that is detrimental
to their physical, psychological or emotional wellbeing, nor should the treatment be
cruel, inhumane or degrading. Further, juvenile offenders within New South Wales
are to be afforded equal treatment in the essential rights and freedoms provided by law,
such as the right to be heard, and participation in processes that have an impact upon
them. Juvenile offenders are also to be afforded support and direction in light of their
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dependency and limited maturation, yet should still accept responsibility and make reparations for their actions where feasible.\textsuperscript{796} The education or employment of a juvenile offender is to be continued unimpeded if viable and he or she should remain in residence at home if circumstances permit.\textsuperscript{797}

\section*{4.2.4 Northern Territory}
As with other jurisdictions, the Northern Territory has enshrined general youth justice principles into law that uphold manifold rights and obligations for juvenile offenders. Essentially, young offenders are encouraged to be conscious of their obligations, accept responsibility and be aware of the consequences of their actions,\textsuperscript{798} yet be processed in such a way as to acknowledge their needs while being provided with the opportunity to develop in a socially responsible fashion.\textsuperscript{799} Moreover, juvenile offenders are to be apprised of their legal obligations,\textsuperscript{800} kept in a custodial manner be it arrest, remand or following sentence as a measure of last resort only,\textsuperscript{801} and be treated in a manner aligned with maturation and age levels, with protection and rights equivalent to those afforded to adult offenders.\textsuperscript{802} Further, any punishment is to be constructed so as to provide the young offender with the opportunity to foster beneficial, socially acceptable and responsible behaviour.\textsuperscript{803} This can include the provision of rehabilitation, vocational training and rehabilitation needs whilst in detention.\textsuperscript{804}

To that end, under the youth justice principles, the young offender’s familial relationships are to be preserved and consolidated as far as is practicable, employment or education not obstructed,\textsuperscript{805} reintegration into communities encouraged.\textsuperscript{806} A balanced approach should be upheld with regard to meeting needs of victims,
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communities and the young offender.\textsuperscript{807} Victim participation in youth justice proceedings is encouraged in the Northern Territory,\textsuperscript{808} as is care and supervision of juvenile offenders by responsible adults.\textsuperscript{809} Any decisions affecting juvenile offenders in the Northern Territory are to be made within acceptable time frames,\textsuperscript{810} and in the absence of any public interest concerns, criminal proceedings are to progress against juvenile offenders only where no alternative exists.\textsuperscript{811} These must also be isolated from adult offender proceedings.\textsuperscript{812} The racial, cultural or ethnic identity of young offenders is to be acknowledged and maintained\textsuperscript{813} with an emphasis placed on Aboriginal community engagement by way of culturally sensitive services and programs that promote health, self-respect and responsibility, and are designed to foster skill development in young offenders in order to promote their worth as members of society.\textsuperscript{814}

4.2.5 \textit{Queensland}

The principal legislative provision relevant to juvenile justice in Queensland imposes obligations on decision-makers to uphold the rights of children along with their safety, including their physical and mental wellbeing.\textsuperscript{815} They are to be handled with dignity and respect including during any period of custodial confinement, which also must not involve physical, emotional or verbal abuse\textsuperscript{816} whilst ensuring that communities are adequately protected from the offences perpetrated by young offenders.\textsuperscript{817} Juvenile offenders in Queensland are also encouraged to treat other stakeholders in the criminal justice system, such as court personnel and administrators, other youth offenders and victims, with dignity and respect,\textsuperscript{818} in addition to meeting conditions contingent with
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the provision of bail. In line with other Australian jurisdictions, Queensland encourages the diversion of young offenders away from the criminal justice system except in circumstances where the criminal history of young offenders suggests that a traditional proceeding should commence. However, special protection provided by the legislation should be made available to the young offender during any proceeding or investigation given the vulnerability often experienced by children and juveniles when dealing with adults in positions of authority.

Any proceeding commenced against a young offender in Queensland should be conducted in a just, fair and timely manner with the young offender being provided with the opportunity to participate in and understand the process and with legal and support services such as advocacy and interpretation, as well as having procedural and other issues explained in easily absorbed language. Young offenders must also be accountable and accept responsibility for their actions and be given adequate opportunity to develop in a beneficial, socially responsible fashion that also promotes health and cohesiveness within their familial circumstances, community reintegration, and involvement, particularly for offenders of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander descent. It is incumbent on decision-makers to be cognisant of a young offender’s age, maturation and cultural or religious beliefs or practices when making decisions under the legislation. This should also be occasioned in a timeframe that is understood by the young offender, whilst any program or service is to promote health,
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self-respect, personal development and a sense of responsibility in the young offender.  

Victims are also to be given a voice in proceedings following the commission of an offence by the young offender, as are parents who are encouraged and supported under the legislation to carry out their parental responsibilities. Additionally, young offenders in Queensland should be held in custody for the minimum time period and only as a last resort, in a facility considered suitable for young offenders which provides a safe and stable living environment, participation and consultation in their health and educational needs, contact with family, participation in programs and participation in decisions and plans regarding their future. In custodial arrangements, young offenders are also to be assisted in fostering familial and community engagement, be afforded privacy, given access to appropriate educational and medical/dental or therapeutic services, and receive appropriate post-release assistance.

4.2.6 South Australia

The redevelopment and reintegration of young offenders back into society represents a central precept in the South Australian jurisdiction. As such, the guidance, correction and care necessary in achieving the aim of transforming youths who offend against the criminal law into valued and assiduous community members who strive to realise their promise remains the principal aim of the South Australian young offender legislation.
Essentially, this is to be achieved through a binary approach that ensures that young offenders are made aware of their obligations and the consequences of their actions, while providing adequate community protection against the wrongful and harmful actions of young offenders.847

When applying sanctions in South Australia, decision-makers are to have regard to both the deterrent effects of the sanction848 and in circumstances where a young offender is being tried in an adult court, any deterrent effect on other young people,849 as well as expedient bail processing,850 sentencing,851 and an appropriate balance between offender rehabilitation852 and community protection.853 Further, policy provisions in the South Australian young offender legislation prevent the unnecessary interruption of a young offender’s education, work or familial connection and environment,854 and his or her ethnic, cultural or racial identity,855 while making allowances for victim compensation and restitution.856

Diversionary measures available in the South Australian jurisdiction include family conferencing involving perpetrators, victims, family members and coordinators. This conferencing espouses restorative justice measures857 and there is a range of powers available to deal with the offence, including formal cautioning, compensation orders, community service undertakings and apologies to victims.858

847 Ibid ss (2)(a), (b).
848 Ibid s 3(2a)(a).
849 Ibid ss 3(2a)(b)(i).
850 Bail Act 1995 (SA) ss 13(1), (2).
851 Criminal Law (Sentencing) Act 1988 (SA) s 3(A).
852 Young Offenders Act 1993 (SA) ss 3(2a)(b)(ii)(B).
854 Ibid ss 3(3)(b)–(d).
855 Ibid s 3(3)(e).
856 Ibid s 3(3)(a).
857 Ibid s 10.
858 Ibid s 12.
4.2.7  **Tasmania**  

Tasmanian young offender legislation encompasses principles of youth justice designed to encourage young offenders to accept responsibility for their actions,859 provide community protection from illegal behaviour,860 and enforce age, maturation and culturally appropriate punishment for young offenders861 consistent with a young offender’s previous criminal history.862 Moreover, detention is to be enforced only for minimum time periods and as a measure of last resort,863 while any punishment ordered against a young offender in Tasmania should provide the opportunity for the malefactor to develop in acceptable, socially responsible and beneficial ways.864 A young offender’s cultural, ethnic and racial identity should not be diminished under the legislation865 nor should a young offender’s employment or education,866 familial structure, environments or relationships be compromised.867

Victims are also given a voice during the processing of juvenile offenders868 and are provided with appropriate compensation and restitution post-offence under Tasmanian legislation.869 Further, guardians are encouraged and supported in their efforts to provide care and supervision for young offenders870 and can also be consulted when sanctions are determined.871 Community conferencing that promotes restorative justice principles is also a feature of Tasmanian juvenile justice legislation, with conferences being empowered to initiate formal cautions, payment of victim and property damage compensation, community service undertakings, apologies to victims and any other appropriate measure.872

859 Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 5(1)(a).
860 Ibid s 5(1)(c).
861 Ibid s 5(1)(i).
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865 Ibid s 5(2)(e).
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870 Ibid s 5(1)(e).
871 Ibid s 5(1)(f).
872 Ibid ss 16(1)(a)–(g).
4.2.8 Victoria

With regard to the incorporation of rights-based notions within legislative frameworks, Victoria could perhaps be considered the most sophisticated of the state and territory juvenile justice regimes. Specifically, the best interests of the young offender are always to be given maximum priority when determining action or decisions in the state of Victoria, along with protection from harm, maintenance of rights and promotion of young offender development with due regard for age and maturity. Victoria’s young offender legislation also advocates community protection against wrongful or violent acts by young offenders and the need to ensure that young offenders are aware of their responsibility for violating the law. Decision-makers are also to uphold the best interests principle in circumstances where access is being arranged with familial or other significant persons in the young offender’s life, taking into account young offenders’ social, individual, religious and cultural identity including circumstances where out of home care is being provided by a care giver without connection to the young offender’s cultural community and the detrimental effects of delay in decision-making.

The reduction of offender stigma following a determination and sentence suitability are also to be well scrutinised by courts, as is the deferral of sentencing for the purposes of conducting group conferencing involving the juvenile offender, victim, police officer or informant, family members, convenor and other stakeholders, in order to realise a restorative justice outcome. The conference allows the negotiation of outcome plans designed to deal with the aftermath of an offence, reduce offender recidivism and assist in juvenile offender awareness.
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Other desirable features in the Victorian legislation include the strengthening and preservation of a young offender’s familial relationships, including minimum intervention in the parent-child relationship to secure the safety and wellbeing of the young offender, the desirability of maintaining home life, including the strengthening, preservation and promotion of positive relationships between young offenders, parents, siblings and significant others, and a lack of disturbance or interruption to young offender education, employment or training. Likewise, a suite of non-custodial options are available for courts dealing with juvenile offending in Victoria including the dismissal of charges, imposition of fines, probation, juvenile supervision orders, good behaviour bonds, and undertaking and accountable undertaking orders. Decision-makers in Victoria are also to uphold the best interests of Indigenous young offenders by protecting and nourishing their cultural and spiritual identity through the reinforcement of familial and community linkages.

Convicted young offenders in Victoria may be confined to a youth justice centre or a youth residential centre, or may receive a youth attendance order of no more than twelve months’ duration if over fifteen years of age. Additionally, a court can defer sentencing a young offender, direct that restitution or compensation be paid by the young offender, or in fact impose an order for costs. Further best interests protection for young offenders in the State of Victoria requires that decision-makers are
cognisant of a range of factors such as continuity and stability of care for young offenders, removal from parental care only in carefully considered circumstances including the potential for unacceptable risk of harm to the young offender, although reunification at a later date shall be given due consideration, and placement of at-risk young offenders with non-parental family members or other significant persons prior to other options being explored. The rules of natural justice are also to be upheld during hearings involving children and juveniles.

4.2.9 Western Australia

Western Australian young offender legislation espouses general principles relating to young offenders that encourage them to accept responsibility for their actions and develop in socially responsible, acceptable and beneficial ways, while ensuring fair treatment. Additionally, young offenders are to be treated in no harsher a fashion than an equivalent adult offender and be processed in time frames that they can easily grasp. Under the Western Australian regime, communities are to be protected from illegal behaviour, although consideration is to be given to alternate non-judicial proceedings where background and individual case circumstances permit, so long as community protection is maintained.

Detention of juvenile offenders is to be a last resort measure and for as short a time as is possible in a non-adult facility, although juvenile offenders older than sixteen years may be confined in adult prisons but are not to share living quarters. The culture, age, maturation and background of young offenders should also be considered during the
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processing phase in Western Australia.\(^{917}\) Young offenders are to be dealt with in a way that recognises their right to belong to a family\(^{918}\) and strengthens familial bonds,\(^{919}\) while providing assistance in the development of internal responses to offending within family structures.\(^{920}\) Support under the legislation is also to be provided to both the victims of young offenders, in order to contribute to the process of dealing with them,\(^{921}\) and to the responsible adults who are to be encouraged to provide care for and support and supervision of young offenders.\(^{922}\) Diversion of young offenders from traditional juvenile justice processes is available in Western Australia through the use of cautioning and referral to Juvenile Justice Teams.\(^{923}\)

4.3 General Observations on Domestic Juvenile Justice Legislation in Australia

4.3.1 Introduction

Analysis of the salient rights-based issues embedded within domestic juvenile justice legislation reveals some consistency in the acknowledgement of several key safeguards including the best interests principle, participation, juvenile justice, proportionality and diversionary measures.

Representation of the best interests principle in domestic juvenile justice legislation is sufficiently visible, if not overly prolific, in domestic state and territory legal structures. Some states and territories overtly promote the principle, whereas others refer to it more obliquely, often in the promotion of various youth justice or other wholesale principles designed to manage juvenile offenders. Scrutiny of the legislation reveals an overt requirement for the best interests principle to be maintained by decision-makers when dealing with a child or juvenile offender in the Australian Capital Territory and Victoria, with the remaining states and territories promoting the principle more indirectly through the notions of enjoyment of legal rights and freedoms, and the right to safety and

\(^{917}\) Ibid s 7(l).
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\(^{923}\) Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) pt 5. See also 3.2.2 above for a brief discussion on the role of Juvenile Justice Teams in Western Australia.
physical and mental wellbeing. Similarly, the intent of the best interests principle is
promoted through the opportunity for offenders to develop in socially responsible ways
through guidance, care and correction, the provision of strict guidelines regarding
removal from parental or familial environments, and the encouragement of education or
vocational training and the like. This suggests that some common ground exists across
the domestic Australian legal landscape in the area of juvenile justice.

The participation of offender and victim in domestic juvenile justice legislation is
similarly inconsistent. Only the Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales and
Queensland advocate offender participation in decision-making processes, with victims
provided with a voice in Northern Territory and Tasmania. Victoria and Western
Australia are largely silent on the matter, although restorative options in both states call
for offender participation in decision-making.

Juvenile justice and proportionality of sentencing are well supported notions in domestic
juvenile justice legislation. For example, the imposition of a custodial sentence only as a
last resort is required in the Australian Capital Territory, Northern Territory,
Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia, and Victoria takes into consideration the
immaturity, age and suitability of sentence. The least restrictive sanctions are to be
applied to children and juveniles in breach of New South Wales legislation.

Diversionary measures are also well supported in juvenile justice across the various
Australian jurisdictions, including several examples of restorative justice options such as
family group conferencing. 924 Principles of natural justice, procedural fairness and due
process are largely absent from domestic juvenile justice legislation, except for
reference to natural justice in the Australian Capital Territory and Victoria.

---

924 See 5.5 below for a discussion on family group conferencing in the Australian juvenile justice domain
including recent trends.
4.3.2 Emerging Issues in Juvenile Justice in Australia

Emerging and topical issues in the domestic Australian juvenile justice arena include the continual overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait juveniles in the juvenile justice system. This unevenness has a lengthy history in Australia and can be illustrated by the detention rates on a daily basis with juvenile justice supervision rates for Indigenous juveniles being up to fifteen times greater than that of non-Indigenous juveniles across the Australian jurisdiction. There was a very slight improvement in this statistic in 2010–11 compared to 2007–08.\(^\text{925}\) Indigenous juvenile offenders were also typically younger in age than non-indigenous offenders.\(^\text{926}\)

Mandatory sentencing of juveniles is another issue of note in the Australian juvenile justice landscape following the introduction of legislative changes by the Western Australian and Northern Territory governments during the 1990s that targeted young offenders.\(^\text{927}\) The legislation has attracted criticism that judicial discretion has been removed from magistrates and judges,\(^\text{928}\) who are required to impose custodial sentences for often trivial property offences\(^\text{929}\) that attract the so-called ‘three strikes’ rule in Western Australia, for example. This often targets Indigenous juvenile offenders and conflicts with _UNCRC_ guidelines.\(^\text{930}\) The arbitrariness of mandatory sentencing and the disproportionate effect compared to the crime have also attracted concern, as has the discriminatory nature of the mandatory sentencing towards low socio-economic and


\(^{927}\) Criminal Code Act 1913 (WA) s 401(4); Juvenile Justice Act 1993 (NT) s 53AE; Sentencing Act 1995 (NT) s 78A.


\(^{930}\) Monohan and Young, above n 516, 20.
Indigenous juvenile offenders, breaching several provisions of the UNCRC including the best interests of the child and deprivation of a child’s liberty.931

The rights-based issues of best interests, participation, juvenile justice, proportionality and diversion will be further discussed later in the chapter with regard to human rights safeguards contained in domestic juvenile justice, school discipline management policy and parental responsibility legislation relevant to violence in Australian school settings. Prior to this discussion, an overview of the policy approaches taken by several Australian education agencies will be provided that address the issue of juvenile violence within school settings. Scrutiny of existing domestic policy in these associated areas is useful in the identification of areas of similarity and departure in the provision of key human rights safeguards amongst the agencies.

The discussion will now turn to the constitutional implications of the provision of education services within Australia. This matter will be revisited later in the study in relation to the development of an effective strategy to address school violence.

4.4 Education as a State Matter Under the Constitution

As with law and order, primary and secondary education remain within state lawmaking amits, with each state and territory being responsible for its own legislation and policy regime.932 The Commonwealth Constitution distributes lawmaking power amongst the states in addition to the Commonwealth itself.933 The Commonwealth lawmaking areas are often referred to as exclusive in nature. Generally, however, lawmaking power is shared between the Commonwealth and states or territories in the so-called concurrent lawmaking areas found in s 51 of the Constitution.934 Section 122 of the Constitution
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932 Hanks, Keyser and Clarke, above n 750, 8.
933 The distribution of legislative powers between the Commonwealth and states/territories will be further expanded upon in the recommendations advanced in Chapter 6.
934 The concurrent lawmaking areas are categorised into 40 areas and include subject matters such as trade and commerce with other countries and amongst the states s 51(i), marriage s 51(xxi), postal, telegraphic, telephonic and similar services s 51(v), naval and military defence s 51(vi), and external affairs s 51(xxiv). In the event of a conflict in shared lawmaking between the Commonwealth and states under
also allowed the Commonwealth to enact law for territories until they achieved self-government, which in the case of the Northern Territory occurred in the late 1970s\textsuperscript{935} and the Australian Capital Territory in the late 1980s.\textsuperscript{936} Section 122 controversially allowed the Commonwealth to override a law of a territory at any time without reference to the parliament, although it was seldom triggered, and in the last decade this power of veto has been abolished.\textsuperscript{937}

Essentially, matters relating to schooling in Australia can be identified as being general or less precisely residual lawmaking powers,\textsuperscript{938} with each state and territory being responsible for the provision of services relevant to education. This category of state and territory lawmaking capability contains powers that remain after the Commonwealth powers have been defined, and include responsibility in significant and important areas including environmental protection, local government, law and order, corrective services, mining and transport among others.\textsuperscript{939}

Although education remains a constitutional domain of state and territory parliaments by virtue of residual or general lawmaking powers, and by extension, the administrative arms of those jurisdictions, according to Reid, involvement by the Commonwealth in education matters has been evident at least since the early 1960s.\textsuperscript{940} Since then, Commonwealth funding of private and public schooling has resulted in some difficulty in balancing the nation-building pursuits of the Commonwealth in education matters against state and territory constitutional responsibilities, and has, for example, resulted in the introduction of a number of Commonwealth initiatives designed to influence yet

\textsuperscript{935} Northern Territory (Self Government) Act 1978 (NT).
\textsuperscript{936} Australian Capital Territory (Self Government) Act 1988 (ACT).
\textsuperscript{938} Hanks, Keyser and Clarke, above n 750, 8, 20.
\textsuperscript{939} Parliamentary Education Office, Governing Australia, above n 937.
not encroach upon state responsibilities. These programs include councils and embryonic national curriculum-based projects during the 1980s and 1990s and the formation of various bodies, although the states and territories remained resolute regarding their constitutionally-provided independence.

This autonomy was tested by the exercising of more robust federalism during the early to mid-2000s by the conservative government, which threatened to withhold funding to states and territories if agreement was not reached on a national curriculum, performance payments for teaching staff and benchmark literacy and numeracy testing programs. Commonwealth funding of education is exercised through legislation including the Schools Assistance Act 2008 (Cth) and manifold independent and non-government school assistance statutes, along with the introduction of the Australian Education Act 2013 (Cth) which is intended to provide financial assistance to schools to assist in achieving high quality and equitable education services. It is expected that initiatives such as these will elevate Australia to a top five global ranking by 2025, principally in the important areas of reading, science and mathematics, and will lead to a significant reduction in Indigenous student achievement discrepancy gaps as well as improvements in teaching and learning, school leadership, transparency, accountability and meeting student needs.

Animosity toward the Commonwealth amongst state and territory education sectors increased as a result of the Commonwealth’s activism in the area before a change of government in 2007 saw the incoming Labour administration promising an end to
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coercive federalism and a new spirit of cooperation between Commonwealth and states on education matters. This culminated in the so-called education revolution that aimed to deliver an education-focussed society and put an end to Commonwealth and state hostility. It also witnessed the establishment of a national curriculum authority enlisted with state cooperation, although bipartisan support does not alter constitutional precepts regarding state powers in education matters. Not without controversy, the ‘Building the Education Revolution’ policy of the Labour Party attracted much debate predominantly focussed on government waste and cost effectiveness. A return to a conservative government in late 2013 has once again generated uncertainty in the area of education reform and the role of the Commonwealth, despite initial enthusiasm expressed by the incoming administration towards continuing the education reform initiated by the ousted government.

Notwithstanding the greater involvement of the Commonwealth in education matters, the states and territories remain primarily responsible for the provision of education services. The next section of the discussion will focus on education policy and legislation pertinent to school violence in Australia.

950 Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) <http://www.acara.edu.au/default.asp>.
951 Reid, above n 940.
4.5 Overview of Education Policy and Legislation Relevant to School Violence in Australia

Within the Australian jurisdiction, regulation of juvenile violence within the school domain is facilitated by disparate school acts, regulations and policies that are typically fashioned and sustained by state and territory education authorities in response to issues such as violence, harassment and bullying in schools. Scrutiny of the existing education law and policy structure reveals some consistency across state and territory agencies relating to the development and implementation of policy for the management of student behaviour. Some states maintain a more sophisticated legislative and policy structure, such as in the Victorian jurisdiction. Nonetheless, common to all state and territory regimes is an emphasis on a number of germane core principles which will be discussed below.

A responsibility of school administrators, school policy is, of course, commonplace. Courts will recognise the authority of school managers and governors, for example, to develop policy that reflects national and state legislation, codes and other guidelines.955 The benefit of informative, timely, clear, accessible, concise and well-written rules and guidelines that can communicate not only the underlying meaning but also the reason and tone of the policy should not be underestimated.956 It should also be recognised, however, that courts are inclined to exercise more scrutiny of school policy in circumstances where rights are impinged upon by policy.957

Prior to a discussion on these important education law and policy matters, the Commonwealth government’s school safety policy strategy, the National Safe Schools Framework, will be discussed. This school safety initiative is an overarching Commonwealth framework that informs state and territory education policy on school safety and wellbeing, and also illustrates the increased involvement of the Commonwealth in education matters that was outlined above. The National Safe

957 Squelch, above n 955.
Schools Framework will also provide the vehicle for the introduction of uniform model restorative justice methodology and practice in Australian schools that will be outlined in Chapter 5 of the thesis.

4.6 The National Safe Schools Framework

The prevalence of worrying issues such as violence, harassment and bullying in Australian schools prompted the Commonwealth government to initiate the National Safe Schools Framework, a project aimed at providing Australian school communities with both a vision and effective standards to enable the establishment of safe, supportive and respectful teaching and learning communities that actively promote student wellbeing. The framework aimed to promote whole of school strategies and programs to address physical and emotional safety and wellbeing for all Australian school students, and emerged following a Commonwealth investigation into school safety conducted in the 1990s. The Australian government was among the first to demonstrate collaborative national leadership including the provision of limited funding to assist schools and communities in addressing school violence.

In addition, by building on the original 2003 policy, the Framework also aims to respond to emerging threats to student and school safety such as cyberbullying and use of weapons by young people, in addition to acknowledging the advances that individual schools, school systems and the education sector itself have achieved. Launched in March 2011 to coincide with the National Day of Action Against Bullying and Violence, the revised document is an update of the original framework and was made in conjunction with state and territory governments and endorsed by all education...
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961 Education Services Australia, above n 958, 2.
ministers and jurisdictions through the patronage of the Ministerial Council for Education, Early Childhood Development and Youth Affairs.

The whole of school approach taken under the Framework acknowledges the robust interconnectedness between student wellbeing, safety and the learning process, such that harassment, bullying and other forms of aggression are less inclined to occur within caring and supportive school communities. A whole of school approach has important dividends in the emotional and behavioural development of students, as these two factors influence the social context in schools to which students are exposed. The framework is buttressed by several guiding principles for Australian schools including the right for all those within school communities to both feel and be safe, the development and maintenance of a safe school environment where diversity is respected, the provision of safe and supportive teaching and learning communities consistent with schoolchild protection obligations, and the provision of support to young persons to enable the development of skills and strategies so they and others feel safe.

Moreover, there are legitimate expectations by the Australian community that every measure is taken by education systems and their leaders to safeguard students and the broader school community and provide continued support and protection, all of which is expressed in explicit, transparent and clear policy and procedures. An important feature of the framework is the opportunity given to parents, guardians, carers and members of the wider community to contribute to the creation and maintenance of

963 Note that the National Safe Schools Framework was revised in 2013 and is now under the control of the Standing Council on School Education and Early Childhood (SCSEEC) which has superseded the Ministerial Council for Education, Early Childhood Development and Youth Affairs or MCEEDYA which previously supported the framework. See also ACARA, above n 950.
964 Education Services Australia, above n 958, 2.
966 Education Services Australia, above n 958, 3.
967 Ibid 5–8.
schools as safe, supportive teaching and learning communities that shape respectful relationships. A resource manual is also a feature of the Framework.

Essentially, the Framework embraces nine key elements that are designed to assist Australian schools in achieving the manifold objectives of safe, protective and supported learning communities that actively promote student wellbeing and safety.

4.6.1 Leadership Commitment
In this element of the Framework, it is anticipated that all members of school communities shoulder responsibility for both the development and maintenance of a safe, supportive and respectful learning environment for school community members, including the identification and support of strategic personnel with student safety and wellbeing responsibilities as well as adequate awareness of mandatory requirements and other legal responsibilities regarding student maltreatment, harassment, aggression and violence. Leadership also requires planning for and commitment to a clear vision for safe, supportive and respectful school environments, in which staff are encouraged to follow suit and provided with the necessary resources to achieve this aim. Other expectations include the requirement for school leaders to have a thorough knowledge of school community, student and staff safety issues occurring beyond school hours and premises, and robust incident record keeping that can evaluate and inform policy and procedure.

4.6.2 Supportive and Connected School Culture
This element outlines the expectations for connectedness and positive, caring and respectful relationships between the school and the student, parent or carer, in addition to appropriate monitoring of and response to issues of child protection and staff safety and wellbeing. It is also anticipated under the Framework that there is clear recognition and respect for the specific needs of diverse school community groups.
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including Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, refugee and other immigrant groups. Staff performance and behaviour in areas such as teaching, promotion and staff modelling should also reflect these important values and expectations including pro-social values.  

4.6.3 Policies and Procedure

Policies and procedure under the Framework are to be supportive of safety and wellbeing and include a whole of school collaborative methodology with clearly communicated procedures available for students, staff, parents and carers to confidentially report violence, bullying, harassment or child maltreatment incidents, along with effective staff, student and familial induction protocols. Effective staff record keeping and communication in regard to safety and wellbeing issues, regular risk assessment and management of physical school environs, both on campus and externally, responsible staff and student use of technology agreements, well established and understood protocols regarding appropriate and inappropriate adult-student interaction and representative groups responsible for school safety and wellbeing issues are also espoused under this principle.

4.6.4 Professional Learning

This element is typified by a commitment to ongoing professional learning in research and technology in the areas of student safety and wellbeing as well as the inclusion of selected non-specialist, casual or visiting staff in appropriate professional learning roles and staff evaluation of their knowledge, skill and capacity to effectively respond to occurrences of violence, bullying, child maltreatment and harassment.

4.6.5 Positive Behaviour Management

The Framework recommends in this element that schools select and implement evidence-guided behaviour management policy that is cognisant of school community
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requirements, in addition to recognising and promoting positive student behaviour, effective use of technology and out of hours, off campus risk prevention planning. A clear understanding of and consistency in staff implementation of positive behaviour approaches within the classroom and wider school settings is also a characteristic of this element.

4.6.6 Engagement, Skill Development and Safe School Curriculum
This element is exemplified by the teaching of skills and knowledge that promote protective behaviour, cyber safety, and personal safety, counter harassment, aggression, bullying, and violence, and promote the development of social and emotional skills that can be used at any school year level. Student engagement with learning processes and an extensive use of relational teaching strategy in addition to cooperative learning is also promoted under this element of the Framework.

4.6.7 Focus on Student Wellbeing
This element defines strategies and structures to enable the enhancement of student wellbeing, adoption of strengths-based approaches to student participation and learning, and the provision of opportunities for student ownership and decision-making. Peer teaching and the development of a voice and sense of purpose and meaning by students is also seen as important.

4.6.8 Early Intervention and Targeted Student Support
Effective processes for early intervention with students displaying antisocial behaviour or peer difficulty, or for those students and families requiring supplementary support as well as adequate ongoing and follow up support are the expectations of this Framework element.

977 Ibid.
978 Ibid.
979 Ibid.
980 Ibid.
981 Ibid.
982 Ibid.
4.6.9 Partnerships with Families and Community

This Framework element is characterised by collaboration with parents, carers and community organisations to provide instruction and deliver a consistent message on student safety and wellbeing issues, as well as extending support services to students and families as required.\textsuperscript{983} The element also recommends collaboration with the justice system at both the preventative and legal levels in regard to violence, aggression, cyber safety and child maltreatment.\textsuperscript{984} Useful human rights-based initiatives articulated in the \textit{National Safe Schools Framework} have attracted a less than universal level of support within the Australian landscape with many states making only perfunctory reference to the Framework itself, while it is conspicuous by its absence in the education policy structures of others, including New South Wales, Victoria and Western Australia.\textsuperscript{985} However, the wholesale aim of the Framework, to provide vision and effective standards to enable safe, supportive and respectful teaching and learning communities which actively promote student welfare and safety, are reflected generally in Australian school policy to some extent.

According to Cross et al, research has suggested that more training of teaching staff and greater support is needed in implementation of the Framework.\textsuperscript{986} The Framework has identified several rights-based values that are reflected in the UNCRC and other attendant instruments and protocols, and these will be discussed in the following section which focusses on domestic education policy, and extended in the subsequent discussion on the status of rights-based issues in Australia.\textsuperscript{987} Notwithstanding the mixed uptake of the Framework by state and territory jurisdictions, this Commonwealth policy may yet

\textsuperscript{983} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{984} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{986} Cross et al, above n 960, 6.
\textsuperscript{987} See 3.5 above for an overview of juvenile rights derived from the \textit{Convention of the Rights of the Child (UNCRC)} and other international instruments such as the \textit{Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice (Beijing Rules)} and the \textit{Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of Their Liberty (Havana Rules)}.
be of benefit in the introduction of the model restorative justice methodology and practice advocated in this thesis, which will be expanded upon in Chapter 5.

An overview will now be given of domestic education legislation and policy responses to school violence. This will commence with definitional aspects, followed by an outline of individual state and territory policy frameworks that address school violence in Australian schools including the take up or otherwise of principles enunciated in the National Safe Schools Framework.

4.7 Definitional Implications in Education Policy and Legislation Relevant to School Violence

Education policy relevant to school violence throughout the Australian jurisdiction is located principally in the analogous and concomitant areas of school discipline, school behaviour, provision of safe schools, prevention of harassment, bullying and student wellbeing management. In this part of the discussion, various definitions of core terminology in the school violence debate will be reviewed that extend the definitions provided in Chapter 2 of the thesis.

Definitions of violence or violent acts are a recurring theme within policy directions in many jurisdictions including the Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, Northern Territory, Queensland, South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia. Within these jurisdictions, violence is typically defined in school policy as the circumstances where a person is threatened, intimidated, abused or physically assaulted, or where property is deliberately damaged, by another person. Further, violent acts are often characterised as extreme uses of force including physical, verbal and sexual acts that can but do not necessarily involve a power imbalance, and are either one-off,
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988 See Chapter 2 above for general definitions of ‘juvenile’, ‘violence’, and ‘school violence’, amongst other terms relevant to this study.
989 See, eg, Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Building Respectful and Safe Schools, above n 111.
random events\textsuperscript{990} or continue over time. Threatened violence can involve words or gestures to communicate intent to utilise force against another.\textsuperscript{991}

The definition of violence in Australian education policy is extended on occasion with the inclusion of injury caused to another through weapon use, bullying, including cyber-bullying, behaviour that incites emotional distress in another or retaliation against a reporter of any violent acts.\textsuperscript{992} Further, violent acts can be either provoked or unprovoked in nature and involve damaging or destructive uses of force against persons, groups or property.\textsuperscript{993} Acts of violence can affect the rights, freedoms and safety of others,\textsuperscript{994} can include both sexual or indecent assault,\textsuperscript{995} and can obviously cause death in some cases.\textsuperscript{996} Whilst definitions of violence such as these are manifest in domestic education policy across Australia, Tasmania is silent on the issue.

Harassment has also been identified as a key school violence concern. Described variously as offensive, humiliating, threatening, intimidating,\textsuperscript{997} belittling, unwelcome, unsolicited, unreciprocated and often repeated\textsuperscript{998} behaviour, harassment can be either directly or indirectly targeted at individuals or groups.\textsuperscript{999} Harassment can be designed to


\textsuperscript{991} Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, \textit{Building Respectful and Safe Schools}, above n 111.


\textsuperscript{993} Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, \textit{Building Respectful and Safe Schools}, above n 111.


\textsuperscript{997} Department of Education WA, \textit{Behaviour Management in Schools}, above n 110, 16.

\textsuperscript{998} Department of Education and Training, \textit{Bullying, Harassment & Violence}, above n 992.

\textsuperscript{999} Ibid.
annoy, disturb, upset or threaten\(^{1000}\) and create hostile environments.\(^{1001}\) Additionally, harassment can be directed at perceived or real attributes including gender, religion, culture, physical characteristics or differences, disability, socio-economic status, sexually-based traits,\(^{1002}\) as well as ethnicity, sexual orientation,\(^{1003}\) age, parenting, marital or economic status.\(^{1004}\)

Australian state and territory education authorities provide further definitional guidance including in the area of breach or serious breach of school discipline. For example, in Western Australia such an infringement is described as a violation of a school’s code of conduct that adversely threatens or affects personal safety whilst at school.\(^{1005}\) The Australian Capital Territory uses the term ‘critical incidents’ to refer to incidents or series of incidents that pose a significant threat to student or staff safety and result in considerable disruption to school procedure, possibly involving school closure, evacuation or lock down and police intervention.\(^{1006}\)

### 4.8 School Violence Education Law and Policy Structure in Australia

#### 4.8.1 Introduction

Public education policies initiated across the Australian landscape to address the school violence obstacle have at their core an ambition to provide for all school community members, including students and teachers, a supportive, disciplined and safe learning environment free from victimisation, bullying, harassment and other forms of violence, while promoting respectful, productive and stimulating teaching and learning environments.\(^{1007}\) The strategic importance of school discipline law, policy and
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1002 Education and Training, *Providing Safe Schools P-12*, above n 990, 2.
1006 Education and Training, *Providing Safe Schools P-12*, above n 990.
procedure should not be underestimated as a component in confronting school violence and should further inform and guide stakeholders such as students, teachers, parents, carers, administrative staff and the like in critical areas of concern including expectations, obligations, philosophies and objectives. Further, departmental procedure and policies are to be reflected at school or college level within the relevant state or territory. In order to facilitate this, government schools and colleges are to fashion effective and consultative policy and procedure in accordance with the relevant school education legislation in order to promote a safe learning environment for stakeholders.

The provision of education services is a state or territory matter. Each state and territory is responsible for its own legislation and policy as a result. Therefore, key issues and themes will be discussed according to each jurisdiction.

4.8.2 Australian Capital Territory


168
settings whilst promoting human rights. School principals in the Australian Capital Territory are required to develop policy and procedure that reflects a whole of school approach and a commitment to safe and supportive school environments that espouse positive practices and social skills. This should contribute to an impression of safety and wellbeing for staff and students alike, counter harassment, bullying and violence including sexual violence, such as assault, as well as abuse and racism. These procedures are to be reviewed regularly as part of school planning and improvement processes and made available to staff, parents and carers, and they must include the opportunity for development of positive interpersonal skills and due regard for the rights of others in the school curriculum.

There are also relevant legislative requirements in the Australian Capital Territory for the reporting of incidents, non-accidental injury, sexual assault or abuse, as well as recording, intervention and professional staff development procedures for incidents of school violence. Additionally, school policy and procedure in the Australian Capital Territory must be aligned with departmental policies targeting non-critical incidents involving bullying, harassment, accident, injury and conflict along with student transfer,
exclusion and suspension, which must also meet standards of natural justice and procedural fairness under the main school legislation. There are also policy and procedure requirements centred on the reporting and management of so-called critical incidents, which are defined as severe impact school events that involve violence or serious physical assault and emergency situations. Critical incidents can also involve the use of weapons, abduction, loss of a sense of control, acute threat to the safety of students and staff and extreme danger, and can involve police and emergency personnel among others.

4.8.3 New South Wales

In response to school-based violence in New South Wales, schools are required to consider multifarious policy directives that are consistent with legislation, including the Education Act 1990 (NSW), Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (NSW), Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 (NSW) and the Summary Offences Act 1988 (NSW) amongst others, when developing policy and procedure for implementation at school level. There is to be a focus on key departmental policy initiatives addressing student discipline and core school rules. In addition, other supporting policy directives are provided to schools to assist in the implementation of school policy and procedure. However, although there is much common ground between departmental school violence policy directives in New South Wales and the National Safe Schools Framework, there is no
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1019 Education and Training, Providing Safe Schools P-12, above n 990, 1.
1020 See 3.6.5 above for a definition of due process and procedural fairness in addition to natural justice.
1022 Education Act 2004 (ACT) s 36.
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reference to the strategic aims of the Framework in departmental policy guidelines in the jurisdiction.

Essentially, school discipline within New South Wales is to be developed by schools in consultation with school community personnel and is to embrace codes of discipline and school rules in addition to strategies and practices that manage inappropriate student behaviour, reinforce student achievement and advance positive student comportment and a climate of respect that is free of bullying, harassment, victimisation and intimidation, where students are treated fairly and with dignity. School discipline policy is to be aligned with legislation and both government and departmental policy, is to reflect procedural fairness and define the responsibilities of students, teachers and parents in New South Wales.

It is expected that a rigorous student welfare context that reflects identified community requirements and expected standards of behaviour will be developed from existing procedure and policy. Additional policy initiatives that impact upon school violence in New South Wales include anti-bullying strategies that are to be supported by schools through the encouragement of appropriate behaviour and respectful relationships among all members of school communities. In circumstances where a school student in New South Wales indulges in physical violence or significant disobedience, including repeated refusal to follow school discipline codes that seriously interferes with safety or wellbeing, the student may be suspended from the school. This can be extended to expulsion in more serious circumstances.
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1027 Education & Communities, Student Discipline in Government Schools Policy, above n 1007, 1.
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4.8.4 Northern Territory

Pursuant to legislation including the *Education Act* (NT), *Anti-Discrimination Act* (NT) and the *Care and Protection of Children Act* (NT), school discipline policy initiatives in the Northern Territory reflect the provisions of departmental codes of conduct for schools, but more specifically wellbeing and behaviour policies, in addition to bullying, harassment and violence directives. Schools are encouraged to refer to the recommendations of the *National Safe Schools Framework* when implementing suitable school policy. In a similar fashion to other states and territories, Northern Territory school policy is to promote wellbeing and positive behaviour along with constructive learning communities, and provide for the imposition of consequences for unacceptable behaviour including detention, mediation, suspension, exclusion and other measures following instances of physical and verbal assault, intimidation, threatening conduct and other examples of unacceptable behaviour by school students.

The application of consequences for unacceptable behaviour in Northern Territory schools is to take into account the rights and needs of school communities in addition to the actions and individual circumstances of the student involved. The principles of natural justice are to be applied by Northern Territory schools in circumstances where infractions of school behaviour codes occur, while restorative processes are available for use in addition to the more traditional responses outlined above. In response to a disturbing school violence incident during 2011 in the Northern Territory, policy changes were recommended, particularly in the areas of extreme student behaviour and concomitant suspension and exclusion of offending students, professional staff
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development to de-escalate extreme student behaviour, whole of school approaches to
behaviour management, adolescent behaviour and the exploration of alternative school
options for recidivist disruptive and or violent school students.\footnote{1040}

4.8.5 Queensland

The policy approach taken in Queensland in harmony with legislation\footnote{1041} such as the
Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (Qld) and the Education (General Provisions)
Regulations 2006 (Qld) promotes appropriate student behaviour and provides
consequences for unacceptable behaviour including suspension, exclusion and
enrolment cancellation pursuant to a responsible student behaviour plan.\footnote{1042} Moreover, a
general code of behaviour applies to all members of school communities, including an
obligation that members conduct themselves in a safe, ethical and responsible manner
respectful of the rights of others. There are particular expectations placed on students to
demonstrate appropriate standards of behaviour, respect for themselves and others, and
cooperation with school staff and similar persons in authority.\footnote{1043}

Prior to the enrolment of a student in Queensland government schools, students and
parents or carers are to sign a covenant known as the ‘enrolment agreement’ which
requires compliance with the school behaviour code policy and other endorsed
conditions as well as stipulating the rights and obligations of school members.\footnote{1044}
Principals are to provide appropriate review mechanisms, staff support and professional
development and leadership in order to allow effective and fair implementation of
student behaviour plans that are aligned with school behaviour code policy and
legislation.\footnote{1045}

\footnote{1040} Department of Employment Education and Training, Report on Review into Extreme Student Behaviour, Northern Territory Government

\footnote{1041} Other related legislation includes the Criminal Code Act 1899 (Qld), Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 (Qld) and the Judicial Review Act 1991 (Qld).


\footnote{1043} Ibid 2.

\footnote{1044} Ibid 1.

\footnote{1045} Ibid 3.
In addition, when implementing policy and procedure Queensland schools are encouraged to adopt the guiding principles of the National Safe Schools Framework in relation to school violence, harassment, aggression and bullying as well as the developing concerns regarding cyber safety and weapons on school premises.1046 However, direct reference to the Framework remains cursory at present. Further policy support is provided to school administrators in Queensland in the form of additional materials that outline the procedures to be followed in order to uphold safe and supportive school environments, including physical restraint of students to ensure school safety and other pertinent issues such as student detention, exclusion and expulsion for infractions of the student behaviour plan.1047

Grounds for student detention and suspension include misconduct, disobedience and conduct that is injurious to the management and good order of schools, whilst exclusion is deemed appropriate in instances of gross disobedience or misconduct where suspension is deemed unsatisfactory.1048 The expulsion of students from Queensland government schools1049 can follow students’ refusal to participate in the school educational program, for example. In dealing with student discipline in Queensland, school principals are to uphold fair and equitable practice and the principles of natural justice,1050 along with non-discriminatory language, behaviour and safe legal procedure.1051


1048 Ibid.

1049 Exclusion must be made in accordance with Education (General Provisions) Regulations 2006 (Qld) ch 12 pt 3 div 1A.

1050 Department of Education, Training and Employment, Safe, Supportive and Disciplined School Environment, above n 1047.

1051 Ibid.
4.8.6 South Australia

In South Australia there is an altogether more sophisticated approach to policy initiation at school level with a sizeable school discipline framework provided to school principals and district directors to enable the establishment of safe and positive learning communities that enhance student learning and responsibility.1052 In collaboration with school communities, South Australian schools are to develop behaviour codes aligned with legislation including the Education Act 1972 (SA), Education Act Regulations 1977 (SA), Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (SA) and the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth) that effectively manage student behaviour in partnership with students, families and school staff to provide inclusive, orderly, productive and safe learning communities devoid of harassment, bullying and other forms of violence.1053 As with other jurisdictions, behaviour codes are buttressed by student development plans in South Australia which address learning goals and student behaviour. These are collaboratively managed between schools, students, families, agencies and other services that support both learning and behaviour management, particularly in the case of persistent and serious student misconduct.1054

Under the South Australian regime, schools develop consequences for irresponsible student behaviour which are to be applied in a consistent fashion by school staff who manage issues in the school environment such as bullying and sexual and racial harassment. Students will be apprised of the need to respect others and fulfil their responsibilities, and students who are unresponsive to school level consequences will be subject to system level procedures including exclusion and expulsion.1055 Policy responses to inappropriate student behaviour will necessarily involve a non-violent approach devoid of physical, verbal or emotional harassment or hurt and reflect departmental school discipline policy.1056 Other departmental policies in South Australia include bullying reduction and protective staff practices along with departmental instruments such as child protection, mandatory notification of abuse, harm and
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exploitation, anti-racism and student disability in addition to the guidelines provided in the *National Safe Schools Framework*.\(^{1057}\)

In South Australia, school behaviour codes encourage government schools to use non-punitive responses in dealing with school discipline infractions. These responses are devoid of physical punishment and emotional or verbal offence and are encouraged through the use of restorative justice and reconciliatory responses.\(^{1058}\) A salient example of these non-punitive initiatives in South Australia is the process of suspension or exclusion of disruptive school students following an identified incident of violent behaviour that threatens the safety and wellbeing of others.\(^{1059}\) In these circumstances, conferencing involving the key stakeholders is employed to produce an appropriate student development plan itemising the responsibilities of students, parents or carers, and important personnel such as family support representatives, interpreters and counsellors.\(^{1060}\) Following consensus on the student development plan by stakeholders, a focus on the learning and behavioural targets to be met by the student following the violent and or disruptive act is outlined.\(^{1061}\)

The management of trespassers and other non-welcome entrants on South Australian school grounds has also been enhanced through amendments to legislation\(^{1062}\) that aim to deal with circumstances where a school student is being disruptive or violent at a school other than their own, as well as other intruders who jeopardise school safety and wellbeing.\(^{1063}\)

\(^{1057}\) Ibid 10.

\(^{1058}\) Ibid 3.


\(^{1060}\) Ibid.

\(^{1061}\) Ibid.

\(^{1062}\) Education Regulations 2012 (SA) regs 6(2)(a)(i)–(iii), 8.

4.8.7 *Tasmania*

School policy in the state of Tasmania upholds the right of Tasmanian students to be treated with respect and courtesy in addition to providing purposeful, supportive, safe and friendly learning environments.\(^{1064}\) The regulation of school discipline in Tasmania is in accordance with legislation including the *Education Act 1994* (Tas) and associated *Education Regulations 2005* (Tas), and requires schools to adhere to the requirements of the Department of Education’s discipline guidelines when initiating policy that is also to be negotiated and developed by members of the school community.\(^{1065}\) Schools and colleges should also inform school community associations about what constitutes acceptable and unacceptable behaviour, and this is to be grounded in individual school discipline policy directives.\(^{1066}\)

Essentially, unacceptable behaviour under the legislation\(^{1067}\) is classed as refusal to participate in the education program, as well as disobedience to instructions that can hinder the learning of other students, is likely to be detrimental to the health, safety or welfare of other students, or can cause damage or bring the school into disrepute.\(^{1068}\) Consequences for breach of Tasmanian school disciplinary requirements include suspension,\(^{1069}\) detention, exclusion or expulsion.\(^{1070}\) Like other states and territories, Tasmanian schools are entrusted to apply fairness and consistency in applying disciplinary measures which are to be combined with policy clarity in order to ensure objectivity in the application of school discipline policy regimes\(^{1071}\) including the *National Safe Schools Framework*.\(^{1072}\)
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\(^{1064}\) Department of Education, *Learner Wellbeing and Behaviour*, above n 1007, 3.
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\(^{1067}\) *Education Act 1994* (Tas) s 36(1).


\(^{1069}\) *Education Act 1994* (Tas) s 37.

\(^{1070}\) *Education Act 1994* (Tas) ss 38(2)(a)–(c).


Supportive, non-punitive problem-solving measures for student behavioural change in the restorative justice tradition are also championed in the Tasmanian jurisdiction, including the use of parental conferencing following suspension of a disruptive or violent student in order to apprise parents of the seriousness of the disruptive or violent behaviour, encourage a mutually supportive position between school and parent, and help to develop an acceptable school re-entry plan for the student.1073

4.8.8 Victoria

Under the Victorian regime, school discipline is regulated by school policy and procedure aligned with legislation including the *Education and Training Reform Act 2006* (Vic) and the *Education and Training Reform Regulations 2011* (Vic).1074 In Victoria, extensive student engagement policy guidelines1075 in conjunction with supporting discipline procedural documentation1076 provide schools with the necessary scaffolding to effect appropriate school discipline policy and procedure to ensure that students are provided with a safe and secure learning environment that is both physically and emotionally protected whilst minimising the risk of harm. Entitled the *Student Engagement Policy*, this discipline regime provides the processes, actions and consequences that schools are to follow when dealing with negative student behaviour or irregular attendance and is also supported by school communities.1077

At its core, the *Policy* aims to have an educational role, help foster positive relationships and student dignity, and place due emphasis on early intervention and prevention rather than punishment along with equal weighting for both rewards for high achievement and negative consequences for unacceptable behaviour.1078 As is the case with other Australian states and territories, procedures for the suspension and expulsion of
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Victorian government school students for threatening the health, safety and wellbeing of others, committing extremely violent acts and other behavioural issues are also to be upheld.\(^{1079}\)

Moreover, the focus on restorative justice practices and procedures by Victorian government schools in dealing with disruptive and violent student behaviour has increased in an attempt to improve student behaviour management outcomes and schools in general, with a particular emphasis on social skills and enhancement of student engagement.\(^{1080}\) Restorative practices in the Victorian government school system include both formal and informal strategies, such as class circles\(^{1081}\) and conferencing, and are best utilised within a whole of school approach that promotes social equality, values and personal accountability.\(^{1082}\) Further, public authorities including the government in the state of Victoria are required to be compliant with human rights when making decisions and delivering services.\(^{1083}\)

### 4.8.9 Western Australia

Subject to legislation including the *School Education Act 1999* (WA) and the *School Education Act Regulations 2000* (WA), Western Australian school principals will plan for effective management of school discipline and student behaviour in order to maintain a safe and positive learning environment for all stakeholders in the learning process. School principals in Western Australia are empowered to initiate policy and procedural responses that promote student wellbeing, pro-social behaviour and self-discipline, are preventative in nature, focus on early intervention and effectively manage serious or ongoing student misbehaviour.\(^ {1084}\) To that end, school policy and procedure necessarily will include a school council endorsed code of conduct that has been developed in consultation with the school community, an anti-bullying regime, practical

\(^{1079}\) Authorised under *Education and Training Reform Act 2006* (Vic) s 2.2.19.

\(^{1080}\) Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, *Effective Schools are Engaging Schools – Student Engagement Policy Guidelines*, above n 1007, 37.

\(^{1081}\) Ibid 14.

\(^{1082}\) See 5.9.4 below for an explanation of class circles and other restorative justice techniques.

\(^{1083}\) Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, *Effective Schools are Engaging Schools – Student Engagement Policy Guidelines*, above n 1007, 25.

guidance on breach and serious breach of school discipline which has been designed in collaboration with school councils, and appropriate conflict resolution processes and consequences and sanctions in response to disruptive student behaviour.\textsuperscript{1085} The management of school discipline breach in Western Australian government schools also includes the use of conflict resolution and restorative practices which at their core are directed to repairing harm and augmenting relationships.\textsuperscript{1086}

In response to inappropriate student behaviour in Western Australia, schools are also to be mindful of procedural fairness and behaviour management policy that acknowledges a duty to take reasonable care of staff and students in order to adequately ensure a safe environment. In turn, staff are to demonstrate accountability for evidence-based decision-making and use of appropriate referral mechanisms for additional support, reporting and record keeping.\textsuperscript{1087} Instructively, school discipline policy must also address disruptive student behaviour not in isolation but rather as part of an effective interaction between stakeholders including students, staff and members of the community.\textsuperscript{1088} For serious breach of school discipline which is defined as behaviour that adversely affects or threatens the safety of persons at schools, Western Australian schools can suspend\textsuperscript{1089} or exclude students in circumstances of serious isolated incidents\textsuperscript{1090} or patterns of behaviour that have continued despite intervention.\textsuperscript{1091}

\textsuperscript{1085} Ibid 5.
\textsuperscript{1086} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{1087} Ibid 4.
\textsuperscript{1088} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{1089} Ibid 13; Suspension of students in Western Australia is authorised under School Education Act 1999 (WA) s 90.
\textsuperscript{1090} See, eg, Department of Education, CEO Instruction: Weapons in Schools Version 1.0 Final (29 March 2010) Government of Western Australia \textltt{<http://www.det.wa.edu.au/policies/detcms/policy-planning-and-accountability/policies-framework/ceo-instructions/ceo-instruction-weapons-in-schools.en?cat-id=3458013>}. This policy has been introduced following recent serious acts involving weapon use in Western Australian schools.
4.9 General Observations on Education Policy and Law in Australia Relevant to School Violence

Treading a familiar path, the salient issues promoted in domestic education policy generally incorporate the overarching aim of a safe, protective, disciplined learning environment for all stakeholders that promotes fairness and equity, natural justice and other essential safeguards, typically enshrined in a whole of school approach to combatting the issue of school violence, harassment and bullying, including notification and reporting. As has been discussed, these policies are often presented as codes or plans variously labelled student development, engagement or behaviour plans, codes of conduct, enrolment agreements and the like. Additionally, Australian school violence and discipline policy and procedure includes non-punitive disciplinary practices such as conferencing and restorative approaches in several states and territories, whilst the take-up of actual measures espoused in the Commonwealth National Safe Schools Framework by state and territory education agencies appears more cursory than substantive. However, there is a sizeable overlap between the Framework and state and territory policy, most notably in the area of safe and supportive learning environments that promote student welfare and incident reporting.

In light of the above discussion on juvenile justice legislation and education policy relevant to school violence within the Australian jurisdiction, it would now be appropriate to extend the discussion to incorporate the various legislative approaches toward parental responsibility taken by states and territories which recognises the important roles and responsibilities of parents as this specific legislation flows from the general juvenile justice and school violence law and policy framework. As parental responsibility legislation also raises children’s rights implications, a concise overview of key principles will be provided which are relevant to the success of the rights-based restorative justice approach to the management of school violence that will be discussed in Chapter 5.
4.10 Overview of Domestic Parental Responsibility Legislation in Australia

4.10.1 Introduction

The legislative obligations associated with parental rights and obligations in Australia are typically absorbed into various parental responsibility, youth justice, education and care and protection acts in the various state and territories.\(^{1092}\) These laws define and specify the various parental powers, duties and responsibilities that are to be considered by decision-makers such as courts and government agencies when assessing juvenile related issues such as offending. Generally, the prescribed areas will include fundamental parenting issues including decision-making responsibilities\(^{1093}\) involving living arrangements, contact, appearance of the child or young person, general health and wellbeing, cultural, racial and spiritual identity,\(^{1094}\) daily and long-term care provisions,\(^{1095}\) in addition to definitions of parent or care giver\(^{1096}\) and status of the child or young person.\(^{1097}\) An overarching element in the various legislative approaches remains the protection, promotion, guidance, wellbeing and care of children and juveniles who are in contact with criminal justice agencies, for example.

Parental responsibility is perhaps best described as elevating the interests and welfare of existing or future children and juveniles above one’s own needs, desires and wellbeing.\(^{1098}\) Despite difficulty in contextualising the notion of welfare, particularly given the value-laden nature of the concept, there should be a minimum standard of welfare for children and juveniles that ought to be satisfied by parents or those professing to become parents in order that they can succeed.\(^{1099}\) This minimum undertaking will involve parental sacrifice to some extent including, for example, the need to provide continual accommodation, schooling, sustenance and the like for a reasonable time period for the upbringing of their offspring to a reasonable standard.

---

\(^{1092}\) See, eg, Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT); Care and Protection of Children Act (NT); Young Offenders Act 1993 (SA); Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (Vic).

\(^{1093}\) See, eg, Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT) s 19(1).

\(^{1094}\) See, eg, Children’s Protection Act 1993 (SA) ss 4(4)(a)-(c).

\(^{1095}\) See, eg, Parental Support and Responsibility Act 2008 (WA) s 3.

\(^{1096}\) See, eg, Care and Protection of Children Act (NT) s 17(1).

\(^{1097}\) See, eg, Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 3(1).


\(^{1099}\) Ibid.
4.10.2 Australian Capital Territory

Parental responsibility law in the Australian Capital Territory is enshrined predominantly in the *Children and Young People Act 2008* (ACT), which provides that a parent is a person who has duties, powers, authorities and responsibilities by law including daily and long-term care responsibility\(^{1100}\) for both a child who is deemed a person under 12 years of age\(^{1101}\) and a young person who is over 12 but yet not 18 years of age or over, at which point they are to be considered an adult.\(^{1102}\) Conversely, a parent may in fact not be an adult.\(^{1103}\) In the Australian Capital Territory the term parent is also defined under the *Education Act 2004* (ACT)\(^{1104}\) as a person who has parental responsibility for a child as per the auspices of the *Children and Young People Act 2008* (ACT).\(^{1105}\)

Daily parental care responsibilities for children and young people in the Australian Capital Territory extend to decision-making powers and responsibilities concerning accommodation, location and cohabitation arrangements, contact, daily issues regarding education, training, employment and those concerning the personal appearance of the child or young person,\(^{1106}\) in addition to health-related decisions not including consent to surgical procedures.\(^{1107}\) Long-term parental care responsibilities in the Australian Capital Territory involve the provision for the extended care, development and protection of the child or young person and encompass decision-making responsibilities involving administration, management and control of a child or young person’s property, religiosity or ethnic and cultural traditions, passport application and decisions involving education, training and employment,\(^{1108}\) as well as health care treatment and

\(^{1100}\) *Children and Young People Act 2008* (ACT) ss 15(a)–(b).
\(^{1101}\) Ibid s 11.
\(^{1102}\) *Children and Young People Act 2008* (ACT) ss 12, 529B. Note that persons 18 years of age or over are considered to be adult, whilst young adults are aged between 18 and 25 years of age in the Australian Capital Territory.
\(^{1103}\) *Children and Young People Act 2008* (ACT) s 16(2).
\(^{1104}\) *Education Act 2004* (ACT) s 6(2).
\(^{1105}\) *Children and Young People Act 2008* (ACT) ss 15(a)–(b).
\(^{1106}\) Ibid s 19(1).
\(^{1107}\) Ibid s19(2).
\(^{1108}\) Ibid s 20(1).
related issues that extend to consent for surgical procedures. Parental responsibility can be transferred or shared in the Australian Capital Territory subsequent to a family group conference agreement, temporary parental responsibility provisions, care and protection orders or emergency action. It is worth noting also that a parent can include a carer under the *Education Act 2004 (ACT)*.  

Parental responsibilities in the Australian Capital Territory are also integrated into the promotion of wellbeing and the protection of children and young people by recognising their right to develop in safe, nurturing and stable environments, whilst acknowledging similar responsibilities vested in communities and governments. Children and young people are also to be free of abuse and neglect, and their needs, views, participation, dignity, health, education and ethnic, religious and cultural requirements are to be fostered and respected by governments. Further governmental obligations are extended in the Australian Capital Territory to shared support with parents, families and communities for the rehabilitation and reintegration of young offenders.

Decision-makers are also to be aware of such important parent-child issues including the nature of relationships, attitude toward responsibilities, effect of contact or separation, stability, living arrangements and parental capacity to provide emotional and intellectual needs when assessing the best interests of the child. The best interests of the child are also to be considered by decision-makers in the Australian Capital Territory including such pertinent issues as the nature of the parent-child relationship, potential ramifications of a separation of the parent and child, the capacity of parents to provide for the child’s needs, including those of emotional or intellectual character, and the practicalities associated with parent-child contact.

---

1109 Ibid s 20(2).
1110 Ibid s 17(1).
1111 Ibid s 18(1).
1112 *Education Act 2004 (ACT)* s 6(1).
1113 *Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT)* ss 7(a)(i)–(ii), (b).
1114 Ibid ss 7(c),7(e),(i)–(iv).
1115 Ibid ss 7(f)(i)–(ii).
1116 Ibid ss 349(1)(c)–(f), (b), (j).
1117 Ibid ss 349(1)(c)–(f).
4.10.3 New South Wales

Guidance as to the definition of parent, parental responsibilities and child in New South Wales is provided in legislation including the Children (Protection and Parental Responsibility) Act 1997 (NSW), Education Act 1990 (NSW) and the Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 (NSW). A parent in New South Wales is defined as a person who has parental responsibility for a child, which in turn is considered to be a person under the age of 16 years or a young person who is older than 16 years but under the age of 18 years. In this jurisdiction, a parent is defined as a person who has custody or care and parental responsibility involving powers, duties and authorities conferred by law over a child or young person, and can include a guardian or custodian or a carer irrespective of whether a custodian or not. The education of the child is considered a primary parental responsibility in New South Wales.

In New South Wales, parental responsibilities are also linked with the wellbeing and protection of children and young people in the juvenile justice process through guiding legislative principles. Essentially, these principles require the parents of juvenile offenders to be considered as primarily responsible for childhood development and are pivotal in the post-offence period in providing support to those young offenders being dealt with at a community level in order to facilitate reintegration along with bolstering familial and community connections. In promoting the best interests of the child,

---

1118 Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 (NSW) s 3. Note that under Children (Protection and Parental Responsibility) Act 1997 (NSW) s 3 a child is a person under the age of 18 years.
1119 Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 (NSW) s 3. Note also that under Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) s 4 a child is defined as a person over the age of 10 but under the age of 18 years.
1120 Education Act 1990 (NSW) s 3.
1121 Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 (NSW) s 3.
1122 Children (Protection and Parental Responsibility) Act 1997 (NSW) s 3; Education Act 1990 (NSW) s 3.
1123 Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) s 4.
1124 Education Act 1990 (NSW) s 4.
1125 Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) s 7(f), (e).
courts in New South Wales are to be cognisant of the nature of the child-parent relationship, parental responsibility and welfare when dealing with young offenders.1126

Courts in New South Wales can also impose obligations on the parents of young offenders granted conditional release following a determination of guilt, including undertakings that the child or juvenile will comply with a court order, assistance in the development of the young offender including recidivism prevention, provision of security, financial or otherwise, for the good behaviour of young offenders, in addition to parental supervision and cohabitation.1127 Parents of young offenders in New South Wales may also be issued with a notice to appear in the event of a breach by the young offender.1128

4.10.4 Northern Territory
A child in the Northern Territory is defined by the Care and Protection of Children Act (NT) as a person less than 18 years of age or apparently under 18 if their age cannot be proven,1129 whilst a parent can be defined as the child’s father or mother and can extend to any other person bestowed with parental responsibility,1130 although not those who have responsibility on a temporary or a professional basis only, such as a childcare worker.1131 However, the definition can also be extended in the case of Indigenous children and juveniles to include parental status under Aboriginal customary law or tradition.1132 In this jurisdiction, parental responsibility refers to the right to exercise all rights and powers and execute responsibilities that would as a rule be entrusted to the parents of the child1133 and extends to daily care and control in addition to long-term care and development commitments.1134

1126 Children (Protection and Parental Responsibility) Act 1997 (NSW) ss 6(1), (2)(a)–(c).
1127 Ibid ss 8(1)(a)–(d), (9)(1)(a)–(c).
1128 Ibid s 8(2).
1129 Care and Protection of Children Act (NT) s 13.
1130 Ibid s 17(1).
1131 Ibid ss 17(3)(b)–(c).
1132 Ibid s 17(2).
1133 Ibid s 22(1).
1134 Ibid ss 22(2)(a)–(b).
Like other jurisdictions, the capacity and willingness of parents as agents in ensuring that the best interests of the child are maintained must be at the forefront for decision-makers such as courts¹¹³⁵ and includes the need to provide a nurturing environment and stability.¹¹³⁶ This extends to the protection of children from exploitation and harm, the provision of permanency in living arrangements, the familial relationship, and the participation and views of the child with due regard to their maturation and capacity to understand.¹¹³⁷ Parental responsibility is also key in ensuring the provision of physical, emotional, intellectual, spiritual, educational, cultural, ethnic and religious needs, development and stability. The effect of any change in the child’s circumstances and permanency in living arrangements is also to be recognised by decision-makers in the Northern Territory jurisdiction.¹¹³⁸ Further, the capacity and likelihood of parents to provide suitable care for the child must also be considered by decision-makers.¹¹³⁹ In addition, parental relationships are to be considered when assessing harm to a child and extend to the effect of witnessing of any domestic violence.¹¹⁴⁰

4.10.5 Queensland

The definition of parent in the Queensland jurisdiction is contained in both the Child Protection Act 1997 (Qld) and the Education (General Provisions Act) 2006 (Qld). A mother or father of a child or other person entrusted with parental responsibility is considered a parent in the Queensland jurisdiction,¹¹⁴¹ including those considered a parent under Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander customary law in the case of an Indigenous or Islander child,¹¹⁴² but not those persons substituting for a parent on a temporary basis.¹¹⁴³ Further, a parent in the Queensland jurisdiction is identified as one who has day-to-day care and control of a child or alternately lawful custodians other

¹¹³⁵ Ibid s 10.
¹¹³⁶ Ibid s 10(2)(f).
¹¹³⁷ Ibid ss 10(2)(a), (c), (d).
¹¹³⁸ Ibid ss 10(2)(e), (g)–(h), (j).
¹¹³⁹ Ibid s 10(2)(b).
¹¹⁴⁰ Ibid s 15.
¹¹⁴¹ Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (Qld) s 10(1); Child Protection Act 1999 (Qld) s 11(1). Note also that a parent is also defined more narrowly under the Act. See ss 23, 37, 51, 52, 205.
¹¹⁴² Child Protection Act 1999 (Qld) s 11(3), (4); Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (Qld) s 10(3), (4).
¹¹⁴³ Child Protection Act 1999 (Qld) s 11(2); Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (Qld) s 10(2).
than in situations where detention of the child is required or where offence proceedings are pending.\textsuperscript{1144} However, Queensland youth justice and child protection legislation is silent on the topic of parental responsibility save for reference to rights attached to a child’s daily and long-term care, development, wellbeing and responsibility including decision-making under the guise of guardianship which provides some clarification of parental responsibility.\textsuperscript{1145}

In Queensland a child is an individual under the age of 18 years,\textsuperscript{1146} and similarly to other states and territories, the best interest principle must always be given priority by decision-makers which therefore impacts to some extent upon parental responsibility.\textsuperscript{1147} Parents in the Queensland jurisdiction are to be actively encouraged to fulfil parental supervisory duties\textsuperscript{1148} as the family unit has primary responsibility for the child’s upbringing, development and protection.\textsuperscript{1149} The relationships between child, parent and relatives, if appropriate, are to be sustained.\textsuperscript{1150} In promoting the best interests of the child, states are only to place children into parental care when a parent exhibits the capacity and willingness to care for the child. In circumstances where this is not the case, alternative long-term substitute care must be arranged, as the state has an additional obligation to protect the child if an able and willing parent is unavailable.\textsuperscript{1151} In removing children from parents and familial relationships, the state is to provide support for the purpose of facilitating the return of the child if this is assessed as being in the best interests of the child.\textsuperscript{1152}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[1144] Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 4.
\item[1145] Child Protection Act 1999 (Qld) ss 13(a)--(c).
\item[1146] Ibid s 8. Note also that under the Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 4 a child is a person under the age of 17 years or 18 years in prescribed circumstances.
\item[1147] Child Protection Act 1999 (Qld) s 5(A).
\item[1148] Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl (10) sub-cl (a).
\item[1149] Child Protection Act 1999 (Qld) s 5(B)(b).
\item[1150] Ibid ss 5(B)(k), (l).
\item[1151] Ibid ss 5(B)(j), (g), (d).
\item[1152] Ibid s 5(B)(f).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
4.10.6 South Australia

In the South Australian jurisdiction as per the *Children’s Protection Act 1993* (SA), a person under the age of 18 years is considered a child while a parent is defined as a person who has legal custody or guardianship of a child but not in circumstances where a parent has exclusive custodial rights to the exclusion of another parent under the *Education Act 1972* (SA). A parent can also be a stepfather or stepmother in this jurisdiction. Similarly, examination of the nature of guardianship determines that a guardian can be a parent of the child or legal custodian, or those who have stood in loco parentis and have done so for a considerable amount of time. A central aim of the youth justice legislation in South Australia is to maintain the family unit as the central plank in maintaining the nurturing, protection and care of the child, with a high priority placed on assisting and supporting the family unit to fulfil obligations. There is also a focus on the preservation and strengthening of parent-child and other familial relationships including preventing the unnecessary removal of a young offender from the familial environment.

These parent-child and familial strengthening aims also align neatly with the requirement that, as in other states and territories, the best interests and wellbeing of the child are to be given primary consideration by decision-makers in the South Australian jurisdiction, including that parental and familial input to the child’s lifestyle in the areas of cultural, ethnic, religious, racial and spiritual identity is to be maintained and enhanced. Participation by children and expression of their views of their own best interests is also to be considered by decision-makers.

---

1153 *Education Act 1972* (SA) s 5(1).
1154 *Children’s Protection Act 1993* (SA) s 6(1).
1155 In loco parentis refers to a person who is in place of or has the role of a parent.
1156 *Children’s Protection Act 1993* (SA) s 6(1); See also *Education Act 1972* (SA) s 5(1) where a parent can also include those persons standing in loco parentis.
1157 *Children’s Protection Act 1993* (SA) s 3(d).
1158 *Young Offenders Act 1993* (SA) s 3(b)–(c).
1159 *Children’s Protection Act 1993* (SA) ss 4(4)(a)–(c).
1160 Ibid ss 4(4)(d).
4.10.7 Tasmania

A person under the age of 18 years is considered a child in the Tasmanian jurisdiction.\footnote{Children, Young Persons And Their Families Act 1997 (Tas) s 3(1).} This includes an Aboriginal child within the meaning of relevant legislation,\footnote{Aboriginal Lands Act 1995 (Tas).} while youth refers to a person over the age of 10 years but not yet 18 years.\footnote{Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 3(1). Note also that a child refers to a person under 18 years of age while a 'young person' is defined as a child who is aged 16 or 17 years under the Children, Young Persons and Their Families Act 1997 (Tas) s 3(1).} Tasmanian youth justice and child- and family- specific legislation is silent with respect to definition of parent or parental responsibility, but some insight is found in the area of guardianship where the guardian of a child can be a parent, custodian or another person who acts in the place of a parent and has done so for an extended time period,\footnote{Children, Young Persons and Their Families Act 1997 (Tas) s 3(1); Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 3(1).} including a stepmother or father.\footnote{Children, Young Persons and Their Families Act 1997 (Tas) s 3(1).}

Nonetheless, the contribution of parental input in upholding the best interests of the child favoured under Tasmanian youth justice and child- and family-specific legislation to be considered by courts includes consideration of salient issues such as the relationships with parents, family members and guardians,\footnote{Ibid.} demonstrated parental performance including the capacity to meet the child’s needs (including emotional or intellectual requirements), and the attitude of the child.\footnote{Ibid.} Moreover, the potential implications of a child’s separation from parents, guardians and other significant persons, their cultural, traditional, lifestyle and other characteristics which courts consider pertinent\footnote{Ibid s 3(1).} are also to be considered. Another objective under Tasmanian youth justice and child- and family-specific legislation is the important issue of preservation and bolstering of familial relationships.\footnote{Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 5(1)(b).}
4.10.8 Victoria

Under the provisions of the *Children, Youth and Families Act 2005* (Vic), a child is defined generally as a person under 18 yet over 10 years of age\textsuperscript{1170} at the time of committing an offence or in other instances such as family violence and personal safety proceedings. A parent is classified as either a father or mother, domestic partner, custodian or the domestic partner or spouse of the father or mother.\textsuperscript{1171} Moreover, the *Education and Training Reform Act 2006* (Vic) defines parents as persons who have parental responsibility for a child including guardians and those persons with whom a child regularly or normally resides.\textsuperscript{1172} Insofar as parental responsibilities and obligations are concerned, decision-makers in the State of Victoria are to be aware of and actively promote the best interests of children by active protection from harm, promotion of their development and upholding of their rights,\textsuperscript{1173} which necessarily impacts upon parental relationships and performance.

Specifically, decision-makers such as courts are to provide expansive protections and support to parents and family units in order to secure the safety and welfare of the child including the bolstering and promotion of positive parent-child relationships.\textsuperscript{1174} Further, any potential removal of the child from parental care due to unacceptable risk of harm is to be carefully considered under the Victorian regime including the desirability of placing the child with family or a significant other person before other placement options are explored, and need for appropriate planning of parent-child reunification at a suitable future time.\textsuperscript{1175} Parental capacity to provide for a child’s needs and the desirability of maintaining continuity and stability in the child’s care are also important issues, along with the child’s participation and the ability to express his or her views and desires in the process.\textsuperscript{1176} The cultural, social, individual and religious

\textsuperscript{1170} *Children, Youth and Families Act 2005* (Vic) s 3(1)(a). Note however that under *Children, Youth and Families Act 2005* (Vic) s 3(1)(b) a child can alternately be defined as under the age of 17 years in all other circumstances.

\textsuperscript{1171} *Children, Youth and Families Act 2005* (Vic) s 3(1).

\textsuperscript{1172} *Education and Training Reform Act 2006* (Vic) s 1.1.3.

\textsuperscript{1173} *Children, Youth and Families Act 2005* (Vic) s 10(2).

\textsuperscript{1174} Ibid ss 10(3)(a)–(b).

\textsuperscript{1175} Ibid ss 10(3)(g)–(i).

\textsuperscript{1176} Ibid ss 10(3)(d), (f), (j).
identity of the child under the legislation also have some impact on parental responsibility in Victoria.\footnote{Ibid s 10(3)(l).}

\section*{4.10.9 Western Australia}

As is the case in New South Wales,\footnote{Children (Protection and Parental Responsibility) Act 1997 (NSW).} Western Australia has enacted stand-alone parental support and responsibility legislation under the \textit{Parental Support and Responsibility Act 2008} (WA) that seeks to acknowledge and provide assistance and support to parents to safeguard and promote the wellbeing of children, with the exercise of behavioural control over children being another core objective.\footnote{Parental Support and Responsibility Act 2008 (WA) ss 5(a)–(b).} Within the context of this legislation, parental responsibility includes but is not necessarily restricted to the duties, responsibilities, powers and authorities that parents have in relation to children by law.\footnote{Ibid s 5(2).} For the purposes of this legislation, a child is defined as a person under the age of 15 years while a parent is a person who has responsibility for both daily and long-term care of the child, including welfare and development, which is also mirrored in the \textit{School Education Act 1999} (WA) and can extend under that Act to adult persons considered by the Minister of Education as suitable substitutes for a parent if none are located.\footnote{Parental Support and Responsibility Act 2008 (WA) s 3; School Education Act 1999 (WA) s 11(a). Note also that a young person refers to a person under the age of 18 years in Western Australia under the Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) s 3.}

Once again, the best interests of the child are to be considered paramount under the legislation when performing a task or exercising a power,\footnote{Parental Support and Responsibility Act 2008 (WA) s 6.} and whilst this not specified, it would be instructive to refer to general youth justice principles espoused in Western Australian legislation in order to capture relevant parental responsibility obligations that are aligned with best interest philosophies. These include recognition of the right of a juvenile offender to belong to a family and be treated in such a way as to bolster familial bonds and provision of assistance to the family group in order to deal
with the young offender.\textsuperscript{1183} Responsible adults such as parents are also to be provided with assistance and encouraged in their responsibility to provide care for and supervision of young offenders under the Western Australian regime.\textsuperscript{1184} In addition, under Western Australian parental responsibility legislation, parents can be required by courts to engage in effective parenting which may include, for example, attendance at counselling and personal development sessions, compliance with undertakings to ensure school attendance of their children,\textsuperscript{1185} and support for diversion from formal justice processes where appropriate.\textsuperscript{1186} The views and participation of children and juveniles in matters that affect them as victims is also to be upheld.\textsuperscript{1187}

The various parental responsibility legislation across the domestic Australian jurisdictions provide a framework for the decision-making responsibilities of parents or those in a position to exercise parental powers, including living arrangements, general health and wellbeing, and the educational, cultural, racial and spiritual identity of children or juveniles. Protective human rights safeguards also feature in the legislation, notably the best interests of the child and participation elements enshrined in the \textit{UNCRC}.

The next section will examine the incorporation of juvenile human rights as voiced in the \textit{UNCRC} and other important international instruments within Australian juvenile justice, education policy and parental responsibility legislation in order to establish the extent to which domestic law and policy has adopted or neglected such safeguards.

\section*{4.11 The Status of Essential Human Rights Safeguards in Legislation and Policy Relevant to School Violence in Australia.}

\subsection*{4.11.1 Introduction}

Within the domestic legislation and policy framework, several rights-based issues associated with juvenile violence in Australian schools will now be scrutinised with a

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1183} \textit{Young Offenders Act 1994} (WA) ss 7(m)(i)--(iii).
  \item \textsuperscript{1184} Ibid s 7(f).
  \item \textsuperscript{1185} \textit{Parental Support and Responsibility Act 2008} (WA) ss 14(2)(a), (b), (e).
  \item \textsuperscript{1186} \textit{Young Offenders Act 1994} (WA) s 7(g).
  \item \textsuperscript{1187} Ibid s 7(e).
\end{itemize}
view to establishing whether the human rights of juveniles are adequately safeguarded in
domestic education law and policy. Chapter 3 discussed the essential human rights-
based protections promoted by conventions such as the UNCRC, ICCPR, CAT and other
relevant instruments such as the Beijing and Tokyo Rules and the Riyadh Guidelines as
they applied to juveniles. It is the purpose of the next section to thematically examine
the translation of domestic Australian law and education policy in response to the main
rights-based obligations in relation to juvenile violence including best interests,
participation, natural justice, due process, procedural fairness, juvenile justice,
proportionality and diversion.

Various imports of human rights safeguards are in fact evident in Australian law, such
as the Disability Services Act 1993 (WA) sch 1 cl 2 which makes specific mention of
affording the same basic human rights to disabled as non-disabled persons. In addition,
the Northern Territory Anti-Discrimination Act (1992) s 100 protects the anonymity of
individuals. However, only two Australian jurisdictions boast stand-alone human rights
legislation. In the last decade, the parliament of the Australian Capital Territory
enacted the Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT) whilst the State of Victoria followed suit
with the introduction of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006
(Vic), which both promote the interests of the child through the promotion of the
family unit and entitlement to protection, separation of accused children from their
adult counterparts, expeditious processing, age appropriate treatment that promotes
offender rehabilitation and quarantine on publication of judgements in certain
circumstances.

---

1188 Monohan and Young, above n 516, 191.
1190 Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT) ss 11(1)–(2); Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006
(Vic) ss 17(1)–(2); Monohan and Young, above n 516, 31.
1191 Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT) ss 19, 20, 21(3), 22(3); Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006 (Vic) ss 23, 24(3), 25(3); Monohan and Young, above n 516, 31.
4.11.2 Best Interests Principle

Prolific in juvenile human rights investigation, the notion of upholding a perspective consistently aligned with the challenging notion of the ‘best interests of the child’\textsuperscript{1192} is reflected within Australian juvenile justice legislation and school policy. In the Australian jurisdiction, patronage of the ‘best interests of the child’ principle can be found within the Australian Capital Territory juvenile justice legislation\textsuperscript{1193} and school policy in promoting student safety and wellbeing free of violence,\textsuperscript{1194} and in New South Wales where the right to counsel, to be heard and participate in proceedings and enjoy legal rights and freedoms is reflected in both juvenile justice legislation\textsuperscript{1195} and school policy where a climate of respect and the dignified treatment of students is to be maintained.\textsuperscript{1196} Similarly, in the Northern Territory a number of juvenile rights are upheld in legislation, such as the cognisance and responsibility for both actions and consequences,\textsuperscript{1197} as well as in school policy.\textsuperscript{1198} This is also the case in Queensland where children’s rights, safety and physical and mental wellbeing are reflected in juvenile justice legislation\textsuperscript{1199} although as far as Queensland school policy is concerned, the idea that the best interests of school children are upheld is more generally encased in a holistic notion of safe supportive school environments that display respect for the rights of others within school communities.\textsuperscript{1200}

South Australian juvenile justice legislation makes provision for the transformation of juvenile offenders into valued community members through redevelopment and reintegration through guidance, care and correction which, it could be said, reflects the

\textsuperscript{1192} See 3.6.9 above for an overview of the best interests notion derived from the \textit{Convention of the Rights of the Child} (‘UNCRC’); See 3.7 above for a discussion on international and domestic case law pertaining to the UNCRC.

\textsuperscript{1193} Children And Young People Act 2008 (ACT) s 94(1))

\textsuperscript{1194} Education and Training, Providing Safe Schools P-12, above n 990.

\textsuperscript{1195} Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987 (NSW) s 6(a); Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) s 7(b).

\textsuperscript{1196} Education & Communities, \textit{Student Discipline in Government Schools Policy}, above n 1007; Education & Communities, \textit{Bullying: Preventing and Responding to Student Bullying in Schools Policy}, above n 1031.

\textsuperscript{1197} \textit{Youth Justice Act} (NT) s 4(a).


\textsuperscript{1199} \textit{Youth Justice Act} 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl 2.

best interest philosophy, as does the promotion of positive and safe learning environments which is reflected in other states and territory education agencies. Elsewhere the development of juvenile offenders into socially responsible, acceptable and beneficial ways is an object of Tasmanian juvenile offender legislation which displays a best interest focus, as does school policy upholding the best interests of students through safe, supportive environments in which rights are respected. The best interests of young offenders are a significant feature of Victorian juvenile justice legislation which is complemented by school policy that aims to protect students both physically and emotionally whilst minimising risk of harm. In Western Australia, young offender legislation actively encourages decision-makers to be cognisant of the need to help young offenders develop in a beneficial, responsible and acceptable fashion and is buttressed by school legislation and policy that fosters student wellbeing, pro-social behaviour and self-discipline in safe supportive and positive learning environments, again in the best interests of the student.

Identification of the best interests of the child in domestic Australian education law and education policy presents some difficulty due to the inconsistent incorporation of the notion into prevailing frameworks. This is unfortunate as the principle is of fundamental importance in human rights analysis, with much of the protection provided by the UNCRC centred on this imperative. For example, whilst common ground as to the best interests of juveniles in juvenile justice legislation can be found across the various jurisdictions, it should be conceded that it is more often the intent of the principle that emerges rather than wholesale adoption. A more piecemeal endorsement of the best interests principle is evident in education policy where a less than clear application of

1201 Young Offenders Act 1993 (SA) s 3(1). Note also that ‘best interests’ are to be considered when assessing the interstate transfer of young offenders in South Australia. See Young Offenders Act 1993 (SA) s 44(c).
1202 See, eg, Department of Education and Children’s Services, School Discipline, above n 1007.
1203 Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 5(1)(h).
1204 Department of Education, Learner Wellbeing and Behaviour, above n 1007.
1205 Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (Vic) s 10(1).
1206 Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Effective Schools are Engaging Schools – Student Engagement Policy Guidelines, above n 1007, 9.
1207 Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) s 7(j).
1208 Department of Education and Training WA, Behaviour Management in Schools, above n 110, 4.
the principle appears to be the case in many jurisdictions. However, as discussed above, it is comforting that at least the intent of the principle is upheld to some extent.

Domestic Australian parental responsibility legislation is unambiguous in promoting the best interests of the child, however, which is to be paramount in considerations by decision-makers such as courts on the pivotal parent-child relationship, including matters such as living arrangements, provision of short- and long-term care, emotional and intellectual needs, stability and cultural, social and religious identity amongst other requirements. Clearly, there is space for improvement in the adoption and application of the best interests principle in legislation and school behavioural management policy in the domestic setting.

4.11.3 Participation
Participation by juvenile offenders in judicial process is a notion that has support yet cannot be considered holistic in its coverage by the various domestic juvenile justice legislative structures. Participation in decision-making is encouraged in the Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales and Queensland with the participation of victims in juvenile justice processes advocated in both the Northern Territory and Tasmania. Victoria and Western Australia remain largely silent on the participation of juvenile offenders, although indirect participation of offenders is promoted through the juvenile conferencing process in Victoria and other diversionary options in Western Australia. Restorative processes, including conferencing that logically require offender participation, are available equally in all jurisdictions. Insofar as school
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1209 Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT) ss 349(1)(c)–(f), (h), (j); Children (Protection and Parental Responsibility) Act 1997 (NSW) ss 6(1), (2)(a)–(c); Care and Protection of Children Act (NT) s 10; Child Protection Act 1999 (Qld) ss 5(A),(B)(f), (j), (g), (d); Children’s Protection Act 1993 (SA) ss 4(4)(a)–(d); Children, Young Persons and Their Families Act 1997 (Tas) ss 8(2)(a), (b)(i)–(vii); Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (Vic) ss 10(1), (2), (3)(a)–(t); Parental Support and Responsibility Act 2008 (WA) s 6.
1210 Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT) s 94(1)(c).
1211 Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987 (NSW) s 6(a).
1212 Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl 7 sub-cl (b).
1213 Youth Justice Act (NT) s 4(k).
1214 Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 5(1)(d).
1215 Children, Youth & Families Act 2005 (Vic) ss 415(4), (6), (7).
1216 See Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) pt 5.
policy is concerned, less overt reference to participation in disciplinary processes by school-based offenders is visible across domestic Australian jurisdictions.

In the Australian Capital Territory, principles of natural justice and procedural fairness necessarily require the participation of accused offenders, and this is mirrored in New South Wales, Northern Territory, Queensland, and Western Australian education policy. Effective interaction between stakeholders is also promoted under Western Australian education policy, which clearly incorporates participation by juvenile student offenders, whilst the strategic aims of the National Safe Schools Framework, which also promotes the participation of all school community members in creating the ideal of a safe, supportive school environment, are advocated in the Australian Capital Territory, Northern Territory, Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania.

However, as discussed earlier, reference to the Framework is perfunctory at best in these jurisdictions with New South Wales, Victoria and Western Australia being noticeably absent, although there is a sizeable overlap between the Framework’s guiding principles and school policy across the domestic Australian landscape. Moreover, parental responsibility legislation makes some reference to upholding and respecting the

---

1217 Education and Training, Suspension, Exclusion or Transfer of Students in ACT Public Schools, above n 1021.
1218 Department of Education & Communities, Public Schools, Suspension and Expulsion of School Students – Procedures, above n 995.
1219 Department of Education and Children’s Services, Safe Schools NT Code of Behaviour, above n 1007, 8.
1220 Department of Education, Training and Employment, Safe, Supportive and Disciplined School Environment, above n 1047.
1221 Department of Education and Training WA, Behaviour Management in Schools, above n 110, 17.
1222 Ibid 4.
1223 See 4.6 above for a summary of the guiding principles of the National Safe Schools Framework.
1224 Education and Training, Providing Safe Schools P-12, above n 990, 1.
1226 Department of Education, Training and Employment, Building a Safe and Supportive School Environment, above n 1046.
1227 Department of Education and Children’s Services, School Discipline, above n 1007, 10.
1229 See 4.9 above for a discussion on the incorporation or otherwise of the National Safe Schools framework into domestic Australian education policy.
views of children and juveniles in the Australian Capital Territory, Northern Territory and South Australia, with no overt reference in the remaining states’ legislative provisions. Once again there appears to be much room for improvement in the adoption and expansion of the participation human rights safeguard in domestic legislation and policy structures.

4.11.4 Natural Justice, Due Process and Procedural Fairness

Equity and fairness in dealing with behavioural management and juvenile violence through the promotion of staff and student body safety and welfare in school settings is reflected variously in domestic Australian school policy by embracing the notions of due process, procedural fairness and natural justice, whilst effectively upholding human rights remains an important tenet of Australian Capital Territory school policy. Likewise, procedural fairness is espoused in New South Wales and Western Australia, and natural justice in the Northern Territory and Queensland, while parental responsibility legislation in the Australian Capital Territory, Northern Territory, South Australia and Victoria also promotes principles of natural justice. It remains a notion that is largely absent from juvenile justice legislation at least insofar as notification in statutes, except in the Australian Capital Territory and Victoria. Fundamental safeguards such as these can be said to be provide important

1230 *Children and Young People Act 2008* (ACT) s 7(c)(ii).
1231 *Care and Protection of Children Act* (NT) s 10(2)(d).
1232 *Children’s Protection Act 1993* (SA) ss 4(4)(d), (6)(c).
1233 See 3.6.5 above for a definition of due process, procedural fairness and natural justice.
1234 Education and Training, *Our School: A Safe and Happy Place for Everyone*, above n 1010; Education and Training, *Suspension, Exclusion or Transfer of Students in ACT Public Schools*, above n 1021.
1235 Education & Communities, *Student Discipline in Government Schools Policy*, above n 1007; Department of Education & Communities, Public Schools, *Suspension and Expulsion of School Students – Procedures*, above n 995.
1239 *Children and Young People Act 2008* (ACT) ss 7(c), (e)(i)–(iv).
1240 *Care and Protection of Children Act* (NT) ss 10(2)(a), (c), (d).
1241 *Children’s Protection Act 1993* (SA) s 4(4)(d).
1242 *Children, Youth and Families Act 2005* (Vic) ss 10(3)(d), (f), (j).
1243 *Children and Young People Act 2008* ACT s 323(2)(a).
1244 *Children, Youth and Families Act 2005* (Vic) s 116(1)(d).
scaffolding for domestic school policy that is cognisant of human rights safeguards with regard to disciplinary review, while the scant attention paid in juvenile justice legislation leaves room for improvement.

4.11.5 Juvenile Justice, Proportionality and Diversion

Age-appropriate responses\textsuperscript{1245} to juvenile justice and the imposition of custodial sentencing as a last resort measure only\textsuperscript{1246} is a feature of juvenile justice legislation in the Australian Capital Territory, Northern Territory, Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia, along with proportionality\textsuperscript{1247} in sentencing in the Australian Capital Territory.\textsuperscript{1248} South Australia and Victoria also champion young offender development by accounting for immaturity and age\textsuperscript{1249} and sentence suitability following an offence,\textsuperscript{1250} whilst school policy in that state places due emphasis on early intervention and prevention rather than reprimand.\textsuperscript{1251} In New South Wales least restrictive sanctions are to be applied to juveniles in breach of criminal laws\textsuperscript{1252} in light of their limited maturity, and support is to be provided.\textsuperscript{1253}

Diversionary\textsuperscript{1254} measures including restorative justice and non-punitive principles are evident in the juvenile justice legislation of the Australian Capital Territory,\textsuperscript{1255} New South Wales\textsuperscript{1256} (including for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander offenders),\textsuperscript{1257}

\textsuperscript{1245} Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT) s 94(1)(g); Youth Justice Act (NT) s 4(d); Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl 12; Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 5(1)(i); Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) s 7(l).
\textsuperscript{1246} Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT) s 94(1)(f); Youth Justice Act (NT) s 4(c); Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) schs 1 cls 17–18; Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 5(1)(g); Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) s 7(h).
\textsuperscript{1247} See 3.6.5 above for a discussion on the concept of proportionality.
\textsuperscript{1248} Crimes (Sentencing) Act 2005 (ACT) s 133D(1).
\textsuperscript{1249} Criminal Law (Sentencing) Act 1988 (SA) s 3(A); Children, Youth And Families Act 2005 (Vic) s 10(2).
\textsuperscript{1250} Children, Youth And Families Act 2005 (Vic) s 362(1)(e).
\textsuperscript{1251} Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Effective Schools are Engaging Schools – Student Engagement Policy Guidelines, above n 1007, 15.
\textsuperscript{1252} Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) s 7(a).
\textsuperscript{1253} Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987 (NSW) ss 6(b), (g).
\textsuperscript{1254} See 3.6.5 above for a discussion of the diversion of offenders from traditional punitive justice regime practices.
\textsuperscript{1255} Crimes (Restorative Justice) Act 2004 (ACT) ss 6(a)–(c).
\textsuperscript{1256} Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) ss 34(1)(a)(i–vi).
\textsuperscript{1257} Ibid s 7(h).
Northern Territory and Queensland,\textsuperscript{1258} South Australia,\textsuperscript{1259} Tasmania,\textsuperscript{1260} Victoria\textsuperscript{1261} and Western Australia,\textsuperscript{1262} in addition to school policy in the Northern Territory\textsuperscript{1263} South Australia,\textsuperscript{1264} Tasmania,\textsuperscript{1265} Victoria\textsuperscript{1266} and Western Australia.\textsuperscript{1267} It is reinforced in that state by legislative provisions regarding diversionary options in the area of treatment of juvenile offenders.\textsuperscript{1268}

Within this assembly of rights the notion that in the sentencing of juveniles a measured approach is to be maintained appears to be generally well supported across the domestic Australian jurisdictions, as well as diversion from punitive justice procedures and practices. In addition, restorative justice interventions are well supported in both the criminal justice arena and schools through policy initiatives. It could be said, however, that while reasonable juvenile justice legislative safeguards exist in the domestic Australian jurisdictions for sentence proportionality, school policy support regarding exclusion and suspension in school settings is less than comprehensive. It would therefore be useful to have more coverage of the appropriateness of sanctions and removal from school as a measure of last resort, aligned with a rights-based approach in domestic school policy provisions.

Other rights-based notions such as the maintenance and recognition of the importance of maintaining familial bonds is evident across all state and territory juvenile justice legislation,\textsuperscript{1269} as is the encouragement of self-responsibility and social development for

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1258] Youth Justice Act (NT) s 39; Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl 5.
\item[1259] Young Offenders Act 1993 (SA) s 10.
\item[1260] Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) ss 16(1)(a)–(g).
\item[1261] Children, Youth & Families Act 2005 (Vic) ss 415(4), (6), (7).
\item[1262] Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) pt 5.
\item[1263] Department of Education and Children’s Services, Safe Schools NT Code of Behaviour, above n 1007, 8.
\item[1264] Department of Education and Children’s Services, School Discipline, above n 1007, 3.
\item[1265] Department of Education, Student Behaviour Procedure, above n 1068, 3.
\item[1266] Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Effective Schools are Engaging Schools – Student Engagement Policy Guidelines, above n 1007, 25.
\item[1267] Department of Education and Training WA, Behaviour Management in Schools, above n 110, 5, 18.
\item[1268] Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) s 7(g).
\item[1269] Crimes (Sentencing) Act 2005 (ACT) s 133D(1); Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) s 7(e); Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987 (NSW) s 6(f); Youth Justice Act (NT) s 4(i); Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl 8 sub-cl s (b)–(c); Young Offenders Act 1993 (SA) ss 3(3)(b)–(c); Youth Justice Act 1997
\end{footnotes}
Likewise, acknowledgement of the cultural identity of juvenile offenders has engendered widespread but not complete support across the domestic Australian legal landscape, with the Australian Capital Territory and New South Wales being silent on the issue except for the encouragement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community participation in the juvenile justice process.

Outside this suite of fundamental human rights themes, the vexed issue of corporal punishment as related to the issue of school violence is well worth investigating in this discussion, given that this practice is prohibited under both the UNCRC and the Beijing Rules as is degrading, inhumane or cruel treatment. Corporal punishment is perhaps best described as the use of some physical force against a child or juvenile in order to elicit control, discipline or correction, or an intentional dispensation of pain or confinement as a sanction. Somewhat paradoxically, it is used to correct student misbehaviour and violent acts and also raises the issue of the boundary between legitimate and non-legitimate or criminal use of force, as suggested by Alexander and Curtis. There remains some ambiguity within the Australian jurisdiction as to the legality or otherwise of corporal punishment in government schools, principally in
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1270 Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT) s 94(a); Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT) s 94(b); Children (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1987 (NSW) ss 6(b), (g); Youth Justice Act (NT) s 4(a); Youth Justice Act (NT) ss 4(b), (e); Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl 8 sub-cl (a); Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl 8 sub-cl (b)–(c); Young Offenders Act 1993 (SA) ss 3(2(a)–(b); Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 5(1)(h); Children, Youth & Families Act 2005 (Vic) s 10(2); Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (Vic) s 362(1)(f); Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) ss 7(b), (j).
1271 Youth Justice Act (NT) s 4(j); Youth Justice Act 1992 (Qld) sch 1 cl 12; Young Offenders Act 1993 (SA) s 3(3)(e); Youth Justice Act 1997 (Tas) s 5(2)(e); Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 (Vic) s 10(3)(l); Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) s 7(l).
1272 Children and Young People Act 2008 (ACT) s 94(1)(d); Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) s 7(h).
1273 The UNCRC art 19; Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice 1985 (‘Beijing Rules’) 17.
1274 The UNCRC art 37, Beijing Rules 17.
1275 See, eg, Education Act 1990 (NSW) s 3 which describes the corporal punishment of a student as the application of physical force in order to punish or correct the student, but does not include the application of force only to prevent personal injury to, or damage to or the destruction of property of, any person (including the student).
1277 Hyman and Perone, above n 106, 17.
1278 Alexander and Curtis, above n 311, 78.
Queensland and Western Australia where the use of corporal punishment is banned although it remains possible under criminal statutes in those states for a parent or \textit{person in place} of a parent to exercise reasonable corrective force. However, education legislation has been amended to disallow corporal punishment in schools.\footnote{1279 Australian Institute of Family Studies, \textit{Corporal Punishment – Key Issues Child Family Community Australia Fact Sheet}, above n 1276.}

The administration of discipline by teachers in Australian schools was the subject of an early High Court examination in \textit{Ramsay v Larsen}\footnote{Ramsay v Larsen [1964] HCA 40.} where the status of teacher-pupil relationships was examined and led to the court endorsing the notion that teachers have reasonable powers of chastisement at their disposal and in doing so override parental authority.\footnote{Law Handbook, \textit{Your Practical Guide to the Law in Victoria: Disciplinary Procedures} (2015) <http://www.lawhandbook.org.au/handbook/ch06s03s04.php#Ch1299Se254587>.} The situation in non-government Australian schools is yet more unclear, with only New South Wales, Tasmania and Victoria unequivocal in the wording of their education legislation to banish the use of corporal punishment in government and non-government schools.\footnote{Australian Institute of Family Studies, \textit{Corporal Punishment – Key Issues Child Family Community Australia Fact Sheet}, above n 1276.}

The uptake of juvenile rights linked with school violence amongst states and territory juvenile justice and education agencies as illustrated above suggests that there is room for improvement in the safeguarding and fortification of juvenile human rights within the Australian jurisdiction.

\section*{4.12 Conclusion}

This chapter provided an overview of the formal law and policy measures in place within the Australian jurisdiction in response to juvenile violence. Domestic juvenile justice legislative structures were initially reviewed on a state and territory basis including an overview of the background of legislative responses such as the important stand-alone juvenile justice legislation in place as well as the issue of inconsistency in response between state and territory agencies. There is, however, consensus on certain distinguishing features of juvenile justice between states and territories, including
important issues such as diversion from retributive processes and the need to treat juvenile offenders differently to adult offenders. The constitutional implications of providing education services were also examined in this chapter.

An overview of state and territory education school policy and legislation was the focus of the next part of the chapter including an initial summary of the National Safe Schools Framework, a Commonwealth initiative that aims to provide vision and direction for Australian education agencies to maintain safe and respectful learning communities with student wellbeing paramount. As discussed, this initiative has seen perfunctory reception by state and territory education agencies to date, although there remains some common ground with domestic school violence policy. Initially, the definitional aspects of domestic school violence policy were examined, followed by an overview of both legislative and school policy responses to the problematic issue of school violence and an overview of domestic parental responsibility legislation in Australia.

Finally, the chapter discussed key domestic rights-based issues including bests interests, participation, youth justice, proportionality and diversion that are concomitant with the problem of juvenile violence as they are represented in juvenile law and education policy. These were examined along with the difficult issue of corporal punishment in schools. This scrutiny was undertaken in an attempt to identify the incorporation or otherwise into domestic juvenile law and education policy of essential human rights canons as discussed in Chapter 3, which are championed by important international conventions such as the UNCRC and other relevant instruments and protocols including the Beijing Rules.

The chapter established that the existing domestic legislative and policy regime does, in the main, incorporate a number of the key rights issues, although there appear to be shortcomings in the wholesale incorporation of these salient rights. For example, insofar as the ‘best interests’ philosophy is concerned, there is perhaps more recognition of the right’s intent than a wholesale application of stand-alone best interests principles within contemporary Australian juvenile legislative and school policy endeavours, as with
participation, which has limited focus in juvenile justice legislation but for incidental incorporation in restorative strategies such as conferencing. Participation in school disciplinary processes across the domestic Australian landscape is also sporadic. Similarly, the important and complementary principles of natural justice, due process and procedural fairness appear to be entrenched within the education policy framework in most jurisdictions. Youth justice and proportionality principles are evident in most jurisdictions including restrictions on custodial sentencing, and proportionality of sentence can be found in many jurisdictions whilst diversion and restorative measures are, perhaps encouragingly, to be found in the juvenile justice legislation and education policy of several jurisdictions.

It is anticipated that the examination undertaken in this chapter will provide the necessary scaffolding for the development of rights-based discipline management strategies which will be the focus of the Chapter 5 of the thesis.
Chapter 5: A Rights-based Restorative Justice Approach For Australian Schools – A Framework for Implementation

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 of the thesis commenced with an overview of domestic law to identify the human rights aspects of the juvenile justice legal framework in Australia, which was extended later in the chapter. The chapter also discussed the constitutional implications for the Commonwealth pursuant to the provision of school services, a notion that will be important with respect to recommendations for the introduction of an apposite rights-based disciplinary management regime at the end of the thesis. This was followed by a discussion of domestic school behavioural management law and policy commencing with definitional aspects including the Commonwealth-initiated National Safe Schools Framework. The Framework has had a cursory reception from state and territory education agencies although, as discussed later in the chapter, some common ground between education policy and the Framework emerged. A significant portion of Chapter 4 focussed on a discussion of key domestic rights-based issues including those of best interests and participation, amongst others. The chapter also examined the diversion from traditional punitive juvenile justice processes with a view to judging the incorporation or otherwise into domestic law and policy of essential human rights safeguards found in the UNCRC and other instruments previously introduced in Chapter 3.

This chapter of the thesis extends the examination started in Chapter 4 and introduces the important concept of a rights-based approach, which will be further expanded to a juvenile-centric approach to human rights. The chapter will then discuss the important notion of restorative justice which will form the bedrock for the development of useful rights-based school behavioural management policy that incorporates and champions essential human rights safeguards in order to establish safer school environments. The development of such an approach also accords with the recommendations made by the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child that Australia intensifies its
response to the challenge of reducing school violence primarily through educational and socio-pedagogical methodology that also incorporates parental input. The chapter will initially examine restorative justice practices in domestic Australian juvenile justice settings and then will give an overview of examples of the use of restorative justice in Australian schools to date. The discussion will then be broadened to highlight linkages and benefits between the use of restorative justice methodology in schools and the wider community. The chapter will conclude with an extended discussion of the uniform adoption of model rights-based restorative justice practices in Australian schools culminating in the development of a suitable framework for use in Australian schools.

5.2 A Rights-based Approach

5.2.1 Defined

A rights-based approach can usefully be described as one that seeks to respect, protect and fulfil the human rights that are enshrined within international human rights frameworks. The approach places a focus on structural causes and manifestations, process and outcomes, with an emphasis on the realisation of rights against legal and moral rights bearers while acknowledging the entitlement of individuals to assistance. Fundamental to a rights-based approach is the expansion of laws, practices, mechanisms and administrative procedures to ensure both the fulfilment of entitlements and the opportunity to address violation or denial of rights. The centrality of the relationship between nation states or governments, known as duty bearers, and rights holders, represented by citizens, remains a focal element of a rights-based approach, in addition to participation by rights holders in the decision-making

1283 A rights-based approach was introduced in Chapter 1 of the thesis.
1285 Danish Institute for Human Rights, above n 491, 10.
processes of the duty bearers.1287 Fundamentally therefore, every human being is effectively a rights holder whilst in turn each human right is bestowed a duty bearer.1288

This relationship is at the core of a rights-based approach as rights rather than needs trigger obligations and attendant responsibilities.1289 In addition, it is necessary to determine who exactly is encumbered with the obligations and responsibilities with respect to such rights, along with duty bearer accountability and behaviour.1290 Under a rights-based approach, duty bearers are responsible to rights holders for human rights obligations under both international and domestic legislation.1291 In a rights-based regime, support mechanisms strive to ensure that entitlements are both attained and safeguarded whilst developing the capacity of duty holders to meet their obligations and rights holders to claim their rights whilst maintaining the dignity of individuals.1292 Effectively, this participative process allows rights holders to contribute to the process and to claim the rights to which they are entitled from duty bearers who owe responsibility toward the rights holders.1293 The duty bearer is held accountable rights holders themselves have a responsibility to respect the rights of others.1294 In the context of a rights-based philosophy, nation states are more correctly termed ‘legal duty bearers’ whilst entities such as private corporations, non-government organisations and other institutions are referred to as ‘moral duty bearers’.1295 However, the regulation of moral duty bearer actions remains with governments.1296

1287 ACFID, *Practice Note: Human Rights-based Approaches to Development*, above n 1284, 2.
1288 Danish Institute for Human Rights, above n 491.
1289 Ibid 10.
1290 Ibid.
1291 ACFID, *Practice Note: Human Rights-based Approaches to Development*, above n 1284, 2.
1293 Ibid 11.
1294 Danish Institute for Human Rights, above n 491.
1296 Danish Institute for Human Rights, above n 491, 12.
It is also incumbent on nation states or governments in a rights-based regime to ensure that a trio of rights-based obligations are routinely satisfied, including the respect of rights by preventing the violation of rights, the protection of rights that are equally available to all through the enactment of legislation prohibiting the denial or violation of rights by governments or non-state actors, and the taking of appropriate measures, including the necessary allocation of resources, to ensure that rights are enjoyed and promoted. It is also important in a rights-based approach to identify the key relationships between rights claimants and duty bearers, and to accord the necessary dignity and individual respect that empowers rights claimants to seek remedy for grievances using both formal and informal justice structures.

5.2.2 Structure

Structurally, a rights-based approach requires that accountability and transparency between duty bearers and rights holders be upheld in order to determine which human right is to be addressed, to what standard and by which party. Accountability in this sense endeavours to promote respect for the rule of law, encourage transparency in policy development and the discharging of positive obligations such as protection, fulfilment and promotion of human rights, in addition to negative obligations including abstinence from rights violations.

The concept of universality and individual dignity is also significant in a rights-based approach, as all persons are born of equal worth and are entitled to rights and dignity. Capacity development and empowerment is an additional lynchpin in a rights-based approach in order to establish an environment conducive to the realisation
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1297 Hallgath and Tarantola, above n 485, 159.
1299 Hallgath and Tarantola, above n 485, 159. See 3.3 above for a discussion on the notion of human rights.
1301 ACFID, Practice Note: Human Rights-based Approaches to Development, above n 1284, 3.
1304 ACFID, Practice Note: Human Rights-based Approaches to Development, above n 1284, 17.
1306 Monohan and Young, above n 516, 41.
of human rights by allowing rights holders to expand their capacity to demand and have their human rights upheld.\textsuperscript{1308}

The participatory process is paramount in the establishment of a rights-based approach, including in policy and legislative development, as contributions from stakeholders like rights holders and duty bearers ought to reflect unanimity between those who have a duty to act and those who are subject to rights violations.\textsuperscript{1309} The ability to participate, contribute and enjoy fundamental freedoms is also a feature of many human rights instruments\textsuperscript{1310} including the ICCPR and ECESCR. Finally, the interrelationship and interdependence between competing human rights is also a necessary consideration in a rights-based approach such that strategic alliances and partnerships, including those between rights holders,\textsuperscript{1311} can be beneficial, for example in circumstances where the right to health may also depend on satisfaction of the right to acquire information.\textsuperscript{1312} In this thesis, along with the participation element, particular emphasis has been placed on the best interests principle which remains of significant importance in a juvenile-oriented rights-based approach.

5.2.3 \textbf{Shortcomings}

The adoption of a rights-based approach is not without difficulties, however. Prominent among the potential shortcomings of a rights-based approach is the constant need to address the tension between the competing interests of rights holders or the balancing of rights and responsibilities\textsuperscript{1313} with resource allocation. This is an area of difficulty given that all persons are rights holders, which means that prioritisation is essential because not all problems can be effectively addressed together.\textsuperscript{1314} The extension of a rights-
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\item \textsuperscript{1312} UNICEF, \textit{A Human Rights-based Approach to Education for All}, above n 1286, 10.
\item \textsuperscript{1313} ibid 2.
\item \textsuperscript{1314} Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, \textit{Frequently Asked Questions on a Human Rights-Based Approach to Development Cooperation}, above n 484, 16.
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based approach to one centred on the interests of children and juveniles will now be discussed.

5.3 The Juvenile-oriented Rights-based Approach

5.3.1 Defined

Ensuring the welfare of and respect for juveniles remains a social and moral imperative in civil society,\textsuperscript{1315} and this has generated a heightened focus on the relevance of domestic and international human rights regimes as they apply to young people.\textsuperscript{1316} In preference to generalist human rights that merely include juveniles, a human rights-based approach that places particular emphasis on the rights of younger people with their attendant vulnerabilities, familial and community structure positioning and evolving capacities\textsuperscript{1317} is more likely to safeguard and promote juvenile rights.\textsuperscript{1318} In this regard, it is worth examining a rights-based approach as it applies to children and juveniles in the area of school violence.

5.3.2 Structure

Not unexpectedly, a rights-based approach to children and juveniles in the arena of school violence extracts much substance from the \textit{UNCRC}. Principally, the notion of the best interests of the child, in concert with guiding rights-based principles such as accountability and transparency, capacity and empowerment, universality, interdependence and participation are pivotal in generating a useable rights-based approach. Interdependence is fundamental to a rights-based approach as, for example, the participation element cannot act in isolation from associated rights such as freedom of expression under \textit{UNCRC} art 13. Thought, conscience, religion and association under arts 14 and 15 are also important in the context of the interdependence of rights being a key factor in any rights-based approach. Similarly, the provision of children’s rights to

\textsuperscript{1315} See Chapter 2 above for a discussion on the nature of juvenile violence including school-based violence in Australia.


\textsuperscript{1317} See Chapter 3 above for a discussion on the evolution of juvenile-oriented human rights including those provided by international legal instruments such as the \textit{UNCRC}.

\textsuperscript{1318} Australian Council For International Development, \textit{Child Rights}, above n 542.
education with respect to Indigenous students should not be divorced from rights protecting the linguistic or cultural traditions of these students.\textsuperscript{1319}

Expanding the capacity and empowerment of children and juveniles is a significant challenge in a juvenile rights-based approach given the difficulty in rights construction for young people caused by the real or perceived powerlessness of this class of rights holder. In effect, a rights-based approach directed at this class of persons will attempt to remedy shortcomings by providing them with rights that can be exercised while giving attention to any interference with their liberty in the exercising of these rights.\textsuperscript{1320} The capacity to both demand and uphold rights also has relevance to the universality element of a rights-based approach which promotes the universality and individual dignity of rights. The accountability and transparency of child rights demands that states are to secure entitlements for children and juveniles and meet obligations to respect, protect and fulfil rights on their behalf, which extends to the discharge of legislative, administrative and judicial action.\textsuperscript{1321}

Insofar as this thesis is concerned, however, the participation element along with the pivotal best interests of the child will, in the main, provide the necessary underpinning for the development of a useful children and juvenile rights-based policy approach to managing the problem of school violence in Australian schools. This will be expanded upon at the end of this chapter.

5.3.3 \textit{Participation in a Restorative Justice Approach to Juvenile School Violence}

As discussed above,\textsuperscript{1322} a rights-based approach sees the practical benefit of consultative participation between stakeholders such as duty bearers and rights holders in the construction and development of policy and legislative bulwarks as a more sophisticated societal response to the issue of school violence. That the \textit{UNCRC} enunciates the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1319} Monohan and Young, above n 516, 40.
  \item \textsuperscript{1321} Monohan and Young, above n 516, 40–41.
  \item \textsuperscript{1322} See 5.2 above for a discussion on a rights-based approach.
\end{itemize}
participation of children in decisions personal to them provides a useful structural foundation for any new approach to the challenge. Lundy and McEvoy suggest that the adaptation of a rights-based regime to one focussed on juveniles requires a binary approach which both identifies these persons as members of a larger ensemble of rights holders and provides them with not only a voice, but due weight and deference to their views as per UNCRC art 12. In according rights, state actors effectively acknowledge the importance of the participation and individual views of children and juveniles, which goes some distance towards empowering them as rights holders and therefore should not be undersold.

The views of juveniles have, in the main, been unnoticed, especially in the legal domain. While Australian courts have shown some guarded interest in admitting the views of children to be heard in matters personal to them, such concessions remain of limited impact. The adoption of a juvenile rights-based approach ought to provide an opportunity for juveniles to have an impact on decisions that affect them, although such participation may not necessarily be decisive as due consideration should also be given to the age and maturation of the child. Under art 12(2) of the UNCRC, the participatory rights of children or juveniles in judicial and administrative proceedings that affect them directly or indirectly are to be upheld by state parties to the UNCRC, including Australia, in a manner aligned with the procedural requirements of domestic law, with such participation being either personal or through a representative of the child or juvenile.

Nonetheless, despite the requirements of UNCRC art 12(2), a child in Australia, for example, does not as a matter of right have the ability to contribute to a legal proceeding, such as in matters involving sexual assault. Respecting a juvenile’s right
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to be heard should ostensibly inform decision-making in matters that have an impact upon them, suggests Lansdowne,\textsuperscript{1330} which has implications for practice given that juveniles will need to be provided with information that enables their engagement in such decision-making. Moreover, bodies such as the Australian Law Reform Commission have suggested moving away from a traditional view espousing a lack of maturity and reasoning by juveniles toward a position that increasing consideration should be given to their opinions as ‘mature minors’ in litigation, for example, as a result of better sensibleness and judgement on the part of juveniles.\textsuperscript{1331}

5.3.4 Best Interests of the Child in a Restorative Justice Approach to Juvenile School Violence

Incorporating the best interests principle under art 3(1) of the UNCRC\textsuperscript{1332} into a juvenile rights-based approach is of particular consequence given the expectation that the principle is to be appropriately and sympathetically incorporated into all ‘actions concerning children whether undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies.’\textsuperscript{1333} By extension, the application of the principle to programs and policies further reinforces the need for a considered approach that adequately reflects and respects the intent of the best interests principle.

In obligating state parties to ensure that the care and protection of children is their primary consideration, the difficult transition of the best interests concept to practical application in a useful juvenile rights-oriented approach is compounded by the many personalities and attendant rights and duties intertwined in situations involving juvenile school violence, including parents, guardians and school or teaching staff. There is no guidance, however, as to the definition of those rights and duties.\textsuperscript{1334} Nonetheless, whilst states are obligated to justify their actions or omissions contrary to the best interests of

\textsuperscript{1330} Lansdown, above n 643.
\textsuperscript{1331} Cumming and Mawdsley, above n 559, 42.
\textsuperscript{1332} See 3.6.9 above for a discussion of the best interests principle.
\textsuperscript{1333} Monohan and Young, above n 516, 44; see also McGoldrick, above n 555, 136; Australian Human Rights Commission, \textit{Human Rights Brief No 1}, above n 648, 1.
\textsuperscript{1334} McGoldrick, above n 555, 137.
the child, the principle is not without some dilution as the best interests of the child remains of pivotal but not sole or absolute consideration, and does not necessarily displace other legitimate or justified concerns.\textsuperscript{1335}

With this in mind, it would be useful to develop a rights-based discipline management regime for use in schools that reflects the participation of children and juveniles and the best interests of the child, yet also acknowledges the input of parents and other stakeholders. Parental responsibility in the administration of discipline management raises some interesting issues given the import of art 5 of the \textit{UNCRC}, which requires State parties to respect the ‘responsibilities, rights and duties of parents’ along with ‘legal guardians’ or ‘other persons legally responsible for the child’ to ‘provide in a manner consistent with the evolving capacities and development of the child appropriate direction and guidance in the exercise of the child’s rights pursuant to the \textit{UNCRC}’.\textsuperscript{1336} The potential for the rights of the child to emasculate parental rights under the \textit{UNCRC} has led to some contention in the Academy.\textsuperscript{1337}

Parental responsibility legislation throughout the domestic Australian jurisdiction provides some guidance as to the control and responsibility provided under the law for parents and guardians. It would be useful to now examine these provisions in light of the potential involvement of parents and guardians in a \textit{UNCRC}-compliant, rights-based approach to dealing with the issue of school violence. Before this important discussion takes place, however, the previously introduced critical notion of restorative justice will be examined more comprehensively, prior to its incorporation in a juvenile rights-based approach to managing school violence in Australian settings, which represents the main aim of the thesis.

\textsuperscript{1335} Monohan and Young, above n 516, 45.
\textsuperscript{1336} McGoldrick, above n 555, 138.
\textsuperscript{1337} Cumming and Mawdsley, above n 559, 39.
5.4 The Notion of Restorative Justice

5.4.1 Introduction

The concept of restorative justice was introduced in Chapter 3 of the study in the context of various approaches to juvenile offending undertaken by justice agencies and authorities. The discussion will now turn to a more detailed exploration of the origins of restorative justice, the concepts, advantages and disadvantages, the Australian experience, and most importantly, the application of the process to the development of suitable discipline management policies for use in the management of school violence.

The restorative approach is essentially seen as a superior method of dealing with offending to costly, punitive criminal justice regimes, and eschews the retributive traditional approach in favour of one that seeks reconciliation, healing, accountability and forgiveness and embeds the criminal justice system into social contexts. At its core, the restorative justice model views crime as principally a violation of people and relationships and aims to correct such wrongs while instigating a restoration process that is assisted with community, victim and offender input suggest White, Haines and Asquith. The restorative justice model is premised on some fitting assumptions including that, as a balanced approach, restorative justice should deny single objectives and justice measures and should instead be adaptable enough to respond to personal needs and exigencies and that the aftermath of offences should not be resolved without the personal involvement of stakeholders. Flexible in nature, a restorative justice approach encompasses various procedures and processes including diversion from traditional punitive court processes, victim-offender consultations and other varied actions which can be taken in concert with formal court procedures.
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5.4.2 **Suppositions that Underpin the Restorative Justice Framework**

White, Haines and Asquith\(^{1343}\) draw upon three interrelated suppositions that underpin the restorative justice framework. Essentially, the restorative approach is grounded in the notion that individual and collective liabilities and obligations result from violations including offender obligations to right as much of their wrongdoing as possible, while community obligations should be directed toward victims, offenders and general welfare of community members. In addition, the harm to victims and communities alike caused by the wrongdoing requires the input of stakeholders including victim, offender and familial and community representatives who have been harmed and therefore should be included in the justice process while Marshall adds that the input of these stakeholders is required in order to negotiate a collective resolution which extends to the charting of future implications for all involved.\(^{1344}\) Finally, according to White, Haines and Asquith, the restorative process seeks to maximise dialogue, participation, information exchange and mutual consent between victim and offender culminating in validation, vindication, restitution, testimony, safety and support for victims.\(^{1345}\) Effectively, restorative justice aims to focus on and treat offenders in a way that attempts to change future behaviour, whereas retributive justice attempts to focus on, punish and blame for past behaviour.\(^{1346}\)

5.4.3 **The Development of the Restorative Justice Movement**

Contemporary in theory but aged in practice, restorative justice can be identified in the traditions of the ancient world including the Arab, Greek, Hebrew and Roman civilisations, in addition to religious cultures as diversified as Buddhist, Taoist and Indian Hindu. The emergence of Anglo-European punitive approaches to the dispensing of justice, principally in the Norman philosophy of redirecting the responsibility of

\(^{1343}\) White, Haines and Asquith, above n 478, 228–229.  
\(^{1344}\) Marshall, ‘Criminal Mediation in Great Britain’, above n 479.  
\(^{1345}\) White, Haines and Asquith, above n 478, 228–229.  
wrongdoers from fellow person to sovereign states, has impeded the influence of restorative justice effectively for centuries.\textsuperscript{1347}

Nonetheless, the re-emergence of a restorative justice movement can be traced to a focus on community justice measures dispensed by non-Western cultures including those of the Maori and Native American, who have long embraced the notion of group or familial response to crimes.\textsuperscript{1348} From the 1970s onward, burgeoning victims’ rights and nascent informal justice initiatives surfaced including victim-offender reconciliation and victim-offender mediation or dialogue.\textsuperscript{1349} These grouped victims, offenders and intermediaries together to determine appropriate damage repair in the aftermath of an offence and were instrumental in the expansion of the restorative justice movement.\textsuperscript{1350} In contrast to the suppression of emotion typically found in retributive criminal justice methods that centre on fact establishment rather than the social, emotional and spiritual elements of individuals and communities, emotional engagement is fundamental to the restorative justice model which aims instead to build positivism through empathy, interest and excitement whilst suppressing the negativity contained in anger, fear, humiliation and disgust.\textsuperscript{1351}

Other programs and events that also helped formulate the modern restorative justice movement include victim advocacy, alternative conflict resolution practices, increased community and citizen participation in informal justice initiatives, and an increase in prisoner rights.\textsuperscript{1352} Social justice, prison abolition and peacemaking criminology movements also contributed to the development of the restorative justice as an alternative justice system as did growth in restitution from the 1960s as a vehicle for


\textsuperscript{1352} Daly and Immarigeon, above n 1350, 24–26.
promoting the rights of victims rather than through the punitive traditional justice system.\textsuperscript{1353} Sentencing or peacemaking circles were another initiative in the growth of restorative justice from the 1980s onwards and involve the use of consensus-based forums premised in healing and harmony. They require considerable citizen involvement and are comprised of offender, victim, familial and community stakeholders who engineer appropriate sanctions for offenders in order to achieve the twofold aim of conflict resolution and improvement in social conditions.\textsuperscript{1354} King et al suggest that circle methods are derived from methods long employed by Indigenous people and on occasion are utilised as part of court systems.\textsuperscript{1355}

5.4.4 The Concept of Restorative Justice

Restorative justice conceptually embraces many different applications at different stages of the criminal process ranging from diversion from court prosecution, meetings between stakeholders affected by an offence such as victim and offender, to actions taken in concert with court determinations. These applications are engaged not only in juvenile and some adult criminal matters but also in civil determinations.\textsuperscript{1356} Aside from the criminal justice and education applications which are germane to this thesis it should also be acknowledged that there have been inroads into the use of restorative justice reform in other important areas such as industrial law, diplomacy, peacekeeping and family welfare, which points to a growing appreciation for a restorative methodology that embraces personal and collective wellbeing.\textsuperscript{1357}

With respect to practical, wide-scale use, family group conferencing forms the bulk of restorative justice initiatives and will be the focus of school violence policy development in this chapter of the thesis. This approach to repairing the harm caused by an offence requires the input of stakeholders such as the victim, offender, family members, community representatives and the like, to discuss the impact of the offence

\textsuperscript{1355} King et al, above n 1353, 42.
\textsuperscript{1356} Daly and Hayes, above n 1349.
\textsuperscript{1357} Morrison, \textit{Restoring Safe School Communities}, above n 1347, 79.
on the persons involved and strategies to enable the offender to repair the harm caused by her or his actions suggest Cunneen and White.\textsuperscript{1358}

5.4.5 Benefits of Restorative Justice

Although not without difficulties, the restorative justice approach can claim numerous advantages over the existing punitive retributive criminal justice method. Face-to-face encounters such as those experienced in a group conference can be sobering and confrontational for the offender as the forum itself prevents avoidance of the consequences of the offence due to the presence of victim and familial support representatives. This is in contrast with the retributive criminal justice approach which to some extent encourages the depersonalisation of the offence and a culture of denial and passivity by offenders.\textsuperscript{1359} Benefits of diversionary policy and practice include avoidance of stigmatisation associated with the prosecution and conviction of young offenders, cost and resource savings for criminal justice and law enforcement agencies, increased opportunities to identify familial, health or behavioural factors that contribute to offending, active participation in proceedings by the child or juvenile offender, and averting the association of first or minor offenders with recidivist or serious offenders in traditional punitive criminal justice systems.\textsuperscript{1360}

However, whilst victim empowerment is a by-product of conferencing rather than the anonymity often experienced under traditional justice methods, it must also be acknowledged that offenders can in fact ‘orient’ themselves to the conference in order to repair their own reputation rather than the harm caused by the offending behaviour.\textsuperscript{1361} Nonetheless, the social benefits of the restorative method include the opportunity for positivity on the part of offenders, which can promote the sense that they will be reintegrated and re-accepted by society compared to traditional retributive justice methods.\textsuperscript{1362} Another important relational element of restorative practices is the notion
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that crimes in effect violate human relationships and damage communities. Therefore, even though it is often committed by a stranger, an offence effectively forms a relationship between the offender and victim that can potentially be repaired through the restorative method, which may contribute to healthier communities.\(^{1363}\)

Bowen and Consedine argue that, significantly, it is this entirely appropriate community empowerment implicit in restorative methods rather than traditional criminal justice methods\(^{1364}\) that potentially offers broader societal advantage by enabling community members to utilise their strengths as credible participants by contributing toward the expansion of community justice solutions including restoration, rehabilitative and public safety objectives and community healing more generally.\(^{1365}\) Further collective advantage can be found in the potential for victim and offender alike to view each other not stereotypically but rather as people, leading to an improvement in the victim’s interests as a result of reparation that extends further than simply financial recompense, for example, including apologies along with the performance of work for victims, and seeking appropriate counselling.\(^{1366}\) Restorative justice methods can also offer increased levels of comprehension and flexibility for participant stakeholders compared to traditional justice methods.

The benefit or otherwise of restorative justice as a factor in the reduction of recidivism is deserving of some focus. It is seen very much as a tertiary crime prevention method in that prevention of re-offending is the focus of the restorative methodology, rather than primary prevention which logically is targeted at stopping offending in the first instance. Local and international research into restorative measures has been inconclusive in terms of recidivism reduction, although as is often the case with research evidence, structural and methodological difficulties may have skewed the data.\(^{1367}\) An obvious
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example would be the classification of recidivism narrowly in the research data as new convictions, whilst a broader view would also encompass arrest rates.\textsuperscript{1368}

The effect of restorative measures on recidivism is controversial and remains an impediment to the widespread acceptance of restorative measures as a legitimate alternative to traditional retributive methods. It should however be conceded that restorative justice is primarily concerned with relationship repair, empowerment and the opportunity to formulate a better future following the aftermath of an offence, rather than the reduction of recidivism. However, until mainstream research justifies the worth of restorative methods with respect to recidivism reduction or general crime prevention, there is potential for the approach to occupy only peripheral or tangential space in the criminal justice system,\textsuperscript{1369} even though encouraging results in youth offending reduction have been recorded in Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Germany and the United States while cause for some cautious optimism in recidivism reduction was also expressed recently by Larsen.\textsuperscript{1370}

Promising Australian research in the New South Wales jurisdiction suggests that juvenile conferencing can lead to a sizeable reduction in recidivism amongst juvenile offenders irrespective of criminal history, gender, age and Aboriginality.\textsuperscript{1371} Varnham notes that a large scale Australian violent crime study has also revealed a significant decline in recidivism rates for randomly selected conference participants compared to those processed in court,\textsuperscript{1372} and there is some research evidence suggesting a reduction in the severity of reoffending that can be attributed to restorative justice practices.\textsuperscript{1373} Conversely however, a 2012 study that compared the recidivism rates of juvenile
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offenders who participated in youth justice conferencing in New South Wales with those processed through the state children’s court found minuscule differences in juvenile recidivism, seriousness or timing of further offences.1374

5.4.6 Criticisms of Restorative Justice

Notwithstanding the potential benefits of and enthusiasm for the notion of non-retributive, restorative justice models such as diversion, particularly in the treatment of juvenile offenders, criticism has not been avoided. It would be useful at this junction to examine the perceived shortcomings of the restorative justice method. Criticism of diversionary policy and practice has been directed toward the requirement that participants are for the most part voluntary, which creates difficulty within the confines of a criminal justice system as a lack of participation severely limits the restorative options.1375 Neutrality amongst facilitators is of concern, as diversionary proceedings such as conferences should ideally be administered by parties independent of law enforcement, including judicial officers or perhaps community based lawyers. Caution should be exercised in the imposition of penalties to ensure that they do not exceed those ordered by courts in like determinations.1376 Moreover, diversionary proceedings should not operate more oppressively or in a fashion intimidating to young offenders, nor should more offenders than necessary be either inserted into the criminal justice system or become more involved in restorative programs1377 due to so-called ‘net widening.’1378 Also of concern are the apparent limitations in access to legal advice for child or juvenile offenders.1379

More broadly, restorative justice methods have also attracted censure by judges, magistrates, prosecutors and police who remain sceptical of the deterrence quality of

1376 Australian Law Reform Commission, above n 563, [18.54].
1377 Ibid.
1378 Net widening refers to situations where programs that are designed to divert juveniles from the traditional juvenile justice system actually have the effect of capturing juveniles who would not normally have contact with juvenile justice systems which effectively expands social control.
restorative programs, instead seeing restorative methods as a second class form of justice that does little to dissuade criminal elements. They cite an overemphasis on personal issues rather than punishment and an excessive focus on prevention and diversion, which has further engendered a perception of leniency amongst detractors. Similarly, although important in operation, the diverse nature of restorative justice methods may present a less than coherent image to mainstream consumers more accustomed to traditional criminal justice methods leading to the potential risk of reducing restorative methods to little more than tokenism within the confines of a traditional criminal justice system, for example when pilot restorative practices and procedures are incorporated only at the periphery. In a similar fashion, Zehr and Mika suggest that the use of progressive humane language to describe what amounts to little more than traditional punitive responses repackaged as restorative justice initiatives reflects similar disdain and remains a source of concern.

Likewise, notes White, some confusion has arisen regarding the use of family group conferences to dispense traditional retributive justice punitive outcomes, which are labelled restorative justice purely because of the forum employed. Detractors often point to the potential erosion of legal safeguards and protection that underpin traditional criminal justice practices, for example, the coercion of defendants to accept excessive punishment in a conference, while a small but consistent band of victims have also voiced concerns about feeling worse after having participated in a conference. Secondary victimisation is also an issue to be considered within the restorative justice model, in that victims should not be obligated to face an offender in family group conferencing when they have already been intimidated by the offender or the offender has been in an unequal position of power over the victim, for example in circumstances
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of sexual or violent assault. However, there have also been some encouraging outcomes in sexual assault conferencing and a reduction in the incidence of post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms, which has important implications for school bullying victims.

A further complication in the participation of victims in restorative practices is the question of their actual status in conferences, for example in relation to compensation or reparation for the effects of an offence. Specifically, does the legitimate interest of the victim extend beyond reparation or compensation, such as the right to receive services and other support, to ‘actual’ punishment of offenders in addition to other issues including proportionality of sentence and impartiality, such as in the case of a particularly malevolent victim as opposed to one who is more forgiving? The notion that victims have a stake in the offence is predictable, but the question of whether victims have any part in the punishment of offenders is a difficult one and raises further issues regarding independence, impartiality and by extension the question as to whether offenders actually receive a fair hearing in restorative interventions such as conferencing. Additionally, teaching staff are oft ignored victims in school-based restorative conferencing. Although it may be incumbent on educators to deal with school violence incidents professionally, surely they are entitled to feel valued and safe. This is an area in which restorative methodology could be a useful tool as it allows teaching staff the opportunity to participate in the process as well as encouraging offending students to confront the affected teaching staff, fostering awareness and understanding in the offending student and ensuring that the incident will be dealt with seriously.

1388 King et al, above n 1353, 51.
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Given that community involvement is an essential ingredient in the restorative justice process, any practice or process that requires such a contribution must contend with discrepancies in the levels of skill and resources typically present in communities. Contemporary societies routinely display age and cultural social divides which are increasingly exaggerated in aging populations typical of most Western societies. There are also racial, social, religious and secular dissimilarities that engender social injustice and general inequity. Further, whilst delay and excessive cost pressures in traditional judicial proceedings are ubiquitous in many jurisdictions, a potential benefit of restorative measures such as conferencing would seem to be efficiency and expediency. However, this may not necessarily be the case as similar cost cutting and administrative shortcomings may also be experienced with conferencing regimes, for example in high volume jurisdictions.

Notwithstanding difficulties such as these, there is the potential for offences to be personalised by the victim and offender, and for anguish and pain to be articulated, which can be remedial for the stakeholders involved. These are features conspicuous by their absence in the traditional retributive justice system. The discussion will now turn to the nature of restorative juvenile justice measures within the Australian landscape, followed by the identification and overview of important linkages between restorative justice methodology and practices in juvenile justice and school-based discipline management.

5.5 Restorative Practices in the Juvenile Criminal Justice System: The Australian Experience

Diversion from retributive criminal justice processes is practiced across all domestic jurisdictions in Australia and is in the main limited to police cautioning or the conference option although other options include mediation and circle sentencing. Seen as an expedient and efficient response to juvenile offending, which is often transient and

1397 Bowen and Consedine, above n 1359, 24.
less serious in nature compared to adult criminality, it is also thought to lessen the criminogenic effect of labelling and stigmatisation.1398

5.5.1 Cautioning
Cautions can take the form of an informal warning from a police officer to a young offender or a formal caution that will deflect the offender away from the formal court system. This second category of caution involves an officially recorded warning from police which is recorded often on police premises in the presence of the juvenile’s family members.1399 Cautioning is practiced across all Australian jurisdictions and is often covered by legislation.1400

5.5.2 Conferencing
The emergence of family group conferencing in the 1990s generated much debate in the Australian jurisdiction. Although ultimately replaced by a statutory based scheme in New South Wales, the so-called Wagga or police facilitated model of conferencing represents the foundation of widespread acceptance across the Australian juvenile criminal justice jurisdictions.1401 The mechanics and philosophy of conferencing were heavily scrutinised in the 1990s, principally with regard to the merits or otherwise of the Wagga model as compared with the so-called New Zealand conferencing model. The New Zealand model is in the main facilitated by non-police personnel and has been widely taken up in the Australian jurisdiction.1402 The Wagga conferencing approach relies on the concept of ‘reintegrative shaming’, which invokes a measure of remorse in the offender yet does not promote stigmatisation. It is a concept that has been influential in the restorative justice movement although not without criticism, principally in the

1399 Cunneen and White, above n 204, 364.
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area of significant structural inflexibility for indigenous juvenile offenders who display sizeable cultural and social variation from other offenders.\textsuperscript{1403}

The New Zealand model promotes the reintegration of juvenile offenders into communities and has been adopted generally across the Australian jurisdiction at the expense of the Wagga model, although both police and non-police facilitated conferencing is in operation at present.\textsuperscript{1404} Consequently, conferencing for juvenile offenders across the Australian landscape has become ubiquitous, unlike the largely sporadic restorative justice options for adult offenders. These are less extensive and largely varied, although victim-offender mediation is generally available domestically and other restorative justice programs are offered for example in New South Wales for adults\textsuperscript{1405} including conferencing as does South Australia.

The various methodological approaches to juvenile conferencing across the Australian landscape typically require admission of guilt by the juvenile offender and range from police-initiated diversion from court processes, conferencing ordered by courts as a diversion, sentencing and pre-sentence options or alternatives to a supervised order, for example, with recidivism reduction in juvenile offenders being an obvious imperative.\textsuperscript{1406} In accordance with restorative justice aims, the conference generally seeks to involve the victim, offender and other participants such as parents, police representatives, support persons, etc in an attempt to apprise the offender of the effect of the offence on victim and community alike, encourage behavioural change, repair the harm caused by the offence and establish a future behaviour strategy typically described as an action plan to make amends for the offence. The overarching aim is to reintegrate the juvenile offender into the community.

\textsuperscript{1405} King, et al above n 1353.
\textsuperscript{1406}\textit{Children and Young Persons Act 2008} (ACT) s 75; \textit{Young Offenders Act 1997} (NSW) s 34; \textit{Youth Justice Act} (NT) s 39; \textit{Juvenile Justice Act 1992} (Qld) s 22; \textit{Young Offenders Act 1993} (SA) s 10; \textit{Youth Justice Act 1997} (Tas) s 37; \textit{Children, Youth and Families Act 2005} (Vic) s 415; \textit{Young Offenders Act 1994} (WA) s 24.
Conferencing also allows victims to participate in judicial proceedings in appropriate circumstances, play a role in determining the specifics of harm repair, seek answers and communicate their views to offenders. An advantage of conferencing that should not be underestimated particularly in the context of juvenile offending is the immediate response to offending behaviour that conferencing provides, effectively reducing contact with criminal justice agencies. This is a tangible benefit given the tendency for increased contact that is routinely experienced by juvenile offenders following initial exposure, particularly at an early age. A brief summary of current juvenile justice conferencing measures employed by Australian states and territories will now be provided.

### 5.5.3 Australian Capital Territory

Conferencing programs for juvenile offenders commenced in a police-convened, unlegislated form during the 1990s in the Australian Capital Territory, which now has comprehensive restorative justice legislation allowing referral for juvenile offenders to conferencing by police, courts or post sentence. Conference eligibility criteria include the juvenile offender’s perceived impact of the offence, personal characteristics, motivation, remorse and contrition. Excluded offences include unlawful death, sexual offences, some drug offences and crimes of domestic and personal violence, with generally less serious offences being eligible for conferencing. Essential conference participants include the victim and their parent or substitute and the child or juvenile offender, while other participants can involve police, parent of offender, and various support persons.

---


1408 Ibid.


1411 Ibid 2.

1412 *Crimes (Restorative Justice) Act 2004* (ACT) s 12.

5.5.4  **New South Wales**

Unlegislated and police-convened during the 1991–1994 time period,\(^{1414}\) conferencing was implemented state-wide in New South Wales following the enactment of the *Young Offenders Act 1997* (NSW) in the late 1990s and requires that juvenile offenders consent to the conference. Attendees include the child offender, victim, legal representatives, parent and family members, and in suitable circumstances, other participants including community members, school personnel and social workers, amongst other parties.\(^ {1415}\) Unlawful death, various sexual and drug offences and personal or domestic violence cases are excluded from conferencing determination.\(^ {1416}\) Conferencing in New South Wales can be referred by both police and courts.\(^ {1417}\)

5.5.5  **Northern Territory**

The *Youth Justice Act* (NT) provides a legislative foundation for youth justice conferencing in the Northern Territory.\(^ {1418}\) A ‘presumption of diversion’ is to be upheld whereby juveniles believed to have committed offences must be diverted from the traditional retributive criminal justice system unless a serious offence has been committed, including unlawful killing, inflicting grievous harm, robbery and some sex offences, or where the juvenile offender’s previous history deems her or him unsuitable.\(^ {1419}\) Participants in the youth justice conference include the offender, victim and family members, although the legislation is silent on other likely attendees.

5.5.6  **Queensland**

In the Queensland jurisdiction, no specific offences are excluded from conferencing although police officers have discretionary power to consider the nature of the offence as to its suitability for conferencing.\(^ {1420}\) Police referrals to youth justice conferencing are

---

\(^{1414}\) Daly and Hayes, above n 1349, 3.


\(^{1416}\) Young Offenders Act 1997 (NSW) s 8.

\(^{1417}\) Ibid pt 5.

\(^{1418}\) Youth Justice Act (NT) s 39.


the only available avenue in Queensland as of 2013 when court referrals were abolished subsequent to Queensland legislative amendments to the controlling *Youth Justice Act 1992* (Qld). Essential participants in conferencing are not specifically identified under the Queensland legislation but logically, in a similar fashion to other jurisdictions, offender, victim, parent or responsible person, conveners, legal representatives and police officers would likely be permitted as attendees in addition to other parties including Indigenous participants where appropriate.

### 5.5.7 South Australia

Conferencing buttressed by statutory recognition has long been available in the South Australian jurisdiction which is also high volume in nature.\(^ {1421}\) Under the provisions of the *Young Offenders Act 1993* (SA), youth justice conferencing is available for minor offences and may involve the juvenile offender, police representative and youth justice coordinators who are either Youth Court magistrates or appointed to the role.\(^ {1422}\) Suitability is determined with reference to the amount of harm caused, the probability of recidivism, the offender’s character, offence history and parental or guardian attitude.\(^ {1423}\) Conferencing can be initiated by courts and police whilst juvenile offenders and the Commissioner of Police are to agree on undertakings or decisions made in family conferences.\(^ {1424}\) In a similar fashion to other jurisdictions, participants in conferencing can include victims, offenders and support persons including parents and guardians.

### 5.5.8 Tasmania

In Tasmania youth justice conferencing was previously conducted by police in an unlegislated format during the mid to late 1990s, prior to the enactment of the supporting legislation.\(^ {1425}\) Offences excluded from youth justice conferencing determination in Tasmania include prescribed offences committed by juvenile offenders such as unlawful killing including murder, manslaughter, attempted murder, rape and

---
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sexual assault and serious property offences such as armed robbery.\textsuperscript{1426} Youth justice conferencing can be instigated by police as diversion from court\textsuperscript{1427} or by courts in sentencing. Essential attendees at youth justice conferences include offender, convener and police representative, while victims, familial and support persons, including Indigenous elders if required and other appropriate persons, can also be invited to proceedings. Outcomes must be agreed to by offender, police representative and victim if present.\textsuperscript{1428}

5.5.9 \textit{Victoria}

Conferencing of juvenile offenders in Victoria commenced in an unlegislated non-government framework in 1995 that provided conferencing options for juvenile offenders who had previously appeared in courts.\textsuperscript{1429} At present, conferencing is conducted pursuant to provisions in the \textit{Children, Youth and Families Act 2005} (Vic). It is unique in that diversion to conferences is an available option for courts only with no police referrals permitted. It further requires the essential attendance of juvenile offender and legal practitioner, convener and police representative, whilst parents, victim and other personnel permitted by the convener, such as other significant persons, may also attend.\textsuperscript{1430} Conferencing in Victoria is conducted by community-based concerns and provides courts with a diversionary alternative to youth supervision or probation orders, while courts must also consider conference participation by juvenile offenders during sentencing.\textsuperscript{1431}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1426] Ibid s 3(1).
\item[1427] Ibid s 15.
\item[1429] Daly and Hayes, above n 1349, 3.
\item[1430] \textit{Children, Youth and Families Act 2005} (Vic) ss 415(6)–(7).
\end{footnotes}
5.5.10 Western Australia

Since the 1990s, Western Australia has engaged Juvenile Justice Teams\textsuperscript{1432} comprised of police officers, coordinators and cultural or ethnic group representatives\textsuperscript{1433} in several locations to coordinate family group conferencing. The aim is to facilitate an ‘action plan’ or contract for the young offender to make amends for the offence that will not be recorded as a conviction if the plan is followed. Of particular relevance for this thesis is the ability of school representatives to participate in conference proceedings.\textsuperscript{1434} Typical of conferencing and restorative methods generally, young offenders in Western Australia are entitled to dispense with the conference and return to the traditional juvenile justice system. The promotion of responsible citizenship is also an aim of the conference which is inextricably linked with parental influence in the development of the juvenile. As such, parental or alternative responsible adult contribution to the conference proceedings is fundamental to the success or otherwise of the conference process, as is the attendance of victims, although they are not obligated to do so and can instead articulate their views regarding the offence in writing.\textsuperscript{1435} According to Malcolm, since the introduction of conferencing in Western Australia, positive results have been realised including program completion rates and solid outcomes following conference interventions.\textsuperscript{1436} Schedule 1 and 2 offences committed by juveniles in Western Australia including unlawful killing, sexual and drug offences, criminal damage by fire and offences against the administration of justice are not able to be conferenced, however.\textsuperscript{1437}

5.5.11 Trends in Juvenile Justice Conferencing in Australia

Demographically, there is a consistent theme throughout the various Australian jurisdictions in the prevalence of male offenders being referred to conferences compared to females. This is unsurprising given the proportionally higher contact rates of juvenile males with the criminal justice system, most usually in a 3:1 ratio bracket, with a large

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1432} Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) pt 5.
\item \textsuperscript{1433} See 3.2.2 above for a brief discussion on Juvenile Justice Teams in Western Australian.
\item \textsuperscript{1434} Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) s 37.
\item \textsuperscript{1436} Malcolm, above n 23, 32.
\item \textsuperscript{1437} Richards, ‘Police-Referred Restorative Justice for Juveniles in Australia’, above n 1404, 5.
\end{itemize}
Also of concern is the disproportionately higher representation of Indigenous juvenile offenders in criminal justice systems throughout Australia. These are not paired with conferencing rates suggesting that, although many diversionary measures for Indigenous offenders may be unavailable, particularly in remote areas, after controlling for age, gender, offending history and offence type there is a large discrepancy in Indigenous conferencing rates.\(^{1441}\) There are also similar Indigenous to non-Indigenous discrepancies in the use of other diversionary methods such as cautioning.\(^{1442}\) The overrepresentation of Indigenous youth offenders is of major concern as research has shown that such a discrepancy cascades with each discretionary stage in the criminal justice process, resulting in even higher levels in more serious processes and outcomes. This highlights the importance of adequate restorative measures to reduce the high initial contact of Indigenous youth with criminal justice systems.\(^{1443}\) Although beyond the scope of this study, there have been some useful adult restorative justice programs\(^{1444}\) such as in the ACT under legislation,\(^{1445}\) for both serious and lesser offences,\(^{1446}\) Western Australia,\(^{1447}\) South Australia,\(^{1448}\) New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria\(^{1449}\) and other states.\(^{1450}\)
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1438 Ibid 8, 9.
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1440 See n 1378 above for a definition of net widening.
1442 Allard et al, above n 1398, 4.
1443 Ibid 1.
1444 See Daly and Hayes, above n 1349, 3 for a discussion of the so-called ‘reintegrative shaming experiments or RISE’ during the mid-1990s in the Australian Capital Territory, which utilised conferencing for offenders aged up to the late 20s in specific categories including drink-driving.
1445 Crimes (Restorative Justice) Act 2004 (ACT) s 15.
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As discussed earlier, restorative justice processes put forward an alternative justice script grounded in social relations and broader community participation combined with the direct participation of victim, offender and other stakeholders. The use of restorative justice methods in school discipline management therefore advances an alternative approach to punitive justice methods. This will be now be discussed, initially in light of experiences in Australian schools, then further expanded through the development of a rights-based approach to juvenile violence in schools framed in restorative justice methodology later in the chapter.

5.6 Australian Schools and the Use of Restorative Justice Practices

Restorative methods have some history in the domestic education arena as Australian schools have been viewed as pioneering in the approach to some extent. The escalation of violent incidents and lethality in school violence, in concert with the perceived inadequacy of existing school-based disciplinary management methods, have fuelled a search for new approaches and strategies to buttress student and staff safety in schools and by extension a heightened focus on alternative behavioural management scripts including those offered by restorative justice methods and practices. As a result, an increased focus on restorative methodology and practices has emerged as the mechanisms through which safety and behaviour are regulated at school level are indelibly linked to the behaviours that schools aim to strengthen and enhance during the program conducted through the Fremantle Magistrates Court during the early 2000s that involved conferencing of male adult offenders who had entered a guilty plea in response to assault charges or property offences including larceny, stealing and burglary and fraud.


See King et al, above n 1353, for a discussion on post-sentence restorative justice programs for adult offenders available in the New South Wales jurisdiction. Dispute Resolution Centres and active victim-offender mediation at all stages of the justice process are available in Queensland albeit restricted to the Magistrates Court, while designated Victorian neighbourhood justice centres can provide adult restorative justice initiatives.
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restoration and regulation of safe school communities.\textsuperscript{1454} This is an area in which restorative practices have the potential to make a positive impact.

5.6.1 \textit{Existing Formalised School Disciplinary Management}

Notwithstanding the examples of restorative justice experiences to date that will soon be discussed, school disciplinary management in Australian schools has predominantly been grounded in familiar formal approaches. The primary form of school safety management can be described as so-called regulatory formalism, which is an approach reliant on institutional representatives that formalise moral assessment on the wrongfulness of actions followed by a legal assessment of appropriate punishment,\textsuperscript{1455} where both problems and responses are essentially predetermined and are assigned through school rules and codes of conduct, including suspension and exclusion for more serious infractions.

Formalised responses include zero tolerance type approaches to school disciplinary management which typically identify disruptive and violent student behaviour and impose sanctions for infractions irrespective of magnitude.\textsuperscript{1456} At first blush, suggests Morrison, punitive retributive responses such as these appear to be clear, consistent and responsive, yet lack flexibility in that they are not reactive to pivotal school community requirements as well as having a negative effect on emotional resilience and responsibility, resulting in a numbing rather than nurturing effect in both character and

\textsuperscript{1454} Morrison, \textit{Restoring Safe School Communities}, above n 1347, 96.
\textsuperscript{1456} M L Teasley, ‘Shifting From Zero Tolerance to Restorative Justice in Schools’ (2014) 36(3) \textit{Children and Schools} 131.
practice. In their existing form, however, school discipline management plans and procedures largely focus on what should happen to offending students in the form of sanctions/penalties as a consequence of breach of school rules, whilst the impact on school community members who are affected by the disruptive behaviour is given scant regard.

With limitations such as these inherent in retributive methods and the enthusiasm for the use of restorative methodology, it would now be opportune to track the implementation of group conferencing in Australian schools, which has in fact had a long gestation. A brief overview of selected Australian school conferencing programs will now be provided, with some focus on the more highly developed and successful innovations in Australian school settings.

5.6.2 Conferencing in Australian Schools
Conferencing in Australian schools had its genesis in the state of Queensland commencing in the mid-1990s. A significant number of schools pioneered the use of so-called community accountability conferencing modelled on juvenile justice practices to deal with serious incidents of school violence, including assault and serious victimisation in addition to school property damage and theft. This program resulted in some useful findings including low recidivism rates amongst the student cohort, high agreement compliance, general overall satisfaction with the conferencing process, and a sense that restorative methods offered wholesale advantage over punitive school disciplinary management policy. Other positive responses to the intervention included feelings of respect experienced by participants with fair outcomes, positive school perceptions by family members post-conference, and a belief that safer school environments with reinforced school values had been achieved. It should also be noted that restorative justice practice and procedure can be complemented by more

1457 Morrison, Restoring Safe School Communities, above n 1347, 97.
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1459 Varnham, ‘Keeping them Connected’, above n 1370, 76.
1461 Morrison, Restoring Safe School Communities, above n 1347, 123.
familiar techniques of conflict resolution, such as counselling and mentoring for at-risk students, which can contribute to reducing episodic school violence by instructing students in non-violent dispute resolution, along with instructional curricula that explore ethical and moral violent behaviour issues for student benefit as well as conflict avoidance strategies.\textsuperscript{1462}

Restorative conferencing pilot programs and evaluations have been conducted in Victorian schools\textsuperscript{1463} across a diverse band of government, non-government, metropolitan and rural schools dating from the late 1990s and early 2000s. These trialled conferencing using a professional development strategy encompassing training for school staff in restorative philosophy and methodology in order to resolve incidents of school violence and other behavioural infractions without resort to suspension or exclusion.\textsuperscript{1464} This survey also reinforced that a whole of school approach to restorative methods is preferable in view of the inevitable frictions with traditional punitive disciplinary methods, a focus on the input of school leadership in conferencing, and the ongoing need for both collegiate support and adequate time allocation for solid training and instruction as well as conference facilitation.\textsuperscript{1465} Another important finding from the survey concerned the difficulty of enmeshing restorative practice and policy in the administration of school discipline, resulting in a recommendation that reframing discipline management as relationship management could be a worthwhile strategy to infuse restorative justice methodology and practices at system and policy levels which would facilitate practical application within schools.\textsuperscript{1466}

These early experiences in Queensland and Victorian schools also highlighted a need for the inclusion of restorative practices within wider school disciplinary frameworks allowing broader coverage, in addition to further student development in the area of emotional learning in order for them to better articulate feelings. It is suggested that this

\textsuperscript{1462} Noguera, above n 278, 190.
\textsuperscript{1464} Armstrong, Tobin and Thorsborne, above n 1460.
\textsuperscript{1465} Morrison, Restoring Safe School Communities, above n 1347, 125.
\textsuperscript{1466} Armstrong, Tobin and Thorsborne, above n 1460, 5.
will go some way toward curbing conflict when it arises and also better equip them as conference participants.\(^{1467}\) A research project completed in the mid-2000s examined the use of restorative methods in Victorian schools and championed the whole of school approach in the use of restorative measures including in the teaching and learning area and more generally in the use of school-wide restorative language. This was combined with a shift in focus from behaviour to that of relationship management including the repair, nurturing and building of relationships across schools.\(^{1468}\) This project employed a whole of school approach combined with a band of restorative strategies in four regional centres involving public and Catholic primary and secondary schools. It emphasised conflict resolution, relationship enhancement and educational inclusion, eschewing the existing methods in favour of preventative, early intervention and specific behaviour management. The project achieved encouraging outcomes including the use of restorative strategies in teaching and learning and curriculum development.\(^{1469}\)

Conferencing was introduced New South Wales schools during the late 1990s in the form of a pilot scheme that proposed conferencing as an alternative to exclusion and suspension, initially in response to school bullying and then extended to other school conflict issues. It enjoyed significant success, measured in the reduction of lost school days by students for disciplinary infractions.\(^{1470}\) The success of school-based restorative methods within the New South Wales jurisdiction are worthy of some focus. For example, there is the case of the Churchill Fellowship Award winning Rozelle Public School in inner city Sydney which experienced a whole of school culture change over a two year period that included decreases in school suspensions and bullying incidents, increased community connectedness, better academic results by the student cohort and increased parental participation following the introduction of conferencing and other

\(^{1467}\) Morrison, *Restoring Safe School Communities*, above n 1347, 125.


\(^{1469}\) Ibid.

restorative measures such as circle processes and mediation.\textsuperscript{1471} The school achieved a worthwhile increase in capacity, leadership and sense of community, with particular emphasis on linkages between behavioural change and academic achievement and stakeholder empowerment and respect for the diversity of the student cohort, which was particularly prevalent at the school.\textsuperscript{1472}

Similarly, the inner city Lewisham Primary School in Sydney also represents a notable achievement in the use of restorative measures, principally in the form of conflict resolution and behaviour management systems in collaboration with local police and other agencies that aimed to provide safe, supportive and relevant learning conditions for students and safer environs for families and local communities.\textsuperscript{1473} School teachers were provided with extensive training and ongoing instruction in restorative measures, which contributed to a change in behaviour management culture at the school.\textsuperscript{1474} Ultimately, police attendance at the school was reduced whilst conferencing outcomes involving key stakeholders such as student offenders and victims, parents and teaching staff were also encouraging.\textsuperscript{1475} Other worthwhile school-based restorative justice initiatives in New South Wales include community forum projects which complemented other promising measures such as peer mediation in response to school bullying and antisocial behaviour by students.\textsuperscript{1476}

The Australian Capital Territory has been particularly proactive in implementing and maintaining restorative methodology in the school behaviour management area, as seen in a series of studies dating from the mid-1990s that examined the important issue of shame management as a component of the healing process intrinsic in restorative practices, specifically in the context of how students both acknowledge and displace
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shame management while oscillating into and out of school bullying behaviours.\textsuperscript{1477} Important findings that support flexibility in behavioural change interventions such that risk and protective factors can be adequately addressed, socially responsible relationship building and appropriate and contextual response to school violence in the form of bullying are all key factors in dealing with forms of school violence.\textsuperscript{1478}

In 2000 the Australian Capital Territory Education Department provided support for training in restorative methodology for staff facilitated by independent consultants in order to address bullying and harassment, inter-staff disputes and other conflicts.\textsuperscript{1479} Research conducted by the Australian National University showed that shame management is a useful mediation variable in addressing the linked issues of bullying and victimisation in school settings.\textsuperscript{1480} In recognising that cultural change is required for the sustainable success of restorative methodology in schools, the Australian Capital Territory has employed a multifaceted approach to professional development and support for school-based practitioners in order to engage and nourish leadership, the development of localised expertise and support networks, quality of planning and a high concentration of quality restorative practices in schools.\textsuperscript{1481} A further salient characteristic of the program relates to the need to first change adult behaviour in the process, as students necessarily gain expertise and understanding in the process of conflict resolution principally through the role modelling of effective and equitable practice by teachers.\textsuperscript{1482}

South Australian pilot restorative justice in schools programs commenced in 2005 and identified similar requirements to the Victorian, Australian Capital Territory and New South Wales based programs that should be addressed to by schools when implementing
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useful, practical and sustainable school-based restorative measures. Essentially, the need for leadership, skills training for staff and essential community relationship building which assists in effective framework building and encourages self-regulation.\textsuperscript{1483} Significantly, the South Australian pilot was found to be compliant with departmental policy directives and also resulted in: support from school staff following training in restorative methods, encouragement of staff-student relationships that manifested in more effective teaching and learning in addition to increased potential for reduced staff stress as a consequence, partnership development between schools and parents following behavioural incidents, encouragement of personal responsibility by students, improved social skills and an overarching sharing of responsibility for behavioural management across schools, staff teams, parent groups and students.\textsuperscript{1484}

In the Western Australian jurisdiction, school-based restorative justice programs were evident by the mid-1990s. For example in 2005 a rural high school commenced staff training in restorative methodology techniques for use in dealing with incidents of school violence along with theft and vandalism offences with a focus on building respect amongst the student cohort and reduction in interpersonal conflict and antisocial behaviour\textsuperscript{1485} with a number of schools also participating in restorative behaviour management philosophies.\textsuperscript{1486}

\textbf{5.6.3 Lessons Learned From Conferencing in Australian Schools}

Trends emerging from the introduction of conferencing in Australian schools are encouraging with positive outcomes reported by facilitators, students, administrators, teaching staff and family members. Among other positive results, there have been good


\textsuperscript{1484} Ibid 59.


compliance agreement rates and improved facilitator confidence and expertise, low reoffending rates, an increased sense of safety among victims and reinforcement of school values. Despite enthusiasm for the use of restorative practices and methodologies in schools, accomplishing substantial change will be challenging, not least in the area of resource allocation and legislative change which is also common to initiating change in criminal justice systems, according to Varnham.

It is important not to underestimate the challenges faced by school administrators in addressing the tension between generating a positive and engaging learning environment while holding students accountable for their actions. As discussed above with regard to the Australian experience of restorative practices in schools, it is critical that a whole of school approach underpins the restorative justice in schools strategy, in order to achieve a sustainable cultural change in school discipline management. The effectiveness of a whole of school approach is also contingent on the significance and participation of both students and parents in the scheme, as is effective alignment with policy, practice, professional learning and effective leadership in order to provide a sound structure for the implementation and success of restorative justice methodology and practice in schools.

Nonetheless, in spite of enthusiasm and positive feedback for restorative practice initiatives in Australian schools such as those mentioned above, widespread implementation remains scant and sporadic with wholesale change reliant on legislative and policy activism along with professional staff development and training. Policy development at governmental level, legislative change and training of student teachers
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as well as existing teachers and other school staff in the techniques and philosophies of restorative justice practices is preferred.\textsuperscript{1495}

Also of concern is the lack of suitability of conferencing for less serious behavioural concerns, which has compromised the widespread uptake of restorative practice and methodology in Australian schools despite the promising use of conferencing in defusing serious school behavioural incidents.\textsuperscript{1496} Mindful of this shortcoming, the development of a more sustainable restorative justice approach to discipline management in Australian schools that displays due deference to the human rights of children and juveniles, incorporating conferencing as well as other strategies targeted at lower level intervention, will be outlined later in the chapter. The discussion will now turn to the important linkages and synergies between the juvenile criminal justice system and school disciplinary management, in addition to the broader society and community implications of a restorative justice approach to school violence. This includes the encouragement of behavioural change in at-risk juvenile offenders in education settings in order to interrupt the schoolyard to jail yard passage common in juvenile offenders.

5.7 Linkages Between Restorative Justice in the Juvenile Criminal Justice System and in Schools

Prior to a discussion on the development of a rights-based restorative justice approach for more widespread uptake in Australian schools, important synergies and linkages associated with the use of restorative practices for dealing with school disciplinary management will be discussed. The sustained use of restorative justice practices and methodology in Australian schools will be beneficial in attenuating school violence and interrupting the schoolyard to jail yard passage of at-risk juveniles. Importantly for the purposes of this thesis, important associations between criminal justice and education agencies when addressing juvenile violence will be addressed. Fundamentally, the criminal justice system is one that is grounded in correction for illegal behaviour whereas schools are concerned with engagement in the education process and teaching
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and learning.\textsuperscript{1497} The prevention of antisocial behaviour does, however, remain a legitimate objective for schools.

More to the point, according to Morrison, the two systems operate under different mandates as the criminal justice system is concerned with human and social order whilst the education system is concerned with human social development.\textsuperscript{1498} Distinct differences between the two agencies are also prominent, such as in the language used. For example, the victim and offender are unlikely to know of each other in the criminal justice system in contrast to the school environment which is typically a tight knit community where social influence patterns change on a daily basis.\textsuperscript{1499} Therefore, as Gonzalez suggests, the escalation of relatively minor incidents in school settings is exacerbated due to the increased likelihood that offender and victim will see each other again in short order, which is not the case in the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{1500}

An illustration of the differing purposes of the of the two agencies can be seen in \textit{R v Ng},\textsuperscript{1501} where Keene JA was of the opinion that punishment, insofar as the provisions of the \textit{Education (General Provisions) Act}\textsuperscript{1502} is concerned, is designed to facilitate school management for the benefit of the school and the extended community through the maintenance of order in the state enterprise of universal education. It is not analogous with state-sanctioned punishment for infractions of the criminal law.\textsuperscript{1503} Therefore, as was the case in \textit{R v Ng}, it is not possible to successfully claim that school chastisement necessarily prevents additional state-initiated criminal sanction against the student in the form of double punishment.\textsuperscript{1504}
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5.7.1 **Synergies Between Schools and Criminal Justice Systems**

As a consequence of this fundamental point of departure between the criminal justice and education systems, some resistance has emerged with regard to the introduction and use in school settings of restorative methods and philosophy originating in the criminal justice system.\(^{1505}\) However, schools do have some kinship with criminal justice agencies in the important areas of order, justice and punishment, which are areas in which restorative practice and methodology have something to offer. This is because these ideals can be associated with educational inclusion and the enhancement of social relationships through the restorative process which aims to achieve the binary goals of offender accountability and the repair of severed relationships.\(^{1506}\)

Also of significance is the notion that schools by their very nature are obligated to maintain a somewhat delicate balance in their environment by managing both student-student and student-teacher behaviour. Caution should be exercised in distinguishing criminal conduct that ought to be reported to police from behaviour that can and should be within the scope of school community resolution.\(^{1507}\) Nonetheless, there is an apparent synergy between the two agencies as an offence is seen as a violation against the ‘state’ which must not go unpunished by the criminal justice system, and this philosophy is imitated in school discipline management policy, legislation and attendant processes as school rule infractions or antisocial behaviour are likewise viewed as an offence deserving of punishment by schools who are in effect representing the ‘state’ by ordering sanctions such as detention or exclusion.\(^{1508}\)

According to commentators such as Drewery and Winslade,\(^{1509}\) schools have to some extent traditionally mirrored the machinations of the criminal justice system, as discipline management in schools is often quasi-judicial in nature and in both criminal justice and school disciplinary contexts, offences are arguably an affront to authority. In
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both systems there is seemingly more concern for the infraction than the damage to victims, who are predominantly valued for their evidentiary input and ability to assist in upholding authority. The major difference is that the criminal justice response to serious offences is to incarcerate offenders, whereas serious offenders in a school-based system are excluded from the institution.\textsuperscript{1510}

Moreover, this can result in the reestablishment of community ties rather than the sense of alienation often experienced by victim and offender following an act of violence. This is of greater benefit to the societies who must support those who traverse the justice and health care systems.\textsuperscript{1511} Likewise, in addressing juvenile violence, it would be more useful for juvenile criminal justice agencies to recognise that schools represent a central community focus that justifies a practical working relationship extending to information and resource sharing and other responsibilities, in order to achieve the common goal of reduced juvenile violence in schools, communities and within domestic situations.\textsuperscript{1512}

### 5.7.2 Behavioural Change in At-risk Juvenile Offenders

Another important union between the management of school violence and community violence concerns prospective offending and behavioural change such as the indoctrination of individual and community responsibility in juvenile offenders. This remains largely absent from the traditional punitive criminal justice systems that are typically counterintuitive to such social purposes and teachings.\textsuperscript{1513} Moreover, individual character deficit is conceptualised in both arenas as a core focus of disciplinary action as a result of offenders being routinely defined by their offence.\textsuperscript{1514} The reintegration of those affected by wrongdoing, including victim and offender, as valued, responsible and resilient community members who uphold values and laws is a
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more than worthwhile benefit of restorative methods such as conferencing which effectively connects them with law supporting rather than law neutralising identities. 1515

Despite a deficiency in policy development and academia’s lack of appreciation 1516 for the contribution of schools in restorative justice literature, 1517 it is worth pursuing the potential for schools to have a positive effect on future behaviour patterns of juveniles through early intervention using discipline management policy and practice grounded in restorative methodology, particularly as disengagement from education can lead to misbehaviour within and outside school settings. 1518 This viewpoint is especially relevant given the lack of flexibility inherent in juvenile criminal justice systems where such timely influence is generally unavailable and ramifications are typically imposed post offence, diluting rehabilitative and behavioural change prospects. 1519 Constructive, school-wide discipline management can therefore have a positive effect on delinquency and risk in schools when an active effort is made by schools to initiate and maintain comprehensive emotional, educational and social support services with clear expectations for all stakeholders in school communities. 1520 This accords a potential wider community benefit in reduced levels of juvenile violence and offending in at-risk school-aged juveniles.

The community benefit aspect is of fundamental importance given the preferred ageing out of juvenile offenders rather than escalation toward adult offending that so often is the case. Insofar as meaningful focus on antisocial and criminality patterns in children and juveniles is concerned, schools may in fact represent the most influential of all societal institutions, 1521 as well as being principal developmental institutions. 1522
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According to Cann, schools offer an unparalleled opportunity as a platform for early prevention, particularly as a primary developmental institution in that the implementation of restorative justice and responsible regulation in school programs can provide an investment in justice that goes beyond simplistic one-off opportunities following school violence incidents and encompasses the multifarious and emergent difficulties experienced by those in the school system.

Early intervention and prevention in the form of school-based initiatives targeted at juvenile offenders is of fundamental importance in diminishing the escalation of offending and violent acts toward adult criminal activity. Further, juveniles who have developed a solid attachment, commitment and belief in pivotal societal institutions such as schools are more inclined to conform with social norms and less likely to engage in delinquent and deviant behaviour with reduced exposure to violence being a useful result. Educators would therefore be well advised to create school climates where norms and values are viewed positively and improvement in school hour socialisation is a worthwhile goal. Reyneke suggests that improvement in student academic performance generated by a climate of safety and security is also a benefit, along with the enhanced relationships with teaching staff that follow improved classroom discipline.

In operating as a risk component that potentiates school violence or alternately as adaptive adjustment for at-risk children, schools can be a locus for the prevention and reduction of both crime and violence. This is particularly so in the dilution of crime pathway precursors or recognised risk factors along with the important advancement of
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resiliency and protective factors at formative stages in a juvenile’s life such as adolescence.\textsuperscript{1530} By contrast, punitive disciplinary measures in schools have the potential at least to perpetuate violence and antisocial behaviour as a result of inflexible adherence to social control, which can be burdensome for students, staff and wider school communities. Noguera argues that this is particularly the case when enforcing zero-tolerance type strategies that contribute little to school safety and actually interrupt learning and engender mistrust and resistance.\textsuperscript{1531} Retributive school behavioural management approaches typically employ an adversarial process centred on an authoritarian figure such as a principal or teacher who administers the process and seeks to establish the offending student’s guilt and punishment, in order to deter and prevent future offending, frequently through school suspension or exclusion. The consequence is that one social injury is substituted for another.\textsuperscript{1532}

Instead, comprehensive school-based crime and violence prevention strategies which target risk factors such as low self-esteem, social competency and performance, lack of self-control and victimisation while enhancing protective elements including positive and caring relationships, achievement, attachment to significant others and participation are useful initiatives, particularly when combined with family and community stakeholder involvement.\textsuperscript{1533} Further, healthy school-based relationships are a consistent theme of pedagogy and discipline in education theory and are also an area where evidence and research support the effectiveness of restorative methodology and practice in both the creation and enhancement of such relationships.\textsuperscript{1534} This can bolster the protective and resilience elements so important in the lives of at-risk juveniles.

This potential enhancement in the life skills of at-risk juveniles raises an important issue. The traditional role of schools has seemingly been to impart knowledge and skills
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in a number of areas and reflect and uphold the social mores of the time, such as in hygiene, discipline, morality, fitness and good manners. However, a metamorphosis of sorts has taken place in schools and in the wider community that has resulted in an increased recognition for the child or juvenile as a whole person.\textsuperscript{1535} As a consequence of this anthropological shift, schools have become more prominent in the lives of children and juveniles at the expense of parents who have become less visible in their children’s lives for a variety of reasons including the demise of the extended family, increased prevalence of single parent and blended families, economic uncertainty, and the absence of traditional frames of reference like the church.\textsuperscript{1536} As a corollary of the increased expectations of personal autonomy and nurturing demands, schools are in effect parenting more, and parents less so, with schools now filling voids and assuming social and emotional roles once the preserve of families. However, this has not resulted from an increased understanding of the plight of children and juveniles or increased respect.\textsuperscript{1537}

In the context of a rights-based restorative justice approach in school, participation remains a decisive factor that will be explored more comprehensively in the next part of the chapter. The focus on risk and protective factors is salient in the context of school-based violence intervention programs. Research in this context has indicated that even in the presence of risk factors, the development and maximisation of protective factors has a positive effect on diminishing antisocial juvenile behaviour and escalation to increased contact with the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{1538} Regulation and restorative justice within the school setting calls for an appropriate response to behavioural issues and the restoration of relationships which, according to Morrison,\textsuperscript{1539} is very different from existing school disciplinary management approaches that target behaviour and the rules associated with behaviour. Such incident based responses are compromised in the sense that school administrators are reacting to what is known about a specific incident instead of having
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a focus on promoting the unacceptability of school violence through the promotion of a whole of school culture that denounces such behaviour based upon systemic conflict resolution embedded in schools.  

The behavioural change conundrum is salient in school-based discipline management regimes given that offenders are typically unaware of the true extent of the impact that violence and other offences has on victims, school communities and other stakeholders. In this respect, restorative justice methods such as conferencing can offer an opportunity for a ‘teachable moment.’ That is, consequences can be more clearly communicated to the offender in the form of relationship repair following an offence, including a greater understanding and sharing of the harm and its outcomes, and in a sense transformation. Offending students are provided with an opportunity to gain insight into justice, citizenship and the benefit of positive relationships as restorative environments inculcate the notions of student voice, democracy and participation. Consequentially, a change in the focus from offending as character flaw and deficit to relationship building within school communities, such that school violence offences are viewed as harmful to relationships rather than personal challenges against school authority, will require a culture change from demand for retribution toward the repair of injured relationships.

5.7.3 Broader Community Implications

In contrast, it would seem that retributive school behavioural management fails to adequately safeguard the pivotal relationship building and maintenance that effectively sustains the health and wellbeing of school communities, with students exposed to restorative methods typically experiencing a distinct sense of belonging, commitment and a sense of shared enterprise centred on academic achievement. Further,
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restorative justice conferencing in school settings upholds the rights of innocent members of school communities who have suffered because of the actions of relatively few offenders and promotes school community involvement as well as the voicing of school community concerns.\textsuperscript{1547}

From the perspective of psychological analysis, school violence is a manifestation of a misfit between the developmental capacity of violent students and the social context of the school discouraging school community participation\textsuperscript{1548} and diminishing benefits of school community membership. The school community aspect is worthy of some unpacking given the status that schools occupy within the wider community. Schools themselves can quite correctly be considered communities as they reflect the bureaucracy, shared cultural values, including a focus on education, social mechanisms and behavioural patterns that are effectively mirrored in wider communities.\textsuperscript{1549} Reyneke\textsuperscript{1550} emphasises that school communities are of course entitled to a sustainable learning culture where there is respect for all involved in interventions following a violent incident, establishing a community of care around victim and offender through the use of restorative methodology and practices.

In turn, restorative justice practices enrich school community connectedness through the formation, nourishment and maintenance of healthy relationships which remain essential protective mechanisms for young people, in addition to helping create a more compassionate, resilient and respectful school community.\textsuperscript{1551} The collective relationships present in functioning school communities can be enhanced through the use of successful restorative practices and methodologies as pivotal relationship building such as between staff, student cohort, administrators and the like can engender a sense
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of belonging, dependence and faith in greater school communities with attendant implications for the school’s efficacy, safety and overall success.\textsuperscript{1552}

In addition, school communities can better respond to an incident by facilitating the transfer of harm or wrongdoing back to the community most acutely effected. The school community then enables the damage to be addressed through the processes of resolution by taking the initiative to address and reduce the risk of recidivism, promote restitution or harm repair, and finally facilitate reconciliation or emotional healing.\textsuperscript{1553}

Another school community advantage that can be attributed to restorative methods is the redeeming quality of allowing offending students to reclaim their good name and status within school communities following confrontation of their offence and the conferencing process, whereas stigmatisation and labelling can be both a lasting impediment in reclaiming vital school community membership and a decisive factor in the adjustment of future conduct by misbehaving students.\textsuperscript{1554} Stigmatisation, labelling and negative stereotyping remain of significant importance given research findings into school shooting incidents overseas, particularly in the United States,\textsuperscript{1555} that identified alienation, marginalisation, lack of respect and social status, and insufficient connectedness with school communities amongst juvenile shooters who symbolically targeted schools in their attacks.\textsuperscript{1556}

Moreover, the feeling of respect and pride in school community membership and the resultant emotional value also has implications for the use of restorative practices in schools where power imbalances that compromise social relationships in school settings can be addressed by the strengthening of support and accountability mechanisms.\textsuperscript{1557} It is also important to note that the creation of safe spaces to ventilate stories of harm and
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hope using restorative practices remains an important social agenda for schools and society at large. This has been reinforced by research into deadly school shootings which suggests that students are eminently concerned with their social standing and see threat to status in the same light as threat to life and as a result feel that it must be vigorously defended. Restorative practices such as conferencing provide forums where juveniles can feel valued, powerful and needed, which is pivotal in the journey toward adulthood and plays a role in addressing school violence.

Restorative interventions in school communities also encourage stakeholder participation to address school safety which is seen as a community rather than a third party problem and therefore necessitates a community-based solution that differs fundamentally from traditional punitive methods which are structured formally and effectively deny school community input into school safety. Restorative school policy and practices therefore need to be not only responsive to individual needs but also community needs which effectively demands the bridging of the school and the wider community and continuous monitoring and development as difficulties are likely to arise relatively frequently, including non-conformity by students.

The dignity of students following restorative interventions such as conferencing is also a positive consequence that should not be underestimated. Working in an environment where harm has been repaired encourages an improved work ethic in students where the development of talent and achieving of potential is enhanced whilst feelings of exclusion are diminished. Membership of school communities remains a pivotal issue for juveniles given the tendency for at-risk students to not engage with school community life to the detriment of emotional attachment and perceived care. This being the case, Calhoun and Daniels suggest that restorative justice methodology through the use of conferencing, for example, can contribute to safer and more caring
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learning communities that are equipped to deal with acts of wrongdoing in an inclusive fashion which requires the active involvement of the many stakeholder parties.\textsuperscript{1564}

\textbf{5.7.4 Punishment Regimes}

In the debate of restorative versus punitive justice in school environments, there is continued tension between the merits or otherwise of traditional methods compared to healing approaches when dealing with antisocial or violent offending in school settings. There remains, of course, much conjecture among many in society as to what constitutes school-based punishment, with anything less than visible punishment and retribution often seen as excessively lenient. These are societal attitudes that will take some time to change which also demand that the sustainable and successful implementation of restorative practices in school environments be combined with better understanding of the processes, philosophy and advantages by schools and the wider community.\textsuperscript{1565}

Philosophical differences continue to exist between educators and school policy over the merit or otherwise of existing school-based disciplinary management and those of restorative methodology, particularly as positive relationship building and sustainment of restorative methodology is at odds with the traditional control and punishment approach for dealing with disruptive and violent behaviour in school settings.\textsuperscript{1566} Given that this landscape is further exacerbated by perceptions held by many educators and parents that punishment is the appropriate response to disruptive behaviours such as school-based violence, with an intentional focus on power and control elements, it would be prescient to provide quality explanation combined with extensive consultation before the implementation of restorative practices such as family group conferencing in schools.\textsuperscript{1567}

In this context however, restorative methodology offers an opportunity within the arena of school violence behavioural management to straddle elements of both punitive and
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restorative practices. Advocates of traditional responses call for accountability and responsibility for those actions which are not condoned by communities, while respect, care, support and forgiveness for the offender is championed by those in favour of the restorative approach, which as a rule separates the action from the offender when dealing with the offence.\footnote{Morrison, ‘Restorative Justice and School Violence: Building Theory and Practice’, above n 1511, 5.} An important difference between punitive methodology and restorative practice is the significance attached to values. That is, restorative justice philosophy should be underpinned by positive values including openness, respect, tolerance, inclusion, integrity and congruence, which represent the tenets that should be adopted by schools when incorporating restorative methodology in discipline management policy.\footnote{Reyneke, above n 1528, 152.}

In spite of the non-traditional forum, conventional retributive forms of sanction can, however, also be dispensed following conferencing. For example, punishment may well be of a punitive nature yet differ from traditional school behaviour-based sanctions in that offending students are participants in the disciplinary process rather than remaining largely passive, in addition to having the opportunity to reflect on their behaviour and better understand the consequences of their action. The result is that many students subsequently view restorative conferencing as being far from a token, superficial act of punishment.\footnote{Fouracre, above n 1551, 20.} More to the point, emerging research has suggested that engaging students in a restorative justice behavioural management approach to address wrongdoing and acts of violence in schools settings is superior to existing school discipline methods.\footnote{Costello, Wachtel and Wachtel, above n 1393, 51.} Costello, Wachtel and Wachtel\footnote{Ibid.} emphasise that increased success in school-based restorative practices like conferencing is often indicative of increased student participation rates, with higher input and engagement typically corresponding with superior relationship repair following the restorative intervention. It is worth noting also that rates of compliance with restorative agreements undertaken in schools are relatively high amongst transgressors.\footnote{Reyneke, above n 1528, 150.}
Restorative justice methodologies and practices in school settings are not necessarily restricted to minor matters as has been the case in criminal justice systems on occasion. Some criticism in juvenile justice domains has been directed at the use of juvenile conferencing at the minor or entry level offence range, which can actively underpin the logic of dispensing retributive, ‘real’ justice sanctions for more serious offences at the hard end of the scale and in a sense legitimise the traditional methods instead of promoting restorative methods as a viable alternative justice script. Rather, the use of conferencing in school settings can be triggered for a wide range of school violence offences ranging from minor to serious in nature, and can be applied in informal classroom situations as well as more official hearings, and more broadly between students or staff members for dispute resolution purposes.

Although unsupported by evidence, there is a continued belief in the use of punishment as the foundation of most school behavioural management policies around the world. However, Costello, Wachtel and Wachtel argue that retribution tends to work only initially such as when an offending student is bought to account in front of school authority figures, but does little to generate empathy or encourage students to internalise the commitment to improve their behaviour. Equally, the practice of exclusion or humiliation often leads to alienation from well behaved students, teachers and school administrators, as well as attracting offenders to likeminded peers, thus engendering negative subcultures within schools. The effect of this form of estrangement should not be underplayed as severe alienation and isolation have been identified as contributing factors in acts of severe school violence such as those experienced in the United States involving multiple fatality shooting incidents at University campuses.

Naturally, the removal of offending students from school environments may be necessary to address immediate school safety and order concerns by separating bad
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students from good. This appears to be a logical approach on the surface, but is deficient in that many of the highly mobile and socially connected students will remain acquainted and connected with each other outside of the school setting,\textsuperscript{1579} for example by means of social media, which represents yet another dimension to school bullying and harassment and further compromises offender deterrence.

In fairness however, the use of retributive approaches such as suspension and exclusion may yet have some value in combination with evidenced-based techniques including restorative methodology in the development of more self-discipline in students and positive school environments with reduced behavioural problems.\textsuperscript{1580} This is despite evidence suggesting that suspension and exclusion serve to interrupt the education process instead of encouraging accountability in student offenders.\textsuperscript{1581} Notwithstanding an association with deviant behaviour and a sense of reward for misbehaving and violent students,\textsuperscript{1582} the use of suspension may be worthy of some investigation as the practice can be both a legal and social sanction which can have deterrent value particularly when viewed as fair and reasonable by peers.\textsuperscript{1583} Caution must be exercised, according to Alexander and Curtis,\textsuperscript{1584} as suspension and exclusion of students for minor offences can in fact be counterproductive. Some research has argued that punitive and harsh penalties actually aggravate the potential for school violence. Another issue that has emerged from the use of conferencing in schools is the so-called double jeopardy or double punishment difficulty, where students are excluded or suspended by schools and then processed by the criminal justice system following an incident of violence.\textsuperscript{1585}

### 5.7.5 Broader Society Implications

During the formative years of the restorative justice movement when meaningful definition and direction was still being developed, the school environment emerged as a...
central component in the promotion of restorative justice and more restorative societies, because schools are effectively micro-societies with young people effectively seeking the adult citizenship contained within.\footnote{Morrison, Restoring Safe School Communities, above n 1347, 79.} As microcosms of broader society and equipped with the ability to both nurture and stigmatise, schools are effectively dynamic institutions. However, it must be said that, compared to broader society, there has been an unhurried rate of cultural, economic or social change in schools in the last half century, to the detriment of human and social capital. There is an opportunity to address this concern through the expansion of school-based restorative justice methodology and responsible regulatory processes in order to achieve social justice.\footnote{Morrison, ‘Building Safe and Healthy School Communities’, above n 1524, 109.}

Citizenship in this sense includes a notion that young people will develop into respectful, principled and law-abiding citizens free of criminal association or participation, yet perhaps through experience and understanding of restorative methods, citizenship can also be enhanced through the development of instructive internalised values in young people dictating their behaviour in the absence of sanction or supervision.\footnote{H Cislowski, ‘Schools and the Community’ (Paper Presented at the Role of Schools in Crime Prevention Conference, Melbourne, Australia September 30–October 1, 2002) 1.} Society will also benefit from young people being educated in the skills required to resolve conflict and nurture productive relationships with a spirit of respect for human dignity, non-discrimination and tolerance that goes some way toward upholding democratic citizenship.\footnote{Morrison, ‘Restorative Justice and School Violence: Building Theory and Practice’, above n 1511, 7.} Christensen\footnote{Christensen, above n 1540, 579.} argues that these qualities are also of community benefit. For example, offending juveniles are held accountable post conference and ought to have accepted responsibility for their behaviour, whilst victims are supported by adults and peers. Holistically, the restorative process encourages the assimilation of both back into communities at large.

In addition, schools can promote social responsibility, health and resilience and so provide a useful footing for early intervention strategies and programs along with
student wellbeing.\textsuperscript{1591} The focus on school environments in this context is expected to
some extent, given that there is a large proportion of the population base involved,
including not only children and juveniles at a determinative age bracket, but parents at
their most influential, and supporting parties including teachers, coaches, instructors,
grandparents, friends and acquaintances.\textsuperscript{1592} Moreover, the effective use of restorative
justice in schools provides society with an opportunity to promote justice within and
outside schools which will go some way toward a more just society.\textsuperscript{1593} Further,
restorative justice practices seek and promote emotionally intelligent justice and
effectively act as an institutionally responsive problem solving approach that offers a
viable alternative to the zero tolerance, structured regulatory formalism approach.\textsuperscript{1594}

The continued use and development of restorative practices such as conferencing to
confront school violence effectively encourages those implicated in the offending, such
as the offender, victim, family, school staff and community representatives, to address
the conflict while being aware that it represents an opportunity for both learning and
change.\textsuperscript{1595} It allows collaborative conflict resolution and relationship building through
the use of open dialogue,\textsuperscript{1596} especially amongst diverse school populations.\textsuperscript{1597} Calhoun
and Daniels\textsuperscript{1598} are of the opinion that conference participation and family and
community assistance encourages accountability in offenders without excusing actions
by addressing the harm caused and victim reparation, free of the stigmatisation and
labelling common under traditional methods, and according victims an increased
opportunity to move forward post offence. Another benefit of restorative practices is
potentially the ability of family and community members to make an active contribution
to identifying the core reasons for violence in schools.\textsuperscript{1599}
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5.7.6 Selected Examples of Collaboration Between Juvenile Justice and Education Agencies

Despite the traditional and unfortunate associations between the juvenile criminal justice and school areas, there are examples of more promising interconnectedness between school discipline management and juvenile criminal justice agencies in the wider community. This includes some worthwhile initiatives aimed at addressing juvenile violence within and outside schools premises. The use of restorative justice practices and procedures translated for use in school settings also provides a useful platform for more useable and beneficial partnership and synergies between the criminal justice and education agencies.1600

An encouraging example of criminal justice and school agency collaboration is a worthwhile initiative undertaken by police in the Australian Capital Territory which has seen Youth Liaison Teams conduct school forums in order to identify cultures of offending, behaviours and motivation in juveniles disengaged from schools and communities to determine appropriate referral pathways.1601

The promotion of healthy school community relationships is also enhanced through the restorative method by providing school-based mechanisms for prevention and management of risk and incident,1602 in addition to building care communities and support systems around offenders while holding them accountable and importantly, not condoning their actions.1603 The benefits of this broader community repair and patronage should not be underestimated as school violence not only damages but also ensnares victims, offenders and communities in a web of harm that nurtures cyclical antisocial behaviour, fear and distrust.1604 The restoration of safer and healthier school communities is also inextricably linked with their regulation.1605
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An early example of Australian police-school cooperation on crime and violence prevention involving specially trained police officers and school communities dates from the late 1980s in Victoria. Largely at the behest of the Chief Commissioner, Victoria Police identified a need to involve police in both formal and informal school curricula which culminated in the Police Schools Involvement Program. Previously, there had been little or no opportunity to relate police operations to school curriculum, nor had there been possibilities to develop relationships between police and school students.\(^{1606}\)

Essentially, the program was initiated to enable police to address social concerns and equip young people with the skills to make positive life choices by educating them on their rights and obligations and the maximisation of personal and community safety through the imparting of relevant information, personal development and positive relationships with police in order to enhance protective factors and resiliency skills.\(^{1607}\)

Although for the purposes of this thesis school and criminal justice agency focus is central to the management and prevention of juvenile violence, a multi-disciplinary approach involving social workers, psychologists, religious identities, organisations and the like that enhance school and criminal justice agency intervention is preferred, despite the ubiquitous cost and time concerns of such a broad approach.\(^{1608}\)

### 5.8 Challenges in the Implementation of Restorative Practices in Australian Schools

As discussed in Chapter 2,\(^{1609}\) school violence in the Australian jurisdiction has become of great concern with an increase in pervasive lethality emerging, including knife attack incidents, serious physical assault and ultimately fatal school violence episodes. The embedding of a restorative justice behavioural management regime in Australian schools underpinned by a whole of school approach that relies upon cultural change and
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\(^{1608}\) Reyneke, above n 1528, 159.

\(^{1609}\) See 2.9 above for a discussion on the nature of school violence in the Australian jurisdiction.
empowerment of students in resolution of conflict can have a positive effect upon school violence.

Although the implementation and upkeep of restorative practices for use in school behavioural management may not be a panacea\textsuperscript{1610} and may yet require continued modification and regulation, the benefits to school discipline practice, procedures and wider communities along with the juvenile criminal justice agencies would suggest that the strategy is one worth pursuing. After all, if existing forms of school discipline or criminal justice for that matter reduced recidivism simply through the use of punishment, suggest Costello, Wachtel and Wachtel,\textsuperscript{1611} there would be little for school administrators or courts to do save for dispensing penalties for infractions and increasing punishment should offending continue. Caution should be exercised, however, in the assumption that true restorative outcomes are necessarily realised in school settings, as school-based programs that self-identify as restorative may be deficient in the inclusion of or granting of respect to victims or other stakeholders in the process, or may in fact lack the effective enforcement of accountability in the offending student.\textsuperscript{1612} Such shortcomings have also been identified in the criminal justice system where restorative practices and methodologies are viewed by some as lacking rigour and being misplaced in a system that ought to enforce punishment and retribution rather than so-called soft, libertarian options.\textsuperscript{1613}

In fact, according to Abregu, restorative options require more effort and are more burdensome than traditional retributive justice practices such as suspension or detention, as offenders are required to confront the reality and face the consequences of their offences as well as participating in response and remedy rather than avoidance.\textsuperscript{1614} Resistance can also be experienced in the implementation of the restorative school

\textsuperscript{1610} Fouracre, above n 1551, 20.
\textsuperscript{1611} Costello, Wachtel and Wachtel, above n 1393, 62.
\textsuperscript{1613} See 5.4 above for a discussion on the notion of restorative justice including shortcomings and criticisms.
model as a result of reluctance on the part of teaching and school administration staff to either act respectfully toward students or consider that students have any part to play in the determination of punishment, with an increase in student voice and responsibility likely to result from the cultural change in school settings due to restorative justice programs. Further difficulties faced by school personnel in the introduction of sustainable restorative justice practice and procedure is a meaningful transition between the existing retributive school disciplinary management, including zero tolerance or harsh penalty programs, toward the restorative model and philosophy which contradict well established institutional models and require significant effort to overcome and convert.

Another impediment concerns the competency of mediators who manage the all-important dynamic in peer mediation programs, for example, and are important contributors to the success or otherwise of the restorative process. Haft suggests that school administrators should not assume that student peers are necessarily equipped to fully understand the gradations of culpability or blame. Further, specific power imbalances can potentially occur in restorative mediation processes conducted in school settings. Offenders, for example, may have diminished procedural safeguards compared to those found in traditional justice processes including the right to review, representation, and statutory punishment limitations, in addition to potential coercion into restorative agreements by stakeholders and the awareness of possible criminal consequences of the student offender’s actions.

Budgetary and financial considerations should not be overlooked in any transition between existing methods and restorative methodology and practices in school settings. Although a beneficial reduction of teacher and administrator demand is a real possibility in the long term, the introduction of sustainable restorative programs in schools requires
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an initial investment of resources and time that should be combined with faculty and administrative support including training, timely response to school violence incidents and a well-integrated and coordinated disciplinary regime that also includes suitable response to serious school violence episodes.\textsuperscript{1620} Comprehensive resource allocation, suggests Vaandering,\textsuperscript{1621} should also allow for the development of specific support structures in school settings over and above the initial introduction of restorative justice methodology and practice. Similarly, Sumner, Silverman and Frampton\textsuperscript{1622} emphasise that it is the initial phases of embedding restorative practice and methodology in school settings that require the greatest commitment, with the allocation of adequate time particularly problematic, although it is arguable that this initial time allocation will generate advantages given the reduction of disruptive student behaviour over the long term. Adequate monitoring of restorative agreements determined in conferencing or accountability panels, for example, is also required in the successful integration of restorative methodology and practice in school settings.\textsuperscript{1623}

The more visible link between schools and the criminal justice system also highlights what has been a tendency of school personnel to treat violent and on occasion non-violent incidents in school settings as criminal incidents to be processed through the criminal justice system, often in an attempt to complement the tough on crime, law and order type punitive agenda common to many jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{1624} This has often resulted from existing policy and procedure including zero tolerance school behavioural management agendas, resulting in excessive suspension and exclusion of students which can lead to deprivation of opportunity and increased likelihood of contact with the juvenile justice system.\textsuperscript{1625} Moreover, an alarming trend has emerged by which school administrators uphold punitive type disciplinary policy and defer relatively minor infractions to the juvenile criminal justice system that would previously have been dealt with at school level, without considering the deleterious effect on juveniles. This
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propagates cyclic failure among students, prompting commentary in the United States, for example, suggesting that American public school students are the most policed society grouping other than jail inmates.\footnote{1626}{Gonzales, above n 1500, 288–289.}

When translated to school settings, punitive criminal justice policy and practice such as the zero tolerance agenda typically punishes both minor and major incidents with excessive severity,\footnote{1627}{Pavelka, above n 1612.} yet is unlikely to actually improve school safety, increase deterrence or aid in academic achievement\footnote{1628}{Teasley, above n 1456.} despite political resonance.\footnote{1629}{Gonzales, above n 1500, 292.} Many students view suspension as a sanctioned holiday from school, effectively reinforcing problematic behaviour\footnote{1630}{J Chin et al, ‘Alternatives to Suspensions: Rationale and Recommendations’ 2012 (11) Journal of School Violence 159.} and encouraging academic failure and negative attitudes amongst the excluded students, who often develop an increased likelihood of permanent school disengagement, according to Gonzalez.\footnote{1631}{Gonzales, above n 1500, 294.} Punitive school behavioural policy such as zero tolerance agendas can actually damage educational environments and are generally unsuccessful in the remedy of problems they were designed to address, effectively encouraging delinquency rather than actively controlling or reforming problematic students,\footnote{1632}{Haft, above n 1618, 804.} with suspension and exclusion having little influence on future offending.\footnote{1633}{Gonzales, above n 1500, 297.}

Haft argues that the excessively inflexible zero tolerance policy translated to school settings also has the unfortunate effect of contradicting traditional views that juveniles lack the capacity required to form the intent required in criminal offending by attaching liability for establishing injury and intent on single incidents.\footnote{1634}{Haft, above n 1618, 801.} Further, exposure to draconian juvenile justice agendas including mandatory sentencing\footnote{1635}{See 4.3.2 above for an outline of mandatory sentencing in Australia.} and subsequent confinement in juvenile detention is often the result of such school policy, again
encouraging the schoolyard to jail yard passage often experienced by at-risk youth. Gonzalez suggests that this may be one of the most worrisome civil and human rights challenges in contemporary society.\(^{1636}\)

In light of the useful examples of restorative justice practice and methodologies in both juvenile criminal justice and school settings in Australia in addition to synergies, broader community and societal implications, the preferred interruption of the schoolyard to jail yard passage of at-risk juveniles and challenges to the implementation of restorative justice practices in school settings, the development of an implementation framework for widespread application in Australian schools will now be advanced.


5.9.1 Background Discussion

The use of restorative practices in a school-based environment in Australia is worthy of expansion and development beyond the useful experiences discussed above.\(^{1637}\) The introduction of sustainable restorative practices and methodology in Australian schools should be progressive, incorporating a whole of school approach that is not merely reactive. It should align with research suggesting that ad hoc restorative practice in schools is unhelpful with a culture change of whole school communities preferred,\(^{1638}\) encouraging administrators, students, families and community members to view the intervention as an opportunity for both change and learning.\(^{1639}\) Commitment from school communities is also essential in the successful implementation of restorative justice practice and methodologies in school settings, which requires the establishment of drivers and reasons for implementation and contributions from pivotal school community stakeholders.\(^{1640}\) It must be noted, however, that when confronted with
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restorative practices some teachers suggest that these measures have long been carried out through the confronting of disputing students and apprising of consequences leading to a search for an appropriate solution, although informal methodology tends to vary significantly.  

Makeshift approaches such as these combined with the disciplinary regimes of many schools that employ suspension and exclusion restricts alternative behavioural management structures. Instead, a restorative regime is preferable that adds value to school systems and daily practices, culminating in a school environment that is grounded in restorative principles including respect, repair and inclusion in school communities, celebration of diversity and reintegration underpinned by robust support networks. In addition, suggests Roche, a case can be made for the extension of restorative practices to regular uptake rather than simply in response to incidents by the incorporation of the methodology into school curricula, allowing teachers, friends and family members to pilot students throughout their educational journey. The use of restorative practice and procedure in school disciplinary management also provides students with a voice and the vehicle to accept responsibility for their actions, yet also the requisite authority to uphold safe school environments for administrators and teaching staff.

It is the purpose of the next discussion to formulate a useful uniform restorative justice approach to behavioural management in Australian schools directed at reducing the Australian school violence problem through the effective inculcation and advancement of restorative school cultures. Whilst schools are not responsible for many risk factors that affect at-risk juveniles, they do provide an opportunity to affect the vulnerability of juveniles to adverse future outcomes. The use of restorative practices in schools would potentially capture those students who are disengaged from the education process
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and have participated in acts of school violence along with other behavioural indiscretions. The restorative justice approach will offer an ability to participate in a process of restoration, repair and accountability that will go some way toward strengthening school and wider communities and most importantly help to attenuate the likelihood of a journey from schoolyard to jail yard so often seen in juvenile offenders. Also of importance is the promotion of essential human rights safeguards incorporated in a rights-based restorative justice approach to address school violence that is cognisant of Australia’s obligations with respect to international human rights instruments including the pivotal UN CRC.

An effective practical approach to uniform restorative methodology will utilise a collaboration between responsive reactions to school violence incidents and support for pre-emptive responses that are designed to ensure a safe school environment buttressed with appropriate programs that are integrated across a continuum of restorative practices. To be effective, policy development must be entrenched into the cultural fabric of the school as anything less would perpetuate the traditional and less effectual passage of policy downwards from higher authority, neglecting the needs of individuals and communities alike. Cultural change in school environments can be problematic, argue Blood and Thorsborne, as schools with entrenched traditional cultures can be resilient and hard to adapt to new methodologies such as restorative practices, which warrant a targeted approach to cultural change focussing on school leadership. This type of change requires useful engagement with school communities espousing the merit of restorative methodology in disciplinary management, including a shift in focus from traditional compliance-based disciplinary management to a paradigm shift that requires an alternate level of enquiry grounded in a relational approach, compelling educators to

1647 Gonzales, above n 1500, 302; Morrison, Restoring Safe School Communities, above n 1347, 106.
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examine the existing nature of relationships between stakeholders in school communities.\footnote{Blood, above n 1481, 2–3.}

Suffice it to say, effective school-based restorative practice and methodology requires a more sophisticated approach to implementation beyond the simplistic adding of programs or practices to existing school structures and environments\footnote{Morrison, ‘Building Safe and Healthy School Communities’, above n 1524, 107.} or superimposing a criminal justice conferencing model to school environments.\footnote{Blood and Thorsborne, above n 1649, 17.} It is a long-term strategic approach that will enable sustainable change to take place given the cultural difficulties that are more than likely to be faced in a shift away from traditional punitive discipline management.\footnote{Ibid 6.} Therefore, a positive process is preferred that enacts institutional change responsive to the needs of stakeholders and communities and encapsulates the management of student outcomes as well as institutional cultural change, which is an area in which school-based restorative justice practice has in the main fallen short of expectation.\footnote{Morrison, ‘Building Safe and Healthy School Communities’, above n 1524, 107.}

Restorative practices such as conferencing in schools are not, however, simply a forum for officialdom to speak and adjudicate. Rather, according to Drewery and Winslade,\footnote{Drewery and Winslade, above n 1509, 9.} they are a medium to repair relationships, redress offending and help generate and maintain more peaceful school communities than existing punitive actions that often propagate a feeling of isolation and little shared investment among school community members. Increasing the worth of relationships along with mutual respect and understanding amongst school community members remains a challenge in the restorative approach which values the relationships that are by their very nature embedded in schools and societies. This will compromise the impact of restorative practice and methodology until such a time that a critical mass adopts the approach, as individuals alone cannot sustain the culture change, language and discourse around
compliance and deviance which requires both time and commitment.\textsuperscript{1657} Equally, quality engagement with students is preferred when using restorative practices in school settings as, not unexpectedly, the greater the participation of students in the restorative process, the more likely a greater restorative effect will be realised to the benefit of all concerned.\textsuperscript{1658}

Given the desirability for restorative practice methodology to be not only reactive but also proactive, effective and sufficiently flexible for widespread uptake in Australian schools, it would appear that grounding the framework in a continuum of responses\textsuperscript{1659} that range from proactive to reactive in character and dictate the level of stakeholder participation in the intervention is preferred suggests Blood.\textsuperscript{1660} Essentially, in order to embed the restorative language and culture required in schools, a multifaceted approach is called for that successfully navigates from awareness development to robust intervention in response to serious school violence incidents underpinned by strategic early intervention, again in a whole of school approach. In this fashion, school-based restorative justice methodology and practice provides schools with useful institutional mechanisms to address school safety, student discipline, suspension and exclusion, while reducing the potential for at-risk students to journey from schoolyard to jail yard without resorting to punitive policies that promote exclusion and separation from school communities.\textsuperscript{1661}

The implementation of a restorative justice rights-based approach to school violence is essentially underpinned by initial reassertion and enhancement of relationships within the school community, progressing to relationship repair and culminating in the reconstruction of pivotal school community relationships so significant in establishing and maintaining school communities. Something of a revolution has occurred since the
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embryonic use of restorative practice in schools because, although conferencing at the intensive or serious level modelled on juvenile justice practices and community accountability conferencing provided the bedrock of a new language of school behavioural management methodology, it is now recognised that a strong, broad-based foundation at a school community level encompassing all members is more useful in the development of climates promoting fairness, dignity and safety.

As a consequence, the use of restorative practices and methodology in schools should begin with skill development for all school community members, progressing to relationship repair and finally rebuilding with a decided early intervention emphasis. A key ingredient in the successful introduction and maintenance of a rights-based restorative justice approach to disciplinary management in Australian schools remains legislative and policy reform, which is necessary in order to provide the best potential for success including adequate funding, professional development and community involvement needed in the preferred whole of school approach to conflict resolution.

Mindful of these imperatives and challenges, an effective implementation framework for widespread uptake in Australian schools will now be outlined.

5.9.2 A Framework for Implementation

With due deference to the essential rights-based principles of the best interests of the child and participation, and mindful of lessons learned from early engagement with restorative justice practice and methodology in Australian schools, an appropriate framework for the sustainable use of restorative justice methodology and practice for use in Australian schools to address school violence will now be advanced. The framework is presented as a flexible and adaptable guide rather than a prescriptive, formulative model and includes levels of intervention, responses and structured
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1664 See 4.11 above for a discussion on the status of essential human rights safeguards, best interests and participation in education law and policy in Australian education law and policy.
1665 See 2.9 above for an overview of violence in Australian schools.
implementation. Initially, the levels of intervention and responses will be discussed prior to the implementation structures and finally the implementation strategies.

a. Primary or Universal Intervention

The development of conflict resolution skills among all school community members such as students, educators, parents and administrators at the primary or entry level in order to restore relationships in wider school communities frames the primary or universal level in a restorative school culture which also relies upon the effective management of relationships between stakeholders in school settings. This level of intervention in the restorative school model, suggests Morrison, is very much a preventative type involving entire school communities and utilising social and emotional literacy development to enable school conflict resolution through restorative methodology and practice that re-affirms relationships in a caring and respectful fashion in the aftermath of a school violence episode.

Framed as an entry or defence strategy, the primary or universal level of restorative intervention is designed to prevent the escalation of conflict into a violent incident when differences first appear, and encourages members of the student cohort to determine differences with empathy whilst engendering a normative climate of respect and a sense of school community inclusion and procedural fairness. Significantly, the whole school relational practices, policies and procedures, curriculum development and social skills that support this level of intervention also serve to promote desirable attributes including self-responsibility, accountability, collaboration and personal potency within school settings, including at classroom level, which contributes decidedly to the school values base. This entry element supports prevention and proactivity which remain fundamental in the preferred extension of restorative practice and methodology from reactive response to violence and harm, and can be likened to community disease
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immunisation in a health care system by equipping all members of school communities with conflict resolution skills.\textsuperscript{1671}

\textit{b. Secondary or Targeted Intervention}

More intensive yet broader in reach, the secondary or targeted element of the restorative school methodology and practice model includes a smaller portion of school communities than the primary level of intervention and is triggered when relationship repair is needed for at-risk students who have shown indications of chronic behavioural attitudes or have been involved in in school incidents that have not been resolved.\textsuperscript{1672} This type of intervention is participatory in nature and calls for the use of facilitated and supported dialogue\textsuperscript{1673} including individual and small group conferencing, peer mediation and problem solving circles. According to Blood and Thorsborne, it is an approach that addresses conflict that has degenerated into protracted issues affecting others, often requiring the intervention of third parties to help determine the issue.\textsuperscript{1674}

This approach in effect also builds the capacity of participants to take advantage of so-called teachable moments where empathy, responsibility and accountability are generated and everyday problem solving skills are developed by students, administrators and parents during daily school life.\textsuperscript{1675} Significantly, the targeted participatory intervention level aims to reconnect at-risk students to the school community which by extension involves those students not at risk in the relationship repair process. The process may also capture students with behavioural issues who will drift to and from this intervention, while others will have single or minimal contact or avoid this level of intervention entirely.\textsuperscript{1676} Targeted responses also are useful in circumstances where conflict has not escalated to more serious levels but which require a third party
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intermediary to intervene and increase dialogue between stakeholders in the aftermath of school violence incidents.1677

c. Intensive or Tertiary Response

Intensive or tertiary response relies on the use of face-to-face restorative conferencing involving small portions of school populations drawn from members of the wider school community, including parents, social workers, guardians and participants who have been entangled in the aftermath of the offence, to assist in the rebuilding of relationships through the medium of intensive facilitated dialogue involving broad social networks.1678 This level of intervention is designed to provide a response to school offenders who have been involved in more severe incidents of disciplinary breach and have displayed serious, chronic behavioural problems,1679 and aims to encourage responsibility in offending students and hold them to account, to promote awareness of the ramifications of their actions to others and above all other concerns, seeks to uncover the common humanity in participants while also exercising resolve and fairness.1680 Given the nature of the three levels of restorative intervention it is clear that students who have already participated in previous levels of intervention at the primary and secondary levels will be exposed to this intervention as a consequence of continued behavioural difficulties.1681

5.9.3 Implementation Structure

Structurally, the implementation of effective restorative school-based practice and procedure for widespread use in Australian schools would include the following stages of implementation representing prevention and intervention strategies designed to meet educational, disciplinary and student wellbeing objectives1682 that are formalised to give effect to the human rights principles that were discussed in Chapter Three:
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a. **Commitment**

It is important to gain commitment by establishing a basis for change through questioning the status quo of current discipline management practice in schools. This includes the debunking of discipline management myths\(^{1683}\) including that surrounding existing punitive methodology where suspension, exclusion and referral to juvenile justice agencies does not yield either academic advancement or deterrence from offending in school settings, while simultaneously fuelling the schoolyard to jail yard journey.\(^{1684}\) According to Shaw, in attempting to initiate change in traditional hierarchical structures, a systematic, comprehensive approach is favoured, given the inertia often encountered in such cultural shifts away from existing disciplinary management and current practice in schools which in effect represents a fundamental change in school justice and discipline management.\(^{1685}\) As a consequence, suggests Vaandering, teaching staff, administrators and policymakers must actively confront resistant hierarchical structures that advocate conformity and instead adopt leadership roles in their relationships with students and actively encourage student participation in the restorative process such as in circles, peer mediation or conferencing.\(^{1686}\)

b. **Shared Vision**

Another aspect is the development of a shared vision aligned with preferred outcomes, including the pursuit of balance in the areas of prevention, intervention and crisis management by the establishment of a framework for restorative practice and the development of a common language grounded in restorative justice for discipline management and improvement of key indicators.\(^{1687}\) According to Morrison, Blood and Thorsborne, these indicators include those relating to suspension, exclusion and detention or staff and policy development, such as support for staff facing difficulty in
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disciplinary management and achieving balance in prevention, intervention and management of school emergency incidents.  

In this sense, a shared vision of restorative practice and methodology will provide agency for students to contribute to school safety as self-regulatory problem solvers, as well as key components of the circles, peer mediators or conference personnel, while teaching staff also contribute to problem solving. It is in this component that the importance of short, medium and long-term goal measurement and the identification of remaining gaps are most apparent as schools attempt to traverse the space between punitive disciplinary management and a restorative school culture.

c.  Responsive and Effective Practices

The development of responsive and effective practices allows school staff to respond appropriately to school violence incidents without the need to refer to third parties. It effectively empowers teaching staff who can intervene and avert escalation to more serious outcomes. According to Blood and Thorsborne, this requires continual training, support and maintenance along with quality standard monitoring that allows management and staff to conceptualise a restorative justice framework in a straightforward way. Development in this sense will necessarily include the pyramid typology of interventions grounded in the universal/defensive, targeted/secondary and intensive/tertiary responses discussed above. Effective strategy requires the establishment of respectful and inclusive dialogue among the participants in school communities that addresses the safety and health of school communities and is committed to the avoidance of lethal, violent incidents in school settings.
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d.  **Implementation, Transition Management and Best Practice**

Primarily, the development of a structural base in the form of a whole of school approach is imperative in the introduction and continuance of sustainable restorative justice practices in Australian school settings in order to provide the scaffolding for the primary, secondary and tertiary intervention levels discussed above. A whole of school approach provides continual support for the acquisition of and improvement in skills and practices with continual monitoring of programs that are cognisant of daily variations in behaviour and social life within school communities being a feature. Shaw anticipates that the congruence of new practice and procedures with school policy, supportive and effective leadership and a professional learning environment is also necessary in order to establish best practice in the sustainable use of restorative justice practice and procedure in Australian school settings.

Effective transition management with an emphasis on school needs, system imperatives and appropriate review mechanisms that allow for the timely establishment of best practice in new systems and structures such as data to support decision-making, including for example reoffending rates of at-risk students post mediation or conferencing, systems that facilitate the peer mediation process or selection of suitable student members for accountability panels and scripting for use in conferences. The use of appropriate systems and data collection remains of prime importance across the primary, secondary and tertiary levels of intervention by providing support and importantly, accountability. Effective management in a whole of school approach is vital given the tensions that arise in transitioning from the traditional punitive approach to that of restorative methodology in Australian school settings.
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e. **Staff Development**

In order to generate the cultural change and educational reform required to implement sustainable restorative justice methodology and practice in school settings, individual staff development must complement institutional change.\(^{1699}\) As a consequence, suggest Blood and Thorsborne, professional relationship development including the extension of restorative practices to the management of staff disputation and conflict, promotion of open, transparent and equitable working relationships, and the building of integrity of process through the challenging of practice and behaviour is needed.\(^{1700}\) In developing a restorative culture, the professional engagement of staff and wider school communities in restorative philosophy and practice with due focus on the importance of upholding a professional environment is desirable and should be applied to daily structures, processes and communication between participants for maximum effect.\(^{1701}\)
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5.9.4  *School Violence Discipline Management Implementation Strategies*

For the purposes of this thesis, four strategies that are consistent with essential rights tenets will be advanced that form the main thrust of a school violence discipline management regime. Although there will be an emphasis on conferencing, there remains adequate space within school-based restorative practice methodology for the beneficial use of classroom circles, peer mediation and peer/accountability panels.

*a. Problem Solving Circles*

By their very nature, circles are amongst the most fluid and distinctive form of restorative practice which, when translated to the classroom or school setting, help to engender a sense of community and connectedness amongst participants. This is further
enhanced by the inclusion of teaching staff in the process, adding to the quality of the relationships amongst participants.\textsuperscript{1702} The flexibility inherent in problem solving circles allows significant variance in operation\textsuperscript{1703} but essentially the aim of this restorative approach is to provide a forum arranged in a circular fashion where issues such as response to wrongdoing or alternately building of social capital, or creation of classroom norms and values are discussed and evaluated by participants including students, teachers and other invited participants.\textsuperscript{1704} Described by Morrison and Vaandering\textsuperscript{1705} as a proactive rather than reactive approach, circles allow the effective communication of expectations in the circle forum rather than traditional unilateral decision-making and enforcement of behavioural expectations. This effectively changes the nature of classroom management\textsuperscript{1706} and represents a targeted restorative intervention strategy that offers benefits in many areas including effective conflict resolution, open dialogue and the ventilation of problems in a safe environment.\textsuperscript{1707}

Students bring problems or concerns to the circle with only one participant contributing at a time in an effort to resolve conflict productively, establish ground rules for projects or excursions, progress, and planning of future directions or other common school concerns within an environment that engenders respect, support and effective communication.\textsuperscript{1708} An approach to the use of problem solving circles in Australian schools that encourages positivity and connectedness through mutual understanding and empathy is preferred, with clear topic choice and setting of goals, an emphasis on maintaining the conversation on topic and active participation in the process by teachers, resulting in a climate of respect amongst participants that deters misbehaviour and disrespect amongst participants.\textsuperscript{1709}
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b. Peer Mediation

Peer mediation is a negotiation-based, targeted intervention approach that utilises students as third party mediators to resolve conflict amongst disputants with a focus on the instruction of students in the art of deflating minor conflicts before their escalation into more serious incidents, and requires the training and instruction of small cohorts of students to act in the mediation process.\footnote{Christensen, above n 1540, 562.}

Morrison\footnote{Morrison, \textit{Restoring Safe School Communities}, above n 1347, 128.} states that peer mediation as adapted for use in Australian school settings is aimed at immersing self-regulating processes into the fabric of schools. It involves the training of small cohorts of students to act as neutral third party intermediaries, often arranged in teams who are then required to listen to the disputant concerns and assist in negotiated settlement and development of suitable options as well as the encouragement of self-responsibility by student disputants for decision-making and the welfare of other students.

Peer mediation specific to the school setting aims to resolve conflict in a positive fashion by providing students, disputants and mediators with skills and non-violent tools to enable conflict that would otherwise descend into violent and self-destructive behaviour to be dealt with in a positive fashion. It has been used by schools as a safeguard and structured mechanism to deal with peer to peer conflict, according to Christensen.\footnote{Christensen, above n 1540, 562.} Evidence to date has indicated that the immersing of peer mediation into school cultures is useful and that dispute resolution by students be positively positioned within student welfare frameworks and also aligned with school philosophies such that citizenship in schools is developed through self-regulation.\footnote{Morrison, \textit{Restoring Safe School Communities}, above n 1347, 128.} Self-regulation is a process that can become self-empowering to students which remains an important element in the school violence challenge, as violent incidents in schools demonstrate
that victims routinely have compromised power bases, for example in cases of bullying where domination over victims is commonplace.\textsuperscript{1714}

With an emphasis on the development of conflict resolution skills in students,\textsuperscript{1715} the use of peer mediation in school settings is not without merit with many thousands of programs in operation internationally, often achieving good outcomes. However, the practice has attracted some criticism particularly regarding its suitability as a remedy for serious or prolonged conflict,\textsuperscript{1716} and disapproval for being overly reactive and excessively focussed on perpetrators instead of contributing to whole of school cultural change, which is preferred.\textsuperscript{1717} Further criticism of school-based peer mediation strategies relates to the unrealistic use of young mediators in difficult cases and re-victimisation of the violence target through the use of mediation which necessarily involves the perpetrator and victim in proceedings, and inequality of bargaining power between the two participants as victims are rarely on level terms with perpetrators.\textsuperscript{1718}

c. Peer or Accountability Panels

An extension of peer mediation, peer or accountability panels are comprised of panel members typically derived from school resource officers and facilitators and student peers who are combined in a dialogue with offender and victim in order to develop an individualised consensual case plan or contract for the offender to follow after assessment. The case plan or contract identifies the actual impact of the offence at issue, accountability and responsibility before being agreed to and signed by all participants following the panel’s determination.\textsuperscript{1719} Peer or accountability panels reflect a targeted intervention approach.

O’Brien suggests that in school settings, accountability boards are useful in addressing student behavioural issues and encourage prevention and early intervention with the

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{1714} Ibid 129. \\
\textsuperscript{1715} Morrison, ‘Schools and Restorative Justice’, above n 1455, 338. \\
\textsuperscript{1716} Ibid. \\
\textsuperscript{1717} Christensen, above n 1540, 562. \\
\textsuperscript{1718} Ibid 562, 564. \\
\textsuperscript{1719} Pavelka, above n 1612, 16.
\end{footnotes}
support of school and wider community members.1720 Post case plan monitoring is also an important feature of peer or accountability panels, as valuable assessment of the student offender’s progress with respect to key indicators and deadlines is required so as to accurately assess the need for further intervention or assistance.1721 This category of restorative justice practice adapted for school use typically requires that offenders complete counselling and community service tasks, provide apologies and restitution to victims, and complete tutoring and mentoring.1722

d. Conferencing

Conferencing is placed at the intensive or tertiary level of intervention. Conferencing in various forms as discussed in Chapter 5 makes up the bulk of restorative interventions in school settings and thus will form the main thrust of a restorative justice strategy for use in Australian schools. Typically, conferencing in schools will be initiated as an alternative to detention, suspension or expulsion in addition to a condition employed prior to the return to school of previously suspended students.1723 Again, established processes that incorporate conferencing strategies which offer proactive responses to enhance teaching and learning, along with reactive approaches that are designed to adequately respond to harmful, disruptive behaviour and wrongdoing in school settings are useful suggest Morrison.1724 A strategy currently in use in Australian schools that is compatible with restorative methodology and practice is the training and trialling of senior students in conference protocol in order to conduct lower level conferencing for junior students will, according to Fouracre, go some way toward student empowerment as well as fostering truly restorative school environments.1725

1721 Ibid 9.
1722 Pavelka, above n 1612, 15.
1724 Morrison, Restoring Safe School Communities, above n 1347, 113.
1725 Fouracre, above n 1551, 20.
Proceedings in conferences are guided by an enquiry based script that provides the space for victims and offenders to outline their version of events and an explanation of the harm stemming from the violent or disruptive incident in question, culminating in a collective agreement satisfactory to all participants.\(^{1726}\) Conference scripts are a simple, flexible and reliable instrument well supported by psychological and sociological theory that allow facilitators to conduct conferences without extensive or sophisticated training in mediation or counselling. They provide stability and focus to facilitators even in emotionally charged circumstances\(^{1727}\) and have their origin in early experiments in juvenile justice restorative procedures.\(^{1728}\) Whilst the function of facilitators when conducting conferences is to remain impartial and ask scripted questions of all participants, the responses they receive are not. This aligns with an overarching conferencing objective. The aim is to allow participants to drive proceedings with limited intervention by facilitators who in the main have roles limited to the opening and closing of conferences and the asking of prescribed questions of participants rather than undue interference in discussion and decision-making, save for limited interjections to maintain the conference process.\(^{1729}\)

The importance of the restorative script should not be undersold, as the following of a structured approach allows offenders to be presented with the opportunity to accept responsibility for their actions, define specific steps toward harm repair and display good faith, with the social interaction inherent in the conference process also providing participants with a sense of relief and a demonstrable opportunity for reconciliation.\(^{1730}\) Conferences come in many guises but the following versions are considered suitable for Australian school behavioural management purposes.

---

\(^{1726}\) Shaw, above n 1492, 130.

\(^{1727}\) O’Connell, Wachtel and Wachtel, above n 1723, 21, 29.

\(^{1728}\) See 5.4 above for a discussion on the notion of restorative justice and the development of conferencing.

\(^{1729}\) Costello, Wachtel and Wachtel, above n 1393, 34.

\(^{1730}\) O’Connell, Wachtel and Wachtel, above n 1723, 26.
(i) Proactive Classroom Conferences
In this type of conference limits are emphasised, behavioural boundaries outlined and relationship importance is combined with aid in the enhancement of teaching and learning outcomes by linking discipline management with pedagogy and curriculum that enhances school life, \(^{1731}\) including teaching strategy, approaches and the student learning experience.

(ii) Reactive Classroom Conferences
This category of conference is particularly flexible in nature and includes individual conference arrangements involving single or small groups of students involved in incidents and teachers, to whole class conferences where teachers and entire classes of students are involved, or circumstances where entire grades or years of students and teachers assemble for the conferencing process.\(^ {1732}\)

(iii) Reactive Community Conferences
Reactive community conferences are initiated in response to wrongdoing, \(^{1733}\) such as when harmful or violent behaviour extending beyond classrooms has occurred. They require the participation of multiple stakeholders over and above students implicated in the incident, teachers, parents, siblings, other teaching staff members, other family members and members of school and wider communities.\(^ {1734}\)

As more formalised responses, reactive classroom and reactive community conferencing options are typically organised by administrative personnel rather than teaching staff,\(^ {1735}\) unlike less formalised restorative options such as circles.

(iv) Family Group Conferences or Family Group Decision-making Conferences
In this most comprehensive conference type, personnel include trained professional assistants to facilitate the required behavioural change. They combine with families,

---

\(^{1732}\) Morrison, Restoring Safe School Communities, above n 1347, 113.
\(^{1734}\) Morrison, Restoring Safe School Communities, above n 1347, 113.
\(^{1735}\) Costello, Wachtel and Wachtel, above n 1393, 34.
student offenders and victims to devise plans and make decisions regarding the future direction of the student offender. The professional assistance may take the form of school counsellors, probation officers, social workers, police representatives, and members of religious groups, amongst others, who combine with the student offender and extended members of her or his family in a forum where the behavioural problem, legal status and resources available to serve the student offender and family are outlined.1736 A feature of family group conferencing is the ability for the offending student and those included in their immediate circle of care, such as family members and religious representatives for example, to formulate a written behavioural plan without input from professionals or other members of the conference, who are presented with the plan and can exercise veto rights on the proposal.1737

5.9.5 Essential Procedures and Undertakings
In order to ensure the introduction and upkeep of successful, sustainable restorative conferencing in Australian schools, a number of important procedures and undertakings need to be put into place by schools and education agencies. The simplistic adaptation of restorative justice processes from juvenile justice settings to schools is described by Blood and Thorsborne1738 as short-sighted because the maintenance of robust and healthy school community relationships that allow learning outcomes to be met requires a more sophisticated approach with a concerted effort made to provide support and the engagement of school staff and wider school communities. Principal amongst these procedures and undertakings is the need for careful analysis by individual schools as to exactly where conferencing is placed within school cultures,1739 because the successful entrenching of restorative ideology rather than a regime of punishment into school culture is critical for success, as is the need for a comprehensive consultative approach with school management, staff and school communities.1740

1736 Ibid 36.
1737 Ibid.
1738 Blood and Thorsborne, above n 1649, 17.
1739 See 5.9.1 above for a background discussion on the use of restorative justice practices and philosophies in Australian schools.
Further, clear and concise policy is needed to clarify the disciplinary functions of school management and the conferencing process from the outset, as boundaries are often blurred between these concomitant areas, particularly in reporting responsibility and the effect of meeting agreed outcomes on the suspension and exclusion of students. The best potential for the successful implementation of restorative practices in schools has been found to be where there is an identifiable need for and commitment to changing the school ethos. This is best achieved through the creation and maintenance of positive school community relationships in circumstances where schools are satisfied that they have the capacity and agency to make productive changes. The input of community support representatives who can attend to administrative requirements is also of importance in conferencing, as is the training of convenors specifically to assist in the referral of students to conferences, as well as the utilisation of conferencing for a variety of school behavioural issues such as episodes of violence, vandalism, alcohol and drug abuse, disobedience and in other possible non-student school contexts including staff and school management disputation.

It is not anticipated that any solid timeframe for the wholesale adoption of restorative practices in Australian schools can be put forward given the dissimilarity in philosophies, structures and practical difficulties evident in schools across the nation. However, it would be expected that those schools already utilising restorative practices would be able to expedite the process to some extent. Nonetheless, a timetable based upon the gaining of commitment to inclusion of restorative programs and methodologies into existing disciplinary programs and structures would help with the acceptance of new restorative dialogue, increased behavioural management options and improved statistics over a period of a year to a year and a half would be useful according to Morrison, Blood and Thorsborne.

---

1741 Ibid 46.
1743 Ibid.
1745 Morrison, Blood and Thorsborne, above n 1688, 352.
The period of implementation of restorative practices into mainstream school use throughout the Australian jurisdiction is of significance in successful assimilation as it requires the commitment of school communities in a process that increases skill development, in conference convening for example, alignment of policy and procedure, and a more pronounced modification of dialogue and procedures over a two to three year duration. Best practice could likely be achieved over a four to five year span, which would see the preferred school community cultural change realised and behavioural change embedded in schools, and policy review and procedure practices in place. Shaw is mindful that a major threat to the establishment of sustainable examples of the preferred whole of school approach is time pressure, however, whilst Gonzalez recognises the benefit of the introduction in schools of stand-alone restorative justice coordinators in order to facilitate the introduction of sustainable program and procedure.

5.10 Incorporation of Restorative Justice Practice and Procedure into Australian School Discipline Management Structures

The widespread establishment and sustainability of a more formalised approach to restorative justice in Australian schools calls for the incorporation of the framework outlined above into existing discipline management policy regimes in each state or territory. This integration of the recommended regime into existing structures can be achieved in a similar fashion to the widespread assimilation of anti-bullying strategies and procedures that has taken place in the domestic Australian education

---

1746 Blood and Thorsborne, above n 1649, 15.
1747 Morrison, Blood and Thorsborne, above n 1688, 352.
1748 Shaw, above n 1492.
1749 Gonzales, above n 1500, 305.
1750 See Appendix 1 for an example of a rights-based restorative justice discipline management policy for use in Australian schools.
environment. The integration of comprehensive restorative justice methodology and practice in Australian schools is also supported by the scaffolding provided by state and territory juvenile justice legislative frameworks that promote the use of diversion from traditional processes.\textsuperscript{1752} Education agencies have also provided support\textsuperscript{1753}, in the form of discipline management policy that has utilised a restorative justice approach. Essential human rights safeguards will underpin the use of this methodology and practice\textsuperscript{1754} which will also benefit Australia’s international human rights obligations.

This thesis recommends a whole of school, rights-based restorative justice approach to address juvenile school violence based upon the strategy introduced above in this chapter. To enable this, the hitherto underutilised Commonwealth \textit{National Safe Schools Framework} provides a useful vehicle to inform and guide Australian schools in the provision and upkeep of safe school environments. Essentially, as recommended by both the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child and the Australian Human Rights Commission,\textsuperscript{1755} Australia should increase efforts to maximise the effect of the \textit{Framework}, as current school-based frameworks are inadequate in addressing school violence and bullying, for example. In guiding and informing state and territory policy and procedure, the \textit{Framework} is beneficial in addressing the Australian school violence issue through the active promotion of safe and respectful school environments and by championing a whole of school approach to the problem.\textsuperscript{1756}

\textsuperscript{1752} See 5.5 above for a discussion on the use of restorative justice programs and procedures within the Australian Juvenile Justice System, including conferencing.
\textsuperscript{1753} See 5.6 above for a discussion on the use of restorative justice programs and procedures in Australian schools to date.
\textsuperscript{1754} See 6.2 below for a discussion on the human rights implications of restorative justice in schools programs and procedures.
\textsuperscript{1755} See 6.2 below for a discussion on the recommendations advanced for Australia internally by the Australian Human Rights Commission, as well as the recommendations advanced for Australia by the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child.
\textsuperscript{1756} See 4.6 above for an outline of the guiding principles of the National Safe Schools Framework.
While the guiding principles and intent of the Framework is of merit, a far more robust and structured regime of measures is required to more appropriately address the school violence issue. Specifically, a more extensive restorative justice regime should be implemented, based upon the entry level, secondary/targeted and intensive or tertiary level intervention approach that utilises problem solving classroom circles, peer mediation and peer accountability panels culminating in an expansive conferencing approach. As recommended in this thesis, a model approach buttressed by the scaffolding provided by the Framework would address the school violence problem and contribute to safer school communities in a more robust and effective fashion with due regard for human rights, and importantly interrupt the journey to adult criminality often undertaken by at-risk violent students.

The incorporation of a model rights-based restorative justice approach to address school violence in Australia within the scope of the Framework will inform and guide state and territory discipline management policy in a similar vein to the wholesale adoption of anti-bullying policy across the Australian jurisdiction as outlined above. As discussed earlier,1757 school-based restorative justice programs are already in place in several jurisdictions, albeit in a limited capacity. For example, in Western Australia, the current Department of Education and Training, Behaviour Management in Schools (2008) policy includes recommendations for the use of restorative processes when managing breach of school discipline.1758 These can feasibly be adapted in concert with a revised Framework to incorporate the more comprehensive strategy developed in this thesis.

Moreover, the collaborative leadership demonstrated by the Commonwealth in initiating the Framework is buttressed by the provision of adequate funding1759 to assist schools and communities in their efforts to reduce school violence, such as during the 2004–2005 period in which significant funding was provided to Australian schools to initiate

---

1757 See 5.6 above for a discussion on the use of restorative justice programs and procedures in Australian schools to date.
1758 Department of Education and Training WA, Behaviour Management in Schools, above n 110, 7.
1759 See also 4.4 above for a discussion on the various Commonwealth statutes that are in place to provide financial assistance to state and territory education agencies.
safe schools programs that reflect the Framework. In particular, the Australian Education Act 2013 (Cth) provides funding that is conditional on the implementation of national policy initiatives which can include the Framework suitably adapted to include the implementation structure advanced in this thesis. Funding and resource allocation remain significant given the considerable impost that the introduction of appropriate programs and policies including training required for school staff and students places on state and territory education agencies when initiating and progressing appropriate rights-based restorative justice policy and procedure in Australian school settings.

5.11 Conclusion

This chapter of the thesis saw the introduction and canvasing of important concepts that play a pivotal part in the culmination of the study which will lead to recommendations for the wholesale introduction of rights-based, restorative justice-based behavioural management structures in Australian schools. Initially, the inexact notion of a rights-based approach was introduced which requires the expansion of laws, practices and procedures to uphold and address the violation of rights, which was then extended to a rights-based approach adapted for children and juveniles. The discussion then moved to the critical notion of restorative justice that was introduced in earlier chapters and included background discussion of the Australian experience of restorative justice within the confines of juvenile justice structures in the wider community. From this juncture, the discussion turned to the use of restorative justice practices in Australian schools where some useful experiences have been gained, before an important discussion on the wholesale adoption of uniform human rights-based restorative practices based upon a whole of school approach, and the introduction and upkeep of


1761 Australian Education Act 2013 (Cth) s 22(1).
sustainable and valuable behavioural management practices that will contribute toward reduction of the school violence problem.

A restorative framework for implementation was then introduced that highlighted the importance of notions of safe and restorative schools that focussed upon the needs of stakeholders like students, teaching and administrative staff, parents and members of the wider community in a three level approach. This methodology is grounded in the use of problem solving circles, peer mediation, peer accountability panels and conferencing which requires the commitment of stakeholders to address the question of school violence. Also needed is a shared vision for change in school communities, effective training and support and professional relationship development in an attempt to construct and maintain the preferred whole of school approach to the implementation of restorative justice practices that is cognisant of essential human rights obligations.

Chapter Six of the thesis will provide an overview of the study, a final discussion on the human rights implications of a restorative justice approach, shortcomings in Australia’s performance in the upholding of human rights, and key findings, future perspectives and a concluding statement.
Chapter 6: Thesis Overview, Human Rights Implications, Key Findings, Recommendations and Conclusion

6.1 Thesis Overview
The intended purpose of this thesis was to conduct an investigation into the benefit of a rights-based approach grounded in restorative justice methodology and practices that will address the challenge of violence in Australian schools in a useful, practical and beneficial fashion while upholding and advancing essential human rights obligations.

Chapter 1 of the thesis identified the global problem of juvenile violence as well as the dearth of information available in relation to school violence. Salient risk factors were identified including individual characteristics such as low intelligence, behavioural issues, alcohol and drug use, as well as relational factors such as poor familial bonding, erratic or harsh parenting, low socio-economic status and societal issues including income inequality, weapons access, and the presence of gangs. Important issues introduced in the chapter included the escalation of juvenile toward adult violence, so often seen, as well as the unhelpful influence of mass media in the provision of both information and entertainment. The important notion of schools as settings where juvenile violence is both perpetrated and controlled along with the inevitable blurring of boundaries between schools and community that spawn difficulty in the management of juvenile violence was also introduced.

The contextual framework of the thesis was also advanced and is essentially one that is underpinned by a rights-based approach allowing the development of suitable juvenile school violence methodology for use in Australian schools grounded in human rights obligations principally derived from the pivotal UNCRC tenets of best interests and participation, along with associated international instruments. Chapter 1 also outlined research questions that centred on juvenile school violence in Australian schools, the nature and scope of domestic and international law in addressing juvenile violence, contemporary Australian education law and policy relevant to school violence and the
question of a rights-based approach to addressing the problem of juvenile school violence and how education policy can be informed by the thesis. The chapter also outlined the conceptual frameworks, methodology, and document analysis of the study and gave a chapter outline and structure. Importantly, the aim of the research was identified in the chapter, being the formulation of advantageous recommendations for school law, policy and guidelines that address school violence in Australian schools.

The relevance of the thesis was identified as contributing to an enhanced understanding of violent juvenile behaviour and the concomitant effect on society with a particular focus on criminal justice and education agencies as they have the most fundamental relationship with violent juveniles. An important contribution to the field of education law and practice in violent juvenile discipline management in Australian schools is also of relevance in the thesis. Insofar as significance of the thesis is concerned, by grounding the research in an Australian perspective it is suggested that an important contribution will be made to the existing body of knowledge concerning juvenile violence, which will go some way toward addressing the domestic research lacuna in the area.

Chapter 2 of the thesis identified germane definitional aspects of the thesis including the important notions of juvenile, violence and school violence which represent the central theme of the study. Manifold typologies of these areas were discussed which contributed toward linking research questions and aims including the question of legal maturity in light of the doli incapax provisions in Australian juvenile justice legislation, in addition to exploration of a useful definition of violence derived from numerous classifications whether physical, emotional, psychological or economic, amongst other exemplars. The discussion then focussed on the pivotal school violence delineation so important to the study which was extended by analysis of attendant risk factors that can contribute to acts of school violence. The chapter then focussed on patterns and trends of juvenile violence in Australia more broadly, prior to a focus on domestic school violence. Also discussed in the chapter were limitations in analysis of recorded juvenile criminal justice data in
addition to the perennial problem of underreporting and policing methods which add further difficulty.

The impact of juvenile violence on victims, communities and society more generally was then discussed, which was then extended to causes, risk and protective factors associated with juvenile violence. The overarching issue of school violence was then examined including the associated causal factors, prior to a discussion of school violence in the Australian domain which included commentary on fatal episodic domestic school violence incidents and the pervasive and damaging trend of internet and technology-based recording and publication of school violence not previously anticipated.

By providing an overview of the development of autonomous human rights for children and juveniles, Chapter 3 established an important platform for Chapter 4 of the thesis which in turn examined domestic and international obligations associated with human rights instruments in light of responses by institutions such as the juvenile justice and education agencies within Australia.

Chapter 3 of the thesis outlined the notion of human rights with particular focus on the transfer of such rights to children and juveniles and the emergence of delinquency as a social problem including the development of stand-alone systems to deal with the issue, such as the development of children’s courts. An introduction was also provided to the important concept of restorative justice that would be the subject of much focus in subsequent chapters of the thesis. The chapter also provided the historical background to the emergence of the UNCRC and other international instruments associated with children and juveniles with a focus on the specific rights provided under the convention, in particular the best interests principle and the notion of participation. Following this, an overview was made of selected jurisprudence associated with children and juvenile human rights in both a domestic and international sense.
In light of the human rights instruments discussed in Chapter 3, the formal structures in place to deal with juvenile violence especially in school settings within the Australian jurisdiction were examined in Chapter 4 as a precursor to an extensive discussion later in the chapter on the incorporation or otherwise of essential rights safeguards found in important human rights instruments into domestic Australian legislative and policy regimes associated with children and juveniles. In particular, the juvenile justice and education law and policy structures including the Commonwealth initiated *National Safe Schools Framework*, which although worthwhile has had limited influence on domestic school responses to the school violence issue, were considered. Whilst inconsistency between state and territory responses to juvenile justice was identified, some consensus on other rights-based safeguards was also apparent. An overview of domestic education legislative and policy approaches to dealing with school-based child and juvenile violence was then undertaken prior to an overview of essential human rights-based canons including best interests and participation amongst others, along with staples such as natural justice, due process and procedural fairness. Encouragingly for the purposes of this thesis, a diversion from traditional punitive responses in the form of restorative justice practices was found to have some exposure in domestic Australian juvenile justice legislation and education policy.

Chapter 5 culminated in recommendations for the wholesale adoption of a restorative justice approach to behavioural management in Australian schools framed in a juvenile rights-based approach that is cognisant of human rights obligations. Initially, the chapter outlined the important concepts of a rights-based approach and restorative justice which had been introduced earlier in the thesis. In order to provide context to the domestic use of restorative methodology and practices, an overview of the use of restorative justice in Australia within the confines of juvenile justice agencies, and more importantly school settings, was provided. Principally framed in a three stage approach, the recommended restorative justice strategy embodies the use of conferencing along with more preliminary methods including problem solving circles, peer mediation and accountability panels as well as a shared vision by schools, effective support and training and relationship development. An inclusive approach was advanced toward
achieving the goal of safe school environments which is conscious of essential human rights safeguards and goes some way toward addressing historical limitations and shortcomings in Australia’s human rights performance.

As the thesis was underpinned by the upholding of essential human rights of juveniles, the implications of a uniform adoption of restorative justice methodology and practice in Australian schools aimed at the reduction of school violence will be the focus of the final discussion of the thesis. Key findings associated with a rights-based approach with particular focus on the two *UNCRC* tenets of the best interests of the child and participation identified earlier in the thesis, in addition to Australia’s human rights shortfalls as espoused by the *UNCRC* along with other pertinent rights and school violence issues, will now be addressed.


The use of sustainable restorative justice methodology and practice in Australian schools and the compatibility of such a regime in light of Australia’s human rights obligations is particularly significant given *UNCRC* recommendations that Australia increases its efforts to implement methodologies and strategies to address school violence through the enactment of a federal framework complemented by state and territory legislation, in addition to the promotion of restorative school environments that are more conducive to achieving the goal of violence reduction. Further recommendations for a rights-based approach to address the issue of juvenile violence more broadly also complement *UNCRC* recommendations that focus on school settings.

#### 6.2.1 Introduction

The wholesale adoption of a rights-based, restorative justice behavioural management regime in Australian schools is intended to address the school violence issue in addition to inculcating a restorative school environment that is both more tolerant of difference and respectful of difference in others. A discussion on the consistency or otherwise of such a regime in light of Australia’s human rights obligations, with particular reference
to areas of concern that have been expressed by the international community in regard to the promotion of juvenile human rights in the Australian jurisdiction, would however be useful at this point. It is therefore the purpose of this final discussion in the thesis to marry the concepts and notions discussed in preceding chapters with the introduction of a rights-based, uniform behavioural management regime for use in Australian schools that is grounded in restorative justice methodology.

6.2.2 The Incorporation of Essential Rights-based Tenets in a Restorative Justice in Schools Framework

As discussed above, essential rights-based approach tenets and their relationship to restorative justice methodology including the notions of accountability and transparency, universality and individual dignity, capacity development and empowerment, with a particular focus on participation and the best interests of the child, will be assessed with respect to the development of restorative practices for practical, sustainable use in schools and the fulfilment of rights and entitlements. The ability to address violation and denial of rights will also be addressed. This area is of importance given Australia’s deficient performance in the implementation and promotion of child and juvenile rights found in international instruments, particularly the pivotal UNCRC since its ratification by Australia over two decades ago. Aligned with the recommendations of this thesis, the introduction of a child rights-based approach to juvenile violence was also supported by the Australian Human Rights Commission, which endorsed an integrated, cohesive, coordinated and interdisciplinary approach to address episodic juvenile violence, harassment and bullying, which logically would include school settings.

In response to the submission of the 4th periodic report by Australia in 2011, the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child was not without commendation for Australia’s human rights activities in a number of areas as outlined in its most recent

1762 See 5.2 above for a discussion of the various children’s rights-based tenets including transparency, universality, accountability, capacity development and empowerment.
1763 See 3.5 above for a discussion on the gestation, introduction and ratification of the UNCRC.
1764 Australian Human Rights Commission, Submission to the Committee on the Rights of the Child, above n 671, [63].
report published in mid-2012. These included the introduction of Commonwealth legislation to establish a committee on Australian human rights legislation, the National Apology by then Prime Minister Rudd in 2009, rights of persons with a disability, the elimination of discrimination against women, protection of children in the family law system, early childhood education and closing the gap on indigenous disadvantage, amongst other important initiatives and developments.

The satisfaction of essential rights-based tenets in a restorative justice approach to discipline management in Australian schools requires accountability and transparency between duty bearers and stakeholders. In this instance, the introduction and sustainable use of restorative practices such as classroom circles, peer mediation or accountability panels and conferencing can secure entitlements and obligations to respect, protect and fulfil rights through the appropriate discharge of legislative, administrative and judicial actions, as was introduced in Chapter 5, in order to respect, protect and fulfil the entitlements of children and juveniles.

Here, state parties including Australia are obligated under the UNCRC in particular but also the ICCPR and other important instruments to ensure those individual freedoms which can in turn be embraced under the mechanisms of school-based restorative practices. As an example, children and juveniles at Australian schools as rights holders are entitled to expect duty bearers in education agencies to uphold and protect their rights under UNCRC art 4 including the review of policy and the provision of adequate funding in educational services. It also extends to changing or amending laws such as would be the case with adoption of transparent, uniform restorative justice-oriented school behavioural management policy and procedure in Australian schools.

1765 Committee on the Rights of the Child, Consideration of Reports Submitted by State Parties Under Article 44 of the Convention, 60th sess, UN Doc UNCRC/C/AUS/CO/4 (28 August 2012) [2]–[6].
1766 Ibid [4]–[6]. Note also that the appointment of National Children’s Commissioner Megan Mitchell in February 2013 has also been seen as a positive development in the promotion of children and juvenile rights in Australia.
1767 See 5.9 above for a discussion on an implementation framework for a rights-based restorative justice approach for use in Australian schools.
Universality and the individual dignity of rights holders such as children and juveniles in schools is also an important notion in a restorative justice approach to behavioural management in Australian school settings in the sense that promotion of the individual worth of all students rather than simply as a class of rights holders is achievable instead of the promotion of generalist approaches common to traditional methods that are essentially target driven.\(^{1768}\) The use of restorative methodology such as peer mediation and conferencing places value on the input of the individual student in the disciplinary process. Capacity development and empowerment is also an important feature of restorative justice in an Australian school discipline management regime as the methodology provides a welcome measure of empowerment to children and juveniles in school settings. It elevates student victims of school violence to participants rather than passive members of existing school disciplinary management processes, whilst promoting a human rights-based approach that is welcoming of juvenile rights. Two essential factors in the empowerment and capacity development potential of restorative practices in schools are the key elements of participation in the process of school discipline management and consideration of the best interests in all decisions affecting children and juveniles that are derived from school violence incidents.

Participation in a restorative justice process is fundamental to both its operation and success. Within the context of school environments, it represents a significant challenge in upholding the participatory rights of juveniles given the structures omnipresent in school systems that traditionally defer to predominantly hierarchical operating models. These are reliant on administrators and other management staff to regulate school policy and procedure while teachers largely are empowered to shape the classroom environment.\(^{1769}\)

The requirement for participation in restorative justice procedures and practice by all stakeholders, whether in classroom circles, peer mediation or conferencing in school settings, remains of importance as the communication of views, the search for answers

---

\(^{1768}\) Monohan and Young, above n 516, 43.

and dealing with the aftermath of the offence are central to the restorative model. The requirements of *UNCRC* art 12 and Beijing Rule 14 are also met by the participation of juveniles in decision-making in this sense, because the notion that children and juveniles have the right to have their views taken into account and have adults involve them in decision-making, is also endorsed by the Australian Human Rights Commission and satisfied in the restorative justice school disciplinary model. However, parental rights are not actually subjugated by art 12 as participation by parents can be adjusted to account for maturation levels in the juvenile in question. Moreover, respect for the contribution of parental guidance and direction to the exercise of the rights of children and juveniles under *UNCRC* art 5 also is to be considered by state parties in the exercise of discipline management in schools. Further, Braithwaite suggests that there is an association between effective participative parenting and the restorative justice approach that highlights the notion of responsible social behaviour through discipline or the setting of limits, yet also encourages nurturing and affection by confrontation and disapproval of wrongdoing and increased support through recognition of the wrongdoer’s value.

Further, within the context of juvenile justice legislation and school behavioural policy across the Australian jurisdictions, the participation and consultation of students, teaching staff, parents, guardians and members of school communities once again aligns with the intent of restorative measures and practices, particularly conferencing, following incidents of school violence. This consultative and participative approach requires input and interaction from stakeholders and encourages positive interpersonal skills development, consultation and the encouragement of respectful relationships and the management of student behaviour in partnership with school community stakeholders, as well as student engagement.
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1770 See 3.6 above for a discussion of the right of children and juveniles to participate under international instruments.
1771 Australian Human Rights Commission, Submission to the Committee on the Rights of the Child, above n 671, [59]. See 4.3 above for a discussion of parental rights across Australian jurisdictions.
1773 See 4.7 above for a discussion on domestic juvenile justice legislation and school behavioural policy.
Additionally, in sharing power with students, adults may in fact contribute to the development of an enhanced sense of ownership in school environments by juveniles if they are provided with the opportunity to make decisions in relation to discipline management. They are also likely to have a greater inclination to accept and follow rules and procedures.\textsuperscript{1774} The value of the participative process in the restorative process should not be undersold as by contributing to school policy and processes, juveniles are more inclined to become active, socially adjusted citizens capable of both making informed decisions and being responsible for the same, according to Varnham, Booth and Evers.\textsuperscript{1775} The enhancement of life skills through exposure to restorative justice methodology in schools is of benefit to children and juveniles in traversing life challenges, as well as helping reduce juvenile violence and aggressive tendencies and improve educational achievement and future job prospects, principally in the areas of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship development and responsible decision-making.\textsuperscript{1776}

The inclusive participatory nature of a uniform restorative justice regime in Australian schools will also go some way toward addressing the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child concerns that there continue to be inadequate avenues for children and juveniles, particularly those aged 15 years or under, to express their views, as well as a dearth of mechanisms allowing meaningful participation and empowerment in school behavioural policy and decision-making in matters affecting them.\textsuperscript{1777} As a consequence, restorative rather than existing punitive disciplinary management regimes in Australian schools will provide the medium for much greater participation and weighing of the views of children and juveniles, and will also satisfy the participatory goals of a rights-based approach and human rights more broadly in line with the requirements of human rights instruments, particularly those enshrined in the \textit{UNCRC}.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[1774] Johnny, above n 1769, 6–7.
\item[1775] Varnham, Booth and Evers, above n 641.
\item[1777] Committee on the Rights of the Child, UN Doc UNCRC/C/AUS/CO/4, above n 1765, [33].
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Participative contribution in the democratic processes that resolve school-based conflict and safety issues, such as class circles, peer mediation and conferencing, is of obvious benefit and promotes the *UNCRC* art 12 premise of meaningful participation by children and juveniles in matters affecting them, whilst also promoting citizenship and democracy within school settings\(^\text{1778}\) and the development of more politically minded citizens\(^\text{1779}\) through the medium of restorative practices.

The best interests principle\(^\text{1780}\) espoused by *UNCRC* art 3 is to be afforded preferential but not sole or absolute status in all actions undertaken by private or public social welfare institutions, courts, legislative bodies or administrative authorities that impact upon children or juveniles. In the opinion of the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, the best interests principle in Australia is inadequately publicised, integrated and applied in legislative, administrative and judicial policy and proceedings and projects, while state parties are to be actively encouraged to provide guidance in the form of appropriate procedures and criteria to determine the criteria to be used in an individual assessment of the best interests of children and juveniles in all areas including judicial and administrative areas.\(^\text{1781}\)

Mindful of these issues and the indistinct nature of the best interests principle, the use of restorative methodology and practices in Australian schools has much to offer. The *UNCRC* itself, argue Blagg and Wilkie,\(^\text{1782}\) can provide some measure of additional guidance such as in the area of freedom from all forms of violence under the auspices of *UNCRC* art 19, which would presumably include physical chastisement using traditional punitive behavioural management approaches employed by schools, in addition to *UNCRC* art 37, which prohibits cruel or harmful punishment and degrading treatment. Moreover, the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child was also critical of
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\(^\text{1778}\) Varnham, Booth and Evers, above n 641.
\(^\text{1779}\) Johnny, above n 1769, 13.
\(^\text{1780}\) See 3.5 above for a discussion of the best interests principle and 5.3.4 above for further explanation of the principle within the confines of a rights-based approach.
\(^\text{1781}\) Committee on the Rights of the Child, UN Doc UNCRC/C/AUS/CO/4, above n 1765, [32].
\(^\text{1782}\) Blagg and Wilkie, above n 657.
Australia’s continued use of corporal punishment\textsuperscript{1783} which remains a difficult issue. The lawfulness or otherwise of this disciplinary measure is contentious because of continued use in some Australian schools in certain circumstances under the auspices of ‘reasonable chastisement.’ The United Nations Committee on Rights of the Child also made specific mention of a dearth of systemic and recurrent evaluation of existing measures that address the school violence issue, and recommended that Australia act to prohibit corporal punishment and instead promote positive, alternative methods of discipline for children and juveniles in schools which are respectful of human rights.\textsuperscript{1784} The use of restorative methodologies and practices in schools has obvious application in this sense and also goes some way toward the promotion of the best interests of children and juveniles.

The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child was also vocal on the need for Australia to enact a federal framework to reduce violence and to monitor anti-violence measures in schools. This is reflected by similar and complementary legislation at state and territory level\textsuperscript{1785} that again has implications for the introduction of the uniform restorative justice methodologies and practices proposed in this thesis in both the critical areas of punishment for school violence incidents and the promotion of restorative, inclusive, less violent school environments, which remain first order priorities for schools engaged with the approach. More instructive is the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child view that Australia redoubles its efforts to address the prevention of school violence in the form of bullying, principally through the introduction of educational and socio-pedagogical methodology for teaching staff with parental input. This has implications for those entrusted with the care and development of children and juveniles, including in the provision of safe and healthy environments and protection from violence, with the best interests principle prominent throughout the Australian jurisdiction in the parental responsibility legislative framework.\textsuperscript{1786}

\textsuperscript{1783} See 4.11.5 above for a discussion on the use of corporal punishment in Australian schools.
\textsuperscript{1784} Committee on the Rights of the Child, UN Doc UNCRC/C/AUS/CO/4, above n 1765, [44].
\textsuperscript{1785} Ibid [47].
\textsuperscript{1786} See 4.10 above for a discussion of parental rights across Australian jurisdictions.
Further, under *UNCRC* art 29, which promotes the goals of education, students are to be particularly respectful of parental rights. This also aligns with restorative methodologies and increased capacity for teaching staff to address and investigate episodes of school violence including bullying. The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child did welcome measures introduced in the *National Safe Schools Framework*, which was endorsed by the Australian Human Rights Commission in its submission to the United Nations in late 2011. The Australian Human Rights Commission was also of the opinion that the Commonwealth government should support school communities in implementing the *National Safe Schools Framework* through the evaluation and monitoring of its impact, and also endorsed the integration of human rights education in Australian school curricula.

More broadly, the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child also encouraged state parties to develop comprehensive strategies to prevent and address all forms of violence against children and juveniles including reporting results to the United Nations Secretary General in its next periodic report, and went further in recommending the introduction of explicit national legal bans on all forms of violence in all settings. Once again, uniform restorative justice methodologies and practices in school settings can be advantageous in both violence reduction through both less punitive punishment for behavioural infractions and also through cultural change that promotes a less violent school environment.

The promotion and nurturing of the best interests principle in uniform restorative justice methodology for use in Australian schools will also be allied to juvenile justice and school behavioural policy. The principle is well subscribed in state and territory juvenile justice legislation and is present without being prolific in state and territory school policy and procedure. Pleasingly, the intent if not the principle itself is largely
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1787 Committee on the Rights of the Child, UN Doc UNCRC/C/AUS/CO/4, above n 1765, [78]. See also 4.6 above for a summary of the provisions of the National Safe Schools Framework.

1788 Australian Human Rights Commission, *Submission to the Committee on the Rights of the Child*, above n 671, [68], [145]–[148].

1789 Committee on the Rights of the Child, UN Doc UNCRC/C/AUS/CO/4, above n 1765, [48].
maintained in domestic school legislation and procedure. The right to an education under UNCRC art 28 also has relevance here in terms of a rights-based approach to the best interests principle in that children are to benefit from education free of violence with schools obligated to review disciplinary policy to ensure that no physical or mental violence, neglect or abuse is apparent, and that the dignity of the child or juvenile is maintained.

Key findings and recommendations that have been derived from the thesis will now be discussed.

6.3 Key Findings

Throughout the course of this thesis a number of instructive themes have emerged that are of particular importance in the context of school violence in the Australian arena. Essentially, this thesis will conclude that the challenge of addressing juvenile violence in Australian schools is best approached from a legislative and policy position grounded in a rights-based restorative justice approach which recognises both the problematic nature of school-based violence and the notion that juveniles have independent human rights. Key findings that have emerged during the study will now be discussed.

6.3.1 Insufficiency of Accessible Data Relevant to Domestic Australian School Violence

A thorough understanding of the impact and extent of school violence in the Australian jurisdiction is compromised by a lack of reliable data and structural shortcomings which were discussed in Chapter 2 of the thesis, as the recording of violent incidents on or connected to school environments is typically embedded in juvenile crime and violence data that is difficult to access. There is no stand-alone school violence data available at present. As a result, media reports on incidents of school violence across the domestic Australian landscape were referred to as well as small scale reports and anecdotal

---

1790 See 4.11 above for an overview of state and territory juvenile justice legislative and school policy provisions including the pivotal best interests principle.
1791 See 3.6 above for a discussion on the right to education under the UNCRC.
evidence, because these sources of information heavily influence public opinion and perceptions of the school violence problem.

6.3.2 Limited Influence of International Law Safeguards in the Domestic Australian Legal Landscape

The influence of supporting international law on the development of a rights-based approach to address juvenile school violence within Australia remains of concern. Essentially, the lack of direct incorporation of UNCRC safeguards into domestic law has compromised the influence of this pivotal international instrument which was outlined in Chapter 3 of the thesis. Ostensibly, the non-negotiable human rights standards of the Convention that are targeted at the specific stand-alone interests and needs of children and juveniles to date is of only peripheral force until such time as the Convention is incorporated into domestic law. However, some promise has emerged such as the inclusion of important UNCRC provisions including the best interests element which has been given focus in juvenile justice legislation and school discipline management policy. In addition, stand-alone human rights legislative provisions have been enacted in some domestic jurisdictions to date, whilst judicial activism has seen the interpretation of domestic legislation with deference to international obligations such as those found in the UNCRC and other instruments in deciphering statutory ambiguity, although not where there is apparent clarity in legislative provisions.

6.3.3 Inconsistency in Implementation of International Safeguards in Domestic Australian Education Law and Policy

Chapter 4 demonstrated that the influence of international legal safeguards in domestic juvenile justice and education law and policy is visible, although uneven in its impact across jurisdictions. As has been identified previously, the best interests and participation notions, which represent significant canons of the UNCRC, are visible across the domestic Australian jurisdictions in juvenile justice legislation and process, although exposure in education policy remains sporadic.
An overview of the Australian education law and policy highlighted an unclear application of the best interests and participation notions. Essentially, the intent of the best interests of the child is easier to isolate rather than the exhibition of the notion. Although this is comforting to some extent, it leaves room for improvement in wholesale domestic education law and policy. Similarly, participation has a limited focus in domestic education policy although the National Safe Schools Framework, which is referenced in some if not all jurisdictions, promotes the participation of stakeholders in promoting safe school environments. This includes parents, carers and wider community representatives in addition to students, teachers and other school personnel.

6.3.4 Although Ad Hoc in Practice to Date, Restorative Justice is a Legitimate Disciplinary Management Strategy in Australian Education Law and Policy

The use of restorative justice practices and methodology in the Australian domestic juvenile justice arena is both long standing and extensive in its execution, with all states and territories utilising the approach through the use of cautioning and family group conferencing which represent the bulk of domestic restorative interventions. Whilst not as extensive, the use of restorative methodologies and practices in school for disciplinary management also has some history. Australia is something of a vanguard in implementation, with pilot schemes and small scale introduction of the practices dating from the 1990s.

There are also useful examples of large scale restorative approaches in Australian schools that have approached disciplinary management through the promotion of sustainable wholesale school cultural change in an attempt to infuse a restorative nature into school environments. This can be applied not only in student discipline management but also in teaching, learning and curriculum development and staff disputation, for example. Despite these useful examples and initiatives to date, the use of restorative methodology and practice in school-based disciplinary management remains ad hoc and disparate, although research and analysis into the effectiveness of such an approach ought to continue. As such, the development of an Australian uniform
management approach underpinned by rights-based principles which are provided with legislative and policy support is to be encouraged.

Importantly, as was discussed in Chapter 4 of the thesis, important linkages between the use of restorative practice and methodologies in schools and more broadly in the juvenile justice arena can have an important effect on community safety and culture in approaching juvenile violence, such as in the crucial interruption of the schoolyard to jail yard journey so often traversed by juvenile offenders who initiate criminal careers through violence and other offending within the confines of school settings.

6.4 Recommendations

6.4.1 Quantitative Research into the Extent of Juvenile School Violence in the Australian Setting

The empirical measurement and impact of juvenile violence in Australian schools was not the purpose of this thesis although it is anticipated that a quantitative study of the levels and extent of school violence in the Australian arena may be the subject of a post-doctoral study. It is anticipated that this will provide some guidance as to the actual extent of the problem that is not available at present due to a paucity of reliable and accessible data and structural barriers in available crime statistics, as was discussed in Chapter 2. This evidential data is clearly valuable in the development of useful law and policy in response to the problem of juvenile school violence in the Australian setting.

6.4.2 Due Deference to The Convention for The Rights of the Child and Other International Instruments

As was revealed in Chapter 3, despite Australia’s status as an early adherent to the UNCRC and some promising developments such as in disability discrimination, direct and unequivocal incorporation into domestic law remains elusive. Despite this drawback in underpinning domestic law and policy with human rights safeguards, the main canons
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1792 This post-doctoral research will potentially be funded through an Australian Research Council Linkage Grant. See, eg, <http://www.arc.gov.au/about_arc/default.htm>.

1793 See 2.9 above for an overview of contemporary Australian school violence.
of the UNCRC, in particular the best interests and participation of children in matters affecting them, can yet have influence through better and more overt appropriation of the UNCRC provisions into general law and policy. A comprehensive, uniform, domestic rights-based school discipline management approach can incorporate essential UNCRC provisions and go some way to fulfilling international human rights obligations while offering a more sophisticated approach to address school violence in Australia.

6.4.3 Consistent, Repeatable and Sustainable Restorative Justice Methodology and Practice in Australian Schools

The use of restorative justice methodology and practices for the purposes of discipline management in Australian schools has been trialled and implemented to an extent for some time, although the practice remains ad hoc and disparate education agency policy is evident across the domestic jurisdictions. The lack of clarity and cohesion in the use of restorative methodology and practices in Australian schools is unfortunate yet equally provides some opportunity to ensure greater harmony through the uniform adoption of consistent, repeatable and sustainable policy and procedure that can have a favourable impact upon addressing school violence in Australian schools. While the use of restorative methodology and practices will continue to garner debate and argument, greater legislative and policy support is required in order to provide the best potential for success, including provision of adequate funding, professional development and community involvement.

6.4.4 Adoption of Model Uniform Law and Policy Restorative Justice Initiatives in Australian Schools Grounded in a Rights-based Approach

It is suggested in this thesis that the adoption of a rights-based restorative justice methodology framework for Australian schools, as discussed in Chapter 5, will help address the school violence issue whilst also making a contribution to the embedding of human rights safeguards into domestic school policy and practices. As was discussed in
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1794 See 5.6 above for an overview of the use to date of restorative justice methodology in Australian schools.
1795 See 5.9 above for a discussion of a suitable framework for implementation of a restorative justice discipline management methodology in Australian schools.
Chapter 4, education remains a state and territory law and policymaking responsibility notwithstanding Commonwealth activism in this area. The adoption of a national uniform approach to implementation initiated by the Commonwealth and facilitated through the vehicle of the *National Safe Schools Framework* would be constructive and go some way towards reducing the incidence and severity of school violence through cultural change in school discipline management across Australia, through the establishment and maintenance of climates that promote dignity, safety and fairness and are inclusive of all members of school communities. Commonwealth activism in state and territory affairs also provides context to such an intervention in addressing violence in Australian schools.

This approach will also take advantage of efficiencies by state education agencies in the provision of discipline management law and policy and promote consistency throughout the Australian jurisdiction, combined with early intervention and prevention to mitigate the often witnessed passage by violent juveniles to adult criminality. This will benefit the wider Australian community.

**6.5 Concluding Statement**

A model uniform restorative justice-based legislative and policy regime that is cognisant of essential human rights safeguards will provide an apposite framework for the management of violence in Australian schools. Initiated by the Commonwealth and mirrored by states and territories, this approach will enhance the *National Safe Schools Framework* and provide a robust strategy to address juvenile violence in school settings with productive effect.

---

1796 See 4.4 above for a discussion of the constitutional responsibility related to the provision of education services in Australia.

1797 In order to harmonise work safety and health legislation throughout Australia in what is a state and territory lawmakers field, the Commonwealth Parliament enacted uniform model legislation in 2010 that could be mirrored by states and territories. Uniformity in work health and safety law throughout Australia under the new regime is not yet realised, however, as Western Australia and Victoria remain uncommitted.
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## Appendix 1

Rights Based Restorative Justice School Violence Discipline Management Policy Model for use in Australian Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Response Level</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem Solving Circles</td>
<td>Secondary &amp; targeted</td>
<td>Students, teachers &amp; invited participants</td>
<td>Targeted, proactive &amp; flexible</td>
<td>Effective conflict resolution &amp; open dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Mediation</td>
<td>Secondary &amp; targeted</td>
<td>Disputants/3rd party mediators (selected students)</td>
<td>Targeted, negotiation based</td>
<td>Development of negotiated settlement &amp; suitable options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer or Accountability Panels</td>
<td>Secondary &amp; targeted</td>
<td>Panel members (School Resource Officers &amp; selected students), victim and offender</td>
<td>Targeted, negotiation based</td>
<td>Development of individualised consensual case plan for offender to follow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferencing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive Classroom Conferences</td>
<td>Intensive tertiary</td>
<td>Students/teachers</td>
<td>Formalised/targeted</td>
<td>Relationship importance &amp; teaching and learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive Classroom Conferences</td>
<td>Intensive tertiary</td>
<td>Single or small student groups and teachers</td>
<td>Formalised/targeted</td>
<td>Collective agreement satisfactory to all conference participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive Community Conferences</td>
<td>Intensive tertiary</td>
<td>Students, teachers, parent/s, siblings, family members, members of wider community</td>
<td>Formalised/targeted</td>
<td>Collective agreement satisfactory to all conference participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Response Level</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Group Conferences or Family Group Decision Making Conferences</td>
<td>Intensive tertiary</td>
<td>Student offender, victim, family members, trained professional assistants such as police, religious representatives social workers, counsellors</td>
<td>Formalised/targeted</td>
<td>Collective agreement satisfactory to all conference participants and formulation of written behavioural plan for student offender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>